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Abstract 
A Reference Grammar of Bena 
by 
Michelle Elizabeth Morrison 
This dissertation is a grammar of Bena (ISO bez), a Bantu language spoken in 
southwestern Tanzania by approximately 600,000 people. Bena is largely undocumented, 
and though aspects of Bena grammar have been described, there is no usable, detailed 
treatment of the Bena language. Therefore the goal of this dissertation is provide the first 
detailed description of Bena that discusses phonology, morphology, and syntax. The 
analysis described in this grammar is based on data collected in the Njombe district of 
Tanzania during 2008 and 2009. Data throughout the grammar is taken from both 
elicitation and a corpus of23 narratives. 
Though Bena is spoken by over half a million people, it is threatened by Swahili 
(the national language of Tanzania). Swahili's prominence in Tanzania has increased 
drastically since independence in 1961, and many (if not most) of the approximately 120 
languages spoken in Tanzania are threatened by Swahili. Bena is no exception to this. 
The results of a sociolinguistic survey conducted in 2009 indicate that Swahili is having a 
significant impact on the Bena language. Therefore the writing of this dissertation comes 
at a crucial time. It provides a record of Bena at a time before too many features of the 
language are lost due to language contact. 
The first chapter provides an introduction to the Bena language and people. It also 
discusses results from the 2009 sociolinguistic survey which had the goal of clarifying 
questions on both the dialectal situation and the sociolinguistic vitality of Bena. The 
second chapter is devoted to phonetics and phonology. Of particular interest in this 
chapter are Bena's "predictable" tone system and the morphophonological process of 
imbrication (a type of coalescence in which multiple morphemes are interwoven 
together). The third chapter gives an overview of Bena word classes and provides a road 
map of the next several chapters of the grammar. Fourth is a description of Ben a nominal 
morphology and other elements in the noun phrase. Like other Bantu languages, Bena 
uses a complex noun class system; Bena's 19 noun classes and the ways in which they 
are used are discussed in detail in this chapter. 
Following this is a description of Bena verbal morphology. Of particular interest 
in Bena is its tense aspect system-Bena distinguishes four separate past tenses and three 
distinct futures; these interact with five aspects. The second major focus of Chapter 5 is 
the use of a series of suffixes in verbal derivation. The sixth chapter of the grammar 
describes adverbs and other invariable words in Bena. Chapter 7 describes major aspects 
of Bena syntax. Because Bantu languages have rich morphological systems, most 
grammars of Bantu languages either give a fairly cursory treatment of syntax or they 
ignore it completely. This dissertation aims to fill that gap by providing a description of a 
Bantu language that is more balanced and acknowledges the significant roles played by 
both morphology and syntax. The final chapter highlights several features of Bena from a 
typological perspective and discusses areas in which further research on Bena has the 
potential to contribute significantly to Bantu linguistics. 
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Preface 
Examples throughout this grammar come from two primary sources: elicitation 
and the corpus. Where possible I tried to use examples from the corpus; however in some 
cases either an example of a particular feature did not exist in the corpus, or an elicited 
example was easier to use to illustrate a particular point. When this happened examples 
were pulled from elicitation. Examples pulled from the corpus are labeled with the 
recording number, recording title, and example line. Recording numbers begin with the 
year of the recording, followed by the month and day. Letters are then used to sequence 
recordings taken on a single day. Thus, for example, ifan example is tagged with the 
label 080ct06h, Times of Planting, line 006, the reader knows that this example is taken 
from the sixth line of a narrative entitled Times of Planting which was the eighth 
recording on October 06, 2008. There are a few folktales which were told by different 
speakers on different occasions. In order to distinguish these from one another, a version 
number is included in the recording title. Thus 08SeptOJ h, The Hare and the Pheasant: 
Version J refers to a rendition of this folktale told by Eneas Ngilangwa on September 1, 
2008 and 080ct09j The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3 refers to Petro Mkevela's 
telling of the story on October 09, 2008. 
Bena data is given in italics with English glosses between single quotes. Most of 
the Bena data is given using orthographical transcription (for further discussion of these 
see 2.5); where phonetic transcriptions are necessary, these are given between square 
brackets. Bolding is used to draw the reader's attention to the relevant portion ofan 
example, and underlining is used to indicate a borrowing from Swahili. Prefixes are 
followed by a hyphen; suffixes are preceded by a hyphen. Following the Bantuist 
xxx 
tradition, stems of adjectives, quantifiers, possessives, and interrogatives which cannot 
stand independently (without a prefix) are preceded by a hyphen (for example, 
-olofu 'many'). Also following the Bantuist tradition, when it is necessary to refer to a 
verbal root, this is done using hyphens both preceding and following the root (for 
example -dzeng- 'build'). Other glossing conventions are summarized below: 
IPL first person plural NARR narrative 
ISG first person singular NEG negative 
2PL second person plural NMLZ nominalizer 
2SG second person singular OBJ object 
3PL third person plural OM object marker 
3SG third person singular PI immediate past 
APPL applicative P2 hodiemal past 
ASSOC associative P3 recent past 
AUG augment P4 remote past 
AUX auxiliary PASS passive 
CAUS causative pos positional 
CLI-20 noun class prefix POSS possessor 
COP copula PRES present 
DEM demonstrative PRO pronoun 
DIST distal PROG progressive 
E epenthetic morpheme PROX proximal 
EMPH emphatic RECIP reciprocal 
EXIST existential REDUP reduplicant 
EXT extensive REFL reflexive 
FI immediate future REL relativizer 
F2 near future REP repetitive 
F3 remote future SEP separative 
FFV final vowel SM subject marker 
IMPOS impositive STAT stative 
INTENS intensive TA tense-aspect 
INTR intransitive TENT tentive 
IPFV imperfective TR transitive 
MED medial v verb 




This study is a description ofBena l (ISO bez), a Bantu language spoken in 
southwestern Tanzania by approximately 600,000 people (Muzale and Rugemalira 2008). 
Bena is largely undocumented and there is no usable, detailed treatment of the language. 
Therefore the goal of this dissertation is provide the first detailed description of Bena that 
discusses phonology, morphology, and syntax. The analysis described in this grammar is 
based on data collected in the Njombe district of Tanzania during 2008 and 2009. 
The first chapter of the grammar gives a review of previous studies of the Bena 
language, the scope of the current project, its methodology and theoretical orientation, 
and sociolinguistic details about the Bena language. The second chapter is devoted to 
phonetics and phonology. The third chapter gives an overview of Bena word classes and 
the criteria which are used to distinguish each word class. Fourth is an analysis of 
nominal morphology and the noun phrase. The fifth chapter describes verbal 
morphology. Following this is a description of adverbs and other un inflecting words. The 
seventh chapter is an analysis of Bena syntax. The final chapter highlights typological 
properties of the Bena language and the degree to which features of the Bena language 
are typical of Bantu languages. Two Bena texts are included as appendices at the end of 
the dissertation. 
I Bena is also known as Kibena or Hibena. Here and throughout this grammar Bena and other Bantu 
languages will be referred to without noun class prefixes. 
1.1 The Bena people 
Bena is spoken by approximately 600,000 people living in southwestern 
Tanzania, northeast of Lake Nyasa (Muzale and Rugemalira 2008). The Bena speaking 
population is concentrated in the Njombe district of the Iringa region of Tanzania. In 
2002, according to the Tanzanian Population and Housing Census, the population of the 
Njombe district was approximately 420,000 (United Republic of Tanzania 2002). In the 
center of the Njombe district is the city ofNjombe (population 42,000 in 2002). Njombe 
town is populated by a mixture of tribes. The rural areas of the Njombe district are 
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Figure 1.2 Map of Njombe and the surrounding areas (Giblin 2005:15) 
Culwick (1935) divides Ubena (the area where Bena is spoken) into two major 
geographic areas. The majority of Ben a speakers live in the southern highlands of 
Tanzania and Culwick refers to this area as "Ubena of the Hills." A much smaller group 
(estimated by Culwick to be 16,000 people in 1935) has moved to the Ulanga Valley-
this area is referred to as "Ubena of the Rivers." This dissertation focuses on the Bena 
who live in the southern highlands. The majority of the Bena are agriculturists, farming 
potatoes, corn, wheat, and sunflowers. One of the larger businesses in the area, Kibena 
Tea Ltd. , is a tea plantation and factory. 
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1.2 The Bena language 
Bena is a member of the Bantu language family (a subgroup ofthe Niger-Congo 
language phylum). Approximately 240 million people speak one or more Bantu 
languages-about one in three Africans (Nurse and Philippson 2003: 1). Estimates of the 
total number of Bantu languages vary widely as a result of differing definitions of the 
difference between a language and a dialect and of what exactly constitutes a Bantu 
language. Nurse and Philippson (2003) estimate that there are approximately 300 Bantu 
languages spoken in Africa; the current version of the Ethnologue lists 513 Bantu 
languages, 103 of which are spoken in Tanzania (Gordon 2005). 
4 
Guthrie's (1971) classification labels Bena as G63. Bena's closest relatives 
(according to Guthrie's classification) include Sangu (G61, 75,000 speakers), Hehe (G62, 
750,000 speakers), Pangwa (G64, 95,000 speakers), Kinga (G65, 140,000 speakers), 
Wanji (G66, 28,000 speakers), and Kisi (G67, 10,200 speakers) (Gordon 2005). Nurse et 
al (1979) and Nurse (1988) confirm the internal consistency ofG60 and label this group 
the "Southern Highland" languages. The following map shows where each of these 





Figure 1.3 Languages spoken in Tanzania (Nurse and Tucker 2001) 
Current estimates indicate that approximately 1.8 million people speak one of the 
Southern Highlands languages as a first language (Gordon 2005). There has been very 
little research conducted on this group of languages: Schadeburg (1971) is a dissertation 
on Kinga; Schadeburg (1973) is an analysis of King a's tone system. Stirnimann (1983) is 
a study of Pangwa. Odden and Odden (1985 , 1999) provide research on syllable structure 
and reduplication in Hehe. Walsh (2004) is a discussion of prefix-stacking in animal 
5 
names in Hehe. Research on Bena is fragmentary, as will be discussed in the following 
section. 
1.3 Previous research 
Existing research on Bena is sparse, fragmentary, and difficult to obtain. Bena 
first occurs in the literature in Last (1885), a list of about 250 words in 48 African 
languages. Maho and Sands (2002) list a number of sources with uncertain authorship 
and/or existence2: [Anonymous?] (1913), KUsters (193?), Oelke (193?), and Semsdorf 
6 
(1 ???). During a recent trip to Tanzania I acquired a photocopy of an old English-Bena 
dictionary manuscript, typed on notebook paper. It includes a few grammatical notes on 
Bena but no information about who compiled it or when it was written; I suspect that it 
may correspond to KUsters (193?). It contains approximately 1000 lexical items with 
their English and Bena equivalents. It also contains a number of verbal paradigms labeled 
as follows: past, present, present perfect, present continuous, consecutive, future I, future 
II, and conditional. 
There are several anthropological and ethnographic works that describe the Bena 
people. Culwick (1935) is a book-length anthropological treatment describing the history 
ofthe Bena people and their rulers (with one chapter written by a Bena chief, Mtema 
Towegale Kiwanga). Culwick's work also includes ethnographic observations he made 
during his time as an administrative officer working in Tanzania. He discusses family 
life, initiation ceremonies, economics, and other aspects of Ben a life. Mumford (1934) is 
2 I have cited these sources exactly following Maho and Sands (2002). 
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an ethnographic study of the "greater cultural group" of the Hehe, Sangu, and Bena 
peoples, suggesting that the boundaries between these groups are not distinct 
(linguistically, Hehe and Sangu are also two of Ben a's closest neighbors). Instead they 
share much oftheir history and cultural practices. Mumford gives an overview of kinship 
and family structure, political organization, customs, rituals, and religious beliefs. 
Mwenda (1963) also gives an overview of Bena history. 
More recently, Giblin (2005) collected a series of oral histories from residents of 
Njombe between 1992 and 2002, which he uses to present an account of the history of the 
town ofNjombe and the experiences of its inhabitants throughout the political upheaval 
ofthe twentieth century. He begins with colonial German rule and moves through the 
Maji Maji rebellion (an uprising against German authority in Tanganyika\ the British 
take-over of Tanganyika after World War I, the declaration of independence by 
Tanganyika in 1961, and the period of Ujamaa ('familyhood', a form of African 
socialism) that Tanzania underwent from independence until the mid 1980s. Giblin's 
primary thesis is that as the residents ofNjombe began to feel increasingly marginalized 
by the state, they began to turn to the family, local connections, and what Giblin refers to 
as "rural subalterns" to seek refuge from the state. In fact, Giblin claims that it is the 
animosity of the Tanzanian government against the private sphere that contributed largely 
to the downfall of Ujamaa in Tanzanian society. 
Priebusch (1935) is the first detailed treatment of the Bena language. He treats 
Bena and Hehe as a single language (the title of his study is Bena-Hehe Grammatik). It 
3 In 1964 the country of Tanganyika merged with the nearby islands of Zanzibar; this merger resulted in the 
creation of present-day Tanzania 
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appears that his grammar is based upon the speech of individuals living along the border 
between the Bena and Hehe speaking areas. Priebusch devotes portions of his grammar to 
vowels, consonants, noun classes, adjectives, pronouns, verbal morphology, and (some) 
syntax. His grammar contains numerous examples of each feature that he is describing, 
but does not go into much detail in each area. Further, Priebusch does not discuss vowel 
length or tone, both important processes in Bena. Like some other treatments of the Bena 
language, Priebusch's grammar is fairly difficult to obtain-copies exist at Leiden 
University and at the University of Dar es Salaam. 
Chaula (1989) wrote his Master's thesis on Bena phonology. He describes the 
Mavemba dialect (he is a native speaker). He discusses Bena phonetics and various 
phonological and morphophonemic processes including vowel lengthening, vowel 
deletion, glide formation, vowel harmony, spirantization, affrication, palatalization, and 
several different types of consonant deletion. His analysis is rich with examples. 
Unfortunately he does not address tone in his study of Bena phonology. His thesis is also 
difficult to obtain, as the only available copy is at the University of Dar es Salaam. 
Other works briefly treat the Bena language without going into much detail: Schumann 
(1917) is a description of the Bena tonal system. Greenway (1947) is a compilation of 
word lists from 41 different languages spoken in Tanzania, including Bena, Hehe, and 
Kinga. Most of the words in his list refer to body parts and various diseases. Nurse (1988) 
relies largely on lexicostatistics to confirm Guthrie's (1971) groupings of the G60 
languages. Nurse labels this group the "Southern Highlands" languages. Features which 
Nurse describes as defining Southern Highland languages include the retention of the 
9 
Class 5 marker li- (other groups have reduced this marker to -i), traces of Dahl's Law (in 
a series of two voiceless obstruents the first is voiced), the deletion of nasals preceding 
voiceless stops, and the devoicing of sibilants. In the same volume Park (1988) makes 
some observations about the "regional culture" ofthe Southern Highlands peoples, 
confirming Mumford's (1934) claims that these groups share much of their culture and 
history, though this does not pertain to linguistic classification. 
Swartz (1968) analyzes the kin terminology that Bena speakers use. In addition to 
listing Bena and Swahili kinship terms and describing the way in which these terms are 
used, Swartz attempts to offer an explanation for why particular Bena terms may be used 
in one situation and Swahili terms in another-his explanation involves the reciprocity of 
terms (i.e., a grandparent and a grandchild may use the same terms to refer to one 
another). Swartz claims that terms that are reciprocal are used only in situations when the 
expectations of both parties are approximately equal. Thus Bena speakers do not use 
mjombe, the Swahili term that includes both 'mother's brother' and 'father's sister' 
because the material/societal expectations on these two people is very different in Bena 
society. Therefore instead of using the Swahili term mjombe, Bena speakers use the 
appropriate Bena terminology. But because one's mother and one's mother's sisters have 
approximately the same material/social expectations, a single term is used for both 
(Swahili and Bena both have only one term for mother's sister and mother, thus Bena 
speakers use the Swahili and Bena terms equally).4 
4 A detailed assessment of Swartz's analysis is beyond the scope of this work, however other explanations 
for the differences between Bena and Swahili kinship terms are possible, namely that the two languages use 
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Guthrie (1971) includes Bena in his classification of the Bantu languages, though 
in a work designed to address as many of the Bantu languages as possible, Guthrie goes 
into little detail about Bena. Nurse and Philippson (1975) compiled a list of 1,000 Bena 
words as part oftheir larger Tanzania Language Survey; while their word list is useful, 
words are unmarked for tone and length, both important processes in Bena. Hodges and 
Stucky (1979) treat passive constructions in Bena and give a fairly in-depth analysis of 
which arguments can be passivized (direct objects, locatives, beneficiaries, and recipients 
all may be passivized) and the ways in which these passive constructions behave. The 
data they present, however, is limited, and their research is based on interaction with a 
single Bena speaker. 
One of the more detailed treatments of Bena grammar is Nurse (1979), a brief 
(only twelve pages in length) grammatical sketch. Nurse lists six dialects (Lupembe, 
Masakati (also known as Namanga), Masitu, Maswamu, Sovi, and Matumbi), and his 
description focuses on the Lupembe dialect. Nurse gives a general overview of Ben a 
phonology: he lists five vowels which may be long or short and gives a consonant 
inventory. With respect to nominal tone he claims that prefixes always have a high tone 
and the final vowel is always low. Vowels in between the first and last syllable ofa word 
may vary in tone. Verbal tone is underlyingly either all low or all low with a final high, 
but tenses have associated tonal patterns that "override the basic tones in some cases" 
(1979: 109). Nurse also lists nominal concords and makes some general claims regarding 
the semantics of some noun classes. Finally, Nurse gives examples of the verb gula "buy" 
different systems of kinship classification. See Strauss (1969) for further discussion of kinship 
classification systems. 
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inflected for first person plural in a number of TAM configurations. Verbal forms are 
listed as follows: present continuous, present indefinite, future (today), other future, 
immediate past, past (today), past (yesterday), other past, consecutive, 'used to ... ', past 
continuous, 'would .. .', 'would have .. .', 'if/when (future)', 'when (past)" 'be still .. .ing', 
'not yet ... ', SUbjunctive, imperative, relative, and negative. 
Eaton (2007) is a sketch of Bena phonology, based on a corpus of 1309 lexical 
items. She gives an inventory of consonant phonemes and discusses their distribution. 
With respect to vowels, Eaton describes a number of sources of vowel length: vowels 
may be underlyingly long or their length may be derived through a number of different 
processes. These include vowel coalescence, compensatory lengthening (both before pre-
nasalized consonants and after labialized and palatalized consonants), the lengthening of 
word-initial vowels in nouns with monosyllabic stems and vowels in the first syllable of 
disyllabic verbal imperatives, the lengthening of the penultimate vowel in "certain verb 
forms", and vowel lengthening in ideophones. Eaton further discusses syllable structure, 
possible Bena syllable types, and tone patterns in Bena. Finally, Eaton describes some 
morphophonological processes, including vowel harmony, vowel elision, glide formation, 
and the behavior of nasal prefixes. 
Muhehwa et al (2005) present a short grammatical sketch ofBena. Data was 
collected, compiled, and analyzed during two workshops held by SIL Int'l in 2004. A 
template-based approach was used (process described in Stegen 2005) in which native 
Bena speakers filled in the blanks ofa templatic Bantu grammar based on Rangi (a Bantu 
language, F33, spoken in Tanzania). Some portions of the Muhehwa et al grammar sketch 
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still include Rangi data that has not yet been replaced with Bena. Such an approach helps 
to train native speakers to do linguistic research and provides results in a short period of 
time, but, since it is ultimately based in a different language, it glosses over many of the 
intricacies and richness of the Bena language. In spite of its shortcomings, however, 
Muhehwa et aI's treatment of Ben a provides invaluable information on noun classes, 
inflectional and derivational verbal processes, question formation, and word order. 
There are four books which have been published in the Bena language. During my 
recent trips to Tanzania I was able to purchase all three of these: a Bible translation 
(British & Foreign Bible Society 1914), a hymnal (Dayosisi la Kusini 1914), and a basic 
language primer (Hongole 2002). A fourth book, entitled Bena Fibel (Anonymous 1914), 
was used in missionary schools during the early portion of the twentieth century.5 My 
own conversations with Bena speakers have revealed that none ofthese books is without 
major flaws. I have been told that the Bible translation sounds foreign (one speaker in 
particular laughed and told me that no Bena speaker would ever talk like that) and that it 
is almost impossible for young speakers in particular to read and understand it. The 
hymnal consists of hymns translated from German or English into Swahili and then into 
Bena. With regard to the primer, Bena speakers have told me that it is full of errors and 
difficult to use. 
5 My copy of Bena Fibili does not have any information about who wrote it or when it was published. It 
simply has Bena Fibili handwritten on the front cover. I met a few older speakers who still had copies of it, 
and from conversations with them I discovered that it was used in missionary schools. Therefore I have 
assumed it was printed by the missionaries who used it, but I am not sure. 
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1.4 The present study 
The present study is a reference grammar of the Bena language. The goal of this 
dissertation is provide the first detailed description of Bena that discusses phonology, 
morphology, and syntax. This grammar is aimed at an audience of academic linguists; 
however a modified Bena orthography (see 2.5) is used throughout in an attempt to make 
the grammar accessible to interested speakers ofthe language. 
1.4.1 Methodology 
Research described in this study is based on fieldwork conducted in the Njombe 
district (Iringa region) of Tanzania during 2008 and 2009. Fieldwork was divided into 
two trips, each lasting approximately five months. Fieldwork was centered in the town of 
Njombe at the center of the Bena speaking area. Living in Njombe gave me easy access 
to speakers both in Njombe and in the surrounding villages. The first fieldtrip in 2008 
was spent almost entirely in Njombe (with a few short trips into neighboring villages). 
The focus of the first trip was lexical and grammatical elicitation and text collection. I 
usually worked with speakers (one or two at a time) for three hours per day, four days a 
week. Time with speakers was spent doing a wide variety of data collection techniques-
some days were spent translating words and sentences from Swahili into Bena; other days 
we played games or used toys or pictures to gather specific types of data (in an attempt to 
avoid influence from Swahili arising from direct translation); speakers also helped me 
translate recordings which now compose the corpus. 
These tasks were continued in the 2009 trip. Also during the fall of2009, in 
cooperation with SIL Int'l, I conducted a sociolinguistic survey in 17 different villages 
throughout the Bena speaking area. The final component ofthe 2009 fieldtrip was the 
checking of data collected in both 2008 and 2009. This involved going through all the 
data that had been collected with a different speaker than the one who originally 
contributed the information. Research was conducted primarily in Swahili. 
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Rather than gathering all my data from a single speaker, I worked with a number of 
different primary consultants in order to gain a richer understanding of the Bena 
language. My two most frequent consultants (Catherin Mhehwa and Anna Jombe) both 
speak the Ngaveta dialect; therefore it is this dialect upon which much of this study is 
based. Other consultants who contributed a significant amount of material to the project 
include Ang'emelye Mudeka (Maswamu), Elita Mangula (Sovi), Eneas Ngilangwa 
(Ngaveta), Luhwaho Ngilangwa (Ngaveta), Petro Mkevela (Sovi), and Imara Mgohele 
(Maswamu). Numerous other consultants participated in one or two sessions. 
My database consists of a wide variety of material. I have a lexical database 
which contains approximately 4,000 lexical items. With the help of Bena speakers I put 
together a small corpus of different types of Bena narratives. The corpus currently 
contains 23 narratives which have been transcribed and translated (with the help of 
consultants) into both Swahili and English. The compilation of the corpus is an ongoing 
project, and a number of other narratives and conversations are in various stages of 
preparation to be added to the corpus. Much ofthe analysis also relies on various 
elicitation strategies-these included both sentence translation and grammaticality 
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judgments. I also used a number of different elicitation techniques based on non-verbal 
stimuli-these included picture and video descriptions, role play, and games using 
different types of objects. Each piece of data was checked with a different speaker from 
the original contributor. 
All sessions with consultants were recorded with an Edirol R-09 at a sampling 
rate of 44.1 KHz. Some audio recordings were supplemented with video recordings 
(these include a few videos of speakers telling stories and a number of performances by 
Bena choirs). Many of the recordings have been transcribed and time-aligned using Elan,6 
a software utility which uses open formats (XML and W A V) to save data; neither of 
these formats is proprietary or dependent on Elan, thus ensuring the longevity of data 
even if Elan ceases to be maintained. My database (dictionary and texts) is maintained 
using Toolbox,7 freely downloadable software which was developed by SIL Int'l 
specifically for the purposes of developing a multi-purpose linguistic database. Toolbox 
uses tag-delineated text files, another file-type which is non-proprietary and therefore 
complies with standards laid out by OLAC (Open Languages Archive Community) and 
Bird and Simons (2003) for the proper archiving of linguistic data. Many of the research 
materials have been archived with the Endangered Languages Archive hosted by the 
Hans Rausing Endangered Languages Project at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies in London. Contribution and maintenance of archival materials is an ongoing 
project. Use ofthe archive will ensure the preservation ofthe data I collected for future 
researchers. In addition to this, copies of all materials have been given to the Kukula 
6 Freely downloadable from http://www.mpi.nl/tools/. 
7 http://www.sil.org/computing/toolbox/ 
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Group, an informal culture committee whose goal is to preserve and promote Bena 
language and culture. 
1.4.2 Theoretical framework 
The purpose of this study is to present a basic descriptive grammar ofthe Bena 
language. The theoretical framework used throughout is that of "Basic Linguistic 
Theory" (see Dixon 2007, Dryer 2006). BLT is commonly used in linguistic descriptions 
and grammars and draws as much as possible on earlier theoretical traditions (rather than 
relying heavily on contemporary theory). BLT is not atheoretical; instead it relies heavily 
on fundamental theoretical notions, such as phonemes, derivation, and transitivity. 
1.5 Sociolinguistic situation 
The Ethnologue lists 127 living languages that are spoken in Tanzania; 103 of 
these belong to the Bantu family (Gordon 2005). Swahili and English are the national 
languages of Tanzania, though in some parts of Tanzania very few people speak English. 
Swahili is the language of commerce and business, and most Tanzanians speak Swahili 
along with one, two, or more minority languages. With 600,000 speakers, Bena is one of 
the larger minority languages.s 
I conducted a sociolinguistic survey in the Bena-speaking language area during 
the fall of2009. The survey had two major goals. The first of these was to assess the 
8 There are 27 languages spoken in Tanzania with a quarter of a million or more speakers. Gordon (2005) 
indicates that only seven languages have more speakers than Bena. More recently, Muzale and Rugemalira 
(2008) place Bena at 13 in a ranking of speaker population of Tanzanian languages. 
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sociolinguistic vitality of the Bena language and to determine the extent to which 
increasing use of Swahili is affecting Bena. The second goal of the survey was to clarify 
the dialect situation. Previous sources show considerable discrepancy, both in the number 
of dialects they list and the names given for each dialect (see 1.5.3). 
During September of2009 (in cooperation with SIL International) I colIected data 
in thirteen different villages in the Njombe district of Tanzania. During October and 
November, I visited four additional villages. In alI, more than 178 speakers participated.9 
They ranged in age from 19 to 100. 75 were female; 103 were male. Data colIected in 
each village included basic speaker demographics, a word list, a phrase list, and 
sociolinguistic information. The sociolinguistic information which was colIected in each 
village included the answers to questions about dialect areas, Bena history, and 
sociolinguistic vitality. In addition, 74 people filIed out questionnaires about language 
use and sociolinguistic vitality. 
The folIowing subsections discuss sociolinguistic aspects of the Bena language. 
Though a complete analysis of the survey data is beyond the scope of this work, some 
results from the survey are presented below. 1.5.2 is about the sociolinguistic vitality of 
Bena-even though it has a large speaker base, it is significantly threatened by Swahili. 
Section 1.5.3 gives a picture of the dialect situation and briefly discusses the seven 
dialects of Bena and where they are spoken. 
9 178 speakers participated directly in the survey and filled out consent forms. There were additional people 
who came while the survey was being conducted and gave opinions about sociolinguistic vitality, but not 
all of their names were recorded, so it is impossible to tell exactly how many people participated. 
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1.5.1 Minority languages in Tanzania 
The status and use of Swahili in Tanzania has increased dramatically over the last 
forty years. In 1961 Tanganyika declared independence from Great Britain. Under 
Ujamaa (Swahili 'familyhood'), a form of African socialism, Swahili was promoted as a 
unifying factor. Ujamaa encouraged an elevation of Tanzanian identity over tribal or 
local identity. Swahili was made one of the official languages of Tanzania (along with 
English) and the medium of instruction in primary school education. Blommaert 
(2005:398) notes that "the ideal situation envisaged by the architects ofthe campaign was 
monoglot" and that the promotion of Swahili as a national language was intended to 
target both English and local languages in Tanzania. While local languages continue to 
enjoy widespread use in Tanzania, Swahili is rapidly encroaching. Mekacha (1993a) 
notes that Swahili has taken over many of the functions of local languages, and use of 
local languages is restricted primarily to the home. 
The Tanzanian government recognizes the importance of minority languages and 
their role in the preservation of cultural diversity and history; in fact, Tanzania's Sera ya 
Utamaduni (,Culture Law') explicitly permits and encourages the use and development 
of minority languages (Stegen 2005). However, the government provides no institutional 
support for minority languages. Swahili continues to be the medium of education from 
the very beginning of primary school, and children are taught only in English from 
secondary school on (Roy-Campbell 2001, Stegen 2005). Numerous studies cite the 
current educational language policy as one of the primary reasons for language shift in 
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Tanzania (Legere 1992, 2000, 2007, 2008; Mekacha 1993b; Msanjila 2004; Mkude 2004; 
Batibo 1992; Brock-Utne and Holmarsdottir 2004). 
The promotion of Swahili both during and after Ujamaa has had a significant 
impact on minority language use in Tanzania. First and foremost, Swahili's status as an 
official language of Tanzania has increasingly relegated the use of minority languages to 
the private sphere (Legere 1992, Mekacha 1993a). With the exception of high court, 
higher education, and international business (where English is used), Swahili is promoted 
in all official domains in Tanzania. A survey conducted by Mekacha (1993a) among 
university students in Dar es Salaam and secondary students in Masoma indicates that, as 
the language policy dictates, Swahili dominates in all domains except the home. This 
includes hospitals, religious services and ceremonies, the police and army, all levels of 
bureaucracy, Parliament, the mass media, etc. Mekacha further argues that Swahili is 
gradually assuming many ofthe functions and domains that minority languages had 
previously dominated. 
Related to this issue is the drastic increase in the use of Swahili as an inter-ethnic 
mode of communication. While Swahili has fulfilled such a role for a long time, 
particularly in coastal areas and along traditional slavery and trade routes, in the years 
since independence Swahili function in inter-ethnic communication has drastically 
increased. In the past, larger regional languages such as Bena, Sukuma, or Hehe served as 
inter-ethnic lingua francas. More recently, however, Swahili is beginning to take over 
that role (Legere 1992). Speakers ofPangwa, for example, used Bena in the past to 
communicate with people from different tribes. Conversations with Bena speakers during 
the sociolinguistic survey indicate that this is no longer the case. Bena (as a means of 
communication between people from different tribes) has been replaced entirely by 
Swahili. 
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In school, the use of minority languages is actively discouraged. Although 
students are no longer beaten for speaking a minority language as they were in the 1950s, 
Mekacha (1993b) notes that use ofa minority language by a child will result in "scornful 
remarks" from teachers and/or classmates. This observation was corroborated by Bena 
speakers. Wedin (2005) argues that language policy in schools has contributed to the 
stigmatization of minority languages (at least in domains outside the home). In spite of 
this, Wedin's study shows that Runyambo (the minority language she is studying) 
continues to be used by teachers to communicate outside ofthe classroom. Children, 
however, are forbidden to address their teachers in Runyambo. Tanzania's policy ensures 
that children willieam to speak Swahili; no such assurance exists for a minority 
language. As Mekacha (1993b) notes, if a child speaks a minority language in the home, 
he or she will develop Swahili proficiency in school. The opposite is not true, however: a 
child who is speaks only Swahili at home will likely never develop more than a passive 
knowledge ofthe minority language. 
A number of studies document the increasing preference of Tanzanian youths for 
Swahili. Legere (2007), for example, describes an "ethnically homogenous" area where 
almost everyone is ethnically Vidunda and most people speak Vidunda as their first 
language. His study illustrates increased usage of Swahili at the expense of a minority 
language, particularly after children begin attending school. Some have even argued that 
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(at least in some areas) the strengthening of Swahili among Tanzania's youth has resulted 
in a weakening of ethnic affiliation (Mkude 2001). 
The huge impact of the promotion of Swahili in Tanzania has affected not only 
minority language use, but also minority language lexicon and grammar. Legere (2000) 
has observed a dramatic increase of Swahili loan words even in non-Bantu languages like 
Barabaig and Iraqw. Particularly prone to borrowing are words that describe new objects 
and technologies that were previously unknown. Beyond being a source for lexical 
borrowing, Swahili is beginning to have a structural impact on minority languages in 
Tanzania. Mkude (2004) is a study ofthe ways in which Swahili has affected the 
structure of Luguru, a Bantu language spoken by approximately half a million people. 
Considerable grammatical leveling is taking place in Luguru: those distinctions which 
Swahili does not have (augment use, varying realizations ofthe first person singular 
pronoun, and use of a negative particle, for example) are beginning to be considered as 
optional or superfluous by younger speakers. In this way, though Luguru continues in 
widespread use, its structure is undergoing significant change as a result of the intense 
contact of its speakers with Swahili. The increasing prominence of Swahili is having a 
major impact on Bena as well. The next section discusses results of the 2009 
sociolinguistic survey that indicate that Bena is significantly threatened by Swahili. 
1.5.2 The sociolinguistic vitality of Bena 
Estimates of Ben a speaker population range from 592,370 (Muzale and 
Rugemalira 2008) to 670,000 (Gordon 2005). It is possible, however, that these numbers 
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may be over-inflated because of difficulties in defining a Bena language speaker. First, 
estimates of speaker population make the assumption that a person who is ethnically 
Bena is also a Bena speaker. This is not necessarily the case, particularly in urban areas 
where many Bena children grow up speaking very little (if any) Bena. Estimates of 
speaker population also do not define how fluent a speaker must be in order to be 
categorized as a Bena speaker. Part ofthe purpose ofthe sociolinguistic survey I 
conducted in 2009 was to assess the sociolinguistic vitality of the Bena language. To this 
end a I designed a questionnaire elicit language attitudes and to determine what kind of 
impact Swahili is making on Bena. 74 participants (selected opportunistically) filled out 
the language-use questionnaire. 
Participants were presented with thirty-five language use questions. Given a 
particular situation, they were asked to respond which language(s) they were most likely 
to use. They were given five options from which to choose; these are summarized in 
(1) a. Bena only 
b. More Bena than Swahili 
c. Equal Bena and Swahili 
d. More Swahili than Bena 
e.Swahili only 
Responses to several questions of particular interest will be discussed here. (For a 
tabulation of responses to all survey questions, refer to Appendix C.) 
10 There are some situations, particularly school, where participants used another language (usually 
English). However because all participants in the study spoke (and used) both Bena and Swahili, they were 
asked to examine their use of just those two languages. If a participant gave a response other than Bena or 
Swahili to any of the questions, that was noted, but those responses are not included here. 
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One set of questions looked at the parent-child relationship. Responses to these questions 
are summarized below 11 : 
Lg. I speak with my parents 
Lg. my parents speak with me 
Lg. I speak with my children 
Lg. my children speak with me 
Lg. I want my children to speak 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Bena <--------------------------------------------------> Swa hili 
Figure 1.4 Parent-child relationship 
-Benaonly 
- More Bena 
II BenalSwahili 
More Swahili 
- Swahili only 
The responses summarized in Figure 1.4 show a generational difference between parents 
and children. Nearly 80% of respondents use Bena only or more Bena than Swahili when 
speaking with their parents. However when the same group of people is asked which 
language they use with their children, their answers are drastically different: for only 
about 30% of respondents does Bena dominate in communication with their children. 
The grandparent-grandchild relationship shows an even more drastic shift: 
11 In Figures 1.4 through 1.8 a thick dark line has been superimposed over the chart to aid in clarity of 
reading. This line demarcates the border between Bena-dominated language use patterns (Bena only or 
more Bena) and language use patterns where Swahili is equal with Bena or dominates. 
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Lg. I speak with my grandparents 
Lg. my grandparents speak with me 
• Bena only 
Lg. I speak with my grandchildren 
Lg. my grandchildren speak with me 




0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Bena <--------------------------------------------------> Swahili 
Figure 1.5 Grandparent-grandchild relationship 
As Figure 1.5 shows, Bena dominates when people are speaking with their 
grandparents-nearly all the respondents use Bena only or mostly Bena when speaking 
with their grandparents. No respondents reported dominate use of Swahili in 
conversations with their grandparents. However when it comes to communicating with 
grandchildren, the responses are drastically different. Only 45% of respondents use Bena 
or mostly Bena with their grandchildren. Further, less than 30% of respondents reported 
that their grandchildren used primarily Bena when responding to them. When responding 
to the questionnaire, several different grandparents described situations where they would 
use Bena when speaking with their grandchildren, but their grandchildren would respond 
in Swahili. 
There is an additional point illustrated by Figure 1.5 that is worth discussing. 
Approximately 900/0 of respondents reported that they speak either all or mostly Bena 
when talking with their grandparents, yet only 300/0 of respondents say that their 
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grandchildren speak all or mostly Bena when speaking with them. Similarly, about 90% 
of the speakers surveyed reported that their grandparents speak all or mostly Bena when 
speaking with them, but only slightly more than 40% of respondents said that they speak 
all or mostly Bena with their grandchildren. It is important to remember that these 
responses represent perceived (and not necessarily actual) language use. It is possible that 
these results simply reflect an awareness that there is generational shift in language use-
people believe that older people use more Bena and younger people use more Swahili, 
therefore responses reflected these beliefs. It is also possible that older people were more 
aware of the younger generation's use of Swahili. I had many conversations with elders 
who were complaining that young people don't know how to speak Bena-they said that 
even when youth spoke Bena, it was strongly influenced by Swahili. Therefore it is 
possible that an individual would report that s/he was speaking Bena with his or her 
grandparent, but that grandparent would say that the grandchild was speaking Swahili, 
because it wasn't "pure Bena" or was some mixture of Bena and Swahili. Determining 
what exactly was happening in these situations is beyond the scope of this study, but it an 
area that merits further study. 
When questioned about the peer-peer relationship, responses were fairly evenly 
split between Bena and Swahili: 
Lg. I speak with my peers 
Lg. my peers speak with me 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
- Bena only 
- More Bena 
BenalSwahili 
More Swahili 
, Swahili only 
Bena <-----------------------------------------------------------> Swa h iii 
Figure 1.6 Peer-peer relationship 
When the peer-peer relationship is broken down by age, a striking pattern emerges. 
Figure 1.7 summarizes the responses to the situation "the language I speak with people 





0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Bena < ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- > S wa h iii 
-Bena only 
- More Bena 
BenalSwahili 
More Swahili 
-' Swahili only 
Figure 1.7 "Language I speak with people my own age", responses given by age 
As shown in Figure 1.7, speakers who are 65 and older report that Bena largely 
dominates. 65% of respondents use either Bena only or more Bena than Swahili in 
conversations with their peers. No respondents over age 65 reported that Swahili 
dominated in conversations with their peers. The opposite is true of people between 18 
and 35. 50% of respondents in the younger generation reported dominate use of Swahili 
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in conversations with their peers. This indicates that there is a significant generational 
shift taking place in language use among speakers of Ben a and Swahili. 
A similar pattern emerged when language use in a single domain over time was 
examined. Figure 1.8 gives the response to two questions-"the language I spoke at 
church when I was a child" and "the language I speak in church now": 
Lg. I spoke at church as a child -Bena only 
- More Bena 
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Lg. I speak at church now 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
~. BenalSwahili 
More Swahili 
, Swahili only 
Ben a < -----------------------------------------------------------> S wah iii 
Figure 1.8 Language use in a single domain over time 
As responses to this question show, there has been a significant shift in language use in 
the church domain. In the past, Bena largely dominated; currently Swahili is the 
dominant language used in religious services. 
A few questions in the survey were designed to elicit language attitudes. Figure 
1.9 summarizes the responses to the question, "In the future, do you believe that your 




Figure 1.9 "Will your children speak Bena with their children?" 
As shown above, 65% of respondents do not believe that their children will continue to 
use Bena in the home domain. Interestingly, however, when people were asked if they 
believed if Bena would be left behind and the Bena people would speak only Swahili, 
40% of people said "no": 
Figure 1.10 "Will Bena ever be left and the Bena only speak Swahili?" 
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I observed similar sorts of situations numerous times when talking with people 
informally. They would tell me that they prefer to speak Swahili with their children at 
home, but that they were sure that Bena would continue to be spoken by future 
generations. 
In spite of the increasing dominance of Swahili, when asked if speaking Bena was 
important, the response was overwhelmingly "yes": 
No Don't know 
Figure 1.11 "Is speaking Bena important?" 
When questioned further about the reason why speaking Bena is important, most people 
responded that it was important because it represents their cultural heritage or defines 
them as a people. In spite of this, and in spite of the fact that Bena has such a large 
speaker base, it is quickly losing ground to Swahili. It is also important to note that all the 
responses to the sociolinguistic survey were given by people living in rural areas where it 
was previously thought that minority languages were still dominant. Though the situation 
in urban areas such as Njombe has not been studied systematically, I observed that 
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Swahili dominates in all areas (including the home domain). Many (perhaps most) ofthe 
children I met who were living in Njombe spoke very little Bena beyond basic greetings. 
1.5.3 Bena dialectology 
According to previous studies, Bena has between five and seven different dialects. 
Nurse (1979) lists six dialects of Ben a: Lupembe, Masakati (also known as Namanga), 
Masitu, Maswamu, Sovi, and Matumbi. Chaula (1989) lists seven varieties of Ben a: 
Kilupembe, Kimasakati, Kilembula, Kisovi, Kimaswamu, Kimavemba, and Kiulanga. 
Nyagava (1999) divides Bena into six dialects (based on historic clans): Sovi, Vafwagi, 
Masakati, Nyikolwe, Vakilavugi, and Mavemba. 12 Hongole (2002) lists five dialects: 
Vasovi, Vanyikolwe, Vakilavugi, Twangabita, and Vangaveta. Finally, Muhehwa et al 
(2005) list seven dialects: Vanyiikolwe, Vakilavuugi, Vatwangaabita, Vangaveeta, 
Vasoovi, Vamaveemba, and Vamaswaamu. None of these works goes into great detail 
regarding the listed dialects, and it is not clear how well these lists correspond with one 
another. The following table summarizes the dialect lists given in previous studies 13 : 
12 Nygava also discusses a seventh group (Vakinamanga) which is not included in his original clan listing. 
This is a group which moved to the Ulanga Valley; it is not clear whether Vakinamanga constituted a 
separate clan, or was made up of people from the other six clans. Further, Nyagava's discussion is 
somewhat confusing and inconsistent, and it is not completely clear whether or not the six clans listed here 
are the only Bena clans. 
13 Because some sources name dialects after geographical areas and others use clan names for dialects, it is 
not always possible to tell which dialect names correlate with each other. Where it is known that the names 





(1989) NVAGAVA (1999) 
HONGOLE 
(2002) 
MUHEHW A ET AL 
(2005) 
Lupembe Kilupembe Twangabita Vatwangaabita 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Matumbi Kilembula Vangaveta Vangaveeta 
Maswamu Maswaamu 
----- ---- --- -- ----------------- ----- --V"akiiavugi ------- ----Vakiiavugf------ -Vakiiavuungf ------------
--- ..... ------ .. ----------_ ....... __ .................... _--- .. -.. -..... -... ---------------_ ....................... -....... -.. -... ----------------_ ........... -.... -------
Sovi Kisovi Sovi Vasovi Vasoovi 
Masakati Kimasakati Masakati 
..... _- .... -........ -- .... ------ .. -----------------------_ ........ __ ....................... --- ....... -.. --------------------_ .. _--_ .. __ .... __ .............. ---- .. .. 
Nyikolwe Vanyikolwe Vanyiikolwe 
Masitu Mavemba Mavemba Vamaveemba 
Namanga Kiulanga Vakinamanga 
Vafwagi 
Table 1.1 Bena dialects as listed in previous sources 
Most Bena speakers are aware of dialectal variation and usually seem to divide 
the Bena speaking area into between three and five dialectal areas. Speakers are more 
aware of dialectal differences in areas that are geographically close to where they live. 
Thus speakers who divide the Bena area into three dialects usually divide it into "people 
who talk just like us", "people who live reasonably near us but don't talk quite the same" 
and "everybody else". Some older Bena associate dialects with historic clans, but this 
usually only happens when they are asked to name dialects. (See Nyagava 1999 for a 
discussion of Ben a clans_) 
The sociolinguistic survey attempted to clarify the dialectal situation. However, 
the data was extremely messy. This made it difficult to establish a conclusive, clear-cut 
set of Bena dialects. The messiness ofthe data was likely due to a number of different 
factors. The first is the existence of two different prestige varieties of Bena. One of the 
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questions that was asked of speakers during the survey addressed prestige varieties and 
asked where good Bena was spoken. The two most common answers were the village of 
Mdandu (in the northwest) and Lupembe village (located in the east). Historically, 
Mdandu was the cultural center of the Bena area. Near Mdandu was Nyumbaniitu 
(literally 'dark house') which was the location of a sacred grove and the home of the 
Bena chief. Lupembe, on the other hand, was the center of early twentieth century 
Lutheran missionary activity. The old Bena orthography was based on Bena spoken in 
Lupembe (see 2.5), and a Bible translation (British & Foreign Bible Society 1914), 
hymnal (Dayosisi la Kusini 1914), and alphabet book (Anon. 1914) were all printed in 
Lupembe Bena. Further, missionary schools which used the alphabet book were 
established throughout the Njombe district. 
During the survey I observed that speakers of other (non-prestige) varieties often 
accommodated to one of these two prestige varieties. Speakers living in the western half 
of the Bena speaking area tended to accommodate towards the dialect spoken in Mdandu, 
whereas speakers in the east often accommodated towards the variety spoken in 
Lupembe. It was also observed that speakers of non-prestige varieties were usually aware 
of fairly specific differences between their variety and one of the prestige varieties; 
speakers of prestige varieties were usually only aware that other Bena spoke differently. 
Perhaps one of the biggest reasons for the "messiness" of dialectal data was language and 
dialect contact. There was significant contact between speakers of different dialects, 
particularly in areas along main roads. This resulted in a lot of dialect mixing. Further, in 
areas toward the outer edges of the Bena speaking area, there was substantial contact with 
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other languages. Thus, for example, northern Bena is significantly influenced by Hehe. In 
fact, speakers who do not live in the north criticize northern speakers for speaking 
Ihibena ihya Vahehe, or 'Bena ofthe Hehe'. 
The final reason why it was difficult to draw distinct dialect areas is dialect 
leveling due to the influence of Swahili. The impact that Swahili is making on languages 
such as Bena was discussed above in 1.5.2 above. One of the results of Swahili's 
influence is that distinctions between dialects are beginning to be lost, particularly among 
younger speakers. 
In spite of the difficulties encountered in assessing the dialect situation, it is 
possible to divide the Bena speaking area into roughly seven dialects. These are 
summarized in the table below. Table 1.2 also attempts to align dialects as established 
here with those listed in previous studies ofBena. 14 
14 Close observation of Table 1.2 will reveal that not all of those dialects discussed in previous studies have 
a one-to-one relationship with the dialects as laid out in this work. Because none of the previous studies 
give any details about Bena dialects (beyond listing their names) it is not always easy to tell exactly which 
dialects line up with one another, and exactly where the borders between dialects are. Table 1.2 is my best 
estimation ofthe current dialect situation and the way in which it aligns with previous studies. A 
comprehensive analysis of Ben a dialectology is certainly an area which merits further study. 
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DIALECT AREA 
Twangabita E Lupembe/ Kilupembe/ Masakati Twangabita 
................................. ~~~.~~.~~i .... }9.~~.~~~~!! .............. w .................... ~~~g~~.~!!~ ... . 
Ngaveta NW Matumbi Kilembula Vafwagi Vangaveta Vangaveeta 
.. Maswa~u···· . vi········· Maswam~··· Y<j:----------.. -v-a: ----------- -y a~----. ------.. Mas-waamu/ ---
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Table 1.2 Dena dialects. 
The map in Figure 1.12 shows approximate location of Bena dialect areas. (Note that no 
boundaries are drawn between dialects as these would be very difficult to determine.) 
IS Nyagava (1999) only mentions Vafwagi in passing with no details about where the Vafwagi clan is 
located. Process of elimination led me to posit that Vafwagi may correspond with the Ngaveta dialect, 
though this hypothesis is extremely tenuous. 
16 The Bena-Manga emigrated to the Ulanga Vall en in neighboring Morogoro Region during the latter 
portion of the nineteenth century (Culwick 1935, Nyagava 1999). It was not possible to include the Bena-
Manga in the sociolinguistic survey, and efforts to find Bena-Manga speakers living in the Njome district 
failed. Therefore it is impossible to say anything concrete about the Bena-Manga dialect here, though 
speakers living in the eastern portion of the Njombe district (the area bordering on the Morogoro region) 
indicate that the Bena spoken by the Bena-Manga differs considerably from that spoken by the Bena living 
in Njombe district. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that Bena-Manga constitutes a seventh dialect 
ofBena. 
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Figure 1.12 Approximate Bena dialect areas·? 
Much of this grammar is based on work with speakers of the Ngaveta dialect. A 
significant amount of elicitation was also done with speakers from the Maswamu and 
Sovi dialects. 
1.6 Structure of the grammar 
This chapter has given an introduction to the Bena language and its sociolinguistic 
situation. The rest of the grammar is devoted to a description of the structural properties 
of the language. Chapter 2 discusses phonetics and phonology-sections of Chapter 2 are 
devoted to consonants, vowels, tone, morphophonemic processes, and orthographc 
conventions. Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of Ben a's word classes and the properties 
of words belonging to each class. In Chapter 4 I discuss the noun phrase. The first portion 
17 Approximate dialect centers have been overlayed on a map taken from maps .google.com. 
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ofthe chapter deals with nominal morphology. Like other Bantu languages, Bena uses a 
complex noun class system; Bena's 19 noun classes and the ways in which they are used 
are discussed in detail in this chapter. The second half of Chapter 4 describes other 
elements that occur within the noun phrase (pronouns, adjectives, demonstratives, 
numerals, the associative construction, and inflected interrogatives). 
Chapter 5 describes Bena verbal morphology. Major sections of this chapter are 
devoted to the tense-aspect system and to a set of verbal suffixes that Bena uses to derive 
one verb from another. In Chapter 6 I describe adverbs and other "invariable" 
(uninflecting) words in Bena. These include conjunctions, uninflected interrogatives, 
interjections, and ideophones. Chapter 7 describes major aspects of Bena syntax. Because 
Bantu languages have rich morphological systems, most grammars of Bantu languages 
either give a fairly cursory treatment of syntax or they ignore it completely. This 
dissertation aims to fill that gap by providing a description of a Bantu language that is 
more balanced and acknowledges the significant roles played by both morphology and 
syntax. The final chapter highlights several features of Ben a from a typological 
perspective and discusses areas in which further research on Bena has the potential to 
contribute significantly to Bantu linguistics. 
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Chapter 2 
Phonetics and Phonology 
This chapter provides an overview of the phonetics and phonology of Bena. It 
begins with an overview of the segmental inventory of Bena-the vowels and consonants 
found in Bena and their distribution. This is followed by a discussion of vowel length and 
the phonological processes which affect vowel length. The next portion ofthe chapter 
deals with syllable structure. After this is a discussion of tone in Bena. This is followed 
by a description of phonological and morphophonemic processes. Finally, an overview of 
various orthographic systems which have been used for Bena (both historically and 
currently) is given along with a description of orthographic conventions used in this 
grammar. 
In this chapter (as well as elsewhere in the grammar), IPA symbols are enclosed 
in square brackets (this represents a broad phonetic transcription); otherwise all Bena 
material is written orthographically in italics. There is significant dialectal variation in the 
phonological structure ofBena. Where known, dialectal variants will be described. 
2.1 Segmental inventory 
Bena has 22 consonants and five vowels (which each exhibit contrastive length). 
The following sections describe each type of segment, provide evidence of phonemic 
status, and discuss the distribution of each segment. Note that consonant distribution is 
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framed in terms of a consonant's occurrence within a root (rather than a word) as 
morphological factors dictate which types of consonants may occur word-initially.) 
2.1.1 Consonants 
Bena consonants include stops, nasals, fricatives, affricates, prenasalized 
consonants, and approximants. Consonants contrast at the bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, 
palatal, velar, and glottal places of articulation (though each consonant type is not 
exhibited at each place of articulation). The following table summarizes Bena consonant 
phonemes (voiceless consonants are on the left of each column; voiced consonants are on 
the right): 
LABIo- · · . BILABIAL i ALVEOLAR · VELAR GLOTTAL PALATAL · DENTAL · 
· · 
· · STOP b · t d · k P · · g 
· · 
· · 
· · NASAL m · n J1 · 1J 
· · 
· · 
· · ; ; 





AFFRICATE . ts 
: : 













APPROXIMANT · I j · w · 
· · 
· · 
Table 2.1 Bena consonant phonemes 
The following sections discuss each consonant type in greater detail. 
1 For example, nouns begin with a noun class prefix (see Chapter 4). This means that all nouns begin with 
mu- (Classes 1,3, and 18), va- (Class 2), mi- (Class 4), Ii- (Class 5), ma- (Class 6), hi- (Class 7),ji- (Class 
8), N- (Classes 9 and 10), lu- (Class 11), ha- (Class 12), tu- (Class 13), wu- (Class 14), hu- (Classes 15 and 
17),pa- (Class 16), or gu- (Class 20). Therefore (with the exception of some Class 9110 nouns which have 
no noun class prefix), the only consonants which can occur word-initially on nouns are [m, v, I, h, f, n,]1, t, 
w, p, and g]. 
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2.1.1.1 Stops 
Bena contrasts voiced and voiceless stops at the bilabial, alveolar, and velar 
places of articulation. Voiced and voiceless stops always occur syllable-initially and may 
occur both root-initially and root-medially. Stops, like all other Bena consonants, cannot 
occur syllable-finally (see 2.2). Voiceless stops are always aspirated. Following are some 
(near-) minimal sets contrasting voiced and voiceless stops: 
(2) [bumula] 'bump' [phu:mula] 'smell good' 
[liba:the] 'tin' [lipha:the] 'peeled potato' 
[buda] 'kill' [botha] 'plait' 
[hido:lJga] 'small stick' [hitho:lJga] 'small pot' 
[goma] 'prevent' [Ithoma] 'kill' 
[ligtihu] 'type of fruit' ~:hu] 'grandfather' 
In Bena, both voiced and voiceless stops have phonemic contrasts at the bilabial, 













The voiced alveolar stop /dl can be pronounced with retroflexion before long, non-high 
vowels, as in [<ta:Dda] 'blood' and [lu<to:gi] 'bean'. This does not appear to be a dialectal 
variation, as there were some examples from nearly all dialects where speakers gave the 
retroflex pronunciation. 
With the exception of the voiceless velar stop 1kI, all stops are unrestricted in their 
distribution and may occur both root-initially and root-medially (see below for a 
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discussion of 1k/).2 Example (4) shows examples of each stop in root-initial and root-
medial position: 
(4) [pha:pha] , grandmother' [khapha] 'scratch' 
[Mha] 'here' [M:ba] 'carry' 
[f1isi] 'table' [bu:f1a] 'moo (v)' 
[da:da] 'father' [sude] 'hare' 
~a:ja] 'house' 
[gI1tsa] 'sell' [hega] 'depart' 
Pronunciation of the voiceless velar stop /kJ varies dialectally. In the eastern 
Twangabita dialect, root-medial [k] contrasts with [h]. In most of the other dialects, this 
contrast is neutralized and only [h] can exist root-medially. The situation is identical for 
/k/s occurring in prefixes. In western Maswamu Bena and in some villages along the 
Twangabita bordel, this phoneme is pronounced [x] prefixally and root-medially. 
Therefore in the Twangabita dialect, [k] and [h] contrast both root-initially and root-
medially.4 In all other dialects, [k] and [h] (pronounced [x] in Maswamu Bena and a few 
villages along the Twangabita border) contrast only root-initially. Because the non-
Twangabita dialects neutralize a contrast which exists in Twangabita Bena, it is likely 
that the Twangabita forms for /kJ and !hI represent an older (proto-) form. This can be 
summarized by stating that in all Bena dialects except Twangabita Bena, non-root-initial 
2 Stops, like all other Bena consonants, cannot occur root-finally. This is due to the restriction disallowing 
syllable-final consonants. 
3 It should be noted that these two areas are not geographically contiguous. Maswamu Bena is spoken at the 
far western end of the Bena speaking area. Twangabita Bena is spoken at the far eastern end. The area 
which pronounces prefixal and root-medial *k as [h) lie in between the two areas which pronounce it as [x). 
4 There is no contrast between !hi and /k/ in prefixes in the Twangabita dialect, simply because there are no 
prefixes beginning with !hi. 
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*k is pronounced [h] (or [x]). The variant pronunciations of*k and *h are summarized 
below: 
POSITION PROTO-FoRM 
TwANGABITA MASWAMU OTHER 
DENA DENA DIALECTS 
ROOT- *k [kh] [kh] [kh] 
INITIAL *h [h] [x] [h] 
ROOT- *k [kh] [x] [h] 
MEDIAL *h [h] [x] [h] 
PREFIXAL *k [kh] [x] [h] 
Table 2.2 Dialectal forms of *k and *h 
Examples illustrating these variants are given belows: 
POSITION PROTO- TwANGABITA MASWAMU OTHER GLOSS 
FORM DENA DENA DIALECTS 
ROOT- *k [liJ(ha:IJa] [liJ(ha:IJa] [liJ(ha:IJa] 'egg' 
INITIAL *h [muhi:nza] [muxi:nza] [muhi:nza] 'girl' 
ROOT- *k [liwoJClo] [liwoxo] [liwoho] 'arm' 
MEDIAL *h [mug6ha] [mug6xa] [mug6ha] 'spear' 
PREFIXAL *k [JClide:go] [xide:go] [hide: go] 'chair' 
Table 2.3 Examples showing dialectal variation of *k and *h 
Because the majority of the Bena pronounce non-root-initial *k as [h], it is this form 
which is used throughout the grammar. 
5 Variants of other phonemes are not represented in Table 2.3 for simplicity's sake. Thus, for example, the 
variant pronunciations of the phoneme Inzl ([ns], [nz], [nts]) are al\ written [nz]. 
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2.1.1.2 Nasals 
There are four nasals in Bena: bilabial, alveolar, palatal, and velar. Nasals can 
only occur syllable-initially (though see discussion on prenasalized consonants in 2.1.1.5) 
and occur both root-initially and root-medially. Bena nasals contrast with both voiced and 
voiceless stops at the bilabial, alveolar, and velar places of articulation: 
(5) ~a:mja] 'touch (v)' [ba:jla] 'court (v)' [majla] 'not know' 
[bopha] 'drink (v)' [boba] 'boast (v)' [homa] 'stab' 
[thuf'a] 'overflow' [duda] 'pour out' [thuna] 'swell' 
[luf'ego] 'trap' [lidege] 'bird' [mUnego] 'cup' 
~e:la] 'to love' [gela] 'to try' [ge:la] 'love me' 
Nasals exhibit phonemic contrast at four places of articulation: bilabial, alveolar, palatal,6 
and velar: 
(6) [majla] [nana] lJta;pa] [gana] 
'not know' 'live, endure' 'burn' 'reject me' 
[mu:Dda] [nu:mbu] lJtu:mbu] [gu:mbi] 
'horse' 'intestines' 'wildebeest' 'eyelid' 
[homa] rhona] [h6;pa] [h6::ga] 
'stab' 'sew' 'flock (v, of birds)' 'suck' 
All nasals occur both root-medially and root-initially. This is shown in (7) below: 
(7) [ma:ma] 'older sibling' [lileme] 'stomach' 
[na:mbi] 'or' [thuna] 'swell' 
Ijla:le] 'lamp' [Dd6;pa] 'rain' 
[ga:si] 'road' [b6::ga] 'suck' 
6 Note that the palatal nasal has no voiced or voiceless stop counterparts. 
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2.1.1.3 Fricatives 
There are four fricatives in Bena. There are two labiodental fricatives: the voiced 
labiodental fricative Ivl and the voiceless labiodental fricative If!. The alveolar fricative is 
voiceless lsi; there are no voiced alveolar fricatives in Bena. The final fricative is the 
glottal fricative /hI. All four fricatives show phonemic contrast: 
(8) [fiha] [viha] [sihu] [higa] 
'arrive' 'crow (v)' 'store, reserves' 'respond' 
[mufi:mba] [luvi:ndo] [lusFbo] [lihFbi] 
'corpse' 'underwear' 'slingshot' 'type of food' 
[libafu] [mbavu] [hiwa:so] [muphaho] 
'sore' 'rib' 'nest' 'bag' 
Fricatives may occur both root-initially and root-medially, as shown in the examples 
below: 
(9) [fwa:Io] 'clothing' [lffifi] 'hyena' 
[vi:vi] 'bad' [gava] 'create' 
[so:mba] 'fish' [lisa] 'feed (v)' 
[ha:the] , letter' [khu:hu] , grandfather' 
The voiceless labiodental fricative If! occurs only before high vowels lu, U:, i, i:/. 
This is likely the result of a historical spirantization process in which *p spirantized to [f] 
before high vowels (Davy and Nurse 1982, Schadeburg 1995, Labroussi 1999, Bostoen 
2008). This process shows some reflexes in present-day Bena. For example, the Ipl in the 
verbal stem ogopa 'fear' spirantizes to [f] in the derived word woogofi 'cowardice'. See 
2.4.6 below for further discussion of spirantization in Bena. 
The voiced labiodental fricative can be pronounced as an approximant [u] inter-
vocalically. This alternate pronunciation is not limited to a specific set of dialects. 
Instead, most Bena speakers seem to use this pronunciation when speaking quickly:7 
(10) [hugava] 
[ju:va] 
[hugaoa] to create' 
[ju:oa] 'mother' 
In careful speech, speakers usually pronounce it as a fricative, [v]. Word-initially, Ivl is 
usually pronounced as a fricative [v], though (again, particularly in quick speech) it can 
also be pronounced [u] word-initially. 
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The alveolar fricative lsI is always voiceless. There are no situations under which 
speakers voice the alveolar fricative. lsI does not vary dialectally-it is always a voiceless 
alveolar fricative. 
In all dialects of Ben a, the glottal fricative /hI contrasts with /kI in non-root-initial 
position. In all dialects except Twangabita Bena, a historical change neutralized the 
contrast between *k and *h root-medially. This is discussed in 2.1.1.1 above. In some 
dialects, /hi is pronounced [x]. This occurs in the Maswamu (western) dialect and in areas 
that lie along the border between the eastern Twangabita dialect and other dialects. Thus, 
for example, hideego 'chair' is pronounced [khide:go] in Twangabita Bena, [xide:go] in 
Maswamu Bena and in some villages along the border ofthe Twangabita dialect, and 
[hide:go] everywhere else. 
7 The voiced labiodental fricative has been analyzed two different ways in previous studies. Nurse (1979) 
and Eaton (2007) both treat it as a voiced alveolar fricative [v). Chaula (1989) argues that this phoneme is 
actually a labiodental approximant [u]. 
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2.1.1.4 Affricate 
There is only one affricate in Bena: the voiceless alveolar affricate Its/. It contrasts 
with both alveolar stops and fricatives: 
(11) [tsa:l)ga] 'trick (v)' 
[b6:tsa] 'think' 
[tha:IJga] 'help' 
[h6:f1a] 'crow (v)' 
[sa:ma] 'settle' 
[b6:sa] 'nurse (v)' 
The affricate is unrestricted in its distribution and can occur both root-initially and root-
medially, as shown in the following examples: 
(12) [matsebele] 'com' 1 h ] 'fly (N)' [i a:tsi 
[tsuma] 'be surprised' [bu:tsa] 'squeeze' 
The affricate has several phonetic variants. Most Bena speakers pronounce the affricate 
[ts]. In the eastern (Twangabita) dialect, the affricate is more palatal: [C9]. In the extreme 
north (areas bordering the Hehe speaking area), the affricate is palato-alveolar: [tS]. 
Orthographically, the affricate is written <dz>, though there are no dialects that voice it. 
2.1.1.5 Prenasalized consonants 
Bena has four different prenasalized consonants. Three of these are prenasalized 
voiced stops (/mb/, Ind!, and Igg/) and one is a prenasalized fricative (Ins/). Prenasalized 
consonants contrast phonemically with regular nasals at each place of articulation: 
(13) [Fha] 'read' rima] 'stand' 
[tha:na] 'NEG' [thafda] 'weave' 
[liVg6:nse] 'snail' [1J6:nse] 'snail' 
[lukhafsi] 'wall' [lukha:ni] 'issue' 
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Two possible treatments of homorganic NC sequences are possible. The first (the 
analysis followed here) is that such sequences are prenasalized consonants. The second 
treats them as sequences of two phonemes (see Downing 2005 for arguments in favor of 
such an analysis). In Morrison (2009) I argue for a treatment ofNC sequences as 
prenasalized consonants based on both durational and distributional evidence, as well as 
the psychological reality for speakers ofthe prenasalized consonant as a syllable onset. 
Prenasalized stops are usually fully voiced. However, prenasalized stops may be 
devoiced when they occur in the final syllable of a word. Thus, for example, lupembe 
'hom' is usually pronounced [luphe:mbe], but can also be pronounced [luphe:m\>c;]. 
Prenasalized stops contrast phonemically with both voiced and voiceless stops at each 
place of articulation: 
(14) [h6f1ba] 'pay' [boba] 'boast' [hopha] 'drink (v)' 
rdetha] 'bring me' [detha] 'deceive' [thutha] 'overflow' 
[li~e:mbwe] 'wasp' [lide:mbwe] 'elephant' [the:mbeli] 'church' 
[li'ga:mba] 'sweet potato' [muga:mba] 'beam' [IJkha:IJa] 'egg' 
The prenasalized fricative contrasts phonemically with the voiceless alveolar fricative: 
(15) [muge:Dgi] 'guest' 





The fricative portion of the prenasalized fricative is often pronounced with slight voicing. 
Thus mugendzi 'guest' may be pronounced either [muge:nsi] or [muge:nzi]. Usually the 
beginning portion ofthe fricative has slight voicing with the remainder of the fricative 
portion unvoiced. The exception to this is with Class 9/10 nouns. When a nasal prefix is 
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attached to a stem beginning in Itsl, the fricative portion of the prenasalized fricative is 
usually voiced. Thus IN+tsaayol is realized as [nza:jo] 'heels' and liN + tsugunil is 
realized as [fUzuguni] 'mosquito.' Some speakers pronounce the prenasalized fricative as 
a prenasalized affricate. When this occurs, the affricate is usually voiceless. This results 
in mugendzi [muge:ntsi] 'guest' and ndzaayo [ntsa:jo] 'heels'. 
Prenasalized consonants most often occur root-medially, as in the following 
examples: 






Prenasalized consonants can also occur root-initially: 
(17) [Umbulugusi] 'butterfly' rdaU] 'when?' 
[Unde:mbwe] 'wasp' rde] 'if 
[lu~u:lJgUtsi] 'dizziness' rdawuli] 'how?' 
[UlJga:mba] 'sweet potato' [llgitha] 'if 
Prenasalized consonants can also be derived at morpheme boundaries as illustrated 
below. (See 2.4.4 for a more detailed discussion of these processes.) 
(18) N-gubi -t ngubi 'pig' 
cL9-pig [lJgubi] 
(19) hu-N-wuudz-a -t humbUudza 'to ask me' 
cL15-I SG.oBJ-ask-Fv [humbu:tsa] 




Bena has three approximants, the palatal approximant [j], the labio-velar 
approximant [w], and the lateral approximant [1]. Each of the approximants occurs both 







[liwewe] 'tree species' 
[balJgaje:je] 'sunflower' 
[ajamwa] 'yawn' 
The labio-velar approximant [w] contrasts phonemically with the voiced 


















In Maswamu Bena, the palatal approximant is pronounced as a stop (f]. Thus 
kaaya 'house' is pronounced [kha:ja] and luyuhi 'bee' is pronounced [hljuxi]. In villages 
bordering this dialect area, speakers use both pronunciations. Some speakers pronounce 
the labio-velar approximant [w] as a fricative [(3] or as a labiodental approximant [u]. 
These alternate pronunciations were extremely inconsistent, however, and it was 
impossible to isolate these pronunciations to any particular dialect(s). 
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The glides [w] and [j] can follow nearly any other consonant (see 2.2 below for a 
discussion of syllable structure). The following examples illustrate some of the possible 
ca sequences: 
(24) [pbwe:pha] 'whisper (v)' [p~a:na] 'forgive' 
[mwa:na] 'child' [mja:ha] 'year' 
[fwi:li] 'hair' [fja:Ia] 'fingers' 
[df:Ddwa] 'be closed' [a:~jo] 'right' 
[lwa:jo] 'heel' [lj6:si] 'smoke' 
There are some restrictions on consonant types which can be followed by glides. First, 
two glides cannot occur consecutively. Thus, Iww/, Ijj/, Iwj/, and Ijwl are all impossible 
sequences. Second, the labiodental fricative Ivl cannot be followed by the labio-velar 




--+ dz6wa 'be spoken' 
[tsowa] 
Ivl deletion is described in 2.4.5. Several types ofCa sequences are not evidenced in the 
current data set. Iwl is never preceded by Indz/. Ij/ is never preceded by Imb/, lsI, Idz/, or 
2.1.2 Vowels 
There are five vowels in Bena. These are summarized below: 
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FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
HIGH u 
MID e o 
Low a 
Table 2.4 Bena vowel phonemes 
Note that the symbol [a] is used here to represent a low central vowel. [e] is a front mid 
vowel (IPA [E]). 
The (near-) minimal pairs below illustrate phonemic contrast between various 
vowels: 
(26) [va.:mba] 'to roast' [ve:mba] 'to cry' [muvuDdi] 'river' 
[v6:mba] 'to do' [vl1:lJga] 'to rebuke' 
[lJg6:Dtsa] 'harvest' [lJg6:~si] 'snail' 
[the:lJg6ha] 'to miscarry' [thclJg6ha] 'to dislocate' 
[mphi:lJge] 'prisoner' [~hi:lJgo] 'rope' 
[philusa] 'to return [pi>ulusa] 'to twist' 
something' 
Vowel length in Bena is phonemic. This results in ten vowel contrasts at the segmental 
level (five phonemic vowels, each with contrastive length). The contrast between short 
and long vowels in Bena is illustrated below: 
(27) [havfla] 'bewitch' [ha:vfla] 'remove from water' 
[lolela] 'expect' [lole:la] 'be patient' 
[muhitsi] 'judge' [muhi.1si] 'thief 
[h6va] 'board (v)' [h6:va] 'yell' 
[ki>ula] 'grow' [kht1:1a] 'uproot' 
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All five vowels may occur in any position within a stem. Long and short vowels may 
occur stem-initially and stem-medially, but long vowels cannot occur stem-finally. (See 
2. 1.3 for a discussion of vowel length.) 
(28) [ana:lJga] 'destroy' [fuv&.a] 'be late' [so:mba] 'fish' 
[a.1sa] 'come' [bmba] 'carry' 
[egamila] 'lean on' [beba] 'laugh' [bidege] 'bird' 
[e:hlba] 'climb' [lide:de] , grasshopper' 
[ibatba] 'hold' [lidfsi] 'banana plant' [lud6:gi] 'bean' 
[imatbila] 'pay attention' [mudf:mi] 'boy' 
[ota] 'bask' [Htsogolo] 'rooster' [lutbego] 'trap (N)' 
[o:va] 'make noise' [bado:do] 'pinkie finger' 
[uma] 'dry up' [1Jg1ibi] 'pig' [)1alafu] 'ant' 
[u:tsa] 'squeeze' [mwaju:va] 'woman' 
While all vowels occur in stems, the mid vowels leI and 101 are somewhat restricted in 
their distribution. They never occur in prefixes; in suffixes, they only occur in 
nominalizing suffixes, in the possessive clitic, and as harmonized variants of several 
verbal derivational suffixes. 
All vowels in Bena are voiced, though vowels are often devoiced when they occur 
at the end ofa prosodic phrase. Devoicing of vowels is particularly common in high 
vowels (IiI and luI) when they follow voiceless consonants: 
(29) [pbi:pbi] -
[wutsafu] -
[ b' b'] 'nearby' p l:p 1 
[ wutsafy. ] , filth' 
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2.1.3 Vowel length 
Vowel length in Bena has several sources. Vowels may be underlyingly long (as 
illustrated by (27) above) or vowel length may be derived through a number of processes. 
These include vowel coalescence, compensatory lengthening, and vowel lengthening in 
nouns with monomoraic stems. Triple long vowels do not exist in Bena. Except for 
grammatical length arising from vowel coalescence, long and lengthened vowels are 
restricted to the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables of a word. 
2.1.3.1 Underlying vowel length 
Underlying vowel length is phonemically contrastive. This was illustrated by the 
examples given in (27). Phonemically long vowels are restricted to certain syllable 
positions. All word-final vowels are short; long vowels never occur word-finally. The 
penultimate syllable of a word may contain either long or short vowels. The 
antepenultimate syllable ofa word may only contain a long vowel if the penultimate 
syllable of the word is short. (Therefore a word may not contain a long antepenultimate 
syllable and a long penultimate syllable. 8) Underlyingly long vowels never occur earlier 
than the antepenultimate syllable.9 This is summarized below: 
8 A possible explanation for this is to treat the final syllable ofa word as extra-metrical. Then long and 
lengthened vowels (with the exception of grammatically long vowels) are restricted to the final foot of a 
word, and that foot may contain one long or lengthened vowel at maximum. 
9 Though the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables of a word are common locations for stress cross-
linguistically, Bena does not have a stress system. In a stress system, each word would must contain a 
stressed syllable. This means that iflength were a manifestation of stress in Bena each word would have to 
contain a long vowel. However, in Bena it is possible to have a word that has only short syllables (for 
example Iibihi 'tree'). 
PRECEDING ANTEPENULTIMATE SYLLABLE 
... CV.CV.CV.CV * ... CVV.CV.CV.CV 
mwi.ga.ni.dzi 'teacher' 
hupuluhidza 'to listen' 
ANTEPENULTIMATE SYLLABLE 
.•. CV.CVV.CV * ... CVV.CVV.CV 
hi.mu.daa.na 'lizard' 
hu.ke.mee.la 'to call' 
... CV.CV.CV ... CVV.CV.CV 
nga.lu. ve. he. Ie 'hawk' li.sii.hi.dza 'ear' 
hu.pi.lu.sa 'to respond' hu.doo.ya.ma 'to crouch' 
PENUL TIMA TE SYLLABLE 
... CV.CV ... CVV.CV 
mu.go.yo 
hu.nti.sa 
Ii. go. be 
hu.gi.na 
'elder' ma.nuu.nu 






'to be happy' 
* ... CVV 
Table 2. 5 Underlyingly long vowels in different syllable positions 
In addition to the environments described above, long vowels also do not occur in noun 
class augments and are rare in other prefixes (the exception to this is the remote past 
prefix aa-). Thus while length contrasts in Bena are phonemic and exist underlyingly, 
long vowels exhibit a restricted distribution, occurring underlyingly only in the 
antepenultimate and penultimate syllables of a word. 
2.1.3.2 Vowel coalescence 
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Long vowels may arise through coalescence. This occurs when vowel adjacency 
is derived at a morpheme boundary. Because sequences of non-identical vowels are not 
permitted in Bena, this problem can be solved in one of two ways. Either one vowel 
shortens and becomes an approximant (see 2.4.1) or vowel coalescence occurs (the first 
vowel assimilates to the second, resulting in a long vowel). Both strategies are used in 
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Bena. Glide formation is used when a high front vowel Iii is followed by any other non-
identical vowel or when a high back vowel lui is followed by a non-rounded vowel. 
Vowel coalescence is used in all other situations. Following are some examples of vowel 
coalescence: 
(30) a. ma-iho -+ mfiho 'eyes' 
cL6-eye [mi:ho] 
b. u-hi-eluh-a -+ u!eeluha 'you will climb' 
2SG-FUT-climb-Fv [uIe:luha] 
c. hu-og6p-a -+ hoogopa 'to be afraid' 
cLl5-fear-Fv [ho:gopha] 
Ifmorpheme concatenation results in a series of three vowels, vowel coalescence applies 
first, followed by deletion of one vowel (since triple-long vowels are not allowed in 
Bena): 
(31) ndi-aa-gon-ag-a -+ ndaaagonaga -+ ndaagonaga 
1 SG-P4-sleep-NARR-FV [nda:gomiga] 
2.1.3.3 Compensatory lengthening 
'I slept (a long time 
ago)' 
Vowel length can be derived through compensatory lengthening. Two types of 
compensatory lengthening exist in Bena. The first of these is compensatory lengthening 
following glide formation; the second type of compensatory lengthening precedes 
prenasalized consonants. Compensatory lengthening following glide formation always 
occurs at a morpheme boundary; compensatory lengthening preceding a prenasalized 
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consonant mayor may not occur at a morpheme boundary. Both types of compensatory 
lengthening are fairly common in Bantu languages (Clements 1986, Wiltshire 1999, 
Downing 2005). Both processes result in lengthened vowels in the antepenultimate and 
penultimate syllables of a word; and both are blocked earlier than the antepenultimate 
syllable. 
2.1.3.3.1 Compensatory lengthening resulting from glide formation 
Adjacent non-identical vowels are not permitted in Bena. One strategy for 
resolving sequences of non-identical vowels is glide formation (see 2.4.1). (The other 
strategy is vowel coalescence, which was described in 2.1.3.2.) Glide formation occurs 
when a high front vowel Iii is followed by any other non-identical vowel or when a high 
back vowel lui is followed by a non-rounded vowel. When this happens, the first vowel 
turns into a glide (/j/ and Iwl respectively) and the second vowel is compensatorily 
lengthened. Several examples of this process are given below: 






/yellu 'white (cL5), 
cL5-white [lje:lu] 
c. hi-ovo 
- hyoovo 'toilet' 
cL7-toilet [fj6:vo] 







There is a restriction on compensatory lengthening which results from glide formation 
that is identical to the restriction in Bena on underlyingly long vowels: compensatory 
lengthening does not occur earlier than the antepenultimate syllable of a word. Thus 
compensatory lengthening is blocked in (33): 
(33) a. lu-andahyeene -+ lwandahyeene *lwaandahyeene 
CLll-truth [lwaDdaSe:ne] 







2.1.3.3.2 Compensatory lengthening preceding prenasalized consonants 
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The second type of compensatory lengthening involves prenasalized consonants. 
UnderIyingly, Bena allows syllable-final nasals which bear morae. However, because 
Bena does not allow syllable-final consonants, the mora ofthe nasal delinks and is 
reassigned to the preceding vowel. This results in a lengthened vowel, followed by a 
prenasalized consonant. 10 This process is illustrated in (34): 
10 Compensatory lengthening before NC sequences is often presented as an argument in favor of treating 
such sequences as prenasalized consonants, rather than as separate phonemes. (See, for example, Clements 
1986 and Wiltshire 1999 for a discussion of pre nasalization and compensatory lengthening in Ganda 
(EI6).) An opposing view is presented by Downing (200S) who argues that it is not necessary to treat NC 
sequences as prenasalized consonants in order to explain compensatory lengthening. 
(34) a. J.1 J.1 
I I 
C V N 
b. J.1 J.1 
I t 
C V N 
Unlike compensatory lengthening resulting from glide-formation, compensatory 
lengthening before a prenasalized consonant is not restricted to morpheme boundaries. 
Following are several examples of the process: 
(35) a. hi-dunda -+ hiduunda 'mountain' 
CL 7 -mountain [hidu:Dda] 
b. somba -+ soomba 'fish' 
fish [so:mba] 
c. hu-pingUl-a -+ hupiingula 'to tie' 
cLI5-tie-FV [buphi:lJglila] 
d. li-dembwe -+ lideembwe 'elephant' 
cL5-elephant [Hde:mbwe] 
e. hu-vanga -+ huvddnga 'to begin' 
cLl5-begin [huva:lJga] 
There are a few situations in which compensatory lengthening does not occur 
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before prenasalized consonants. The first ofthese parallels general restrictions in Bena on 
vowel length. Compensatorily lengthened vowels preceding prenasalized consonants (as 
with other types of long and lengthened vowels) cannot occur earlier than the 
antepenultimate syllable of a word. This restriction is illustrated by the following 
examples: 
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(36) a. hu-dind-a ....... hudffnda 'to close' 
CL 15-close-FV [hudi:nda] 
b. hu-dind-ul-il-w-a ....... hudindulflwa 'to be opened by/with 
CL 15-close-SEP-APPL-PASS-FV [hudindulilwa] someone/something' 
(37) a. hu-gend-a ....... hugeenda 'to walk' 
cL15-walk-Fv [huge:nda] 
b. hu-genda-gend-a ....... hugendageenda 'to wander around' 
CL 15-REDup-walk-FV [hugendage:nda] 
In both (a) examples compensatory lengthening of the antepenultimate syllable occurs. In 
both (b) examples, compensatory lengthening of the vowel preceding a prenasalized 
consonant is blocked because the vowel is located earlier in the word than the 
antepenultimate syllable. 
The second restriction on compensatory lengthening involves the augmented 
forms of Class 9 and 10 nouns. Most nouns in Classes 9 and 10 begin with a nasal; thus 
initial prenasalized consonants are fairly common in these two noun classes. The 
augment vowel for these two noun classes is Ii-I. This vowel is never compensatorily 
lengthened even if it occurs in the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable: 





AUG-CL 1 O-bee 
....... imbeva *iimbeva 'rat' 
....... indime *iindime 'agriculture' 
[indime] 





ingubi *iingubi 'pig' 
AUG-CL9-pig [ilJgiibi] 
2.1.3.4 Lengthening in nouns with mono-syllabic stems 
In nouns with mono-syllabic stems, the vowel in the first syllable is lengthened: 
(39) a. mu-nu 
-
muunu 'person' b. va-nu 
-
wianu 'people' 
cLI-person [mu:nu] cL2-person [va:nu] 
c. hi-nu 
-
hilnu 'thing' d. fi-nu 
-
jllnu 'things' 
cL7-thing [hi:nu] cL8-nu [fi:nu] 
e. mu-mi 
-
muumi 'flying ant' f. mi-mi 
-
mffmi 'flying ants' 
cL3-ant [mu:mi] cL4-ant [mi:mi] 
g. lu-va 
-
lUUva 'fence' h. rna-va 
-
maava 'fences' 





2.1.3.5 Vowel shortening before the antepenultimate syllable 
In Bena, long and lengthened vowels are disallowed before the antepenultimate 
syllable of a word. The only exception to this is grammatical length arising either through 
vowel coalescence or through a grammatical morpheme containing a long vowel (such as 
the remote past tense marker aa-). This means that any processes that would result in 
vowel length earlier than the antepenultimate syllable of a word are blocked, and 
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underlyingly long vowels occurring earlier than the antepenultimate syllable are 
shortened. 
If a verb contains enough suffixes so that the underlying long vowel occurs earlier 
than the antepenultimate syllable, it is shortened. Compare the forms below, where each 
of the verbs in the (a) forms contain underlyingly long vowels; in the (b) forms, these 
long vowels are shortened: 
(40) a. hu-ruung'a -+ hufuung'a 'to smoke 
cLIS-smoke-Fv [huru:IJa] (INTR)' 
b. hu-ruung' -fl-fdz-a -+ hufung'ilidza *hufuung'ilidza 'to cause to 
CL lS-smoke-APPL-CAUS-FV [hufuIJili'tsa] smoke' 
(41) a. hu-seeduh-a -+ huseeduha 'to turn (INTR)' 
cLlS-turn-Fv [huse:duha] 
b. hu-seeduh-il-a -+ huseduhila *huseeduhila 'to turn to' 
CL lS-turn-APPL-FV [huseduhila] 
In reduplicated forms, if the unreduplicated form contains a long vowel, this 
vowel is shortened in the reduplicant, in order to keep from violating the rule that long 
and lengthened vowels do not occur before the antepenultimate syllable: 
(42) a. hu-deeny-a -+ hudeenya 'to break' 
CL IS-break-FV [hud6:pa] 
b. hu-deenya-deeny-a -+ hudenyadeenya *hudeenyadeenya 'to shatter' 
cL1S-REDup-break-Fv [hudeJ1ad6:J1a] 
Similarly, in nominal compounds, underlying long vowels are shortened ifthey 
occur earlier than the antepenultimate syllable: 
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(43) daada + fyMla -+ dadafyaala *daadafyaala 'father-in-law' 
'father' 'in.law' [dadafja:la] 
2.1.3.6 Final vowel deletion 
Word-final vowels are optionally deleted when the following word begins in a 
vowel. This is part of a general constraint against adjacent vowels in Bena (other 
processes which prevent non-identical vowel adjacency include vowel coalescence, see 
2.1.3.2, and glide formation, discussed in 2.4.1). A few examples of word-final vowel 
deletion are given below (vowel deletion is represented by an ' on the first line of 
transcription: 






Umudala uyu uhwiimba ulwiimbo. 
u-mu-dal-a uyu u-hu-imb-a u-Iu-imbo. 
AUG-CL I-woman-FV PROX.DEM.CL 1 AUG-CLl5-sing-Fv AUG-
CLll-song 
'This woman began to sing a song.' 
(080ctIOb. The Hare and His Wife: line 031) 
(45) Agan' asah' alemiilwe, undeembwe. 
Agane asahe alemiilwe, undeembwe. 
a-gan-e a-sah-e a-Iemw-ile u-N-dembwe 
CLl-try-FV cLI-search-Fv cLI-fail-Fv AUG-cL9-elephant 
'He tried to search for him, he failed, the elephant.' 
(080ct09j. The Hare and the Pheasant. Version 3: line 090) 
2.2 Syllable structure 
Only open syllables are allowed in Bena; 11 a similar restriction on syllable 
structure is found in most other Bantu languages (Hyman 2003). Word-initial syllables 
can occur with or without an onset. Syllable onsets in Bena may be either simple or 
complex. Complex onsets include prenasalized consonants, the voiceless alveolar 









In (46), C represents all consonant types (including prenasalized consonants and 
affricates) except glides; G represents the glides [j] (orthographically <y» and [w]; V 
represents any vowel. ~ represents a syllabic nasal. (Note, however, that this schema 
treats prenasalized consonants as complex onsets, rather than as a sequence of a nasal 
followed by a consonant, see Morrison 2009). 
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CV is by far the most common syllable type and can be found in any position in a 
word. GV and CGV are also unrestricted in their distribution (though glides commonly 
arise from vowel adjacency resolution, see 2.4.1, and these syllable types are most often 
found at morpheme boundaries). Syllables with no onset (V and V:) occur only word-
initially. Word-final syllables can only contain short vowels. Syllabic nasals are possible 
only when mu- (either a noun class prefix or the third person singular object marker) is 
II This depends on one's position with regard to the segmental status of homorganic NC sequences. IfNC 
sequences are treated as single segments, then it can safely be stated that Bena allows only open syllables. 
If, however, homorganic NC sequences are treated as consonant clusters, then Bena does allow closed 
syllables, but only one type of coda consonant (nasals). See Morrison (2009) for further discussion. 
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reduced to Tfl- (see 2.4.2). Examples of each syllable type are given in Table 2.6 
(examples are given in IPA): 
SYLLABLE 

















'town' 'to swim' 
wu.tha.mwa IJga.ji.va mu.g6.jo 
GV 
'sickness' 'bird species' 'elder' 
mwi.ga.nitsi nda:.lJgwi.phe li.h6:.mwe 
CGV 
'teacher' 'early' 'blossom' 
GV: 
ju:.ve ba. lJga.je:.je 
--





~ (mu.di:.mi) (ndLhu.mu.tho.va) 
'boy' 'I am hitting her' 
Table 2.6 Bena syllable types 
Syllables containing long vowels are composed of two morae; vowels in syllables 
containing a single mora are short. Morae are a relevant unit for phonological analysis 
and playa particularly crucial role in tone assignment. Verbal tone melodies are 
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dependent on a mora-based analysis (see 2.3 below). At the segmental level, however, the 
syllable is a more relevant unit of analysis. An example of this is seen in the restriction on 
long and lengthened vowels (with the exception of grammatically long vowels) earlier 
than the antepenultimate syllable of a word. Therefore at the segmental level, the syllable 
is the crucial unit of analysis; at the tonal level it is the mora which is important. 
2.3 Tone 
As in most other Bantu languages, tone plays an important role in Bena. There is 
both lexical and grammatical tone. Lexical tone is underlying; grammatical tone in Bena 
occurs when High is assigned to a particular mora (as in the case oftense-aspect 
combinations, which assign tone to specific morae).12 Morae may be either High toned or 
toneless, and each word is assigned a single High tone. With only a few exceptions, 
word-final tone is disallowed. Odden (1988) has argued that Bena tone falls within what 
he refers to as "predictable tone systems." In such systems, the location of High is largely 
predictable on the basis of phonological shape and/or verbal tense and aspect. 
Aspects of Bena tone have been described in several different works. Nurse 
(1979) gives a brief description oftone in his grammatical sketch ofBena. Odden (1988) 
describes Bena as one of several languages exemplifying predictable tone systems. Eaton 
(2007) includes an analysis of Bena tone in her phonological sketch ofthe language. 
Each ofthese analyses of Bena tone differs quite significantly from one another. It is not 
clear at this point why the analyses differ so much, however it is likely due to dialectal 
12 The role played by morae in tone assignment is discussed in further detail in 2.3.2 
differences. Nurse's analysis is based on Eastern Twangabita Bena; Eaton describes 
Nyikolwe Bena; Odden does not give any details about the source of his data. Because 
the three works offer such different pictures of the Bena tone system, it is worth 
describing each analysis here. Therefore the following sections will begin with an 
overview of all three analyses. This will be followed by my analysis, which is largely 
based on the Ngaveta dialect. I begin with a description of general tonal properties in 
Bena. This is followed by sections on both nominal and verbal tone. 
2.3.1 Previous analyses of Bena tone 
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With respect to Bena, Odden makes a number of claims. First, only one High tone 
is allowed per word. Second, only two nominal tone patterns are possible: either High 
tone exists on the mora immediately preceding the stem ("pre-stem initial", or PSI) or 
there is a tone on the penultimate mora (PU) (a hyphen is used to indicate the morpheme 
break between prefix and stem): 
TONE PATTERN 












Table 2.7 Examples or Bena nominal tone patterns (Odden 1988) 
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With respect to verbal tone, Odden claims that the majority of verbal forms have 
a penultimate High. PSI occurs with the future tense and subjunctive verbs which have 
object prefixes. Verbs marked for recent past have High tone on the stem-initial syllable: 
TONE PATTERN EXAMPLE 
[alaa-




'he will cultivate casually' (remote) 
'put them (cLIO) to pasture' (subjunctive) 
'to cultivate for' 
PENULTIMATE (PU) [ndaa-limaga] 'I used to cultivate' 




'he took it seriously' 
Table 2.8 Examples of Bena verbal tone patterns (Odden 1988) 
Eaton's (2007) analysis of tone in Bena is quite different. With respect to nominal 
tone, she found that tone on the antepenultimate mora (APU, a pattern that Odden did not 
observe for Bena) was the most common (173 out of 518 nouns were unambiguously 
APU). The PSI pattern was the second most common pattern (112 nouns; a further 114 
nouns were ambiguous between APU and PSI). Tone on the penultimate mora (the type 
which Odden analyzed as the default) was actually the least common pattern in Eaton's 
data (only 89 out of 518 nouns exhibited this pattern): 
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TONE PATTERN EXAMPLE GLOSS 
[ifi -sigatso ] 'leftovers' 
ANTEPENULTIMATE (APU) [ama-h6otso] 'thoughts' 
[umu-go:si] 'man' 
PRE-STEM INITIAL (PSI) [ili-ka1Jga:go] 'rainbow' 
[ama-tswi] 'words' 
PENULTIMATE (PU) [ili-fugamilo] 'knee' 
Table 2.9 Examples of Dena nominal tone patterns (Eaton 2007) 
Eaton agrees with Odden that future tense verbs exhibit PSI, but notes that present perfect 
verbs also exhibit this pattern. According to Eaton, subjunctive verbs do not exhibit PSI 
pattern (as Odden claims) but have stress on the penultimate mora. The remainder of 
verbal tone is APU: 
TONE PATTERN EXAMPLE GLOSS 
[hu-dibala] 'to be deaf 
ANTEPENULTIMATE (APU) [i-teleha] 'he cooked' 
[ala-teleha] 'he will cook' 
PRE-STEM INITIAL (pSI) [a-teliihe] 'he has cooked' 
PENULTIMATE (PU) [a-teIehe] 'he should cook' 
Table 2.10 Examples ofverbal tone patterns (Eaton 2007) 
Nurse (1979) gives an analysis of Bena tone which is different from both Odden 
and Eaton. He claims that Bena nouns always have a high tone on the prefix, the final 
vowel is always low, and the vowels in between may vary (either all high or all low). 
Unfortunately, Nurse gives no examples of this, and all the nouns in his grammar sketch 
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are unmarked for tone. With respect to Bena verbs, Nurse claims that verbs can be 
divided into two groups on the basis oftheir underlying tone: one group is all low, the 
other has a low tone on the final syllable with the remainder of the verb being High 
(again, he gives no examples of these two types). This situation is further complicated by 
the tense system, which imposes certain patterns on the verb and overrides underlying 
tone. Here Nurse contrasts twitova 'we are fighting' with twitova 'we will fight one 
another' . 
It is impossible at this point to determine exactly why the three analyses differ. 
Odden uses a syllable-based analysis. Eaton's is based on morae. It is unclear from 
Nurse's description whether he based his analysis on syllables or morae. Eaton limited 
her analysis to a single speaker; Odden does not give any details about the source of his 
data, beyond acknowledging Mary Odden for providing him with the data. Further, he 
acknowledges that he has only a limited data set and the portion of his paper devoted to 
Bena is only two pages long. There are a number of reasons that may explain why these 
studies differ: these include different units of analysis, limited data sets, small numbers of 
speakers, mistranscription, etc. One ofthe most likely explanations is dialectal variation. 
Both Eaton and Nurse mention the presence of significant dialectal variation with respect 
to tone. The 2009 sociolinguistic survey confirmed the existence of dialectal variation in 
tone; this is discussed further in 2.3.5 
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2.3.2 The present study 
As was observed in each ofthe studies discussed in the previous section, Bena has 
two tones. Morae can be either High-toned or toneless.13 A word allows at maximum a 
single High tone. High-toned syllables can more accurately be described as syllables with 
a High falling tone. This is true in both short syllables (composed ofa single mora) and 
long syllables (composed of two morae ).14 Long High syllables show falling tone 
regardless of whether they are underlyingly High-Low (in the case ofa syllable 
composed of two different morae) or High-High (in the case ofa lengthened vowel). 
A number of other observations can be made about Bena tone (though these have 
yet to be quantified in any fashion). First, though the location of a High tone does not 
vary (for example in libfhi 'tree', High always occurs on the penultimate syllable), there 
does seem to be some variation in the pitch level of a High tone. This means that for a 
single speaker how high High tone is can vary quite a bit. Tone also interacts with 
intonation patterns. Thus, for example in a normal declarative sentence with falling 
intonation, High tones that occur earlier are higher than High tones occurring towards the 
end. The same holds true for Low (toneless) tones-they are higher at the beginning of a 
declarative sentence and lowest at the end. 
13 A mora-based analysis is preferred here to one based on syllables, as a mora-based analysis is much 
simpler. An analysis based on syllables would necessitate the proposal of verbal tone classes, which would 
unnecessarily complicate the analysis. The crucial piece of evidence for this is verbs which have the APU 
tonal melody. See 2.3.4.3 for a discussion of this. 
14 In order to represent High falling tone, throughout this section High tone on long (and lengthened) 
vowels is represented as vv (where the first mora of the syllable has a High tone diacritic and the second 
mora is marked Low). However throughout the remainder of the grammar, because all long High vowels 
are High faIling (and there is no contrast, for example, between High faIling and High-High), long (and 
lengthened) vowels with High tone are represented vv. 
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Major tonal patterns in Bena (described in terms of the position where the High 
tone falls) include penultimate (PU), antepenultimate (APU), stem-initial (SI), and pre-
stem initial (PSI). There are a few very specific situations in which word-final (WF) tone 
is allowed. Tonal behavior can largely be divided into nominal tone and verbal tone, each 
of which is discussed in the sections which follow. 
2.3.3 Nominal tone 
Underlyingly, Bena nominal stems are either toneless or are assigned a single 
High tone. If a stem is toneless, tone surfaces on the noun class prefix. Therefore these 
nouns have the tone pattern PSI (pre-stem initial). Nominal stems may also have 
underlying tone. In these stems, one High tone is allowed per word. The High tone may 
fall on either the antepenultimate mora (known as APU) or the penultimate mora (PU). 
Location of High tone is consistent, regardless of frame. This means that a word 
pronounced in isolation has the same tone pattern as one that occurs in a sentence. 
Though tone is generally disallowed word-finally, the possessive clitic is High-toned, 
resulting in word-final (WF) tone. This section discusses each of these tone patterns. 
2.3.3.1 Nominal pre-stem initial (PSI) 
If a nominal stem is toneless, High tone is assigned to the noun class prefix. 
Because the noun class prefix occurs immediately before the nominal stem, this type of 
pattern is known as pre-stem initial (or PSI). Figure 2. shows the pitch contour of hideego 
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Figure 2.1 Nominal PSI tone: hfdeego [hidc:go) 'chair' 
In nouns belonging to Classes 9 and 10 which do not have tone underlyingly and have no 
augment, tone surfaces on the noun class prefix (a syllabic nasal). This is one ofthe few 
situations in which nasals are moraic on the surface.15 In the following example, ndzuhi 
'bees' has a High tone on the Class 10 noun class prefix n-: 
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Figure 2.2 Nominal PSI tone: ndzuuhi [~] 'bees' 













2.3.3.2 Nominal antepenultimate unit (APU) tone 
111.2 
In nominal stems that have underlying tone, one High tone is allowed per word. 
The High tone may fall on either the antepenultimate mora (known as APU) or the 
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penultimate mora (PU, discussed in the next section). There are two types of APU nouns. 
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Figure 2.3 Nominal APU tone: ihyahuliya 'food' [iSabtUija] 
In the second type of APU noun, the High tone falls on the first mora of a long (or 
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Figure 2.4 Nominal APU tone: avddna 'children' [av8:Da] 
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Below are several examples of nouns which exhibit the APU tone pattern. 
(48) likfing 'a 'roof mafiindza 'ashes' 
mudfimi 'boy' maama 'older sibling' 
lubalali 'savannah' livatavata 'duck' 
ma16lelo 'eyeglasses' lingadoto 'bedbug' 
2.3.3.3 Nominal penultimate unit (PU) tone 
The final major tone pattern exhibited by Bena nouns is PU (penultimate), where 
the High tone falls on the penultimate mora of a word. Because Bena does not allow 
Low-High sequences in long syllables, there are no PU nouns where the High tone falls 
on the second mora of a long syllable. Therefore nouns exhibiting the PU pattern always 






Figure 2.5 Nominal PU tone: liblhi 'tree' [libQd] 















Though word-final High tone is generally disallowed in Bena, it does occur with 
mono-syllabic possessive clitics. (Possessive clitics are described in 4.2.1.3.) All 
possessive clitics are High-toned on the first syllable. Therefore use of possessive clitics 
which are monosyllabic (second and third person singular) results in word-final High 
tone. This is illustrated below: 
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Figure 2.6 Nominal WF tone: paapo 'your grandmother' r;pa:p6] 
Several examples of word-final High are given in (50): 
(50) a. maama 'older sibling' 
b. paapa 'grandmother' 
c. daada 'father' 




'hislher older brother' 
'your (SG) grandmother' 
'your (SG) father' 
Verbal tone is more complex than nominal tone in Bena. All verbs are 
underlyingly toneless. Tense-aspect configurations have tone melodies which apply to 
inflected verbs. The situation is further complicated by object prefixes and negation, 
which interact with tone melodies in different ways. There are several different verbal 
tone patterns: pre-stem initial (PSI), stem-initial (SI), antepenultimate unit (APU), and 
penultimate (PU). Word-final (WP) tone is allowed in a few circumstances (involving 
either monosyllabic verb stems or derived verbs). The verbal stems gona 'sleep' and 
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geenda 'walk' are used throughout this section to exemplify verbal tone melodies. Verbal 
tone melodies are summarized in the table below: 16 
16 In Table 2.11, glosses are conflated into a single column in order to preserve space. 
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TENSE-AsPECT EXAMPLE EXAMPLE GLOSS TONE 
infinitive hugona hugeenda 'to sleep/walk' APU 
P2 perfective ndigonile ndigeendile 'I slept/walked' SI 
P3 perfective ndihaagonile ndihaageendile 'I slept/walked PU 
(recently)' 
P4 perfective ndaagonile ndaageendile 'I slept/walked (long PU 
ago)' 
present perfective ndigona ndigeenda 'I sleep/walk' APU 
F2 perfective ndidzigona ndidzigeenda i 'I will sleep/walk (soon)' APU 
F3 perfective ndilagona ndilageenda : 'I will sleep/walk PSI 
(someday), 
PI progressive ndigoniige ndigeendiige 'I was sleeping/walking SI 
(just now)' 
P2 progressive ndihigona ndihigeenda 'I was sleeping/walking APU 
(earlier), 
P3 progressive ndihaagoniige . ndihaagendiige 'I was sleeping/walking APU 
(recently)' 
P4 progressive ndaagonaga ndaageendaga 'I was sleeping/walking PU 
(long ago)' 
P4 habitual ndaagoniige ndaagendiige 'I used to sleep/walk' APU 
present persistive ndipigona ndipigeenda 'I am still APU 
sleeping/walking' 
narrative ndigonaga ndigeendaga : 'and then 1 slept/walked' PU 
. 
subjunctive ndigone ndigeende i 'let me sleep/walk' SI 
Table 2.11 Verbal tone melodIes 
The following subsections discuss each tone pattern and the tense-aspect configurations 
which exhibit that pattern. This is followed by a discussion oftone patterns in verbs 
containing derivational extensions. Tone patterns are simplified in verbs containing 
object markers and in negated verbs; therefore each of these verb types are discussed 
separately in 2.3.4.5 and 2.3.4.8. 
2.3.4.1 Verbal pre-stem initial (PSI) tone 
For a number oftense-aspect configurations High tone appears on the mora 
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Figure 2.7 Verbal PSI tone: ulaheleta 'you will go (in a long time)' [uUheleJa) 
The PSI melody is used only with the remote future perfective. (It is also used with 
certain tense-aspect configurations in verbs containing object prefixes; these are 
discussed in 2.3.4.7): 
(51) a. ndilagona 'I will sleep (in the remote future)' 




2.3.4.2 Verbal stem initial (SI) tone 
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Verbal forms which use the SI melody include the today past (P2) perfective (51a-b), the 
immediate past (PI) progressive (c-d), and the subjunctive (e-f): 
(52) a. ndig6nile 'I slept' 
b. ndigeendile 'I walked' 
c. ndig6niige 'I was sleeping' 
d. ndigeendiige 'I was walking' 
e. ndig6ne 'let me sleep' 
f. ndigeende 'let me walk' 
2.3.4.3 Verbal antepenultimate unit (APU) tone 
In the APU tone melody, High tone occurs on the antepenultimate mora of a 
word. This is exemplified in Figure 2.10: 
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Figure 2.10 Verbal APU tone: ahfbita 's/he was going (earlier)' [abfuitI'a) 
The APU melody is used with infinitival forms (53a) and (t), the present perfective (b) 
and (g), the near future perfective (c) and (h), the today past progressive (d) and (i), the 
recent past progressive (e) and 0), the remote past habitual (t) and (k), and the present 
persistive (g) and (I). 
(53) a. hugona 'to sleep' f. hugeenda 'to walk' 
b. ndigona 'I sleep' g. ndigeenda 'I walk' 
c. ndidzigona 'I will sleep (soon)' h. ndidzigeenda 'I will walk (soon)' 
d. ndihigona 'I was sleeping i. ndihigeenda 'I was walking 
(earlier)' (earlier)' 
e. ndihaagoniige 'I was sleeping j. ndihaagendiige 'I was walking 
(recently)' (recently)' 
f. ndaagoniige 'I used to sleep' k. ndaagoniige 'I used to walk' 
g. ndipigona 'I am still sleeping' 1. ndipigeenda 'I am still walking' 
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Verbs that contain the APU melody provide crucial evidence for a mora-based analysis of 
tone (rather than an analysis based on syllables). This evidence can be seen when verbal 
forms containing only short vowels (such as gona 'sleep') are compared with those 
containing a long or lengthened vowel (exemplified by geenda 'walk'). Consider, for 
example, the present perfective forms of each ofthe two exemplar verbs: ndigona 'I 
sleep' and ndigeenda 'I walk'. For ndigona a syllable-based approach would place the 
High tone on the pre-stem initial syllable (in this case, the antepenultimate syllable). For 
ndigeenda High occurs on the stem-initial syllable (or penultimate syllable) in a syllable-
based approach. Such an analysis would then necessitate assigning verbs to tone 
classes-one group of verbs would pattern like gona, the other like geenda. A mora-
based approach allows both verbs to be analyzed in the same way-High tone always 
falls on the antepenultimate mora. 
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2.3.4.4 Verbal penultimate unit (PU) tone 
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Figure 2.11 Verbal PU tone: ndaagonfle '. slept (long ago)' r<Ja:gcm1Ic] 
This melody is used in the recent past (P3) perfective (53a) and (e), remote past (P4) 
perfective (b) and (f), remote past (P4) progressive (c) and (g), and narrative forms (d) and 
(h): 
(54) a. ndihaagonile 'I slept (recently)' e. ndihaageendile 'I walked (recently)' 
b. ndaagonile 'I slept (long ago)' f. ndaageendile 'I walked (long ago)' 
c. ndaagonaga 'I was sleeping g. ndaageendaga 'I was walking (long 
(long ago)' ago)' 
d. ndigonaga 'and then I slept' h. ndigeendaga 'and then I walked' 
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2.3.4.5 Verbal word-final (WF) tone 
Word-final High tone is normally disallowed in Bena. However there are a few 
situations when High tone is allowed word finally. Nominal word-final tone was 
described in 2.3.3.4. Verbal word-final tone is also possible in a few situations. The first 
of these (described here) involves verbs with monosyllabic stems. The second situation in 
which word-final High is possible is in certain tense-aspect configurations of verbs 
containing derivational extensions. This is described in the next section. 
Tone melodies in verbs containing monosyllabic stems are largely identical to 
those of other verbs. However there are two situations in which tone melodies of 
monosyllabic stems differ. The first ofthese involves tense-aspect configurations that 
normally have the PU pattern and contain the final vowel -ile (the recent past P3 pefective 
and remote past P4 perfective). In tense-aspect configurations that have the PU pattern, 
High tone falls on the first mora of -ile. However, monosyllabic verbs do not use the final 
vowel -ile. Instead, they use -e. Therefore tone shifts to word-final position. (55) 
compares forms of gona 'sleep' with those that use the monosyllabic stemfiva 'die': 
(55) a. ahaagonile 's/he slept (recently), PU 
b. ndaagonile 's/he slept (long ago)' PU 
c. ahaafive 's/he died (recently)' WF 
d. aafive 's/he died (long ago)' WF 
The second situation in which word-final tone can arise is in the subjunctive form of 
monosyllabic verbs. Normally in the SUbjunctive High tone falls on the initial mora of the 
stem. In a verb with a monosyllabic stem, the stem-initial mora and word-final mora are 
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the same. Therefore this results in word final High. (56) compares the sUbjunctive ofthe 
heterosyllabic verb gona 'sleep' with that of the monosyllabic verbfwa 'die': 
(56) a. ndig6ne 'let me sleep' b. ndifwe 'let me die' 
Word-final High can also arise in some tense-aspect configurations of verbs containing 
derivational extensions. This is discussed (along with other tonal melodies of derived 
verbs) in the next section. 
2.3.4.6 Verbal tone and derivational extensions 
Tone patterns differently in verbs containing derivational extensions!' All 
derivational extensions affect verbal tone melodies in the same way; therefore this section 
uses the verb diindula 'open' (derived with the transitive separative extension -ul from 
diinda 'close') to exemplify tone melodies in derived verbs. 
Tense-aspect configurations which have the SI and PSI tone melodies in 
underived forms remain SI and PSI, respectively, in derived forms: 
(57) a. ndidindiige 
b. ndiladiinda 
'I was closing' 
'I will close' 
c. ndidinduliige' I was opening' 
d. ndiladiindula' 1 will open' 
With one exception, tense-aspect configurations which have the APU tonal melody in 
underived forms place High tone on the penultimate mora (PU) in derived forms: 
(58) a. hudiinda 'to close' c. hudiindula 'to open' 
b. ndipidiinda 'I am still closing' d. ndipidiindula 'I am still opening' 
17 Derivational extensions are suffixes that either change verbal valence or change the meaning ofa verb. 
They are discussed in detail in 5.3. 
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The recent past (P3) progressive has the APU tonal melody. If derived verbs in the recent 
past progressive were to take the PU tonal melody, this would result in a long syllable 
with Low-High tone. Long syllables can only take High tone on the initial mora; 
therefore the recent past progressive has APU (rather than PU) tone in derived verbs: 
(59) a. ndihaadindiige 'I was closing' 
b. *ndihaadinduliige 
c. ndihaadinduliige 'I was opening' 
Tense-aspect configurations which exhibit the PU tone melody in underived 
forms show a split in derived forms. Derived verbs with tense-aspect configurations 
which have the final vowel -ile (the recent past P3 perfective and remote past P 4 
perfective) have High tone on the word final mora. 
(60) a. ndihaadiindile 'I closed (recently), c. ndihaadiindwe 'I opened (recently) 
b. ndaadiindile 'I closed (long ago)' d. ndihaadiindwe 'I opened (long ago) 
Derived verbs with tense-aspect configurations that have the final vowel -a (the remote 
past P 4 progressive and the narrative) remain PU: 
(61) a. ndaagonaga 'I was closing (long 
ago)' 
b. ndidiindaga 'and then I closed' 
c. ndaadindulaga 'I was opening (long 
ago)' 
d. ndidiindulaga 'and then I opened' 
Table 2.12 uses the underived verb diinda 'close' and the derived verb diindu/a 'open' to 
summarize tone melodies in underived and derived verbs: 
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UNDERIVED DERIVED 
TENSE-AsPECT EXAMPLE : TONE EXAMPLE : TONE , , 
, , 
infinitive hudiinda : APU hudiindula :PU , , 
, , 
P2 perfective ndidiindile : SI ndidiindwe : SI , 
, , 
P3 perfective ndihaadiindile :PU 
, 
ndihaadiindwe :WF 
P4 perfective ndaadiindile :PU ndaadiindwe :WF 
, 
present perfective ndidiinda : APU ndidiindula :PU 
, , 
F2 perfective ndidzidiinda : APU ndidzidiindula :PU 
, , 
, 
F3 perfective ndiladiinda : PSI ndiladiindula : PSI 
, 
PI progressive ndidiindiige : SI ndidiinduliige i SI 
P3 progressive ndihaadindiige APU ndihaadinduliige : APU 
: 
P4 progressive ndaadiindaga :PU ndaadindulaga ;PU 
: : 
P4 habitual ndaadindiige : APU ndadinduliige : APU 
present persistive ndipidiinda 'APU ndipidiindula :PU , 
narrative ndidiindaga PU ndidinduldga PU 
: : 
subjunctive ndidiinde : SI ndidiindwe : SI 
, 
, 
Table 2.12 Comparison oftone melodies in undenved and denved verbs 
2.3.4.7 Verbal tone and object markers 
Tonal melodies in verbal forms containing object markers are largely the same as 
those without object markers. The only exception to this is the stem-initial (SI) pattern. 
Tense-aspect configurations that are SI without object markers have the tonal melody PSI 
(pre-stern-initial) with the object marker. Another way of generalizing this is to say that 
these tense-aspect configurations place the High tone on the first mora of the macro-
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stem.18 Thus in forms without an object marker the tonal melody is stem-initial; with an 
object marker the tonal melody is pre-stern-initial. This is exemplified in (62): 
(62) a. ndigonile 'I slept' d. 
b. ndigoniige 'I was sleeping' e. 
c. ndigone 'let me sleep' f. 
ndimutovile 'I hit himlher' 
ndimutoviige 'I was hitting himlher' 
ndimutove 'let me hit himlher' 
All other forms retain the same verbal tone melody when prefixed with an object marker. 
Tense-aspect configurations for verbs containing object markers are summarized in Table 
2.13, which compares the tone melody for a verb without an object marker (tova) with a 
verb containing a Class 1 object marker (mutova 'hit himlher). 
18 The macrostem, as discussed in 5.1 is composed ofa verbal stem plus any object markers. 
No OBJECT MARKER OBJECT MARKER 
TENSE-ASPECT EXAMPLE i TONE EXAMPLE i TONE , , 
, , 
infinitive hugona :APU humutova iAPU , , 
, , 
P2 perfective ndigonile : SI ndimutovile : PSI 
, , 
, , 
P3 perfective ndihaagonile iPU ndihaamutovile :PU 
, , 
P4 perfective ndaagonile iPU ndaamutovile PU 
, 
present perfective ndigona iAPU ndihumutova APU 
, 
F2 perfective ndidzigona iAPU ndidzimutova APU 
F3 perfective ndilagona PSI ndilamutova PSI 
PI progressive ndigoniige SI ndimutoviige PSI 
P3 progressive ndihaagoniige APU ndihaamutoviige iAPU 
, 
P4 progressive ndaagonaga PU ndaamutovaga :PU 
: 
P4 habitual ndaagoniige APU ndaamutoviige :APU 
, 
, 
present persistive ndipigona APU ndipihumutova iAPU 
, 
narrative ndigonaga PU ndimutovaga ipU 
, 
subjunctive ndigone i SI ndimutove i PSI 
, , 
, , 
Table 2.13 Verbal tone melodies for verbs With and Without object markers 
2.3.4.8 Verbal tone and negation 
Tonal melodies of negated verb forms are largely the same as those of non-
negated forms. The exception to this is SI verbs. The today past (P2) perfective has SI 
tone in its non-negated form. When it is negated, High tone shifts to the penultimate 
mora: 
(63) a. ndigonile 'I slept' 
b. ndigeendile 'I walked' 
c. 
d. 
sindigonile 'I didn't sleep' 
sindigeendile 'I didn't walk' 
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The immediate past (PI) progressive also has stem-initial tone in its non-negated form. 
When the immediate past progressive is negated, High tone shifts to the antepenultimate 
mora. 
(64) a. ndigoniige 'I was sleeping' c. 
b. ndigeendiige 'I was walking' d. 
sindigoniige 'I wasn't sleeping' 
sindigeendiige 'I wasn't walking' 
All other forms maintain the same verbal tone melody in their negated forms. Thus APU, 
PSI, and PU verbs remain APU, PSI, and PU, respectively, when negated. Tone melodies 
for negated verbs are summarized in Table 2.14. 
NON-NEGATED NEGATED 
TENSE-AsPECT EXAMPLE TONE EXAMPLE i TONE 
· 
· 
P2 perfective ndigonile SI sindigonile iPU 
· 
P3 perfective ndihaagonile PU sindihaagonile iPU 
· 
· P4 perfective ndaagonile PU sindaagonile i PU 
· 
present perfective ndigona APU sindigona iAPU 
· 
· 
F2 perfective ndidzigona APU sindidzigona iAPU 
F3 perfective ndilagona . PSI sindilagona i PSI 
· 
PI progressive ndigoniige SI sindigoniige iAPU 
· 
P2 progressive ndihigona APU sindihigona i APU 
P3 progressive ndihaagoniige APU sindihaagoniige iAPU 
P4 progressive ndaagonaga PU sindaagonaga lPU 
P4 habitual ndaagoniige APU sindaagoniige ;APU 
· 
narrative ndigonaga PU sindigonaga lpu 
· Table 2.14 Verbal tone melodIes companng non-negated and negated forms 
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When a derived verb is negated, the impact on verbal tone melodies is the same as that 
descried in 2.3.4.5. Negated underived verbs that have the PSI tone melody are also PSI 
when they have a derivational extension. Negated verbs that are APU when they are 
underived exhibit the PU pattern when they are derived, and negated underived verbs that 
have the PU melody have word final High in derived forms. Forms of negated derived 
verbs are summarized in Table 2.15: 
NEGATED DERIVED NEGATED UNDERIVED 
TENSE-AsPECT EXAMPLE TONE EXAMPLE i TONE 
, 
P2 perfective sindidiindile PU sindidiindwe i WF 
, 
P3 perfective sindihaadiindile PU sindihaadiindwe iWF 
, 
P4 perfective sindaadiindile PU sindaadiindwe iWF 
, 
, 
present perfective sindidiinda APU sindidiindula iPU 
, 
F2 perfective sindidzidiinda APU sindidzidiindula i PU 
, 
F3 perfective sindiladiinda PSI sindiltidiindula i PSI , 
, 
PI progressive sindidindiige APU sindidinduliige iAPU 
, 
, 
P2 progressive sindihidiinda ' APU sindihidiindula iPU 
, 
P3 progressive sindihaadindiige APU sindihaadinduliige i APU 
, 
P4 progressive sindaadiindaga PU sindaadindultiga ipU , 
, 
P4 habitual sindaadindiige APU sindaadinduliige 1APU 
, 
, 
narrative sindigonaga PU sindidindultiga iPU 
, 
Table 2.15 Comparison of tone melodies in negated underived and derived verbs 
2.3.5 Tone as a sociolinguistic variable 
An explanation proposed in 2.3.1 for the discrepancies among Nurse's (1979), 
Eaton's (2007), and Odden's (1988) analyses of Bena tone is dialectal variation. Results 
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of the tonal analysis portion of the dialect survey are still preliminary, but they indicate 
that there is some variation in tone across Bena dialects. For example, Iingodofu 'frog' 
had three different tone patterns: PSI, APU, and PU. Most nouns, however, had the same 
tone pattern in each dialect. For those nouns which did exhibit tonal variation dialectally, 
variation existed on a word-to-word basis. It was not the case, for example, that all PSI 
nouns in one dialect had the pattern APU in another. In order to determine how much 
tonal variation there is cross-dialectally in Bena, nouns in a 150 word list (collected 
during the dialect survey) were coded for tone patterns. One village per dialect was 
selected as an exemplar. Table 2.16 presents tabulated results for nominal tone patterns in 
each dialect: 
DIALECT PSI APU PU APUIPSIl9 
Nyikolwe 16.78% 44.30% 23.49% 14.77% 
Mavemba 23.81% 49.21% 17.46% 9.52% 
Twangabita 15.89% 37.09% 33.11% 13.25% 
Sovi 19.18% 45.21% 23.29% 12.33% 
Maswamu 19.73% 38.78% 16.33% 22.45% 
Ngaveta 20.73% 35.37% 29.88% 14.02% 
Table 2.16 Percentage of words with each nommal tone pattern, by dialect 
Differences in verbal tone patterns dialectally were also found. Using data from 
the phrase list (collected during the sociolinguistic survey), Table 2.17 shows variation in 
tone patterns for the today (P2) past perfective and the present perfective forms. 
19 Ambiguous between APU and PSI tone patterns. 
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DIALECT P z PERFECTIVE TONE PRESENT PERFECTIVE TONE 
's/he has obtained' 's/he buys' 
Nyikolwe aapatile PU iigutsa SIIPU 
Mavemba aapatile APU/SI iigUtsa SIIPU 
Twangabita aapatile PU iigutsa PSI 
Sovi aapatile PU iigutsa PSI 
Maswamu aapatile PU iigutsa SIIPU 
Ngaveta aapatile PU iigutsa SIIPU 
.. Table 2.17 Dialectal variation m verbal tone melodies 
A comprehensive analysis of dialectal tone patterns is beyond the scope ofthis study, 
however preliminary results indicate that this is an area worth further investigation. 
As with other aspects of Bena, tone is being impacted as a result of Swahili 
influence. (The increasing impact of Swahili on Bena and other languages in Tanzania is 
discussed in 1.5.1 and 1.5.2.) Swahili has a stress-based system; Bena's system is tonal 
(though it does have a reduced tonal system when compared with many other Bantu 
languages). I observed during the course of this research that pitch distinctions between 
High and Low tone were greater in older speakers than in younger speakers. (Older 
speakers seemed to have higher Highs and lower Lows than younger speakers.) At this 
point this observation remains purely impressionistic, but would be an interesting area to 
pursue further as it may shed light on the process by which a language transitions from a 
tone-based system to a stress-based one. 
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2.4 Morphophonemic processes 
2.4.1 Glide formation 
Bena does not allow sequences of two non-identical vowels. One of the ways in 
which such sequences are resolved is through Glide formation. When a high vowel is 
followed by a non-identical vowel, the first vowel becomes a glide. Glide formation is 
accompanied by compensatory lengthening of the following vowel (see 2.1.3.3.1). This 
means that when the high front vowel Iii is followed by la!, lei, 10/, or lui, it becomes the 
glide Ij/. With the high back vowel lui, glide formation applies only when lui is followed 
by a non-rounded vowel. Thus glide formation does not apply when lui is followed by lui 
or 10/. When lui is followed by la!, lei, or Iii, it glides to lui. This process is illustrated by 
the examples below: 
(65) a. u+a mu-ana .- mwaana 'child' 
cLl-child [mwa:na] 
b. u+e hu-eluha .- hweeluha 'to climb' 
CLl5-climb [hwe:hiha] 
c. u+i hu-ima .- hwiima 'to stand' 
cLl5-stand [hwi:ma] 
d. i+a mi-aha .- myaaha 'years' 
cL4-year [mja:ha] 
e. i+e fi-ene .- fyeene 'themselves (CLS)' 
cLS-self [fje:ne] 
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f. i+o fi-onda -+ fy66nda 'all (CLS), 
cLS-all [fj6:nda] 
g. i+u li-uma -+ lyuuma 'iron' 
cL5-iron [lju:ma] 
There is an exception to the glide formation rule. When the high front vowel Iii is 
preceded by a prenasalized consonant, glide formation is blocked because Bena does not 
allow prenasalized consonant-glide sequences. Instead, the two vowels coalesce. This is 
illustrated in (66) below: 
(66) ndi-adz-ile -+ ndtitidzile 'I have come' 
2SG-COme-Fv 
2.4.2 mu- reduction 
The syllable mu can be optionally reduced to a syllabic nasal [rp]. This occurs in 
the noun class prefixes for Classes 1,3, and IS and the Class 1 (third person singular) 
object prefix. Mu reduction is illustrated below: 








c. ndihumutova [ndihumuthova] - [ndihuIf1thova] 'I am hitting himlher' 
2.4.3 Vowel harmony 
Bena, like many other Bantu languages, exhibits a system of vowel height 
harmony. This is particularly evident in verbal derivational extensions (applicative, 
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stative, and causative).2o When the final vowel of the stem is mid (leI or lo/), the suffix 
vowel lowers to [-e]. When the final vowel in the stem is high or low (IiI, lui, or la/), the 
suffixal vowel remains high ([ -iD. Thus, for example, the applicative suffix I-ill is [-ell 
when the final stem vowel is leI or 101 and [-il] elsewhere: 
(68) a. seeduh-il-a _ seduhfla 'turn to' 
turn-APPL-FV [se:duhHa] 
b. teleh-il-a _ telehela 'cook for' 
cook-APPL-FV [thelehela] 
c. long-il-a -loongela 'tell to' 
tell-APPL-FV [lo:1Jgela] 
d. dzind-il-a - dziindfla 'wait for' 
wait-APPL-FV [tsi:ndila] 
e. taag-il-a - taagfla 'throw to' 
throW-APPL-FV [tha:gHa] 
The stative suffix I-ihl also undergoes vowel height harmony ([-eh] when the stem vowel 
is mid; [-ih] when the stem vowel is high or low): 




- deenyeha 'be broken' 
[deITIeha] 
- woneha 'be visible' 
[woneha] 
20 Derivational extensions are suffixes that either change verbal valence or change the meaning of a verb. 
They are discussed in detail in 5.3. 
c. anang-ih-a 
anang-sTAT-FV 
-+ anaangiha 'be destroyed' 
[ana:lJgiba] 
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Vowel harmony also applies with the causative suffix ([-idz] when the stem vowel is high 
or low; [-edz] when the stem vowel is mid): 
(70) a. mem-idz-a -+ memedza 'fill (transitive)' 
fill-CAUS-FV [memetsa] 
b. hol-idz-a -+ hotedza 'midwife (v), aid in giving birth' 
give.birth-cAUS-FV [hoIetsa] 
c. nyil-idz-a -+ nyilldza 'chase' 
run-CAus-FV [rtilitsa] 
d. vang-idz-a -+ vaangldza 'start (transitive)' 
begin-cAus-FV [va:lJgitsa] 
When multiple derivational suffixes occur on a single verb, all derivational 
suffixes harmonize with the final stem vowel: 
(71) a. tov-el-idz-a 
fight-APPL-CAUS-FV 
-+ tovetedza 'cause (someone else) to fight' 
[thoveletsa] 
b. pilim-i1-idz-a -+ pilimilldza 'to make something circle 
(something else)' 
go.around-APPL-CAUS-FV [philimilitsa] 
The separative suffixes -ul and -uh (see 5.3.6) also exhibit vowel height harmony, 
however the harmony is slightly different. When the final vowel of the verbal stem is a 
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mid back vowel /0/, the vowel of the suffix lowers to /0/. (Unlike the applicative, 
causative, and stative suffixes, the mid front vowel /e/ does not trigger vowel height 
harmony with the separative suffixes.) Several examples of this process are given below: 
(72) a. wop-ul-a 
-




menyuha 'be broken' 





Another type of vowel harmony primarily affects noun class augments. Noun 
class augments harmonize with the vowel in the noun class prefix: 
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CLASS AUGMENT PREFIX EXAMPLE EXAMPLE GLOSS 
1 u- mu- mudiimi 'boy 
2 a- va- vadiimi 'boys' 
3 u- mu- mukoga 'river' 
4 i- mi- mfkoga 'rivers' 
5 i- Ii- lfdeembwe 'elephant' 
6 a- ma- madeembwe 'elephants' 
7 i- hi- hfdeego 'chair' 
8 i- fi- fideego 'chairs' 
9 i- N- ndiilo 'basket' 
10 i- N- ndiilo 'baskets' 
11 u- lu- lutaango 'help' 
12 a- ha- hadela 'small root' 
13 u- tu- tudela 'small roots' 
14 u- wu- wutine 'flour' 
15 u- hu- hutova 'hitting' 
16 a- pa- pamukoga 'at the river' 
17 u- hu- humukoga 'at the river' 
18 u- mu- mumukoga 'in the river' 
20 u- gu- gudeembwe 'big elephant' 
Table 2.18 Bena augments and noun class prefixes 
There are three exceptions to the use of vowel harmony in nominal augments. The first 
involves Class 9110 nouns. The noun class prefix for these nouns is IN-I, thus there is no 
vowel in the prefix for the augment to harmonize with. The augment used for 911 0 nouns 
is Ii-I. 
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The second exception involves anthropomorphized animals in folktales. In these 
cases, semantics trump phonology: when animals occur in folk tales, the Class 112 
augments are used: 
(73) Aali pwaali ulififi nusungula. 
aa-li pa-aa-li u-li-fifi na=u-sungula 
PAST-COP CL16-PAST-COP AUG-cLS-hyena and=AUG-hare 
'Once upon a time there was a hyena and a hare.' 
(08SeptO]d, The Hare and the Hyena: line 00]) 
(74) Uhingalumeende aasahaga uhumuliya undzogolo. 
u-hingalumende aa-sah-ag-a u-hu-mu-liy-a u-ndzogolo 
AUG-mongoose PAST-want-NARR-FV AUG-CLlS-cLl.OBJ-eat-Fv AUG-rooster 
'The mongoose wanted to eat the rooster.' 
(08Septl7d, The Rooster and the Mongoose: line 002) 
If the animals in (73) and (74) were to occur in a context other than a folktale, they would 
be ilijifi, is ungula, ihingalumeende, and indzogolo ('hyena', 'hare', 'mongoose', and 
'rooster', respectively). However, because these animals have been anthropomorphized, 
they use the augment u- which is used for human Class 1 nouns, resulting in ul(jifi, 
usungUla, uhingalumeende, and undzogolo. 
Finally, vowel harmony does not apply to augments which are used with personal 
pronouns. Like anthropomorphized animals, personal pronouns (except for third person 
plural) use the augment corresponding to human Class 1 nouns. The third person plural 
pronoun uses the augment corresponding to human Class 2 nouns. This is summarized in 










Table 2.19 Bena personal pronouns 
2.4.4 Processes involving nasal prefixation 
There are two types of nasal prefixes in Bena. The first is the affixation of the 
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nasal prefix IN-I to Class 9110 nouns. The second type of nasal prefixation involves the 
first person singular object prefix IN-I. These two types of nasal prefixation will be 
treated together, since the same phonological processes affect each ofthem. 
2.4.4.1 Nasal assimilation 
When a nasal is prefixed to a stem beginning in a voiced stop, the nasal 
assimilates in place to the stop. This is illustrated by the examples below: 
(75) a. N-baliha -+ mbaliha 'flea' 
cL9-flea [mbaliha] 
b. N-diilo -+ ndiilo 'basket' 
cL9-basket [ndi:lo] 
c. N-gubi -+ ngubi 'pig' 
cL9-pig [IJgl1bi] 
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2.4.4.2 Nasal-stop coalescence 
When a nasal is prefixed to a stem beginning in a voiceless stop, the nasal and the 
stop coalesce21 : 
(76) a. N-pinga -+ miinga 'herd' 
cL9-herd [mi:IJga] 
b. N-tondwe -+ noondwe 'stars' 
cLIO-star [no:ndwe] 
c. N-kahala -+ ng'ahala 'trash' 
cL9-trash [IJaMla] 
The same process applies when the first person singular object marker is prefixed to a 
verbal stem: 
(77) a. N-pyaanil-a -+ myaanila 'forgive me' 
I SG.oBJ-forgive-Fv [mja:nila] 
b. N-tang-a -+ naanga 'help me' 
I SG.oBJ-help-Fv [na:IJga] 
c. N-kemel-a -+ ng'emela 'call me' 
I SG.oBJ-call-Fv [IJemela] 
2.4.4.3 Nasal-affricate coalescence 
When a nasal prefixes to the affricate Itsl, Insl results: 
21 Hyman (2003) notes that this is shared by other closely related languages (Hehe G62, Pangwa G64, and 
KingaG65). 
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(78) a. N-dzuguni -+ ndzuguni 'roosters' 
CL 1 O-rooster [nsuguni] 
b. N-dzang-a -+ ndzaanga 'deceive me' 
1 SG.oBJ-deceive-Fv [nsa:l)ga] 
2.4.4.4 Liquid stopping 
When a nasal prefix attaches to a stem beginning in Ill, the liquid becomes a stop: 
(79) a. N-limi -+ ndimi 'tongues' 
CL 1 O-tongue [ndimi] 
b. N-Ienga -+ ndeenga 'waters' 
CLIO-water [nde:l)ga] 
c. N-Iet-A -+ ndeta 'bring me' 
I SG.oBJ-bring-Fv [ndetha] 
d. N-liY-A -+ ndiya 'eat me' 
1 SG.OBJ-eat-Fv [ndija] 
2.4.4.5 Nasal-approximant coalescence 
When a nasal is prefixed to a stem beginning in an approximant (/jl or Iwl), a 
prenasalized affricate results: 
(80) a. N-yuhi - ndzuhi 'bees' 
cLIO-bee [iitsuhi] 
b. N-yeeh-a - ndzeeha 'discredit me' 
ISG.oBJ-discredit-FV [ntse:ba] 
C. N-waya - ndzaya 'wires' 
cLIO-wire [ntsaja] 
2.4.4.6 INI + /hi coalescence 
When a nasal is prefixed to a stem beginning in a glottal fricative /hI, the nasal 
becomes palatal and the fricative is deleted: 
(81) a. N-heh-a - nyeha 'laugh at me' 
I SG.oBJ-Iaugh-Fv [}leba] 
b. N-halafu - nyalaju 'ants' 
cLIO-ant [}lahifu] 
2.4.4.7 Ivl stopping 
When a nasal is prefixed to a stem beginning in a labiodental fricative lvI, a 
bilabial prenasalized stop results: 
(82) a. N-vuudz-a 
1 SG.oBJ-aSk-Fv 
b. N-vaga 
CL 1 O-corral 







2.4.4.8 Idzl epenthesis 
One final process applies to nasal prefixation. When IN-I is prefixed to a verb 
beginning in a vowel, Idz/ is inserted between the nasal and the vowel: 
(83) a. N-iganidz-a - ndZiganidza 'teach me' 
I SG.oBJ-teach-Fv [ntsiganitsa] 
b. N-aayo - ndzaayo 'heels' 
cLIO-heel [ntsa:jo] 
c. N-eend-A - ndzeenda 'love me' 
I SG.oBJ-love-Fv [ntse:nda] 
d. N-ambuh-A - ndzaambUha] 'betray me' 
I SG.oBJ-betray-Fv [ntsa:mbuha] 
2.4.5 Ivl deletion 
The voiced labiodental fricative Ivl deletes when immediately preceding a labio-
velar approximant. This is summarized in (84): 
(84) v -+ (0 1_ w 
The environment resulting in Ivl deletion occurs when verbs ending in Ivl are passivized, 
as is shown in the following examples: 
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(85) a. vav-a 
-












towa 'be hit' 
hit-PAss-Fv [towa] 
2.4.6 Spirantization 
In Bena, certain consonants spirantize before the high front vowel Iii. 
Spirantization occurs only at a morpheme boundary, and before particular suffixes. It is 
quite common for spirantization to be blocked before certain suffixes in Bantu, 
particularly the applicative suffix (Bostoen 2008). In Bena, spirantization happens before 
the nominalizing suffix -i and before the short causative suffix -i. Spirantization is 
blocked before the applicative suffix -ii, before the long causative -idz, before the stative 
suffix -ih, and before the impositive suffix -ih. Thus spirantization occurs before suffixes 
ofthe form -i and is blocked before suffixes of the form -iC. Suffixes which do and do 
not trigger spirantization are summarized below: 
SUFFIXES WHICH TRIGGER 
SPIRANTIZA TION 
nominalizer -i 
short causative -i 
SUFFIXES WHICH BLOCK 
SPIRANTIZA TION 
applicative -i/ 
long causative -idz 
stative -ih 
impositive -ih 
Table 2.20 Suffixes triggering and blocking spirantization 
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Labial consonants Ip, b, mb, vi spirantize to the voiceless labiodental fricative If!. 
Several examples of this process are given below: 
(86) a. puup-a --+ puupa 'boil (INTR)' 
boil-FV [phu:pha] 
b. puup-i-a --+ puufya 'boil (TR)' 
boil-CAUS-FV [p~:fja] 
(87) a. wuumb-a 
--+ wuumba 'make pottery' 
make.pottery-Fv [wiI:mba] 
b. wu-wiIumb-i --+ wuwuufi 'pottery' 
cLI4-make.pottery-NMLZ [wuwil:fi] 
(88) a. gav-a 
--+ gava 'create' 
create-FV [gava] 
b. mu-gav-i --+ mugafi 'creator' 
CL l-create-NMLZ [mugafi] 
(89) a. kalav-a 
--+ ka/ava 'bathe' 
bathe-Fv [khalava] 
b. kalav-i-a --+ ka/afya 'wash (TR)' 
bathe-CAUs-FV [khalafja] 
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The consonants It! and /hI spirantize to the voiceless alveolar fricative lsi, as is 
illustrated below: 
(90) a. det-a -+ deta 'lie' 
lie-FV [detha] 
b. mu-det-i -+ mudesi 'liar' 
cLl-lie-NMLz [mudesi] 
(91) a. gut-a -+ guta 'be full (of food)' 
full-Fv [gutba] 
b. gut-i-a -+ gtisa 'satiate' 
full-CAUS-FV [gtisa] 
(92) a. teleh-a -+ teieha 'cook (v)' 
cook-Fv [tbeleha] 
b. mu-teleh-i -+ muteiesi 'cook (N)' 
cLl-cook-NMLZ [mutbeIesi] 
(93) a. ih-a -+ Uha 'descend' 
descend-Fv [f:ha] 
b. ih-i-a -+ Usa 'lower' 
descend-cAus-FV [f:sa] 
The alveolar and velar voiced consonants Id, g, II spirantize to the affricate Its/. 
Prenasalized alveolar and velar consonants Ind, ngl spirantize to a prenasalized affricate 
Ints/. This is illustrated below: 
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(94) a. hig-a 
-




muhidzi 'judge (N)' 
CL l-judge-NMLz [mUhitsi] 














geendza 'walk (a guest) around' 
walk-cAus-FV [ge:~sa] 







CL I-build-NMLZ [mutse:~si ] 
Nasals 1m, n,)1, 1)1 and spirants Is, tsl do not spirantize: 

















(100)a. heh-i-a --+ hesa 'make someone laugh' 
laugh-cAus-Fv [be sa] 
b. mu-heh-i-i --+ muhesi 'clown' 
CL l-laugh-cAUS-NMLZ [muhesi] 
(101) a. hudz-a --+ hudza 'strain' 
strain-Fv [butsa] 
b. lu-hudz-i --+ luhudzi 'sauce' 
cL11-strain-NMLz [luhutsi] 
There are no examples of the approximants /w/ and /j/ occurring in a position that would 
trigger spirantization. Therefore it is unknown how these consonants would behave in 
such an environment. 
2.4.7 Imbrication 
Imbrication is a process which can best be described as a type of coalescence in 
which multiple morphemes are interwoven together. In Bena, this process is triggered by 
the final vowel-ile.22 Imbrication is fairly common (though not well described) in Bantu. 
The type of imbrication exhibited by Bena is similar to that described by Bickmore 
(2007) for Cilungu. 
Consider the following examples: 
22The suffix -i1e is referred to throughout this grammar as one of Bena's "final vowels". It occurs on the 
ends of verbs. Though -i1e does not consist of a single vowel, it patterns in a similar manner to other final 
vowels --e and -a. Therefore Bantuists typically refer to the -i1e suffix as a "final vowel". These three 








ndig6nile 'I have slept' 
1 sG-sleep-Fv [ndig6nile] 
Example (102) illustrates formation of the near past perfective using the verb gona 
'sleep'. This is a non-imbricating verb, and as (b) shows, the suffix -ile does not coalesce 
with the verb stem. Now consider (103): 
(103)a. hu-pulih-idz-a 
-
hupulihidza 'to listen' 
CL 15-hear-cAus-FV [huphulihitsa] 
b. ndi-pulih-idz-ile 
-
ndipulihffdze 'I have listened' 
1 SG-hear-CAUS-FV [ndiphulihi:tse] 
In (103), the past perfective is not *ndipulihidzile with simple morpheme concatenation 
as one would expect. Instead, the inflectional suffix -ile and the causative suffix -idz 
coalesce, resulting in the form given in (b). 
Imbrication in Bena has a number of characteristics. First, the inflectional suffix 
-ile and (to a lesser extent) the applicative suffix -i/ are the only suffixes which can 
trigger imbrication. Second, imbrication does not occur with un derived roots ofthe form 
(C)VC (this will be discussed further below). Instead, imbrication occurs as the result of 
the interaction of verbal suffixes ofthe form VC with the inflectional suffix -ile. Third, 
imbrication results in an inter-weaving of morphemes (as illustrated in (103) above). 
Fourth, imbrication almost always results in a long vowel in the verbal suffix. All other 
verbal suffixes (inflectional and derivational) contain short vowels; thus if a form 
contains a long vowel in its suffix, that vowel is the result of imbrication. Finally, 
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imbrication does not impact tone (tone patterns follow the melody of the tense-aspect 
combination). 
(104) (adapted from Bickmore 2007:119) gives a schematic describing 
imbrication in Bena: 
(104)a.I ... C-VC-ilel - ... C-VilC-e - ... C-ViC-c 
b. Indi-pulih-idz-ilel ndipulih-iildz-e - ndipulih-iidz-c - ndipulihffdzc 
As (104) shows, when imbrication occurs, the first suffix (in this case -idz) merges with 
the inflectional suffix -He. The vowel Iii from -He moves before the Idz/ in the first suffix, 
and the III is deleted (with the exception of the passive extension -w where the III is 
maintained). This same basic pattern is present whenever imbrication occurs. 
As mentioned above, imbrication is blocked in verbal roots of the form (C)VC. 
Thus when -He directly follows a (C)VC root (without any intervening suffixes), 
imbrication does not occur. This is illustrated by the examples below (infinitives are 
given as a reference point): 
(105)a. hu-adz-a --+ hwaadza 'to come' 
cLI5-come-Fv [hwaatsa] 
b. ndi-adz-ile --+ ndaadzile 'I have come' 
IsG-COme-Fv [Ddli:tsile] 
(106)a. hu-heh-a --+ huheha 'to laugh' 
cLI5-1augh-Fv [huheha] 
b. ndi-heh-a --+ ndihehile 'I have laughed' 
ISG-laugh-Fv [Ddihehile] 
Imbrication is also blocked in reduplicated (C)VC verbal roots: 
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(107) a. hu-gend-a 
-




ndigeendile 'I have walked' 
lSG-walk-Fv [ndige:ndile] 
c. hu-genda-gend-a - hugendageenda 'to wander around' 
cL15-REDup-walk-Fv [hugendage:nda] 
d. ndi-genda-gend-ile - ndigendageendile 'I have wandered around' 
1 SG-REDuP-walk-Fv [ndigendage:ndile] 
Imbrication does occur when the inflectional suffix -ile follows a derivational 
extension. Further, imbrication interacts with a number of phonological processes. The 
behavior of imbrication with various derivational extensions is shown by the examples 
below. This is accompanied by further explanation of the phonological processes 
involved, if necessary. 







'to be hit' 
'I have been hit' 
Passive 
Example (108) shows that the passive suffix -w is the only suffix with which 
imbrication maintains the 11/ in -ile. This is likely because the passive suffix is also the 
only derivational extension which does not have the form Vc. Note, too, that the 
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inflectional suffix -ile, even though it occurs after the passive, blocks deletion of Ivl when 
in precedes Iwl (this shows that imbrication applies before Ivl deletion. 
(109)a. hu-dind-il-a --+ hudiindifa 'to close (with/for Applicative 
CL 15-close-APPL-FV [hudi:Ddila] something') 
b. ndi-dind-il-ile --+ ndidiindiye23 'I have closed (with/for 
I SG-CIOSe-APPL-FV [Ddidi:Ddije] something') 
Imbrication behaves slightly differently with the applicative extension -if than it 
does with other extensions. This is illustrated by (109). If imbrication with the applicative 
followed the same pattern as other suffixes, the expected form in (1 08b) would be 
*ndidiindiile. Instead, the form ndidiindiye results (an alternate pronunciation is 
ndidiindye. In order to derive the proper form, both Ills must delete (in other forms, a 
single III deletes). This is then followed by glide formation where the second Iii becomes 
Iyl (this is why there is no long vowel in this form): 
(1IOndi-dind-il-ile --+ ndi-diind-iill-e --+ ndi-diind-ii-e --+ 
I sG-c1ose- imbrication Ill! deletion 
APPL-FV 
ndi-diind-iy-e --+ ndidiindiye 
glide formation 
An alternate pronunciation of the form in (110) is ndidiindye. Here, the high front vowel 
Iii optionally deletes preceding a palatal approximant. 
23 An alternate pronunciation of this is ndidiindye [Rdidi:Rdje]. 
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(111) a. hu-hegel-idz-a -+ huhegetedza 'to move (something)' Causative 
CL lS-move-CAUS-FV [huhegelt~tsa ] 
b. ndi-hegel-idz-ile -+ ndihegelffdze 'I have moved 
1 SG-move-CAUS-FV [Ddihegeli:tse] (something)' 
(112) a. hu-deeny-ih-a -+ hudeenyeha 'to be broken (STAT)' Stative 
cLIS-break-sTAT-FV [hude~eha] 
b. lu-deeny-ih-ile -+ ludenyiihe 'it has been broken' 
cLS-break-sTAT-FV [lude:J1i:he] 
Examples (Ill) and (112) show that imbrication takes place before vowel harmony (thus 
blocking vowel harmony). 
(113) a. hu-mem-i-a -+ humemya 'to fill (something)' Short 
cLIS-fill-CAUS-FV [humemja] Causative 
b. ndi-mem-i-ile -+ ndimemffdze 'I have filled 
1 SG-fill-CAUS-FV [Ddimemi:tse] (something), 
(114) a. hu-Iong-an-a -+ huloongana 'to communicate' Reciprocal 
CL lS-talk-REcIP-FV [hulo:1Jgana] 
b. ti-Iong-an-ile -+ tilongiine 'we have 
communicated' 
1 PL-talk-REcIP-FV [thilo:1Jgi:ne] 
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(115) a. hu-handzing' -as-a --+ huhandzing 'asa 'to mix together' Intensive 
CL 15-mix-INTENS-FV [huhansilJasa] 
b. dzi-handzing' -as-ile --+ dzihandzing'lIse 'they have mixed 
CL 1 O-miX-INTENS-FV [tsihantsil)f:se] together' 
In (114) and (115), the vowel in the extensions (-an and -as) is different from the vowel 
in the inflectional suffix -ile. This triggers vowel coalescence, resulting in the long vowel 
/iiI. 
(116) a. hu-siil-ul-a --+ husii/u/a 'to dig up' Separative 
CL 15-bury-sEP-FV [husi:hlla] (transitive) 
b. ndi-siil-ul-ile ndisiilwe 'I have dug up' 
1 SG-bury-sEP-Fv [ndisi:lwe] 
In (116) (as with the applicative forms), imbrication results in Ill!. Both Ills are deleted; 
this is followed by glide formation. Compensatory lengthening is blocked because long 
vowels cannot occur word-finally. 
(117) ndi-siil-ul-ile --+ ndi-siil-uill-e --+ ndi-siil-ui-e --+ ndi-siil-w-e --+ ndisiilwe 
1 sG-bury-sEP-
FV 
imbrication /Ill deletion glide formation 
The intransitive separative suffix -uh behaves slightly differently from the transitive 
separative: 
(118) a. hu-dind-uh-a --+ hudiinduha 'to open (INTR)' Separative 
cLI5-close-sEP-FV [hudi:nduha] (intransitive) 
b. gu-dind-uh-ile --+ gudindw iihe 'it has opened (INTR)' 
CL3 -close-sEP-FV [gudi:ndwihe] 
Here, because the resultant lengthened vowel is not word-final, compensatory 
lengthening is not blocked. This is shown in (119): 
(119) gu-dind-uh-ile - gu-dind-uilh-e 
cL3-close-sEP-FV imbrication 
gu-dind-wih-e - gu-dind-wiih-e 




Imbrication with the extensive suffix is similar to other suffixes ending in /1/: 
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(120) a. hu-sig-al-a 
-




ndisigye 'I have remained' 
IsG-remain-ExT-FV [Ddisigje] 
In verbs containing multiple derivational extensions, phonological processes 
apply in order from left to right. Consider the example below which contains both a 
transitive separative extension -ul and a short causative extension -i: 
(121) ndi-pung-ul-i-ile - ndi-pung-udz-il-e - ndi-pung-uildz-e-
1 SG-reduCe-sEP-CAUS-FV spirantization imbrication 
ndi-pung-uidz-e - ndi-pung-widz-e - ndi-pung-wiidz-e - ndipungwiidze 
/1/ deletion glide formation compensatory 
lengthening 
In addition to verbs containing derivational extensions, imbrication also applies to verbs 
which have roots longer than (C)VC (Le., verbs with roots longer than one syllable). 
These verbs mayor may not have had derivational extensions historically, but currently it 
is impossible to reconstruct such extensions. Verbs with roots containing two or more 
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syllables follow the same rules for imbrication as those described above for verbs 
containing derivational suffixes. Several examples of these verbs are given below: 
(122) a. hu-teleh-a --+ huteleha 'to cook' 
CL 15-cook-FV [hutheleha] 
b. ndi-teleh-ile --+ nditeliihe 'I have cooked' 
1 SG-COOk-FV [nditheli:he] 
(123) a. hu-tutum-a --+ hututuma 'to billow' 
CL 15-billow-FV [huthuthuma] 
b. lu-tutum-ile --+ lututwiime 'it has billowed' 
CL ll-billow-FV [luthuthwi:me] 
(124) a. hu-tawul-a --+ hutawula 'to give' 
cLI5-give-Fv [huthawlila] 
b. ndi-tawul-ile --+ nditiulwe 'I have given' 
1 sG-give-Fv [nditha:we] 
2.5 Orthography 
The first Bena orthography was developed by German missionaries during the 
early part ofthe twentieth century. Various documents utilize orthographies which 
exhibit different degrees of modification to this orthography. More recently, at a 
phonology workshop held by SIL Int'l in 2004, a group of Ben a speakers voted to modify 
the older orthography. This newer orthography was developed for several reasons. First, 
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it removed the diacritics that were used in older versions ofthe orthography in order to 
make the orthography easier to use and read. The symbol for the velar nasal <0> was 
replaced with <ng'> and <fl>l<n> (the palatal nasal; also written by some speakers as 
<it» was replaced with <ny>. Both <ng'> and <ny> are used in the Swahili orthography. 
Thus another reason for the development of the new Bena orthography was to ease issues 
in orthography transfer between Swahili and Bena. To this end <j> was replaced with 
<y> (this change also served the secondary purpose of streamlining <j> and <y> into a 
single symbol <y». It is this newer orthography which is currently being used by SIL 
and by the Kukula Group. Orthographies which have been used for Bena are summarized 
below. (Parentheses indicate inconsistent usage of a particular symbol; Chaula 1989 is 
not included because he uses IP A throughout.) 
PHONEME 
GERMAN- GERMAN- SWARTZ HONGOLE SILl 
124 225 1968 200226 KUKULA27 
P P P P P P 
b b b b b b 
t t t t t t 
d d d d d d 
root-initial k k k k k k 
24 Used in Bible translation (British & Foreign Bible Society 1914) and Anon. (1914). Schumann (1917) 
also uses this version of the orthography with modified tone marking (he adds v to indicate falling tone, v 
to indicate low tone, and v to indicate a toneless vowel. 
25 Used in the Bena hymnal (Dayosisi la Kusini 1914) and an unidentified manuscript ofa Bena-English 
dictionary which I have in my possession (this likely corresponds with KUsters 193?). Priebusch (1935) 
also uses this version of the orthography with the exception that he uses < n> rather than <6> for the palatal 
nasal. 
26 Also used by Kimilike 2008 with the exception that Kimilike uses <v> rather than <vw> and sometimes 
uses <y> rather than <j>. 
27 The Tanzania Language Survey (Nurse and Philippson 1975) uses a similar orthography; however the 
TLS is less consistent in marking vowel length, uses <vw> rather than <v>, and sometimes uses <j> rather 
than <y>. Nyagava (1999) also uses a similar orthography but does not mark length. 
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GERMAN- GERMAN- SWARTZ HONG OLE SIL/ 
PHONEME 124 225 1968 200226 KUKULA27 
medial/prefixal k k k h k k28 
g g g g g g 
m m m m m m 
n n n n n n 
J1 fl fl ny ny' ny 
1] n n ng' ng' ng' 
f f f f f f 
v v v v v v 
s s s s s s 
h h h h h h 
ts dz dz j dz dz 
fib mb mb mb mb mb 
lld nd nd nd nd nd 
l)g ng ng ng ng ng 
llS ndz ndz nj ndz ndz 
w (underlying) vw vw w v, vw w 
w (derived from u) w w w w w 
w (following C) w w w w w 
j (underlying) j j y j y 
j (derived from i) y Y Y Y Y 
j (following C) y Y Y Y Y 
u u u u u u 
e e e e e e 
28 Use of <k> for prefixal/mediallkl is standard; however in reality, many speakers prefer to write this 
using <h>. 
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GERMAN- GERMAN- SWARTZ HONGOLE SILl 
PHONEME 124 225 1968 200226 KUKULA27 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
a a a a a a 
High tone (v) unmarked unmarked unmarked unmarked 
Underlying length (v) unmarked unmarked unmarked VV 
Compensatory 
unmarked unmarked unmarked unmarked unmarked29 length 
Final vowel (') (') unmarked unmarked unmarked deletion 
Table 2.21 Various orthographies used for Bena. 
I have chosen to use the orthography proposed by SILlKukula Group with minor 
modifications. I mark High tone with a diacritic (v). I also mark vowels which undergo 
compensatory lengthening as long (VV). In addition to this, I have chosen to use <h> to 
represent prefixal/medial hIk. This is because almost all of the speakers with whom I 
worked pronounce this as [h] rather than [k] (see discussion in 2.1.1.1). 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has discussed major aspects of Ben a phonetics and phonology. I 
began with an overview of Ben a's segmental inventory: I discussed consonant and vowel 
types. For each consonant and vowel I gave information about its pronunciation, its 
distribution, and any (known) dialectal variants. This was followed by an analysis of 
vowel length and the types of processes which can be used to derive length. Next I 
29 Marking of length in compensatorily lengthened vowels is currently inconsistent. The orthography 
adapted by the Kukula Group officially does not mark compensatory lengthening (only phonemic length is 
marked); however informal discussion with Bena speakers using the orthography reveals that it is difficult 
for speakers to remember the rules dictating the marking of length. 
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presented an analysis of Bena syllable structure. This was followed by a description of 
Bena tone. I established the presence of pre-stern-initial, stem initial, antepenultimate, 
and penultimate tone patterns. In addition to these four major patterns word-final High 
tone is possible in restricted circumstances. Nominal tone is underlying (or assigned to 
the PSI position in the case ofunderlyingly toneless nouns). Inflected verbs are assigned 
one of several tonal melodies. Section 2.4 goes into detail about a number of 
morphophonological processes. The final portion ofthis chapter is dedicated to Bena 
orthography. The remainder of this grammar will use the orthographic conventions as 




Bena word classes can be defined by the morphological structure and syntactic 
behavior of words belonging to each class. Nouns and verbs are by far the classes with 
the largest membership. Other word classes include pronouns, adjectives, demonstratives, 
numerals, adverbs, conjunctions, interjections, ideophones, and interrogatives. This 
chapter briefly addresses each word class, giving the criteria for membership in that class 
and the major characteristics exhibited by members ofthat class. This chapter also serves 
as a "road map" for the next several chapters ofthe dissertation, providing information 
about where each word class is discussed. 
3.1 Nouns 
One of the major defining characteristics of a Bena noun is its participation in a 
noun class system. The noun class system governs a system of concord, where class of a 
particular noun triggers agreement on other elements. Noun class membership is marked 
via a prefix on the noun. Nouns may be derived into other classes via prefix substitution. 
Morphologically, Bena nouns typically consist of an optional augment, I a noun class 
prefix, and a nominal stem. Locative nouns have two noun class prefixes (the locative 
prefix and the inherent noun class prefix). This structure is shown below: 
I The augment takes the form of a vowel that occurs before the noun class prefix on a noun. It is discussed 
in 4.1.4. 
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(1) (augment) + (locative noun class prefix) + noun class prefix + nominal stem 
Syntactically, nouns serve as the heads of noun phrases and can be modified by 
adjectives, quantifiers, possessive pronouns, and demonstratives. Noun phrases can serve 
as arguments (subjects and objects) and as predicate nominals in copular constructions. 
Noun phrases are typically head-initial. A head noun triggers class agreement on other 
elements in a noun phrase. This agreement is marked by using two different series of 
prefixes. Noun class prefixes are used with adjectives, the quantifiers -onda 'many' and 
-keefu 'few', and the inflected interrogative -hi 'which'. Agreement class prefixes are 
used with possessive pronouns, demonstratives, numerals, the quantifier -onda 'all', and 
the inflected interrogative -linga 'how many'. 
Bena nouns can be further sub-categorized into 19 different classes. Of these, 12 
(Classes 1-11 and 14) are noun classes to which nouns inherently belong. Three (Classes 
12, 13, and 20) have no inherent members; instead nouns are derived into these classes 
via noun class substitution. Locative classes (16, 17, and 18) have a few inherent 
members, but most are derived into these classes via prefix addition (thus locative nouns 
have two noun class prefixes, a locative prefix and the inherent prefix of the noun). Class 
15 is comprised of verbal infinitives. These nouns exhibit other typical properties of 
nouns (they are marked with a noun class prefix; they can be modified by adjectives, 
demonstratives, and possessive pronouns; and they can serve as arguments), but contain a 
verbal stem. There is a final subcategory of nouns-proper names. Proper names are not 
marked with a noun class prefix and are not easily modified by other elements such as 
adjectives and demonstratives, but they do exhibit other properties of nouns-they can be 
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marked with an augment, they behave syntactically as nouns, and they can take locative 
prefixes. Nouns are discussed in much greater detail in Chapter 4 which includes an 
analysis of nominal morphology, the noun class system, and the ways in which nouns can 
be derived (both from other nouns and from other word classes). 
3.2 Verbs 
The word class of verbs is the other class which has a large number of members. 
Verbs are identified both by their morphology and by their syntactic behavior. Verbs can 
be marked with numerous (primarily inflectional) prefixes and several (primarily 
derivational) suffixes. Like several other word classes, verbs are marked to agree with the 
class of the subject noun. Verbs, unlike other word classes, can be marked for tense and 
aspect. Further, there are a number of derivational extensions (suffixes) which are used to 
derive one verb from another. Other word classes cannot utilize these suffixes. A 
template showing affixes which can occur on verbs is given below: 
PRE- :: 
SM : NEG: TAl TAl OM ROOT SM , , 
reI. or 1 subj. : neg. : tense- : tense- : obj. 1 verbal 
neg. : marker : : aspect : aspect : marker : root 
Table 3.1 The Bena verb 
: : PRE ! EXTENSION ! -FV 
1 up to three i IPFV 




In addition to fully inflecting verbs, there are a number of verbs which show reduced 
verbal morphology. These include copulas and existentials. Verbal morphology is 
discussed in further detail in Chapter 5. 
Syntactically, verbs have a number of different properties. They serve as heads of 
verb phrases and as predicates. One of their primary functions is to code events. Verbs 
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can also be modified by adverbs such as hii/o 'very,.2 The syntactic behavior of verbs is 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
3.3 Pronouns 
Pronouns substitute for a noun phrase. There are several different types of 
pronouns in Bena. Free-standing personal pronouns can serve as arguments. Personal 
pronouns are usually used only for emphasis or contrast. Dependent pronouns are formed 
by fusing the clitic na 'and/with' with a pronominal element. Dependent pronouns can 
either follow a noun phrase logophorically, or they stand alone, in which case they are 
roughly translated "and/with X". Possessive pronouns follow the head noun in a noun 
phrase and are used to indicate possessor. Possessive pronouns participate in the concord 
system and thus are marked with a noun class prefix agreeing with the head noun. 
Finally, interrogative pronouns are used to ask content questions. Two ofthese, -hi 
'which' and -linga 'how many' are marked with the noun class prefix of the head noun; 
all other interrogative pronouns are uninflected. Each type of pronoun is described in 
greater detail in section 4.2.1. 
3.4 Adjectives 
Adjectives in Bena, as in many other Bantu languages, form a fairly small word 
class. Bena has 21 adjectives (listed in 4.2.2), which fit semantically into several 
categories (following Dixon 1977), describing dimension, age, value, color, physical 
2 The ability to be modified by adverbs is a property verbs share with adjectives. 
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property, and human propensity. Morphologically, an adjective consists of an adjectival 
stem preceded by a noun class prefix which agrees with its head noun in class. In some 
cases, an adjective may take an augment. Adjectives follow the noun which they modify. 
Because adjectives and nouns use the same set of noun class prefixes, it can be difficult 
to distinguish them from one another. Here, the primary distinguishing characteristic 
between nouns and adjectives has to do with inherence of class. Nouns have inherent 
class. They always have the same class, unless they are derived via noun class shift into a 
different class. Adjectives have no inherent class, and an adjective could theoretically be 
used to modify a noun from any class (and could therefore appear with any noun class 
prefix). An additional characteristic distinguishing adjectives from nouns is adjectives' 
ability to be modified by adverbs, such as hiilo 'very'. Syntactically, adjectives most 
often modify a noun within a noun phrase. Adjectives can also function predicatively in 
copular constructions and can serve syntactically as an NP when no head noun is present. 
Adjectives are discussed in 4.2.2. 
3.5 Demonstratives 
In Bena, demonstratives serve a number of different functions. Usually they are 
deictic, marking physical and temporal proximity. They can also be used anaphorically 
and to indicate differing degrees of emphasis. Morphologically, demonstratives are 
marked to agree with their head noun in class; all demonstratives are composed of an 
agreement class marker and some sort of demonstrative stem. Demonstratives in Bena are 
bisyllabic, with High tone occurring on the first syllable. Like adjectives, demonstratives 
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usually follow the noun which they modify; though unlike adjectives, they can precede 
the head noun under certain conditions. Demonstratives can also serve as demonstrative 
pronouns. Demonstratives, their formation and function, are discussed in greater detail in 
4.2.3. 
3.6 Quantifiers 
Like other modifiers, quantifiers follow the head noun which they modify. 
Morphologically, however, they show somewhat less cohesion than do other word 
classes, because quantifiers exhibit three different morphological patterns. Numerals one 
through five and all other quantifiers agree with their head noun in class. Numerals one 
through five and the quantifier -onda 'all' are formed with a stem and the agreement class 
prefix of the head noun. The quantifiers -keefu 'few' and -olofu 'many' use the noun class 
prefix. Numerals higher than six do not inflect for class. Quantifiers are discussed further 
in 4.2.4. 
3.7 Interrogatives 
Interrogatives are used to form content questions. There are two types of 
interrogatives in Bena. The interrogatives -hi 'which' and -linga 'how many' inflect and 
agree with the noun class of the questioned noun. The rest of the interrogatives are 
un inflecting. These include nCl(ini 'who', hihi 'what', ndilli 'when', hwiiya 'where', and 
wuliwuli 'how'. Discussion of interrogatives occurs at two different places in the 
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grammar. Inflecting interrogatives are discussed in Chapter 4, along with other elements 
that occur within the noun phrase. Uninflecting interrogatives are described in Chapter 6. 
3.8 Adverbs and other invariables 
In addition to the word classes described above, there are a number of other word 
classes that do not have any inflectional morphology. Adverbs in Bena can broadly be 
divided into four categories-temporal adverbs, place adverbs, locational adverbs, and 
manner adverbs. Conjunctions in Bena take the form of invariable particles and link 
words, phrases, or clauses. Interjections are used to express agreement, disagreement, or 
surprise. Interjections are also used as backchannel responses. Finally, Bena has a class of 
ideophones. These serve as intensifiers or express repeated action. Adverbs and other 
invariables form the subject of Chapter 6. 
3.9 Summary 
The next three chapters of this grammar discuss individual word classes in much 
greater detail. The following table summarizes the word classes found in Bena and the 
sections ofthe grammar which deal specifically with each class: 
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Inflected interrogatives 4.2.6.6 





Table 3.2 The locations of discussion of word classes in this grammar 
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Chapter 4 
The Noun Phrase 
The noun phrase in Bena consists of a noun and any accompanying modifiers. 
Nouns and nominal morphology are discussed in the first half of this chapter; the second 
half describes the structure of the noun phrase and other constituents that occur within the 
noun phrase (pronouns, adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, the associative 
construction, and inflected interrogatives). 
Like other Bantu languages, Bena utilizes a fairly complex system of noun 
classes. Class is marked via a prefix on the noun! and triggers nominal concord with 
other elements. Bena's system of nominal concord is not strict, as other factors (primarily 
animacy and humanness) affect agreement patterns. Adjectives, numbers, possessive 
pronouns, demonstratives, subject and object markers, and locatives are all marked with a 
prefix that agrees with their head noun in class. Some classes exhibit certain semantic 
characterstics. Thus membership in a particular noun class is determined by three things: 
1) the prefix occurring on a noun; 2) concord triggered by that noun on other parts of 
speech; and 3) (in some cases) semantics. Consider, for example, the following: 
I Class la nouns and some nouns from Classes 9 and 10 do not have a noun class prefix. This is explained 
further below. 












'two small things' 
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In the above examples, vaanu 'people' belongs to Class 2 andfiinu 'things' belongs to 
Class S. Class membership is marked with a prefix on each of the nouns (va- for the Class 
2 noun andfi- for the Class S noun). Each noun triggers concord on the adjective and 
quantifier following it. A further property of noun class membership is semantic. In some 
noun classes, member nouns share certain semantic characteristics. Lexical meaning of a 
noun is determined by a combination of the semantics of the nominal stem and the 
semantics of its noun class prefix. (I return to the relationship between noun classes and 
semantics in 4.1.2.) Nouns have inherent class, but can be derived into other classes 
through prefixal substitution (see 4.1.6.1.1). 
Pluralization in Bantu is also indicated by noun class. Certain noun classes refer 
to singular entities; other noun classes contain plural entities. Therefore the prefix that 
occurs on a noun carries a great deal of information: from the form ofthe prefix one can 
deduce person, number, and noun class (Katamba 2003). 
It is worth noting here that two different terms have been used by Bantuists to 
refer to these groups of nouns. The first is "noun class". This typically refers to one group 
of nouns bearing the same prefix and triggering the same concord patterns. The second 
term is "gender". This usually refers to a paring of singular and plural noun classes. Here, 
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following Maho (1999), I use only the term "noun class". This is because the notion of 
gender assumes that a singular noun class is inherently paired with one other noun class. 
While this is often true, it is not always the case in Bena. For example Class 11 nouns can 
take their plural in either Class 6 or Class 10. Class 6 can serve as the plural for nouns 
from Classes 5, 11, 14, and 20. When referring to singular-plural pairings of two classes, 
I use, for example, Classes 112 or Classes 3/4. 
This chapter discusses all of the elements which may occur in a noun phrase. The 
first portion ofthe chapter is dedicated to nominal morphology. This is broken down into 
two parts: inflectional morphology (the noun class system and the augment) and 
derivational morphology. This is followed by a discussion of other elements that can 
occur within the noun phrase (pronouns, adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, the 
associative construction, and inflected interrogatives). 
4.1 Nominal morpbology 
The noun in Bena consists of several elements. These include the augment, up to 
two noun class prefixes, and the nominal stem. This is shown below: 
(2) (augment) - (locative noun class prefix) - noun class prefix - nominal stem 
Use of the augment is conditioned by a number of factors (see 4.1.4). Classes 16, 17, and 
18 are locative classes. With the exception of a few nouns that inherently belong to these 
classes, use ofthe locative prefix is always additive (Le., it occurs before a noun's 
inherent class prefix). This is discussed further in 4.1.1.10. Noun class prefixes occur on 
all nouns with the exception of Class la nouns and some Class 9/10 nouns. The nominal 
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stem may consist of either an underived or derived nominal stem. Nouns may be derived 
from adjectives, verbs, or other nouns (see 4.1.6). 
4.1.1 Noun classes 
In Proto-Bantu it is currently estimated that 23 noun classes existed (Welmers 
1973, Maho 1999, Katamba 2003). A survey conducted by Maho (1999) found that 
among 333 Bantu languages, the number of noun classes ranged from 0 to 19. Bena has 
19 noun classes, which are summarized in the table below (numbering follows the 
traditional classification system see Meinhof(1932), Maho (1999), Katamba (2003)): 
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CLASS AUGMENT PREFIX EXAMPLE EXAMPLE GLOSS 
1 u- mu- mudiimi 'boy 
2 a- va- vadiimi 'boys' 
la u- -- kuuhu ' grandfather' 
2 a- va- vakuuhu 'grandfathers' 
3 u- mu- mukoga 'river' 
4 i- mi- mikoga 'rivers' 
5 i- Ii- lideembwe 'elephant' 
6 a- ma- madeembwe 'elephants' 
7 i- hi- hideego 'chair' 
8 i- fi- fideego 'chairs' 
9 i- N- ndiilo 'basket' 
10 i- N- ndiilo 'baskets' 
11 u- lu- lutaango 'help' 
12 a- ha- hadela 'small root' 
13 u- tu- tudela 'small roots' 
14 u- wu- wutine 'flour' 
15 u- hu- hutova 'hitting' 
16 a- pa- pamukoga 'at the river' 
17 u- hu- humukoga 'at the river' 
18 u- mu- mumukoga 'in the river' 
20 u- gu- gudeembwe 'big elephant' 
Table 4.1 Noun classes 
A noun is assigned to an inherent class. The plural (if it exists) is assigned to a different 
class. Noun-noun derivation is accomplished by substituting one noun class prefix for 
another (see 4.1.4). 
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Table 4.2 shows the relative frequency of single noun classes based on the current 
database.2 
CLASS COUNT PERCENTAGE 
1 228 13.66% 
3 133 7.97% 
5 273 16.36% 
7 245 14.68% 
9 463 27.74% 
11 184 11.02% 
14 143 8.57% 
Total 1669 100% 
Table 4.2 Frequency of single noun classes 
As shown in Table 4.2, Class 9 represents the largest class (more than one quarter of 
single nouns in Bena belong to Class 9). Classes 3 and 14 are the smallest classes (around 
eight percent of single nouns belong to each ofthese classes). The following sections 
treat each noun class in greater detail. 
4.1.1.1 Classes 112 
As in most Bantu languages, Classes 1 and 2 in Bena comprise only human, 
animate nouns. Nearly all human nouns inherently belong to these classes.3 Class 1 is 
used for singulars; Class 2 for plurals. Class 1 nouns are prefixed with mu- (mw- before 
vowels) and Class 2 nouns are prefixed with va- (v- before vowels). 
2 Because not all nouns have plurals, only single noun classes are included here in an attempt to provide an 
even representation of the data. 
3 The exceptions to this rule include hyaali 'infant' (Class 7) and some words borrowed directly from 
Swahili. For example, some people use hiMfu 'blind person', borrowed from the Swahili kibofu, rather 
than the Bena muM/u. 
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The Class I prefix mu- may also be pronounced as",- (see 2.4.2 for a more detailed 
explanation), thus in example (3), mudifmi 'boy' may also be pronounced ",difmi. 
Class Ia is composed entirely of kinship terms which are not prefixed with the 
Class I prefix. These nouns use the same augment and trigger concord patterns that are 
identical to those of Class I nouns, and they take Class 2 prefixes in the plural. Some 
examples are given below: 
(5) ukUuh~ avakUuhu 
u-kuuhu a-va-kuuhu 
AUG. I-grandfather AUG.2-CL2-grandfather 
'grandfather, grandfathers' 
(6) uyuUva, avayuuva 
u-yuuva a-va-yuuva 
AUG. I-mother AUG.2-cL2-mother 
'mother, mothers' 
(7) umaama, avamaama 
u-maama a-va-maama 
AUG. I-older sibling AUG.2-CL2-0Ider sibling 
'older sibling, older siblings' 
Anthropomorphized animals in folktales never take the noun class prefix of Class 
112 nouns; however they do take the Class 112 augments (u- and a-) and they trigger 
Class 112 concord patterns: 
(8) Umweene ulififi 
u-mweene u-Ji-fifi 
AUG.l-CLl.PRO AUG.l-cL5-hyena 








(08SeptO]d, The Hare and the Hyena. line 028) 
In the example above, the hyena receives the Class 1 augment u- rather than the normal 
Class 5 augment i-. Further, the subject prefix on the verb a- is a Class 1 prefix (not the 
Class 5 subject prefix /i-). (For further discussion ofthis phenomenon, see Chapter 5). 
4.1.1.2 Classes 3/4 
Classes 3 and 4 show significantly less semantic cohesion than do Classes 1 and 
2. However, some general tendencies can be observed. Class 3/4 nouns include plants and 
their products, some food items, body parts, some landscape terms, and some objects and 
tools. The Class 3 prefix is mu- (sometimes pronounced lfl-; mw- before vowels) and 
Class 3 nouns are singular. The plural of Class 3 nouns is Class 4 and these nouns are 
prefixed with mi- (my- before vowels). Several examples are given below: 
(9) mudzoombe. midzoombe 
mu-dzoombe mi-dzoombe 
cL3-tree.species cL4-tree species 
















Some borrowings are also included in Class 3/4. For example, mutuha 'car' borrowed 
from English "motorcar" (perhaps via Swahili "motokaa") is included in Class 3/4. 
4.1.1.3 Classes 5/6 
Class 5 nouns are prefixed with li- (Iy- before vowels); they take their plurals in 
Class 6. The noun class prefix for Class 6 nouns is ma-. Nouns belonging to these classes 
are difficult to classify semantically. Among those nouns included in Class 5/6 are some 
animals (mostly medium- or large-sized), some insects, some plants, some objects, a 
number of body parts, and some landscape and weather terms. A few examples of Class 















Class 5/6 can also be used to form the augmentative of nouns inherently belonging to 
other classes. For further discussion of this, see 4.1.6.1.1.1. 
4.1.1.4 Classes 7/8 
The noun class prefix for Class 7 nouns is hi- (hy- before vowels). Class 8 nouns 
(the plural of Class 7 nouns) are prefixed withfi-lfy- before vowels). Semantically, the 
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vast majority of Class 7/8 nouns are objects and animals (mostly smaller and medium-
sized). Some body parts are also included in Class 7/8. 








Some borrowings (particularly from Swahili) are also included in Class 7/8. For example, 
hidzidzi 'village' is a Class 7 noun borrowed from Swahili kijiji. Class 7/8 can also be 
used as a diminutive (see 4.1.6.1.1.2). 
4.1.1.5 Classes 9/10 
Classes 9110 contain a wide variety of nouns. Included in these classes are 
miscellaneous objects, some animals, some body parts, crops, geographic features, and 
many borrowings (from Swahili and other languages, particularly English and German). 
The noun class prefix utilized by most Class 911 0 nouns is a nasal which harmonizes in 
place with the following consonant (2.4.4.1). The noun class prefix for Class 9 nouns 
(singular) is identical to that of Class 10 nouns (plural). Thus the only way to determine 
number of Class 911 0 nouns is by observing concord on other elements in the noun 
phrase. 







'one impala, two impala' 
AUG. 1 O-cLI O-impala 
(17) indiilo fyi, 
i-N-diilo iyi 
AUG.9-CL9-basket PROX.DEM.9 
'this basket, these baskets' 
indiilo idzi 
i-N-diilo idzi 




yeesu, ingoondza dzeesu 
yi-eesu i-N-goondza dzi-eesu 
CL9-1pL.POSS AUG. 1 0-10-harvest CLIO-lpL.POSS 
'our harvest, our harvests' 
(19) nyiingo ya mmene, nyiingo dza mmene 
i-N-yiingo yi-a N-mene N-yiingo dzi-a N-mene 
cL9-skin CL9-ASSOC cL9-goat CLIO-skin CLIO-ASSOC CLIO-goat 
'the goat's skin, the goats' skins' 
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Many ofthe nouns that belong to Class 911 0 do not have a noun class prefix. But they do 
use the Class 911 0 augment (i- in both singular and plural) and trigger Class 911 0 nominal 
concord. 
(20) a. iseenga yaangu, b. iseenga dzaangu 
i-seenga yi-aangu i-seenga dzi-aangu 
AUG.9-cow CL9-1 SG.poss AUG.I0- cow CLI 0-1 SG .POSS 
'my cow' 'my cows' 
(21) a. ilctiaya yfla, b. ikiulya dzfla 
i-kaaya yi-Ia i-kaaya dzi-Ia 
AUG.9-house mST.DEM.9 AUG. 1 0- house mST.DEM.IO 
'that house' 'those houses' 
Class 9110 also includes a number of borrowings from other languages. These nouns do 
not have a noun class prefix, but they do trigger Class 9/10 agreement patterns. Several 
examples are given below: 
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DENA GLOSS ORIGIN 
le/emi 'spoon' German LBffel 
teembeli 'church' English temple 
sibitali 'hospital' English hospital4 
silihaali ' government' Swahili serikali 
Table 4.3 Some Class 9/10 borrowings 
4.l.l.6 Class 11 
Most of the nouns which belong to Class 11 are inanimate objects (both collective 
and individuated) and abstract nouns. Class II nouns are prefixed with lu-. Unlike nouns 
from the classes discussed up until this point, Class II nouns do not have a single 
consistent pluralization pattern. The majority of Class II nouns have no plural. Some 
take their plurals in Class 6; others in Class 10. For those nouns which do have plurals, 
speakers seem to differ considerably with respect to whether to pluralize using Class 6 or 
Class 10, though Class 10 seems to be more common. Several examples of Class II 









4 This is a result of morphological reanalysis. Husibitali is reanalyzed as a locative Class 17 prefix followed 

















4.1.1.7 Classes 12/13 
Classes 12 and 13 are only used as diminutives; no nouns inherently belong to 
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these classes. Class 12 has a prefix of ha- and is used for singular nouns; Class 13 nouns 
are plural and are prefixed with tu-. 
(26) a. lingodofu, mimgodofu b. himgodofu tungodofu 
li-ngodofu ma-ngodofu ha-ngodofu tu-ngodofu 
cL5-frog cL6-frog cLI2-frog cL13-frog 
'frog, frogs' 'small/tiny frog, small/tiny frogs' 
(27) a. mwaana, vaana b. haana twaana 
mu-ana va-ana ha-ana tu-ana 
cLI-child cL2-child cLI2-child cL13-child 
'child, children' 'small/tiny child, small/tiny children' 
Some nouns take on a special meaning when they are used in Class 12/13. For example, 
hadoodo (based on the adjective root -doodo 'small') means "younger twin" or "pinkie 
finger". Havina (based on the adjective root -vina 'big') refers to the elder twin. 
4.1.1.8 Class 14 










In addition to nouns which belong inherently to Class 14, Class 14 nouns can be derived 
from other nouns or from adjectives. The resultant meaning is usually "the quality of 
being X". 
















Class 14 nouns rarely take a plural. Two Class 14 nouns which have plural forms are 
found in the current data set. One ofthese takes a Class 6 plural; the other takes a Class 
















Speakers noted that for both of these examples, the singular is much more normal than 
the plural. In particular, the plural amoova 'mushrooms' is rarely used. When it is used, it 
generally has a derogatory connotation-'bad or poisonous mushrooms'. 
4.1.1.9 Class 15 
As in most Bantu languages, Class 15 is composed entirely of verbal infinitives. 
No other nouns belong to this class. Class 15 nouns can take the augment and like other 
nouns they trigger nominal concord ifthey are modified by other elements, such as 
adjectives, demonstratives, or possessives (though this is fairly rare). Several examples of 















'to consider, considering' 
4.1.1.10 Classes 16, 17, and 18 
Classes 16, 17, and 18 are locative classes. Unlike other noun classes, prefixation 
in the locative classes is additive rather than substitutive. In other words, the locative 
prefix is added to the noun before the existing noun class prefix. Thus the locative noun 
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has two noun class prefixes, rather than one. Classes 16 and 17 both indicate 'at' or 'on' 
while Class 18 is used for 'in' or 'inside'. Several examples are given below: 
(37) a. pamukoga b. humukoga c. mumukoga 
pa-mu-koga hu-mu-koga mu-mu-koga 
CL 16-cL3-river cL17-CL3-river CL 18-cL3-river 
'at the river' 'at the river' 'in the river' 
(38) a. pandiilo b. hundiilo c. mundiilo 
pa-N-diilo hu-N-diilo mu-N-diilo 
CL 16-CL9-basket cLI7-cL9-basket cL18-cL9-basket 
'on the basket' 'on/above the basket' 'in the basket' 
Class 16 is generally more precise in reference and indicates closer proximity than Class 
17, though for many speakers the distinction between the two has become blurred and 
they claim that Classes 16 and 17 are completely interchangeable. When pressed to give a 
difference between Class 16 and 17, speakers are usually inconsistent and differ with one 
another. However speakers seem to agree that in the vertical dimension, Classes 16 and 
17 do have contrasting meanings. Use of the Class 16 prefix indicates that one object is 
on top of (and either touching or quite close to) another. Class 17, on the other hand, 
indicates that the first object is somewhere above (and definitely not touching) the other: 
(39) a. palibihi 
pa-li-bihi 
cLI6-CL5-tree 




'above the tree' 
It is also possible to use Classes 16, 17, and 18 in expressions oftime: 
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(40) Pamwaandi, aali pwaali ungamusude nu ng 'waale. 
(41) 
pa-mwaandi aa-Ii pa-P4-li u-ngamu-sude nu N-kwale 
cL16-long.ago P4-COP CL16-PAST-COP AUG-clever-hare and cL9-pheasant 




'In future years ... ' 







(080et02e, The Priee 0/ Eggs, Line 026) 







ndi-vaang-a ndi-dziind-il-ile pa-debe 
ISG-wait-APPL-FV cLl6-little 1 sG-begin-Fv 
hub ita hukaatila. 
hu-bit-a hu-kaatil-a 
cLI5-go-FV cLl5-weed-Fv 
"If I've waited a little, in three weeks I begin to go and weed." 
(080etl6a, Times a/Planting, Line 059) 
Verbal infinitives can be prefixed with a Class 18 prefix. When this happens a 
verbal stem has two prefixes-the Class 15 (infinitival) prefix occurs closer to the stem 
and is preceded by the Class 18 prefix. This is preceded by the verbal copula Ii. This 
construction is used to indicate progressive aspect: 
(43) Hale tidziliwene na lisiimba lili muhuliya mumuguunda. 
hale ti-dzi-li-wen-e na Ii-siimba Ii-Ii mu-hu-liy-a mu-mu-guunda 
AUX IPL-ITV-CL5- and cL5-lion CL5-cop cL18-cLl5-eat-Fv cLI8-cL3-field 
saW-FV 
"We (went and) met a lion, he was eating in the field." 
(080et31a, Don't Eat the Tubers, Line 051) 
This construction is discussed in further detail in 5.2.3 .2.1. 
There are a few nouns which belong inherently to one of the locative classes. For 
these nouns, there is only a single noun class prefix. Among the nouns belonging 
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inherently to a locative class are hwivala 'outside', mugati 'inside', and poono 'place'. 
Locative class nouns cannot receive a second locative class prefix. Thus, for example 
huhwivala (containing two Class 17 prefixes) is ungrammatical. 
4.1.1.11 Class 20 
The final noun class is Class 20. This class is used solely for augmentatives; there 
are no nouns which belong inherently to this class. Use of the Class 20 prefix (gu-) 
indicates augmentation (in size). Further, Class 20 nouns generally carry with them a 
derogatory connotation. Below are some examples of Class 20 nouns: 
(44) a. lingodofu b. gu.ngodofu 
li-ngodofu gu-ngodofu 
cL5-frog cL20-frog 
'frog' 'big, mean frog' 
(45) a. mubihi b. gubihi 
mu-bihi gu-bihi 
cL3-tree cL20-tree 
'tree' 'large tree' 
4.1.2 Semantics of Bena noun classes 
Each of the above descriptions ofthe noun classes in Bena mentions some of the 
semantic characteristics of nouns belonging inherently to the class. It has been observed 
by Bantu linguists that there are some semantic motivations behind noun classes. 
Katamba (2003) notes, for example, that human beings almost always occur in Classes 
112, and particular classes are generally used for diminutives and augmentatives. He also 
observes other tendencies (many plants occur in Classes 3/4, for example) but notes that 
any attempt to completely motivate noun class assignment on the basis of semantics is 
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impossible. Similar observations are made by Worsley (1954) and Maho (2003). Most 
Bantuists seem to agree that Proto-Bantu may have had semantic motivations for some 
noun classes, but most ofthese have been lost (with the exception of Class 112 nouns, 
which almost always seem to be peoples). 
Generalizations about the semantics of Bena noun classes are similar to those 
which have been made for other Bantu languages. With the exception of Class 112 nouns, 
semantic generalizations indicate that nouns of a particular semantic type tend to fall into 
certain noun classes, but those classes do not exclude nouns of other semantic types from 
occurring in them. For example, plants tend to occur in Class 3/4 (and sometimes in Class 
5/6), but Class 3/4 also contains many other nouns. Semantic observations on noun 
classes in Bena are summarized below: 
s Maho (1999) notes that Classes 1 and 2 may also include personified animals. This is particularly 
common in folktales. In Bena, personified animals do not take the Class 112 noun class prefixes; however 


















Body parts, plants and their products, some landscape terms, other 
Food, body parts, animals (usually medium- or large-sized), insects, some 
plants, some landscape and weather terms, other 
Augmentative, either in size (fat) or number (many), or both 
Animals (especially smaller and medium-sized animals), some diminutives 
(though not as small as Class 12/13), objects, a few body parts, borrowings 
(especially from Swahili), other 
Crops (collective-type plants), abstract nouns, objects, some animals, some 
body parts, geographic features, borrowings, other 
Some collective items, objects, other 







Table 4.4 Semantics of Bena noun classes 
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Noun classes may be manipulated by a speaker to gain more meaning specificity. Thus, 
for example, liIeme (with the Class 5 prefix Iii-I) refers to a person's belly, while 
mwiteme (with the Class 18 prefix Imu-I) refers only to the inside of a person's stomach. 
Similarly, the stem -gwii1Jgwi 'centipede' has a number of manifestations: /igwiingwi (a 
fairly big centipede), higwii1Jgwi (an average-sized centipede), hagwii1Jgwi (a small 
centipede), gugwiingwi (a large and particularly nasty centipede). Noun-noun derivation 
through noun class shift is discussed further in 4.1.6.1. 
Speakers can also take advantage ofthe noun class system in order to aid in 
referent tracking. During the course of data collection, a number of speakers were asked 
to narrate the story "One Frog Too Many", a picture book by Mercer Mayer. Usually the 
lexeme 'frog' belongs to Class 5 (Ungodofu). But because there are two frogs in the story 
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(a little frog and a big frog), speakers typically assign these two frogs to different noun 










libwa!ili bdho na !igobe. 
Ii-bwa Ii-Ii baho na Ii-gobe 








(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: eM. line 037) 
Speakers also manipulate the noun class system in order to comment on a 
particular referent. For example, a hare may be referred to as sude 'hare' throughout 
much of a story, however after this hare has done something bad, the speaker may switch 
and refer to the hare as gusude 'bad hare' (with the Class 20 prefix). 
4.1.3 Singular/plural pairings 
In Bena, there are 19 noun classes; these group into 12 different singular-plural 
pairings. The most common6 pairings are 112,3/4,5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11-6, and 12/13 (all 
pairings which are fairly common in Bantu, see Maho 1999). These are summarized in 
the following table (less common pairings are drawn with a dashed line):7 
6 "Common" here is taken to mean, for a given singular class, in which noun class are the corresponding 
plurals found most frequently? For example, the database has plurals listed for 74 Class 11 nouns. Of these, 
62 belong to Class 10; only 12 belong to Class 6. Therefore the 11110 pairing is more common than the 
1116 pairing. 
7 Note that Class 15 (verbal infinitives) and Classes 16, 17, and 18 (locatives) are not included here because 
these noun classes do not have singular-plural pairings. Class 20 is also not included because it is only used 
for augmentatives (in the singular only). 
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14 
Table 4.5 Noun class pairings 
Maho (1999) does not give any noun class pairings for Bena, however, the pairings listed 
above are similar (but not identical) to those that he lists for Hehe (062) and Pangwa 
(064): 
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DENA HEHE PANGWA 
(MAHO 1999} {MAHO 1999} 
112 112 1/2 
la12 
3/4 3/4 3/4 
3/6 3/6 
5/6 5/6 5/6 
7/8 7/8 7/8 
7/6 





12/13 12/13 12/13 
(14/6)8 14/6 14/6 
~14/10~ 
Table 4.6 Singula .... plural pairings in Dena, Hebe, and Pangwa 
All of the common singular-plural pairings in Bena that were listed in Table 4.5 Noun 
class pairings Table 4.5 are shared by both Hehe and Pangwa. Those singular-plural 
pairings in Bena that do not have counterparts in the other two languages all involve the 
Class 6 plural (with the exception of la12 which is a fairly common pairing and which 
Maho does not list for any language). As discussed in 4.1.1.3 above, Class 6 plurals may 
be used with nouns from other classes when speakers want to indicate an unusually large 
number of entities. 
4.1.4 Noun class conflict resolution 
Verbs are marked with the noun class oftheir subjects (see 5.2.2). When a subject 
is singular, the verb is marked simply with the subject marker ofthe corresponding noun 
class. The situation is more complicated when a subject consists of two coordinated NPs. 
8 The 14/6 and 14/10 pairings are given in parentheses because they are so rare in Bena. 
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The choice of which noun class to mark on the verb is known as "noun class (or gender) 
conflict resolution" (Givon 1970). This section describes subject agreement patterns 
when various types ofNPs are coordinated. 
When a subject consists of two coordinated NPs belonging to the same noun 
class, the subject marker is simply the corresponding plural class: 
(47) Umuhiindza numudiimi 
u-mu-hindza na=u-mu-diimi 
AUG.I-CL I-girl and=AUG.I-cLl-boy 




(48) Ilibihi nilis6li gihwaaha. 
i-li-bihi na=i-li-soli ga-i-hu-aah-a 
AUG.5-CL5-tree and=AuG.5-cL5-grass cL6-pREs-E-burn-Fv 
'The tree and the grass are burning.' 
When a subject consists of two or more non-human nouns belonging to different classes, 
the subject marker is always Class 8 (regardless of whether or not any of the nouns are 
animate). 
(49) Ihideego nuwusaga 
i-hi-deego na=u-wu-saga 
AUG.7-cL7-chair and=AUG.14-CLI4-bed 
'The chair and the bed are over there. ' 
(50) Amadziva nululeenga 
a-ma-dziva na=u-Iu-Ienga 
AUG.6-cL6-milk and=AuG.ll-cLlI-water 










(51) Isude nilifiji flhikilla mudaasi. 
mu-daasi 
CL 18-forest 
i-sude na=i-li-fifi fi-hikal-a 
AUG.9-hare and=AUG.5-CL5-hyena cL8-live-Fv 
'The hare and hyena live in the forest.' 
When a subject consists of a human and another animate non-human, agreement is with 
Class 2 (human plural): 
(52) IUbwa numudfimi 
i-li-bwa na=u-mu-diimi 
AUG.5-CL5-dog and=AUG.1-cLl-boy 




When a human and inanimate object occur together as a subject, agreement is with the 
human noun (Class 1, or Class 2 if the human noun is plural): 
(53) Uyuuva nindfflo ali hula. 
u-yt'luva na=i-N-diilo a-li hula 
AUG. I-woman and=AUG.10-cLlO-basket cLI-coP DIST.DEM.17 
'The woman and the basket are over there.' 
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In reality, however, coordinated NPs involving combinations of human and non-human 
subjects are generally avoided by using a comitative construction, as in the following 
example:9 
(54) Umwaana yula iheegaga nilibwa na ligobe humugoongo. 
u-mu-ana yt'lla i-heeg-ag-a na=i-li-bwa na li-g6be hu-mu-gongo 
AUG.I- DIST.DEM.1 cLl-depart- and=AUG.5- and cL5-turtle cLl7-cL3-back 
CLI-child NARR-FV cL5-dog 
'That child left with the dog and the turtle behind.' 
(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM, line 091) 
Similar observations have been made for other Bantu languages. In Haya (JE22), for 
example, Kageyama (1977, quoted in Katamba 2003) claims that speakers prefer to use 
comitative constructions to avoid coordination of human and non-human NPs. 
9 One possible explanation for this is that the semantics of the coordinator rules out the possibility of 
conjoining a human with a non-human. This explanation is ruled out in (56) and (57), where conjoining a 
human NP with a non-human NP is perfectly acceptable. 
Behavior of coordinated NP objects is similar (though not the same) as that of 
subjects. As with subjects, when two NPs belonging to the same noun class are 








However when an object consists of a human NP paired with a non-human NP, object 
marking is with the NP occurring closest to the verb: 
(56) Ndihulfwona 
ndi-hu-li-won-a 
1 SG-E-CL5 .OBJ-See-FV 




Example (57) shows a non-human (ilibwa 'dog') coordinated with a human (umudiimi 
'boy'). The coordinated NPs serve as objects ofthe first clause and subjects of the 
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second. Object marking in the first clause agrees with ilibwa 'dog' (the NP closest to the 
verb); in the second clause, the subject is Class 2: 
(57) Ndihulfwona ilibwa 
ndi-hu-li-won-a i-li-bwa 
1 SG-E-CL5 .OBJ-See-FV AUG.5-CL5-dog 








The augment takes the form of a vowel that occurs before the noun class prefix on 
a noun. In the following example, (a) is augmentless; (b) contains the augment: 









In addition to occurring on nouns the augment may occur on other elements in the 
noun phrase. Though use of the augment is fairly common across Bantu languages, its 
behavior differs considerably from language to language and is generally dependent on a 
combination of syntactic, pragmatic, semantic, morphological, and even phonological 
criteria (Hyman and Katamba 1993). Numerous scholars have noted that accounting for 
the behavior of the augment is particularly difficult in Bantu. (See, for example Hyman 
and Katamba's 1993 analysis of the augment in Luganda, and Petzell's 2003 and 2008 
descriptions ofthe behavior ofthe Kagulu augment.) As deBlois (1970) showed in his 
survey of augment behavior in over 90 Bantu languages, augment behavior is extremely 
complex and in no two languages are the set of factors licensing presence or absence of 
the augment identical. 
It is difficult to characterize the behavior of the augment in Bena for a number of 
reasons. First, as in other Bantu languages, the augment seems to be conditioned by a 
complex interplay of factors. Secondly, Bena speakers disagree with respect to 
grammaticality judgments of sentences containing nouns and other elements appearing 
with and without the augment. At this point, it is impossible to tell whether these 
differences arise for dialectal reasons, personal preference, or uncertainty about whether 
or not the augment occurs in a given situation. Even a single speaker will provide 
inconsistent answers with respect to the grammaticality of constituents appearing with 
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and without the augment. Such uncertainty and inconsistency is much greater with 
augment behavior than it is with any other aspect of Ben a grammar. Finally, the rapidly 
increasing prominence and use of Swahili (an augment-less language) among Bena 
speakers seems to have impacted augment use, particularly among younger speakers. 
Though the younger speakers do continue to use the augment, they do so with less 
frequency than older speakers. to 
The following sections discuss the use ofthe augment in Bena. I begin with a 
description of the form of the augment in Bena and what types of constituents it can 
occur on. Following this is a more specific analysis ofthe behavior of the augment in 
Bena. I show that in Bena, the augment is primarily conditioned by topicality and 
referentiality. 
4.1.5.1 The form ofthe augment 
The augment in Bena takes the form of a vowel that occurs immediately before 
the noun class prefix on nouns. In some situations, it can also occur on other elements in 
the noun phrase such as adjectives or the associative (see 4.2.5). 




(60) a. kaaye ndebe b. ikaaye fndebe 
kaaye N-debe i-kaaye i-N-debe 
house cL9-small AUG.9-house AUG.9-cL9-small 
'small house' 'small house' 
10 This assertion remains impressionistic at this point. Quantification of augment use among older and 
younger speakers has the potential to be an interesting study of generational shift. 






AUG. 15-CL 15-run-FV 
'to run' 
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In (59) through (61) all ofthe (a) examples are augmentless; the (b) examples contain the 
augment. 
The form ofthe augment is identical to the vowel ofthe noun class prefix. The 
only exception to this is Classes 9/10, where the noun class prefix is a syllabic nasal. 
Here, the form ofthe augment is i- (which is also identical to the vowel in the agreement 
class prefixes yi- and dzi-). Forms of the augment for each noun class are summarized in 
the following table: 
CLASS AUGMENT CLASS AUGMENT CLASS AUGMENT 
1 u- 8 i- 15 u-
2 a- 9 i- 16 a-
3 u- 10 i- 17 u-
4 i- II u- 18 u-
S i- 12 a- 20 u-
6 a- 13 u-
7 i- 14 u-
Table 4.7 Forms ofthe augment 
In addition to nouns, augments can also occur on adjectives, numerals, the word -ngi 
'other', and the associative, as shown in (62) through (65), respectively: 
























The augment never occurs on demonstratives, possessive pronouns, the quantifiers -ololu 
'many', -keelu 'few', and -onda 'all', and the inflected interrogative -hi 'which' unless 
these are serving as the syntactic heads ofNPs. 
4.1.5.2 The behavior of the augment in Bena 
In Bena, augmentless nouns are the default, unmarked condition. Augmented 
nouns are marked; therefore it is necessary to explain the circumstances which license the 
presence of the augment. Augment presence in Bena is licensed by two primary factors: 
referentiality and topicality. A noun which is referential and topical will be marked with 
an augment. Non-referential, and non-topical nouns are augmentless. These two factors 
interact with one another; thus, for example, a noun that is non-referential but topical 
likely contains an augment. Each ofthese conditioning factors is discussed below. 
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4.1.5.2.1 Referentiality 
The first factor that conditions augment use in Bena is referentiality. Nouns which 
are non-referential tend not to occur with augments; referential nouns tend to occur with 
augments. Consider the word hikOho 'animal' in the following sentence: 
(66) llitwiga hikoho hya mudaasi yina singo naali. 
i-li-twiga hi-koho hi-a mu-daasi yi-na siingo N-taali 
AUG.5-cL5-giraffe cL7-animal cL7-ASSOC cLl8-wild cL9-have neck cL9-long 
'The giraffe is a wild animal (that) has a long neck.' 
In (66), hikOho 'animal' is non-referential. There is no specific animal which the speaker 
is referring to. Use ofthe augment (ihikOho) renders the sentence ungrammatical. 
Other types of referential nouns such as personal names and referential kinship 





asihumutembelela UCatherin.. ahumutembelela Ulmara 
a-si-hu-mu-tembel-el-a u-Catherin a-hu-mu-tembel-el-a U-Imara 
CLI-NEG-E-cLl.OBJ- AUG.I-Catherin CLl-E-cLl.OBJ-visit- AUG. 1-
visit-APPL-FV 
'Anna isn't visiting Catherin, she's visiting Imara.' 
(68) Uyuuva Niisa avaana. 
u-yuuva a-i-liis-a a-va-ana 
AUG.1-mother CLl-PREs-feed-Fv AUG.2-CL2-child 
'Mother is feeding the children.' 
4.1.5.2.2 Topicality 
APPL-FV Imara 
Referentiality is not the only factor which conditions augment use. Consider the 
word ilitwiga 'giraffe' in the following sentence: 
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(69) llitwiga hikOho hya mudaasi yina singo naali. 
i-li-twiga hi-koho hi-a mu-daasi 
AUG.S-cLS-giraffe cL7-animal CL7-ASSOC CLIS-wild 
'The giraffe is a wild animal (that) has a long neck.' 
yi-na siingo N-taali 
cL9-have neck cL9-long 
Here, ilitwfga 'giraffe' is not referring to a specific giraffe; rather it is referring to giraffes 
as a species. Even though it is non-referential, it must occur with the augment. This is 
because 'giraffe' is serving as the topic of the sentence, and in Bena, topics occur with 
augments. 
In Bena, sentence-initial position is topical. Therefore elements which occur in 
sentence-initial position occur with an augment. Items which are fronted always occur 
with the augment (see 7.2.9.3 for a discussion of topic constructions). Consider the 
following sentence, where the verbal infinitive 'to run' is grammatical either with 
(uhunyila) or without (hunyila) the augment: 
(70) Asikeila (u)hunyila. 
a-si-keel-a (u)-hu-nyil-a 
3SG-NEG-like-Fv (AUG.1S)-cL1S-run-Fv 
'S/he doesn't like to run.' 
When the verbal infinitive is fronted, it must occur with the augment. Thus in (71), use of 
the augmentless form hUnyila is ungrammatical. 
(71) a. Uhunyila asikeela. 
u-hu-nyil-a a-si-keel-a 
AUG.1S-cL15-run-Fv 3SG-NEG-like-Fv 
'Running, s/he doesn't like it.' 
b. *Uhunyila 
u-hu-nyil-a 





Other elements which normally occur without the augment must contain the augment 
when they are fronted (i.e., when they serve as topics). The following examples show 
fronting of the associative construction and a possessive pronoun, both of which do not 
usually contain augments, but must be augmented when they serve as NPs and are 
fronted: 
(72) Jfya mudaasi fye fikOho fila. 
i-fya mu-daasi fye fi-koho fila 
AUG.8-ASSOC.CL8 cL3-forest cL8.REL cL8-animal DIST.DEM.CL8 
'Ones of the forest (wild ones) are those animals.' 
(73) Jyaangu ye 
l-yl-angu ye 
AUG.9-CL9-1SG.poss cL9.REL 







4.1.5.2.3 Other observations about augment behavior 
A few other observations are worth making with respect to augment use. First, in 
a series of nouns, all nouns must match. In other words, either all nouns must appear 
without the augment, or all must appear with it. Thus in the following sentence, either all 
ofthe nouns must have an augment (74) or all must appear without it (75): 
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(74) Pe wibita huligulilo, ugu/age ing'owo, umukaate, nidoogi. 
pe u-i-bit-a hu-li -gulilo u-gul-ag-e i-ng'owo u-mu-kaate na=i-doogi 
when 2SG-PRES- cLI7-CL5- 2sG-buy- AUG- AUG-CL3-bread and=AUG-
gO-FV market IPFV-FV banana 
'When you go to the market, buy bananas, bread, and beans.' 
bean 
(75) Pe wibita huligulilo, uguJage ng'owo, mukaate, na doogi. 
pe u-i-bit-a hu-li-gulilo u-gul-ag-e ng'owo mu-kaate na doogi 
when 2SG-PRES- CLI7-CL5- 2sG-buy- banana cL3-bread and bean 
gO-FV market IPFV-FV 
'When you go to the market, buy bananas, bread, and beans.' 
When a noun is followed by a modifier, that modifier may also be marked with an 
augment. Use of the augment is most common on adjectives. If a noun marked with an 
augment is followed by an adjective, that adjective is also marked with an augment: 
(76) /kaaye Indebe yila yaangu. 
i-kaaye i-N-debe yila yi-angu 
AUG-house AUG-CL9-small DIST.DEM.CL9 CL9-1SG.POSS 
'That small house is mine.' 
Though speakers seem to prefer to use the augment on adjectives modifying augmented 
nouns, it is also grammatical to use an augmentless adjective (speakers indicated that 
there is no difference in meaning between an augmented and augmentless adjective here): 
(77) /ktiaye ndebe 
i-kaaye N-debe 
AUG-house cL9-small 
'That small house is mine.' 
yila yaangu. 
yila yi-angu 
DIST.DEM.CL9 cL9-1 SG.POSS 
However, it is ungrammatical to mark an adjective with an augment ifthe head noun does 
not also have an augment (this statement can be generalized across any modifiers 
occurring in the NP). 
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(78) *kaaye fndebe yila yaangu. 
kaaye i-N-debe yila yi-angu 
house Auo-cL9-small DIST.DEM.CL9 cL9-1 SO.POSS 
attempted: 'That small house is mine.' 
Though use of the augment on modifiers is most common with adjectives, numerals and 
the word -ingi 'other' follow the same pattern as that described for adjectives. Other 
modifiers (demonstratives, possessive pronouns, the associative, and the words -alafu 
'many' , -keefu 'few', -anda 'all', and -hi 'which ') rarely take the augment, unless, as in 
(72) and (73) above they are serving syntactically as heads ofNPs. 
4.1.5.2.4 Characterizing the augment: conclusions 
The above discussion has shown some of the complexities of augment behavior in 
Bena. It should be emphasized that conclusions drawn here with respect to augment 
behavior are quite tentative; this is a topic that merits much more in-depth study. 
However it does seem apparent that the two most important factors conditioning augment 
use are referentiality and topicality. The greater a noun's referentiality and topicality, the 
more likely it is to occur with an augment. 
4.1.6 Nominal derivation 
Nominal derivation is an extremely productive process in Bena. Nouns may be 
derived from other nouns, from adjectives, or from verbs. Nominal derivation can be 
accomplished via noun class substitution (in the case of noun-noun derivation), the 
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addition of a noun class prefix (when deriving nouns from other parts of speech), and/or 
the use of a number of different nominalizing suffixes. 
4.1.6.1 Noun-noun derivation 
4.1.6.1.1 Noun class shift 
The simplest form of nominal derivation in Bena is done through noun class shift. 
In this process, the noun class prefix of a noun is replaced with a different noun class 
prefix, creating a different meaning. Augmentation and diminution are extremely 
productive processes of noun class shift and involve the use of Class 12113 (diminutive) 
prefixes or Class 6 or 20 (augmentative) prefixes. Noun class shift to other classes is 
somewhat less productive and can involve nearly all of the other noun classes. Each type 
of noun class shift is discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 
4.1.6.1.1.1. Augmentation 
Augmentation through noun class shift occurs when a noun's original noun class 
prefix is replaced with a Class 5, 6, or 20 prefix. Class 5/6 prefixes can be used to 
indicate augmentation in size. In other words, a speaker may choose to use a Class 5/6 
prefix with a noun that belongs inherently to another class in order to indicate larger than 
normal size. Thus, a noun such as higwfingwi (a Class 7 noun) refers to a centipede of a 
relatively normal size, but ligwfingwi (the same stem but with a Class 5 prefix) refers to a 
relatively large centipede. 
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Class 6 can also serve as the plural for nouns belonging to other classes. In 
addition to augmentation in size, use of a Class 6 plural for a noun which is nonnally 
pluralized in a different class can denote augmentation in number. Thus magwifngwi 
'centipedes' can mean either 'more than one rather large centipede' or 'an unusual 
number of (any size) centipedes'. 
Class 20 is also used for augmentatives. Unlike Classes 5/6, there are no nouns 
which belong inherently to Class 20; augmentation of nouns belonging to other classes is 
the only function of Class 20. Unlike Class 6, the Class 20 prefix is used only for 
augmentation in size and cannot be used for augmentation in number. Class 20 nouns 
also have a derogatory connotation, and in some cases speakers use Class 20 derogatorily 
only, without implying augmentation in size. 
(79) a. lfngodoJu b. gungodoJu 
li-ngodofu gu-ngodofu 
cL5-frog cL20-frog 
'frog' 'big, mean frog' 
(80) a. sude b. gusude 
sude gu-sude 
hare cL20-hare 
'hare' 'mean hare' 
4.1.6.1.1.2. Diminution 
Classes 7/8 and Classes 12/13 can all be used for diminution, though diminution 
with Classes 12/13 is more common. When Classes 7/8 and 12/13 are all used with the 
same noun stem, nouns prefixed with Class 12/13 prefixes are generally smaller than 7/8 
nouns. 
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(SI) a. mubihi, mibihi b. hibihi, jibihi 
mu-bihi mi-bfhi hi-bihi fi-bfhi 
cL3-tree cL4-tree cL7-tree CLS-tree 
'tree, trees' 'stick(s) or small/slender tree(s)' 




When Classes 7/S are used as a diminutive, sometimes they take on a specialized 
meaning, as in the following example: 











The following example illustrates use of all the augmentative/diminutive prefixes 
with a single stem dege 'bird,ll: 




b. hidege jidege 
hi-dege fi-dege 









II Speakers differ with respect to which of these forms is the "normal" sized bird. For some speakers ndege 
is a normal bird (as shown here); for others hidege or even Jidege is the basic form. However, presented 
with all the forms given here, most speakers would agree with the scale described here. 
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4.1.6.1.1.3. Other noun class shift 
The final type of noun class shift does not involve augmentation or diminution. 
Instead, noun classes are shifted within other classes. For these nouns, it is not always 
possible to discern which noun class is the inherent class. 
(84) a. muunu, vaanu b. hffnu, jlfnu 
mu-nu va-nu hi-nu fi-nu 
cLI-person cL2-person cL7-thing cL8-thing 
'person, people' 'thing, things' 
(85) a. Mubena, Vabena b. Hibena, Wubena 
mu-bena va-bena hi-bena wu-bena 
cLI-bena cL2-bena cL7-bena cLl4-bena 
'Bena person, Bena people' 'Bena language' 'the Bena speaking area' 
(86) a. muvaha, vavaha b. wuvaha 
mu-vaha va-vaha wu-vaha 
cLI-adult cL2-adult cLl4-adult 
'adult/elder, adults/elders' 'adulthood' 
4.1.6.2 Adjective-noun derivation 
Nouns can be derived from adjectives by affixing the appropriate noun class 
prefix to the beginning of the adjective. This results in forms that are identical to 
adjectives, but the derived nouns can function as the head of an NP. 





(88) Umweene ulififi adfindile amfiho, fikova madtJtJdi. 
u-mweene u-li-fifi a-diind-ile a-ma-iho a-i-kov-a ma-doodi 
AUG- AUG-CLS- cLI-close-Fv AUG-CL6-eye cLI-PRES- cL6-unripe 
CL1.PRO hyena pick-FV 
'Hyena himself, he closed his eyes, and was picking the unripe ones (fruit).' 
(08SeptO I d, The Hare and the Hyena, line 028) 
In (87) above, madoodi 'unripe' serves as an adjective modifying the noun manuunu 
'fruit'. However, in example (88), madoodi 'unripe ones' stands alone as a noun and 
functions as an object. 
When a noun is derived from an adjective, the resultant meaning is a combination 
ofthe semantics ofthe noun class and the meaning ofthe adjective. Thus, for example, 
Class 112 nouns derived from adjectives have the meaning 'person/people with the 
quality X', Class 7/8 nouns are generally 'thing/things with the quality X', Class 14 
nouns are 'abstract nouns or places with the quality X', etc. Sometimes the meaning of 
the derived noun is specific to the context in which it appears, as in (88) above. Madoodi 
'unripe ones' uses the same noun class prefix as manuunu 'fruit' to show that the hyena is 
picking unripe fruit, though fruit is not explicitly mentioned. Several more examples of 
nouns from different classes which have been derived from adjectives are given below. 
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DERIVED NOUN(S) GLOSS NOUN ADJECTIVE GLOSS CLASS 
-debe 'small' mudebe 'younger sibling' 
hadebe 'younger twin' 12 
wudebe 'smallness' 14 
padebe 'small place/area' 16 
-nono 'sweet' wunono 'sweetness' 14 
-eelu 'white' ndzeelu 'white' 9 
weelu 'whiteness, light' 14 
-onda 'whole, all' voonda 'everybody' 2 
hyoonda 'the whole thing' 7 
.fyoonda 'everything' 8 
poonda 'anywhere, anytime' 16 
Table 4.8 Examples of adjective-noun derivation 
4.1.6.3 Verb-Noun Derivation 
With the exception of verbal infinitives, derivation of nouns from verbs is 
accomplished in Bena through suffixation. This process is fairly widespread in Bantu 
languages. A template for verbs derived from nouns using the suffixal strategy is given 
below: 
(89) (augment) - noun class prefix - verbal root - nominalizing suffix 
There are several different suffixes which are used to derive nouns from verbs: 
SUFFIX SEMANTIC GENERALIZATIONS 
-i agents, results 
-0 objects and tools, conceptual terms, body parts, other 
-e conce tual terms, some inanimate ob' ects 
Table 4.9 Nominalizing suffixes 
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Each of these nominilizing suffixes is discussed below. 
The first suffix which is used to derive nouns from verbs is -i. Class 112 nouns 
that use the nominalizing -i are agentive; with other noun classes -i is used to derive 
results. Suffixation with -i triggers spirantization of the stem-final consonant; see 2.4.6 

























The second suffix which can be used to derive nouns from verbs is -0. The types 
of nouns which are derived using this suffix form a much less coherent group 
semantically. This group includes various objects and tools, some conceptual terms, body 











(95) -hop- - hihOpo 
'drink (something hot)' hi-h6p-o 
cLll-drink-NMLZ 
'hot beverage, tea' 








A number of nouns (especially tools) which are derived from verbs using the -0 suffix are 



















The final group of nouns are derived using the suffix -e. This group of nouns 

























Addition of the Class 15 prefix to a verbal macrostem12 is another strategy used to 
derive nouns from verbs. Verbal infinitives are Class 15 nouns and display the same 
behavior properties of other nouns (see 4.1.1.9). Several examples ofthe formation of 
verbal infinitives are given in (102) through (105). 
(102)hugona 
hu-gon-a 













'to be opened by/with someone/something' 
Verbal infinitives are also discussed in 5.2.1. 
12 The macrostem is composed of a verbal stem plus any object prefixes. 
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4.1.6.4 Compounding 
Bena nouns may also be derived through compounding. Verb + noun 
compounding is by far the most common type of compounding. The second type of 
compounding is formed from the verbal nya (roughly glossed as 'having') and a noun. 
Noun-noun compounds are extremely rare, but some examples do exist in the current 
database. Finally, there are a number of nouns which appear to be historical compounds, 
but their origins are uncertain. Each type of compound is discussed below. 
The following gives a general template for the formation of verb + noun 
compounds (where 'noun class prefix)' refers to the noun class ofthe compound noun 
and 'noun class prefix2' is the noun class ofthe noun component): 
(106) (augment) - noun class prefix) - verb stem - noun class prefix2 - noun stem 
Note that the verbal portion ofthese compounds is a verbal stem and not a root. This 
means that the verbal portion may include various derivational suffixes (such as the 
applicative or causative, for example). 
Several examples ofV+N compounds are given below: 
(107) a. ludagandonya13 'rainbow' (daga 'drive out' + ndonya 'rain') 
b. mukomaseenga 'butcher' (Mma 'kill' + seenga 'cow') 
c. mulimilavaangi 'servant' (limila 'work for' + vaangi 'other people') 
d. luvalamweedzi 'moonrise' (vala 'shine' + mweedzi 'moon') 
e. mulimilahuvili 'hypocrite' (limila 'bite with' + huvili 'twice') 
Verbs which are found in nominal compounds can be either derived or underived. Thus 
mulimilavaangi 'servant' uses the verb limila 'work for', which itselfis derived with an 
\3 Lidagandonya (with a Class 5 prefix rather than a Class 11 prefix) for some speakers. 
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applicative suffix (-il) from lima 'work'. Following the verb stem is the noun. With the 
exception of nouns which have no noun class prefix (such as Class 9 seenga 'cow'), the 
noun class prefix of the noun is always present. 
Tone patterns for V+N compounds are the same as those of un derived nouns in 
Bena (one single High tone per word). Tone is determined by the original tone of the 
noun; thus the verbal part of the compound is Low, and the placement of the High occurs 
in the original position in the noun. The only exception to this is nouns which have nouns 
from Class 9/1 0 nouns which bear tone on the nasal portion of an initial pre-nasalized 
consonant. For example, in the compound ludagandonya 'rainbow', the tone shifts from 
its original placement on the initial nasal offldonya 'rain' to the preceding vowel. 
All V+N compounds in the dataset are exocentric. Neither the verb nor the noun 
serves as the semantic head and the meaning of the compound cannot be predicted from 
the semantics ofthe verb and the noun alone. Further, as with other non-derived nouns, 
the noun class prefix contributes to the semantics ofthe compound. Therefore the 
semantic meaning of the compound combines the semantics ofthe verb, the noun, and the 
noun class prefix. Thus, for example, the compound mukomaseenga 'butcher' derives its 
meaning from a combination of koma 'kill' and seenga 'cow'; the Class 1 prefix mu-
provides the information that the noun is a person. 
The second major type of compounding is extremely productive. Compounds 
utilizing this strategy are formed from nya (which can roughly be glossed as 'having') 
followed by a noun. A schematic for this type of compound is given below: 
(108) (augment) - noun class prefix) - nya - noun class prefix2 - noun stem 
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The vast majority of nouns which are derived using this type of compounding are humans 
and belong to Classes 112; however a few nouns belonging to other classes can be derived 
using this process. Examples are given below: 










(nya 'having' + lugeendo 'journey') 
(nya 'having' + lukolo 'family/clan') 
(nya 'having' + wunguungu 'twinhood') 
(nya 'having' + posita 'post office') 
(nya 'having' + lumwiinga 'one') 
Tone patterns are determined by the noun in the compound. Thus the noun member ofthe 
compound retains its original tone. 
In addition to the types of compounding discussed above, there are a number of 
words for animals, birds, and trees which appear to be historical compounds, but which 
have uncertain origins. These words are significantly longer than normal underived 
words. For some ofthem, one ofthe roots is decipherable. Examples of some of these 
suspected compounds are given below: 
SUSPECTED COMPOUND POSSIBLE SOURCE WORD(S) 
lidongadaasi daasi 
'tree species' 'forest' 
lipindzagogolo mugogolo 
'type of grass' 'elder' 
ng'alavaasi hung 'ala 
'firebrand' 'to shine' 
hingamuseveela 
'swallow' (N) 
Table 4.10 Examples ofsuspected compounds 
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Noun-noun compounds are rare; however a few examples have been found in the 
current data set. One of these is mabihivaanu 'traditional medicine'; all the others refer to 
various familial relationships. Several examples are given below: 
(110) a. mabihiwianu 'traditional medicine' (mabihi 'trees' + vaanu 'people') 
(daada 'father' + fyaala 'in-law') 
(dMda 'uncle' + mudebe 'small') 
b. dadafyaala 'father-in-law' 
c. dadamudebe 'uncle (father's 
younger brother)' 
The final type of compounding is completely unproductive; there are only two 
nouns in the database which are derived using this strategy. These nouns are formed by a 
compound of the associative construction (see 4.2.5) and a verbal infinitive: 
(111) (augment) - associative construction - verbal infinitive 
Both nouns derived using this strategy are given below: 















-+ hyahUliya 'food' (lit. 'of/for eating') 
-+ hyahunywa 'drink, beverage' (lit. 'of/for 
drinking') 
Reduplication is another strategy for deriving new nouns. Nouns can be formed 
by the reduplication of adjectival, verbal, or nominal stems. The entire stem is 
reduplicated: 
(114) (augment) - noun class prefix - stemREDUPLICANT - stem 
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REDUPLICATED NOUN SOURCE WORD SOURCE PART OF SPEECH 
himulfmuli lumuli Noun 
'firefly' 'light, torch' 
lung 'alang 'ala hung'aala Verb 
'desert' 'shine' 
lunofunofu -nofu Adjective 
, fertilizer' 'good' 
Table 4.11 Reduplicated nouns 
There are a number of plants and animals whose names appear to be reduplicated, but 
whose original root is untraceable. Several examples are given below: 
REDUPLICATED NOUN GLOSS 




Table 4.12 Examples of suspected reduplication 
4.2 Components of the Noun Phrase 
The first half of this chapter discussed the noun class system and nominal 
morphology; the remainder ofthis chapter is devoted to the structure of the noun phrase 
and constituents that occur within the noun phrase (pronouns, adjectives, demonstratives, 
numerals, the associative construction, and inflected interrogatives). Bena is head-initial; 
therefore within a noun phrase the head noun occurs first and is followed by other 
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modifiers. If multiple modifiers occur within a single noun phrase, the order is generally 
as follows: 
(115) Noun - Adjective - Quantifier - Possessor - Demonstrative 
Though the ordering in (15) is possible, it is extremely rare for a single noun phrase to 
contain more than two modifiers. 
As in other Bantu languages, Bena nouns trigger agreement (concord) on other 
words in the noun phrase. Therefore adjectives, numbers, possessive pronouns, 
demonstratives, subject and object markers, and inflected interrogatives are marked with 
a prefix that agrees with their head noun in class. Bena does not have a strict conconrd 
system, as other factors such as humanness and animacy can affect agreement patterns. 
Anthropomorphized aninmals, for example, trigger Class 112 (human) agreement patterns 
even though they have noun class prefixes from other classes. 
Another example of an area in which noun class does not completely govern 
agreement patterns is in noun class conflict resolution. When two inanimate nouns that 
belong to different classes are conjoined, they trigger Class 8 agreement patterns (even if 
neither ofthe nouns belongs to Class 7, the singular class that is typically paired with 
Class 8). When a subject consists of a human and another animate non-human, agreement 
is with Class 2 (human plural). Noun class conflict resolution is elaborated in 4.1.4. 
There are two types of prefixes which are used for nominal concord. The first is 
the noun class prefix. In addition to occurring on nouns, the noun class prefix is also used 
with adjectives, the quantifiers -olofu 'many' and -keefu 'few', and the inflected 
interrogative -hi 'which'. The other type of concord prefix will be referred to as the 
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"agreement class prefix"; this prefix is used on possessive pronouns, demonstratives, 
numerals, the associative construction, the quantifier -onda 'all', and the inflected 
interrogative -linga 'how many'. The following table summarizes the forms of these two 
types of prefixes for each noun class. 
NOUN AGREEMENT 










9 N- (@-) yi-










Table 4.13 Dena concordia I prefixes 
4.2.1 Pronouns 
Pronouns in Bena include personal pronouns, possessives, demonstrative 
pronouns, relative pronouns, and interrogatives. Each type of pronoun is discussed in 
detail below. 
4.2.1.1 Personal pronouns 
Free-standing personal pronouns may take the place of a noun or noun phrase. 
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Personal pronouns are not obligatory and are usually only used for emphasis or contrast. 
The following two sections will discuss 1) personal pronouns used for humans (classes 
112); and 2) pronouns used for all other noun classes. 
4.2.1.1.1 Personal pronouns used for classes 1/2 
The personal pronouns within this set are used exclusively for humans and trigger 
Class 112 agreement patterns. Anthropomorphized animals (who take on syntactic and 
morphological properties of humans) also use Class 1/2 personal pronouns. Personal 
pronouns almost always occur with the augment (and take Class 112 augments), though it 
is possible for them to occur without it. There are two primary sets of personal pronouns; 
their forms are listed in Table 4.14: 
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PERSON SERIES I SERIES II 
ISG uneene yuune 
2sG uveeve yuuve 
cLI umweene yumweene 
IPL uhweehwe, uneefwe, yuuhwe 
uneehwe, ;:;uuhwe, 
ufweefwe 4 
2PL unyeenye yuunye 
CL2 aveene vaveene 
Table 4.14 Personal pronouns (Class 112) 
The differing distributions of these two series of pronouns is summarized in Table 4.15 
and discussed further below. 
SERIES I 
Grammatical subject? yes 
Grammatical object? rarely 
Oblique? yes 
Head of relative clause? no 
Object of associative construction? yes 
Meaning when preceded by na 'and'? accompanitive 
Table 4.15 Distribution of personal pronoun types 
SERIES II 
only when preceded 






14 These are dialectal variants: uhweehwe is used by speakers in the northeast; uneehwe is used in the north 
bordering the Hehe-speaking area; ufweefwe is used by speakers of the western Ng'anda dialect, yuuhwe 
was used by speakers living in a single village in the south, and uneefwe is used everywhere else (primarily 
in the east and south). 
Series 1 is the most commonly used set of pronouns. This set of pronouns most 
often occurs in subject position, though these pronouns can also be used with other 
grammatical relations. 
(116) Uneene ndili Mubena. 
u-neene ndi-li mu-bena 
AUG-lsG.PRO IsG-cOP cLl-bena 
'I am a Bena person.' 
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(080ctl6a, A Farming Story, line 002) 
(117) Vitigiltiga aveene, "Dzisilile. " 
va-i-tig-il-ag-a a-veene dzi-sil-ile 
cL2-say-PRES-APPL-NARR-FV AUG-CL2.PRO cLlO-finish-Fv 
'They (themselves) said, "They're gone.' 
(080ct31a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 030) 
Series 1 pronouns can also be used as oblique NPs: 
(118) Atige, "Tina sida nuveeve. ' 
a-tig-e ti-na sida na=u-veeve 
cLl-saY-Fv IPL-have problem and=AuG-2sG.PRo 
'He said, "We have a problem with you.''' 
(080ct16c, Prodigal Son, line 064) 
Series I pronouns nearly always occur with the augment; the exception to this is 






iiwuya hwa mudtila va mweene. 
i-i-wuy-a hwa mu-dala va mweene 
CL I-PRES-return-Fv cLl7.ASSOC cLl-wife CL2.ASSOC CL l.PRO 
'He went and returned home with his wife. ' 
(08SeptOI b, The Hare and the Pheasant, line 036) 
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Series II pronouns occur only in a restricted set of environments. Though Series I 
pronouns can be used as grammatical direct objects, it is more common to find Series II 








(OBOctl6c, Prodigal Son, line 070) 
Series II pronouns may only occur as grammatical subjects if they are marked as topics 
(preceded by the conjunction na): 
(121) Na yuune, ndiweene umuyaangu iiliya, na yuune 
na yuune ndi-won-ile u-mu-yaangu i-i-liy-a na yuune 
and ISG.PRO ISG-See-FV AUG-CLI-friend CLl-PRES- and ISG.PRO 
eat-Fv 





(OBOct3] a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 0]]) 
The use ofna before Series II pronouns marks them as topics, (as in (121) above), 
whereas Series I pronouns preceded by na show an accompanitive meaning (which is 
best translated 'with X'): 
(122) Aa, basi, sindigeenda nuveeve. 
aa basi si-ndi-geend-a na=u-veeve 
ah then NEG-IsG-walk-Fv and=AUG-IsG.PRO 
'Ah, then, I'm not walking with you.' 
Series II pronouns are also used in relative clauses: 
(OBOct3] a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 042) 
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(123) Yuune ye ndaafihile 
yuune ye ndi-aa-fih-ile 
ISG.PRO ISG.REL ISG-P4-arrive-Fv 







(OBOctJ6c, Prodigal Son, line 245) 
In addition to the two series of pronouns described above, there is a third set of pronouns. 






IPL fe, twe, uhwe, ufwe 
2PL nye 
CL2 ve 
Table 4.16 Shortened forms of personal pronouns 
It is not entirely clear what the difference between these shortened pronouns and Series I 
pronouns are, as there is significant overlap between the two forms. However, some 
generalizations about shortened personal pronouns can be made. In the corpus, shortened 
personal pronouns only occur in a restricted set of environments. They can serve as 
subjects to mark a topic: 
(124) Une ndilegUha ing'aasi, ndigeendela yUngi. 
une ndi-i-Ieguh-a i-ng'aasi ndi-i-geend-el-a yi-ngi 
ISG.PRO ISG-PRES-Ieave-FV AUG-road ISG-PRES-walk-APPL-FV cL9-other 
'Me, I'm leaving the road, I'm walking on a different one.' 
(OBOct3Ja, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 043) 
Shortened personal pronouns can also occur when an NP is postposed: 
(125) Tumuviha mugilti, 
tu-mu-vih-a mu-gati 
1 PL-cLl.OBJ-put-FV CL 16-inside 
'We put him inside, we the Bena.' 
te Vabena. 
te va-bena 
1 PL.PRO cL2-bena 
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(08NovJ7a, Rena Funerals, line 022) 
(126) Myciciha gyeene gOa, pe ndipuliihe une ... 
mi-aha gi-ene gila pe ndi-pulih-ile une 
cL4-year cL4-self DIST.DEMA REL.16 1 sG-hear-Fv 1 SG.PRO 
pe sina ndiholwa ... 
pe sina ndi-hol-w-a 
REL.16 NEG 1 sG-give.birth-PAss-Fv 
'In those years, when I heard ... before I was born .. .' 
(08NovJ7a, Rena Funerals, line 037) 
The first person plural shortened pronoun has two different forms, uhwe (or its dialectal 
variant ujwel5) and te (or its variant tweI6). Uhwe can stand alone as an NP, whereas te is 









1 PL-come. from-Fv 





(129) Te Vabena tuhumile huNdz66mbe 
uhwe va-bena tu-humil-e hu-dzombe 
IpL.PRO cL2-bena 1PL-come.from-Fv cLl7-Njombe 
'We, the Bena, come from Njombe.' 
IS Used in Maswamu Bena. 
16 Both forms are used throughout the Bena-speaking area. 
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Second person singular and plural also have vocative forms. 17 As with the other 










Table 4.17 Vocative pronouns 
(130) Veya, daada, ve, daada. 
2SG.PRO.VOC sister ISG.PRo.voc sister 
'Hey, sister, hey, sister.' 




"Nye, ing 'iing 'i 
nye i-ng'iing'i 
2pL. VOC AUG. 1 O-tuber 







(080c131 a, Don 'I Eat the Tubers, line 027) 
The second person plural vocative can also be used for second person singular; when it is 
used in this manner, it indicates politeness and respect: 
(132) Nditigile, "Nyeva, yaangu, uti mama vaangu." 
ndi-tig-ile nyeva yi-angu u-li mama va-angu 
ISG-say-Fv 2PL.PRO.VOC CL9-ISG.poss 2sG-cOP mother CL2-IsG.poss 
'I said, "Hey, my (person), you are my mother.'" 
(080ct16c, Prodigal Son. line 251) 
17 It is also possible for all other second person pronouns to be used vocatively. 
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4.2.1.1.2 Pronouns used for all other classes 
Use of free-standing pronouns with noun classes other than Class 112 is rare; 
however it can be done by prefixing the stem -eene 'self' with the appropriate agreement 
class prefix. Forms ofthe pronoun are summarized below: 
CLASS PRONOUN CLASS PRONOUN CLASS 
3 geene 9 yeene 15 
4 gyeene 10 dzeene 16 
5 lweene 11 lweene 17 
6 geene 12 heene 18 
7 hyeene 13 tweene 20 
8 fyeene 14 weene 
Table 4.18 Free-standing pronouns for Classes 3-20 
Below are some examples of this pronoun: 
(133) Ihyeene hihwcicidza 
i-hyeene hi-hu-aadz-a 
AUG-CL7.PRO cL7-E-come-FV 










(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM, line 176) 
(134) Ukagulcige lazima lwcicidze ulUkani ngita ulweene itlu. 
u-kagul-ag-e lazima lu-aadz-e u-Iu-kani ngita u-Iweene ulu 
2sG-know- necessary CL 11- AUG-CL 11- like AUG-CL II.PRO CL 11. 
IPFV-FV come-FV issue PROX.DEM 
'You know that it's necessary that an issue like this must come (happen).' 
(080ct16f, Taboos, line 033) 
4.2.1.2 Dependent pronouns 
Another set of pronouns is formed by fusing the clitic na 'and/with' together with 
a pronominal element. For first and second persons and Class 112, that pronominal 
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element takes the form of a shortened version of the personal pronoun. For all other 
classes, the pronominal element with which na is fused is the agreement class prefix 
followed by the suffix -0. Forms of this dependent pronoun are summarized below: 
CLASS DEPENDENT CLASS DEPENDENT CLASS 
DEPENDENT 
PRONOUN PRONOUN PRONOUN 
1SG mini 5 nalyo 13 nato 
2sG nave 6 nago 14 nawo 
1PL nahwe 7 nahyo 15 naho 
2PL nanye 8 nafyo 16 napo 
1 nave 9 nayo 17 naho 
2 navo 10 nadzo 18 namo 
3 nago 11 nalo 20 nago 
4 nagyo 12 naho 
Table 4.19 Forms ortbe dependent pronoun 
The dependent pronoun has the meaning 'and/with X' and can be used as an oblique NP, 
as in (135): 
(135) Ndivaanga uhwitwiiha, 
ndi-i-vaang-a u-hu-iwiih-a 







with.CL6 CL 17 -house 
'I begin to carry (them) on my head; 1 return with them home.' 
(OBOctl6a. A Farming Story. line 076) 
The dependent pronoun also serves as a topic marker. Either it can be used resumptively, 
as in (as in (136) below) or it can serve independently as an NP (as in example (137». 
(l36) Pahuva mwadaada nave iisaha uhupata ija/adza 
pahuva mu-adaada nave a-i-sah-a u-hu-pat-a i-faladza 
because cLl-man with.cLl CLl-PRES- AUG-cLl5- AUG-
want-Fv get-Fv comfort 






(08NovI7a. Bena Funerals. line 029) 
(l37) Madzebele. mahalage. imaange. Nadzo 
ma-dzebele ma-halage i-maange nadzo 
tiisopa mumaheseni. 
ti-i-sop-a mu-ma-heseni 
cL6-com cL6-bean AUG-chickpea with.cLl 0 IPL-PRES-put-FV CLlS-CL6-
gunny. sack 
'Com, beans, chickpeas. And these we put in a gunny sack.' 
(080ctl6a. A Farming Story. line 125) 
4.2.1.3 Possessive pronouns 
There are several strategies for marking possession in Bena. They include use of a 
possessive pronoun, use of a possessive clitic, and the associative construction. The first 
two ofthese strategies are discussed in this section, the third is discussed in 4.2.5.1. 
The possessive pronoun is formed by prefixing the appropriate possessive stem 
with the agreement class prefix of the possessed noun. Forms of the possessive stem are 
summarized in the following table: 
18 The speaker has been talking about a man whose wife died. 
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PERSON FORM GLOSS 
ISG -aangu 'my' 
2SG -aaho 'your (SG)' 
CLI -aahe 'his/her/its' 
IPL _eesu19 'our' 
2PL -eenyo 'your (PL)' 
CL2 -aanavo 'their' 
Table 4.20 Possessive pronouns 
Note that there are no special possessive pronouns for Classes 3-20. Technically the third 
person singular and plural possessives can be used for possessors belonging to other 
classes, but non-human possessors are actually fairly rare in Bena. In these 
circumstances, speakers generally seem to opt for syntactic expression of possession, 
using the associative construction (see 4.2.5). Following are several examples of 
possessive pronouns: 
(138) inyuuumba yaangu 
i-N-yuumba yi-angu 
AUG-CL9-house CL9-1 SG.POSS 
'our house' 
(139) imiguunda geenyo 
i-mi-guunda gi-enyo 
AUG-CL4-field CL4-2pL.POSS 








19The dialectal variant -iitu is used in Maswamu Bena. 
In addition to these standard possessive forms, there are some longer forms which are 
preferred by some speakers. These long forms take the form of anya + possessive 
pronoun: 
PERSON FORM GLOSS 
ISG -anyavaangu 'my' 
2SG -anyavaaho 'your (sg.)' 
eLl -anyavaahwe 'hislher/its' 
IPL -anyaveesu 'our' 
2PL -anyaveenyo 'your (pl.)' 
eL2 -anyavawo 'their' 
Table 4.21 Long forms of possessive pronouns 
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At this point it is unclear what the difference is between normal possessive pronouns and 
the long form. 
Forms ofthe possessive pronouns may also be cliticized to the possessed noun. 
Cliticized possessive pronouns are generally only used with commonly used kinship 
reference terms. These clitic forms are summarized below. 
PERSON FORM GLOSS EXAMPLE EXAMPLE GLOSS 
ISG =aangu 'my' dadaangu 'my father' 
2SG =0 'your (so)' daado 'your (so) father' 
eLl =e 'hislher/its' daade 'hislher father' 
IPL =eesu2O 'our' dadeesu 'our father' 
2PL =eenyo 'your (PL), dadeenyo 'your (PL) father' 
eL2 =avo 'their' dadavo 'their father' 
Table 4.22 Possessive c1itics 
20 -iitu in Maswamu Bena. 
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As can be seen in the above table, possessive clitics have some interesting phonological 
properties. First, the second and third person singular possessive clitics are the only type 
of nominal word-final High tone that occurs in Bena (see 2.3.4). Second, with the 
exception of the second and third person singular clitics, use ofthe possessive clitics 
triggers vowel shortening in the stem of the possessed word. 
4.2.1.4 Relative pronouns 
The third type of Bena pronouns is relative pronouns. These pronouns are used to 
relativize objects, obliques, and the subjects of negative verbs, existential verbs, and 
predicate adjectives.21 The form of relative pronouns is discussed here; see 7.2.6 for a 
discussion ofthe syntax of relative clauses. Relative pronouns are formed by prefixing 
the relative stem -e with the agreement class prefix. Forms of relative pronouns are 
summarized in Table 4.23: 
CLASS RELPRO CLASS RELPRO CLASS RELPRO 
1 ye 8 fye 15 hwe 
2 ve 9 ye 16 pe 
3 gwe 10 dze 17 hwe 
4 gye 11 lwe 18 mwe 
5 lye 12 twe 19 ge 
6 ge 13 hwe 
7 hye 14 we 
Table 4.23 Relative pronouns 
A few examples of Ben a relative pronouns are given in (141) and (142): 
21 The other relativization strategy in Bena is the relative prefix, which is used to relativize subjects of fully 
inflecting verbs as well as subjects ofthe verbal copula, nya 'have', and gaya 'be without'. 
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(I4I)Adza vihwiisa iliyiti, 
adza va-i-hu-iih-i-a i-li-yiti 
umuunu ye afwe ... 
u-mu-nu ye a-fw-e 
AUX CL2-PRES-E- AUG.S-CLS-corpse AUG.l-cLl-person REL.I CL I-die-FV 
descend-cAuS-FV 
'After they lower the corpse, the person who has died ... ' 
(08NovI7a, Bena Funerals, line 022) 
(142) Amusuumile, ungamusuungu!a, nuwud66do 
a-mu-suumil-e u-ngamu-sungula na=u-wu-d66do 
CLI-cLl.OBJ- AUG. I-clever-hare and=AuG.I4-
defeat-Fv CL IS-little 
we ali nawo. 
we a-li nawo 
REL.I4 CL I-cop with.I4 
'The clever hare beat him (the elephant) with the little that he had.' 
(080ct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 091) 
4.2.I.S Demonstrative pronouns 
The final type of Bena pronouns is demonstrative pronouns. Any demonstrative 
can stand alone as a pronoun (demonstratives are discussed in detail in 4.2.3). Several 
examples of demonstratives used as pronouns are given below: 
(143) Amuweene uhutigila, "Y"[a 
a-mu-ween-e u-hu-tigil-a yUla 
cLl-cLl.oBJ-See-Fv AUG-cLlS-say-Fv DIST.DEM.I 




'That one is a road. ,22 
ye mwaana 
ye mu-ana 




(080ctI6c, Prodigal Son, line 051) 
(080ct06a, Riddles, line 010) 
22 Here a speaker is referring to a riddle he just told. A freer translation would say "That riddle refers 
to/describes a road." 
(145) Lino, fdzi dzihuma 
lino idzi dzi-i-hum-a 
now PROX.DEM.IO CL 1 O-PRES-come.from-Fv 





(080ct16c, Prodigal Son, line 171) 
4.2.2 Adjectives 
In Bena, adjectives represent one ofthe smallest word classes. This is fairly 
common in Bantu. For example, Maho (1999) notes that the adjective class in Bantu 
languages is often restricted to descriptors of size, age, and appearance, but may also 
include colors and numerals below five (here, numerals and quantifiers will be treated 
separately from adjectives; see 4.2.4). Bena adjectives fit within these criteria. Adjectives 




















Because adjectives and nouns both use the same set of noun class prefixes, it can 
be difficult to distinguish adjectives from nouns which are being used attributively. The 
crucial factor which distinguishes nouns from adjectives in Bena has to do with inherence 
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of class. Nouns have inherent class. Adjectives, on the other hand, have no inherent class 
and could potentially be used to modify nouns from any class. This means that an 
adjectival stem such as -debe 'small' can co-occur with the noun class prefix of any noun 
class. 
The semantics of Bena adjectives fit well within Dixon's (1977, 2006) typology 
of adjectives. Bena has adjectives which belong to each of Dixon's four core semantic 
types (dimension, age, value, and color). In addition to this, Bena has adjectives 
belonging to two of Dixon's peripheral types (physical property and human propensity). 
(Dixon's final semantic type, speed, is expressed using adverbs and verbs in Bena.) All of 
the adjectives in the current data set are summarized according to semantic sub-type 
(following Dixon's typology) below: 
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DIMENSION AGE VALUE COLOR 
PHYSICAL HUMAN 
PROPERTY PROPENSITY 
-kOmi -my a -viiful-viivi -iitu -ktifu -tamwa 
'big' 'new' 'bad' 'black' 'dry' 'sick' 
-debe, 
-nofu -eelu -doodi 
-doodo 
'good, 
'small' clean, 'white' 'fresh' 
Erettt 
-fupi -dzaju -dung'u/ -oofu 
-dung 'upafu 











Table 4.24 Adjectives 
Adjectives have a number of other characteristics. First, they can modify a noun 
in a noun phrase. (This was shown in examples (146) through (148) above.) Second, 
adjectives can function predicatively: 
(149) Umwaana yula 
u-mu-ana yUla 
AUG.l-cLl-child DIST.DEM.l 










AUG.5-CL5-tree PROX.DEM.5 cL5-cOP-FV 




Adjectives can also be modified by adverbs such as hiilo 'very'. 
(151) malimo manofu hiilo 
rna-limo ma-nofu hiilo 
cL6-work cL6-good very 
'very good work' 
(152) muunu mukom; hiilo 
mu-nu mu-komi hiilo 
CL I-person CL I-big very 
'very big person' 
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When no head noun is present, an adjective may serve syntactically as the head of 
an NP, as in the following examples: 
(153)Ilikomi Iili pahyd{mya 
i-Ii-komi Ii-Ii pa-hyaanya 
AUG-cL5-big CL5-cop cLl6-top 
'The big (one) was on top of the turtle. ' 
(154) likova madoodi. 
a-i-kov-a ma-doodi 
CL I-PRES-pick-FV cL6-unripe 





(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: CM, line 078) 
(08SeptO 1 d, The Hare and the Hyena: CM, line 028) 
There are five types of demonstratives in Bena. Three of these are commonly 
used; the final two occur rarely and only in specific discourse settings. Bena 
demonstratives can be used to indicate proximity (physical and metaphorical). They can 
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also be used anaphorically and to indicate different degrees of emphasis. The use of 
demonstratives to indicate proximity, anaphoricity, and different degrees of emphasis is 
common in Bantu (Maho 1999). In broad terms, the three primary types of 
demonstratives are (1) proximal demonstratives which refer to things near to the speaker; 
(2) medial demonstratives which refer to things that are not very far from the speaker; 
and (3) distal demonstratives which refer to things that are very far from or out of sight of 
the speaker. 
There are two final types of demonstratives in Bena. They cannot be used to 
indicate proximity; rather they serve as anaphoric markers with differing degrees of 
emphasis. So-called "emphatic demonstratives" have been described for a number of 
Bantu languages.23 For example, Tswana (S21) has three types of emphatic 
demonstratives (in addition to four sets of deictic demonstratives). These translate "'this 
very one (emphatic)" "this very one here' (more emphatic)", and "all these" (Cole 1975, 
quoted in Maho 1999). Bena has several sets of "emphatic demonstratives". These can be 
used to indicate notions such as exclusive reference and contrast. Distinctions such as 
these, however, are very difficult to elicit, and when pressed to provide differences in 
meaning between demonstrative forms, speakers usually replied that there was a meaning 
difference but that they didn't know what it was or they said that one demonstrative was 
"more specific" than another. Because there are so many different types of 
demonstratives in Bena, there are not enough examples of each type of demonstrative in 
23 An additional type of demonstratives (presentational demonstratives) has been described in Bantu 
langaugs such as Nyamwezi (Maganga and Schadeburg 1992). None of the demonstratives in Bena seem to 
correlate with this type. 
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the corpus to use a corpus-based approach to determine the exact differences among the 
demonstratives. Therefore because these types of demonstratives are usually referred to 
as "emphatic demonstratives" in Bantu linguistics, I use that terminology here, with the 
qualification that at this point it is not entirely clear what role "emphasis" plays in 
demonstratives. Throughout this section "emphatic" should be taken as a fuzzy term 
which encompasses notions such as contrast, precision, and exclusive reference. Because 
Bena exhibits such a complex system of demonstratives, the ways in which these 
emphatic demonsatratives are used merit further research. 
Bena demonstratives are formed by prefixing or suffixing the agreement class 
prefix to the appropriate demonstrative stem. Demonstratives are bisyllabic and high tone 
appears on the first syllable ofthe demonstrative. Demonstratives follow the noun they 
modify. They can also stand independently as demonstrative pronouns ("this/that one"; 
see 4.2.1.4 above). The forms ofthe demonstratives for each noun class are summarized 




CLASS PROXIMAL EMPHATIC. EMPHATlC2 
1 uyu uyo yula yuyo eyo 
2 ava avo vola vavo evo 
3 ugu ugo gttla gugo ego 
4 igi igyo gila gigyo egyo 
5 iii ilyo lila lilyo elyo 
6 aga ago gala gaga ego 
7 ihi ihyo hila hihyo ehyo 
8 iji ifyo fila fifyo efyo 
9 iyi iyo yila yiyo eyo 
10 idzi idzo dzila dzidzo edzo 
11 ulu ulo tula lulo elo 
12 aha aho hala hoho eho 
13 utu uto tufa tuto eto 
14 Uwu Uwo wula wuwo ewo 
15 uhu uho hula huho eho 
16 apa apo pala papo epo 
17 uhu uho hula huho eho 
18 umu umo mula mumo emo 
20 ugu ugo gttla gugo egyo 
Table 4.25 Demonstratives 
The following sections discuss formation, meaning, and use of each type of 
demonstrative. Following this is a discussion of various strategies used by speakers to 
manipulate demonstratives in order to gain greater specificity. These strategies include 
use ofthe emphatic particle ee, reduplication, combination of multiple demonstratives, 
and contraction of demonstratives with other words. 
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4.2.3.1 Demonstrative forms 
4.2.3.1.1 Proximal demonstrative 
The proximal demonstrative is used with things that are very close to the speaker. 
It is formed by prefixing the augment to the agreement class prefix. (In other words for 
this demonstrative, the agreement class prefix itself becomes the stem.) The first syllable 
of the demonstrative receives High tone. For example, the augment for Class 1 nouns is 
u-; the Class 1 agreement class prefix is yu-. Thus the Class 1 proximal demonstrative 
becomes Uyu. Similarly, for Class 8 (whose augment is i- and whose agreement class 

















The proximal demonstrative can also be used to express temporal proximity: 
(157) lfigono ifl, avahidzi 
i-fi-gono ifi a-va-hidzi 
AUG.8-cL8-day PROX.DEM.8 AUG.2-CL2-thief 




(080ct] 6a, A Farming Story, line] 27) 
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4.2.3.1.2 Medial demonstrative 
The medial demonstrative uses the demonstrative stem -0. It is prefixed with the 
agreement class prefix and a vowel that harmonizes with the vowel of the agreement 
class prefix. High tone occurs on the first syllable. A schematic for the formation ofthe 
medial demonstrative together with a few examples is given below:24 







-idzo 'thatMED (cLl 0)' 
-apo 'thatMED (cLl8)' 
Some examples of the medial demonstrative are given below: 








The medial demonstrative has two primary uses. The first occurs in expressions of 
physical proximity. Here, the medial demonstrative is used to indicate something that is 
neither near to nor far from the speaker or something that is near to the hearer but far 
from the speaker. Thus, the phrase ihiinu ihyo 'that thing' could refer to an object that is 
located somewhere between the speaker and hearer or to something that is very close to 
the hearer (Le., in the hearer's hand) but far from the speaker. The medial demonstrative 
24 In order to disambiguate the medial and distal demonstratives in free translations, 'thatMEO' will be used 
for the medial demonstrative and 'thatDlsT ' will be used for the distal demonstrative. 
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is never used in expressions of temporal proximity (unless it is used anaphorically to 
reference a time just mentioned, see below). 
The second primary use of the -0 demonstrative is anaphoric. This demonstrative 
is used to refer to something which has been previously mentioned. In some cases, a 
better free translation for the anaphoric demonstrative is ''that very" or ''that same". 
Consider the following excerpt from a speaker explaining farming seasons: 
(161) a. Tiwianga 
ti-i-vaang-a 
1 PL-PREs-begin-Fv 
'We begin in June.' 
pamwMdzi ugwa 
pa-mu-eedzi u-gu-a 




b. Apo tihMnga imiguunda imipya. 
a-pa-o ti-i-heeng-a 
MED.DEM.16 1 PL-PREs-clear-Fv 
'Then (at that time) we clear new fields.' 
i-mi-guunda i-mi-pya 
AUG-CL4-field AUG-CL4-new 
c. igyo tigelanidza paambele. 
i-gi-o ti-gelanidz-a paambele 
MED.DEM.16 1 PL-prepare-Fv later 
'Those (fields) we are preparing for later.' 
(080cI06a, Times of Planting, lines 008-010) 
In ( 161 b) the speaker uses the anaphoric demonstrative of the locative class 16 
temporally ('at that time'). In (161c) the anaphoric demonstrative references the fields 
mentioned in the previous sentence. 
Because of the possible anaphoric interpretation of the medial demonstrative, it 
cannot be used in a list of items when the medial (physical) interpretation is intended. 
During an elicitation session, a speaker was presented with three toys. One toy bird was 
placed near the speaker, one toy bird was placed at a distance a bit further away, and the 
third toy (a rock) was placed far from the speaker. It was expected that the speaker would 
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use a proximal demonstrative for the first, a medial demonstrative for the second, and a 
distal demonstrative for the third. Thus, the following sentence was expected: 
(162) *Ihidege ihi, nihidege ihyo, 
i-hi-dege ihi na=i-hi-dege i-hi-o 
AUG-CL7-bird PROX. DEM.CL7 and=AUG-CL7-bird AUG-CL7-MED.DEM 
niligaanga lila, fyoonda fyaangu. 
na=i-li-gaanga Ii-Ia fi-onda fi-aangu 
and=AUG-CL5-rock CL5-DIST. DEM cLS-all CLS-1SG.POSS 
(attempted: 'This bird, thatMEo bird, and thatolsT rock are all my things.' 
This sentence was rejected by speakers as ungrammatical, because ofthe possible 
confusion ofthe second (medial) demonstrative with the anaphoric interpretation. 
Instead, speakers preferred the following sentence, where the medial demonstrative is 
replaced with the distal: 
(163)Ihidege ihi, nihidege hila, 
i-hi-dege ihi na=i-hi-dege hi-Ia 
AUG-CL7-bird PROX. DEM.CL7 and=AUG-CL7-bird CL7-DIST.DEM 
niligaanga lila, fyoonda fyaangu. 
na=i-li-gaanga Ii-Ia fi-onda fi-aangu 
and=AUG-CL5-rock CL5-DIST.DEM cLS-all CLS-l SG.POSS 
'This bird, thatDlsT bird, and thatolST rock are all my things.' 
4.2.3.1.3 Distal demonstrative 
The distal demonstrative is used to refer to something that is far from (though not 
necessarily out of sight of) both speaker and hearer. It is formed by prefixing the 
agreement class prefix to the distal demonstrative stem lao As with other demonstratives, 
High tone occurs on the first syllable: 








The distal demonstrative can also be used to indicate temporal distance: 
(166) Imyddha gOa pe uloongiilwe idzenidzo ... 
i-mi-aha gi-Ia pe u-Iong-w-ile idzenidzo 
AUG.4-CL4-year cL4-DIST.DEM when 2sG-tell-PAss-FV these.things 
'(In) those years, when you were told these things ... " 
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(OBOct]/. Taboos. line 073) 
4.2.3 .1.4 Anaphoric exclusive reference demonstrative) 
The fourth type of demonstrative is formed by reduplicating the agreement class 
prefix and attaching this to the demonstrative stem -0. This results in two consecutive 
vowels in the second syllable; normal rules for the resolution of vowel adjacency (either 
deletion or approximant formation) are followed. (See 2.1.3 for a more detailed 
discussion ofthese processes in Bena.) High tone occurs on the first syllable. Below is an 
illustration of the formation ofthe emphatic anaphoric demonstrative with examples 





ACP demonstrative stem -0 
fi- -0 -+ fifyo 'that very (cL8)' 
dzi- -0 -+ dzidzo 'that very (CLIO), 
lu- -0 -+ lUlo 'that very (cLII)' 
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This demonstrative is anaphoric and emphatic. In other words, it refers to 
something mentioned previously, and emphasizes that the speaker is referring to that 
object/person and none other. In this way, it seems that this demonstrative could also be 
called an "exclusive reference" demonstrative. It is best translated as "that very" or "that 
very same". Unlike the medial demonstrative, this demonstrative cannot be used in 
expressions of physical proximity. A few examples illustrating the differences between 
the medial demonstrative and the anaphoric emphatic demonstrative are given below: 
(168) a. umuunu uyo, b. umuunu yuyo 
u-mu-nu u-yu-o u-mu-nu yu-yu-o 
AUG-CL I-person AUG-CLI-DEM AUG-CL I-person CL l-cLl-DEM 
'thatMED person'/'that person (already 'that very person (already mentioned), 
referred to)' 
(169) a. ulukaani ulo, b. ulukaani !Ulo 
u-Iu-kaani u-Iu-o u-Iu-kaani lu-Iu-o 
AUG-CL II-issue AUG-CL II-DEM AUG-cLll-issue CL ll-cLlI-DEM 
'that issue (already referred to)' 'that very issue (already mentioned)' 
The following example is taken from a story where a woman continues to sing the 
same song over and over again in order to give the hare strength to fight his enemies. The 
emphatic anaphoric demonstrative is used to stress that in each situation, the woman 
sings the very same song: 
(170) Hila pe vitaang'ana n'ung'oho uyuungi, 
hila pe va-i-taang'-an-a na=u-ng'oho u-yu-ngi 
each when cL2-PRES-meet-REcIP-FV and=AuG-animal AUG-CL I-other 
'Each time they met up with another animal, she sang that very same song.' 
ihwiimba ulwiimbo llilo. 
a-i-hwiimb-a u-Iu-iimbo lu-Iu-o 
CL I-PREs-sing-Fv AUG-cL11-song CL ll-cL11-DEM 
'Each time they met up with another animal, she sang that very same song.' 
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(080ctJOb, The Hare and His Wife, line 037) 
As with the anaphoric demonstrative, the emphatic anaphoric demonstrative does 
not require that something be explicitly mentioned previously in discourse, as long as it is 
understood from the discourse context. Thus, in the following example, the speaker was 
beginning to explain about the process of preparing a field to be farmed. She says that she 
starts by burning a field to ready it for planting. Then she states that she begins farming. 
She follows that by correcting herself, "I don't begin that very day, 1 begin the next day": 
(171) a. Halafu ndivaanga uhulima. 
halafu ndi-i-vaang-a u-hu-lim-a 
then 1 SG-PREs-begin-Fv AUG-CL 15-farm-Fv 
'Then 1 begin to farm.' 
b. Sindivaanga higono hihyo, ndivaanga higono hya wuvili. 
si-ndi-i-vaang-a hi-gono hi-hi-o ndi-i-vaang-a hi-gono hi-a wu-vili 
NEG-l SG-PRES- CL 7 -day Acp7 -Acp7 - 1 SG-PRES- CL 7 -day CL 7 - CL 14-
begin-Fv MED.DEM begin-Fv ASSOC two 
'I don't begin that same day, 1 begin on the second day.' 
(080ct16a, A Farming Story, lines 014-015) 
4.2.3.1.5 Emphatic anaphoric demonstrative2 
The fifth and final type of demonstrative is formed by prefixing the particle e to 
the agreement class prefix and then suffixing the demonstrative suffix -0. As with the 



















'that very (cll)' 
'that very (cLIO), 
'that very (cLII)' 
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This demonstrative is much more difficult to explain than the other four because it is so 
rarely used. It occurs only once in the entire (non-elicited) corpus. The following 
sentence is taken from an explanation of a riddle referring to lice which lay their eggs in 
people's hair: 
(I 73) Mu-mweene mwe gitagilila emo, giholehela emo. 
mu-mu-ene mu-e ga-i-tagil-il-a emo, ga-i-holeh-el-a emo 
cLI8-cLI8-self cLI8-REL cL6-PREs-Iay- DEM.cLI8 cL6-PRES- DEM.cLI8 
APPL-FV give.birth-APPL-FV 
'Indeed it's inside where they lay (eggs) there inside, they give birth there inside.' 
(080ct06a, Riddles, line 067) 
In elicitation sessions, speakers were familiar with the forms of this 
demonstrative, though they had difficulty explaining its meaning. It seems, however, that 
it also serves as an anaphoric emphatic demonstrative. Like the first anaphoric 
demonstrative, it seems to be used in expressions of exclusive reference. It is likely that it 
has derived from the emphatic particle ee (see 4.2.3.2.1) followed by the 
medial/anaphoric demonstrative described in 4.2.3.1.2 above. Because this fifth type of 
demonstrative is so rarely used, it is unclear what exactly the difference is between it and 
the other anaphoric emphatic demonstrative described in 4.2.3 .1.4, however it appears 
that this demonstrative indicates stronger emphasis. Consultants indicated that this 
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demonstrative is often used in questions of clarification, as in the following (invented) 
exchange below: 
(174) Speaker A: Tuhaahele humwambo hula. 
ti-haa-hel-e hu-mwaambo hu-Ia. 
IPL-P3-go-FV cLl7-side CLI7-DIST.DEM 
'We went to the other side (i.e., ofa river).' 
Speaker B: Muhaahele eho? 
mu-haa-hel-e e-hu-o 
2PL-P3-go-FV EMPH-CL17-DEM 
'You went over there?' 
Speaker A: Ee, tihaahele 
ee ti-haa-hel-e 
yes IPL-P3-go-FV 




In exchanges such as that given in (174), speakers indicate that this demonstrative is used 
to mark unexpected information. Consultants indicated that the use of this demonstrative 
in the sentences above is because the Speaker B was surprised that Speaker A was going 
to a particular location. Comments such as these on the part of consultants indicate that it 
is possible that notions such as discourse stance are involved in demonstrative choice, 
though at this point such a claim remains speculative. 
4.2.3.2 Manipulation of demonstratives 
There are a number of ways in which speakers can manipulate demonstratives in 
order to create greater specificity or to indicate emphasis. These include use ofthe 
emphatic particle ee, reduplication, combination of demonstratives, and contraction with 
other words. Each of these strategies is described in the following sections. 
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4.2.3.2.1 Particle ee 
The particle ee is an emphatic particle. When it occurs immediately before a 
demonstrative,25 it indicates either extreme proximity (Le., a speaker is holding an object 
in hislher hand) or emphasis. Thus the phrase i/igaanga ee iii 'this very stone' can refer 
either to a stone that a speaker is holding in hislher hand, or can indicate exclusive 
reference, meaning 'this very stone' (and not any other one). Constructions combining 
the emphatic particle ee generally only occur with the medial, distal, and proximal 
demonstratives. Consider the following example: 
(175) Lino, palidzwi ngita ee m ... 
lino pa-li-dzwi ngita ee iii 
now cL16-cL5-issue like EMPH PROX.DEM.5 
'Now in an issue like this very one ... " 
Ee does not occur with anaphoric/emphatic demonstratives or with reduplicated 
forms of demonstratives unless a pause occurs between the particle ee and the 
demonstrative, in which case ee can only be interpreted as an agreement marker. Thus, 
for example, it is ungrammatical to say *ee hihyo. Instead a pause must occur between 
the two words and the phrase given as a response to a question, as in the following 
exchange: 
2S When used alone, the particle ee indicates agreement and can roughly be translated as ''yes''. 




'Give me that.' 






'This one?' (and not a different one) 
Speaker A: Ee, hfhyo. 
ee hi-hi-o 
yes Acp7-ACp7-MED.DEM 
'Yes, that one.' (and not another) 
4.2.3.2.2 Reduplication of demonstratives 
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Some demonstratives may be reduplicated. Reduplication ofthe demonstrative 
increases emphasis. Thus a non-emphatic demonstrative becomes emphatic when it is 
reduplicated, and an emphatic demonstrative becomes even more emphatic in its 
reduplicated form. In the corpus, three types of reduplicated demonstratives exist. Two of 
these are reduplicated forms of the distal demonstrative. Thus (using Class 1 as an 
example) the distal demonstrative yula undergoes partial reduplication to form yuyula. 
This is more emphatic than the unreduplicated form yula. The distal demonstrative may 
also be doubly reduplicated to form the even more emphatic yuyulayula. The first 
anaphoric demonstrative (i.e., yuyo) may also be partially reduplicated (with subsequent 
vowel lengthening of the first syllable) to increase emphasis: yuuyziyo. Reduplicated 






DISTAL REDUPL. EMPHATIC 1 
ANAPHORIC 
DISTAL EMPHATIC1 
1 yula yuyula yuyulayula yuyo yuuyuyo 
2 vala vavala vavalavala vavo vaavavo 
3 gUla gUgUla gugUlagula gUgo guugUgo 
4 gila gigila gigilagila gigyo giigigyo 
5 lila Wila lililalila lilyo liililyo 
6 gala gagala gagalagala gago gaagago 
7 hila hihila hihilahila hihyo hiihihyo 
8 fila fifila fifilafila fifyo fiififyo 
9 yila yiyila yiyilayila yiyo yiiyiyo 
10 dzila dzidzila dzidziladzila dzidzo dziidzidzo 
11 lula lulula lululalula lulo luululo 
12 hala hahala hahalahala haho haahaho 
13 tula tutula tutulatula tuto tuututo 
14 wula wuwula wuwulawula wuwo wuuwuwo 
15 hula huhula huhulahula huho huuhuho 
16 pala papala papalapala papo paapapo 
17 hula huhula huhulahula huho huuhuho 
18 mula mumula mumulamula mumo muumumo 
20 gUla gugUla gugUlagula gUgo guugUgo 
Table 4.26 Reduplicated demonstratives 
4.2.3.2.3 Combination of demonstratives 
The first anaphoric emphatic demonstrative may be used in combination with the 
medial demonstrative (which can serve as an anaphoric demonstrative) in order to 
increase the degree of emphasis and specificity. The anaphoric emphatic demonstrative 
occurs first, followed by the medial demonstrative. Thus, for example, in Class 1 the 
combined version is yuyo uyo; for Class 2, vavo avo; for Class 3, gUgo ugo; etc. The 
resultant meaning is "that very X" (with a high degree of emphasis). 
4.2.3.2.4 Contraction of demonstratives with other words 
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Finally, the medial (also anaphoric) demonstrative may be contracted with the 
adjective -ngi 'other' or with the reflexive pronoun -eene. The resultant meaning are 'that 
other one' or 'that one itself', respectively. Forms are summarized below: 
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CLASS MEDIAL 
-ngi MEDIAL + -ngi -eene MEDIAL + -eene 
'OTHER' 'THAT OTHER' '-SELF' 'THAT ONE ITSELF' 
1 Uyo yuungi uyuunguyo mweene mweenuyo 
2 avo vaangi avaangavo veene veenavo 
3 ugo guungi uguungugo gweene gweenugo 
4 igyo giingi igiingigyo gyeene gyeenigyo 
5 {[yo liingi iliingiyo lyeene lyeenilyo 
6 ago gaangi agaangago geene geenago 
7 ihyo hiingi ihiingihyo hyeene hyeenihyo 
8 ifyo fUngi ijiingifyo fyeene fyeenifyo 
9 iyo yiingi iyiingiyo yeene yeeniyo 
10 idzo dziingi idziingidzo dzeene dzeenidzo 
11 ulo luungi uluungUlo lweene lweenulo 
12 aho haangi ahaangaho heene heenaho 
13 uto tuungi utuungUto tweene tweenuto 
14 Uwo wuungi uwuungUwo weene weenuwo 
15 uho huungi uhuunguho hweene hweenuho 
16 apo paangi apaangapo peene peenapo 
17 uho huungi uhuungUho hweene hweenuho 
18 umo muungi umuungUmo mweene mweenumo 
20 ugo guungi uguungUgo gweene gweenugo 
Table 4.27 Contractions of demonstratives with -ngi 'other' and -eene '-selr 
Of these contracted forms, some are considerably more frequently used than others. 
Specifically, uyuungUyo 'someone else' and avaangavo 'some other people' are 
commonly used as demonstrative pronouns, as well as apaangapo 'someplace else'. 
Hweenuho 'that place itself is also in fairly common use. Idzeenidzo (dzeenidzo with the 
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addition of an augment) is in extremely common use as a demonstrative pronoun 
meaning 'these things'. 
4.2.4 Numerals 
Numbers one through five in Bena consist of a stem which is prefixed with the 
agreement class prefix of the head noun. All other numerals do not inflect for class. 
Ordinal numerals are formed using the associative construction followed by a numeral. 
Finally, there are a set of quantifiers which inflect for noun class. Each ofthese is 
discussed in the following sections. 
4.2.4.1 Cardinal numerals 
Bena numerals have a base-ten system. As discussed above, numerals one through 
five are prefixed with the agreement class prefix; all other numerals are uninflected 
nouns.26 Numeral stems in Bena are summarized below: 
1 -mwiinga, 6 mutaanda lOs makyumi 
-mwi 
2 -viii 7 mufung'ati 100 ligana 
3 -datu 8 munaana 100s magana 
4 -taaye 9 mugoondza 1000 mbilima 
5 -haanul- 10 nyikyumi 1000s mbilima haano 
Table 4.28 Numerals 
26 In reality, most Bena speakers of all ages borrow from Swahili for most numerals, but especially for 
those higher than five. 
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Note that for the stems -kyumi 'ten', -gana 'hundred', and -bilima 'thousand' both 
singular and plural forms are given. These numerals do not agree with the head noun in 
class; instead, the plural form is used for multiples often or one hundred (see further 
discussion below). 
Uninflected numerals are nouns and, like other nouns, they have inherent noun 
classes which are marked with a prefix. Numerals six through nine belong to Class 3. 
Nyfkyumi 'ten' is a Class 9 noun and takes its plural in Class 6 (makyumi). Ligana 
'hundred' belongs to Class 5. Its plural belongs to Class 6 (magana). Finally, mbilima 
'thousand' belongs to Class 9 and takes its plural in Class 10 (mbilima). 
Several examples illustrating the use of numerals are given below: 




(178) muluungu gumwiinga/gumwi 
mu-Iuungu gu-mwiinga/gu-mwi 
cL3-week cL3-one/CL3-one 
'one week, a certain week' 








As shown in Table 4.28 and in example (178) above, there are two different forms 
for the numeral 'one', -mwiinga and -mwi. Both -mwiinga and -mwi can be used to 
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indicate the number 'one'; however in certain contexts -mwi can also mean 'a certain'. 
(-mwiinga never takes this second meaning). None of the other numerals have alternate 
meanings. 
When counting specific objects, speakers use the appropriate noun class of the 
objects being counted. However, when asked, for example, to count from one to ten, 
speakers differ with respect to which noun classes they use. Some prefer to use Classes 
7/8 (himwiinga, fivili, fidatu ... ) where others use Classes 911 0 (yimwiinga, dzivili, 
dzidatu ... ). Still others prefer to use ordinal numbers when counting (see the next 
section). 
Numerals 11-19 use the formula 'ten and X' . Agreement on the final numeral is 
with the noun being counted (note that in example (181) the final noun 'one' takes Class 
I agreement because the word 'one' is singular, even though there is more than one 
child): 
(181) avaana nylkyumi na yumwiinga 
a-va-ana N-yikyumi na yu-mwiinga 
AUG-cL2-child cL9-ten and cLl-one 
'eleven children' 
(182) avaana nyikyumi na vdvili 
a-va-ana N-yikyumi na va-viIi 
AUG-CL2-child cL9-ten and CL2-two 
'twelve children' 
(183) iflinu nylkyumi na flvili 
i-fi-nu N-yikyumi na fi-viIi 
AUG-CL8-thing cL9-ten and cL8-two 
'twelve things' 
(184) iflinu nylkyumi na mdnuunu 
i-fi-nu N-yikyumi na manuunu 
AUG-CL8-thing cL9-ten and eight 
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'eighteen things' 
Formation of numbers above 19 is similar. Multiples often use the plural 'tens' makyumi. 
Similarly, multiples of one hundred use the plural 'hundreds' magana. The word for 
'thousand' is mbilima in both the singular and plural. Modifiers of 'ten', 'hundred', and 
'thousand' agree with 'ten', 'hundred', and 'thousand' and (as with numbers 11-19) the 
final numeral the phrase (the number in the "ones" place) agrees with the object being 











avaana lndgana gdvili na 






AUG-CL2- cL6-hundred cL6- and cL6-ten cL6-three 
child two 
'two hundred thirty five children' 
ifiinu lnakyumi lndnuunu na lndnuunu 
i-fi-nu ma-kyumi manuunu na manuunu 





When numerals are inflected with certain agreement class prefixes a specialized 
meaning results. For example, when numerals utilize Class 12 concord, the meaning is 
"X times". Thus htivili means 'twice', and hadatu means 'three times', etc. When the 
Class 16 locative prefix is added to the numeral stem -mwiinga 'one' (thus pamwiinga), 
the resultant meaning is 'together'. 
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4.2.4.2 Ordinal numerals 
Ordinal numerals are formed by using the associative construction (see 4.2.5) 
followed by the numeral. In ordinals, Class 14 prefixes are used with those numerals that 
inflect; for non-inflecting numerals the standard form is used. 
(188) ihigono hya wuvili 
i-hi-gono hi-a wu-vili 
AUG-CL7-day cL7-ASSOC CL14-two 
'the second day' 
(189) ihigono hya munaana 
i-hi-gono hi-a munaana 
AUG-CL7-day CL7-ASSOC eight 
'the eighth day' 
4.2.4.3 Quantifiers 
While numerals take the agreement class prefix, the Bena quantifiers -olofu 
'many' and -keefu 'few' are prefixed with the noun class prefix. The quantifier -onda 
'whole/all' takes the agreement class prefix. 
(190) amasoli goonda 
a-rna-soli ga-onda 
AUG-CL6-grass cL6-all 
'all the grass' 
(191) umululu goonda 
u-mu-lulu gu-onda 
AUG-cL3-leaf cL3-all 
'the whole leaf 





(193) ng 'waa/e ndz6/o/u 
N-kwaale N-olofu 
CL 1 O-pheasant CL 1 O-many 
'many pheasants' 
4.2.5 Associative construction 
The associative construction is used to connect two nouns (or noun phrases), 
where the first noun (the head noun) is modified in some way by the second. This 
construction can also be referred to as a "nominal connexive" (i.e., Maganga and 
Schadeburg 1992, Harjula 2004). With the exception of Classes 17 and 18, the 
associative is formed by prefixing the stem a with the agreement class prefix ofthe head 
noun. The Class 17 and 18 forms are hu and mu, respectively. Forms of the associative 
construction are summarized below: 
CLASS Assoc. CLASS Assoc. CLASS AssOC. 
I va 8 fya 15 hwa 
2 va 9 ya 16 pa 
3 gwa 10 dza 17 hu 
4 gya 11 twa 18 mu 
5 tya 12 ha 20 gwa 
6 ga 13 twa 
7 hya 14 wa 
Table 4.29 The associative construction 









(08Nov17a: Bena Funerals, line 093) 
When the head noun is a locative, the associative agrees with the noun's inherent class 
(not with the locative class), as in the examples below: 
(195) huhisima hya luleenga 
hu-hi-sima hi-a lu-Ienga 
CLI7-cL7-well cL7-ASSOC cL1I-well 
'at the well of water' 
(196) humyaaha gya hutalo 
hu-mi-aha gi-a hu-talo 
cL17-cL4-year CL4-ASSOC cL17-future 
'in the years of the future' 
(080ct31 a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 017) 
(080ct02c, The Price of Eggs, line 026) 
In Bena, as in other Bantu languages, the associative serves a wide variety of purposes. 
The associative is used 1) to express possession; 2) in various expressions oflocation; 3) 
in non-adjectival expressions of attribution; and 4) with ordinal numerals. The first three 
types ofthe associative are discussed in the following subsections; ordinal numerals were 
discussed in 4.2.4.2. 
4.2.5.1 Possession 
When a possessive pronoun is not used, the associative is used to describe 
possession in Bena. The head noun (the first noun) is possessed by the second. 
(197) avidzuhulu va mweene 
a-va-idzuhulu va-a mweene 
AUG-CL2-grandchild CL2-ASSOC CL I.PRO 
'her grandchildren' 
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(080et3Ia, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 037) 
(198) indziimbo dza Vabena 
i-N-iimbo dzi-a va-bena 
AUG-cLIO-song CLIO-ASSOC cL2-Bena 
'the songs ofthe Bena' 
(199) mu!efu gwa yaaye 
mu-Iefu gu-a yaaya-e 
cL3-beard cL3-ASSOC uncle-cLI.poss 
'his uncle's beard' 
(080et03b, Bena Music, line 001) 
(080et06a, Riddles, line 075) 
In some cases, possession may be doubly marked. In other words, the head noun 
(possessum) is marked with the possessive clitic _i7 and is further modified by the 
associative construction clarifying who the possessor is: 
(200) udaade va ngamu 
u-daad-e va-a ngamu 
AUG-father-cLI.poss CL I-ASSOC clever 




(080et09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 073) 
4.2.5.2 Expressions of location 
The associative may also be used with certain expressions of location: 
27 The possessive cJitic is discussed in 4.2.1.3. 
(20 I) mugati mu mutuumbwi 
mu-gati mu-a mu-tuumbwi 
cLl8-inside cLl8-ASSOC cL3-boat 
'inside the boat' 
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(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: CM, line 094) 
(202) palubali pa 
pa-Iu-bali pa-a 
cLl6-cLlI-side cLl6-ASSOC 




(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: CM, line 177) 
In these expressions of location, the associative agrees with the locative noun class, rather 
than with a noun's inherent class, as shown by (202). 
4.2.5.3 Attributive constructions 
The third type of associative construction is one where the second noun describes 
some property or characteristic of the first. Because of the restricted number of adjectives 
in Bena (see section 4.2.2), the associative is a fairly common strategy for modifying 
nouns. Several examples are given below: 
(203) ihisaandzi hya liloongo 
i-hi-saandzi hi-a Ii-Ioongo 
AUG-CL7-bin CL7-ASSOC CL5-dirt 
'grain bins (made) of dirt' 
(204) indziimbo dza 
i-N-iimbo dzi-a 
AUG-cLl O-song CL IO-ASSOC 




(080ct16a. A Farming Story. line 086) 
(080ct03b. Bena Music. line 004) 
(205) myaaha gya 
mi-aaha gi-a 
cL4-year CL4-ASSOC 





(08Nov17a. Bena Funerals. line 013) 
(206) liwoho i/yd ng'igi 
Ii-woho i-Ii-a ng'igi 
cL5-hand AUG-CL5-ASSOC left 
'left hand' 
(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: eM. line 101) 
(207) lilugu lya 
Ii-Iugu- Ii-a 
cL5-group CL5-ASSOC 




(080ct16j. Taboos. line 006) 
A subset of the attributive type of associative construction involves the 
modification ofthe first noun by a Class 15 noun (verbal infinitive). In these 
constructions, the infinitive usually clarifies the purpose or use of the head noun. As is 
shown by (208) below, the verbal infinitive itself can also take an object. The 
construction in (209) is rather unusual, in that the second noun avatamwa 'patients' 
would normally be the subject of the verb hugona 'sleep'. 
(208) imbeyu iya huydd/a 
i-N-beyu i-yi-a hu-yaal-a 
AUG-CL9-seed AUG-CL9-ASSOC cLl5-plant-Fv 
'seeds for planting' 
(080ct16a. A Farming Story. line 129) 
(209) inyuumba dza hugona 
i-N-yuumba dzi-a hu-gon-a 
AUG-CLIO-house CLIO-ASSOC cLI5-sleep-Fv 





(080ct02a. LN's Life Story. line 022) 
(210) ihiyuumba ihiingi hya huvlha iJflyo 
i-hi-yuumba i-hi-ngi hi-a hu-vih-a 
AUG-CL7-room AUG-CL7-other CL7-ASSOC CLI5-put-FV 
'another room for storing crops' 
i-fi-Iyo 
AUG-CL8-crop 
(080ct16a. A Farming Story. line 129) 
4.2.5.4 Headless associative constructions 
In some cases, the head noun does not occur immediately before the associative. 
In the following example, the associative construction wa hupona ('of/for healing') refers 
back to the noun at the beginning of the sentence, uwutamwa 'disease': 
(211) Uwutamwa Uwu, nde wuhali wa hupona, iipona 
u-wu-tamwa uwu nde wu-ha-li wu-a hu-pon-a a-i-pon-a 
AUG-cL14- PROX. if cLI4-PAST-COP cL14- CL 15-heal-Fv CLI-PRES-
disease DEM.14 ASSOC heal-Fv 
'This disease, if it was healable, s/he got better.' 
(08Nov17a. Bena Funerals. line 007) 
With some noun classes, it is not necessary to state the head noun. For example, use of 
Class 7 concord patterns with no head noun implies hUnu "thing/something": 
(212) Ndileemwa hya hudzova. 
ndi-Ieemw-a hi-a hu-dzov-a 
1 sG-be.unable.Fv CL 7 -AS SOC cL15-say-Fv 
'I am unable to speakII don't have anything to say.' 
(080ct16c. The Prodigal Son. line 252) 
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Similarly, in the following example, the associative construction has no head noun. Here, 
by using the Class II concord on the associative construction, the speaker makes clear 
that he is referring to the "second time": 
(213) Lwa wuvili, "Veya, ngamu ng'waa/e, wiipya?" 
lu-a wu-vili veya ngamu N-kwaale u-i-py-a 
cLlI-ASSOC CL14-two hey clever pheasant 2SG-PRES-burn-Fv 
'(He asked) a second time, "Hey, Clever Pheasant, are you burning?" 
(080ct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 032) 
4.2.6 Other words in the noun phrase 
There are a number of other types of words that are part ofthe noun phrase which 
do not belong to any of the categories above. These are often referred to as "pronominal 
words" in other descriptions of Bantu languages (i.e., Maganga and Schadeburg 1992, 
Petzell 2008). However, because their function is not primarily pronominal, this term is 
avoided here. These are all modifiers. They follow the noun they modify, and with the 
exception ofthe interrogative -hi 'which', they all use the agreement class prefix. As with 
adjectives, demonstratives, and other elements that modify nouns, these can also stand 
independently as pronouns. 
4.2.6.1 -ngi 'other, another' 
The stem -ngi 'other, another' takes the agreement class prefix of the head noun. 
In the singular, it means 'another'; in the plural 'other'. 
(214) Pahuva ndisaha ifilyo fila 
pahuva ndi-sah-a i-fi-Iyo fila 




uhupuulwa namasali gaangi. 
u-hu-puul-w-a na =ma-soli ga-ngi 
AUG. 15-take. over-PASS-FV AUG.6-CL6-grass-FV cL6-other 
'Because I want that those crops not be taken over by other grasses.' 
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080ctl6a, A Farming Story, line 076) 
(215) Pahataali, aali pwaali ungamusungUla 
pa-hataali a-a-li pwa-a-li u-ngamu-sungula 
cLI6-long.ago cLI-P4-cop cLI6-P4-cop AUG-clever-hare 
'Once upon a time there was a clever hare and other forest animals.' 
nifing 'aho fiingi fya mudaasi. 
na=i-fi-ng'oho fi-ngi fi-a mu-daasi 
and=AUG-CL8-animal cL8-other CL8. ASSOC cLl8-forest 
'Once upon a time there was a clever hare and other forest animals.' 
(080ctlOb, The Hare and his Wife, line 001) 
When -ngi stands alone, it always contrasts with something or someone else. Rather than 
modifying a head noun, it serves as the syntactic head of an NP and means 'another one' 
or 'others' . 
(216) A vaangi pakilo viiduva, 
a-va-ngi pa-kilo va-i-duv-a 
AUG-CL2-other cLl6-night cL2-PREs-dance-Fv 




(080ct03b, Bena Music, line 014) 
(217) Haya, tibitage, na yuungi itegulaga uwuga/i, na yuungi uwugali. 
haya ti-bit-ag-e na yu-ngi i-tegul-ag-a u-wu-gali na yu-ngi u-wu-gali 
okay IPL-go- and CLl- cLl-take- AUG-cLl4- and cLl- AUG-cLl4-
IPFV-FV other IPFV-FV porridge other porridge 
'Okay, let's go; one (another) will take (his) porridge and the other (his) ugali.' 
(08SeptOl d, The Hare and the Hyena, line 006) 
With the Class 12 prefix ha-, haangi takes the specialized meaning 'again': 
(218) Haang; tihe!ela 
ha-ngi ti-helel-a 
cL12-other IPL-go-FV 




4.2.6.2 -ondci8 'whole, all' 
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(080etOlb, Growing Up, line 014) 
The stem -onda means 'whole' when modifying singular nouns and 'all' with 
plural nouns. It follows the noun it modifies and takes the agreement class prefix of the 
head noun. 
(219) llilaamba lyawiangile uhumema nuhumela ulutanana loonda. 
(220) 
i-li-laamba li-a-vaang-ile u-hu-mem-a na=u-hu-mel-a u-lu-tanana lu-onda 
AUG-CLS- CLS-PST- AUG-CL1S- AND=AUG-CL1S- AUG-cL11- cL11-all 
swamp begin-Fv fill-Fv swallow-Fv valley 












(080et31 a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 006) 
Class 1/2 nouns do not use the agreement class prefix with -onda; instead, they take the 
noun class prefix. Consider the following examples, where (221) shows proper formation 
of -onda with a Class 1 noun using the noun class prefix, while (222) shows that the 
agreement class prefix results in an ungrammatical form: 
28 The dialectal variant -ondi is used in the southwest; -onde is used in the southeast .. 




(222) *muunu yoonda 
When -onda stands alone with no head noun, it means 'the whole thing/person' or 
'everyone/everything. ' 
(223) Dzoonda mulupf{nga lwaangu dzali niitu tu. 
dzi-onda mu=lu-piinga lu-angu dzi-a-li N-tiitu tu 
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cLl O-all cLl8-CL II-herd CL II-I SG .POSS 
'Everything in my herd was only black.' 
cLl O-PST -cop cLl O-black only 
(080ct06a. Riddles. line 035) 
When prefixed with the Class 16 agreement class prefix, -onda takes the specialized 
meaning 'every day': 
(224) Ndihwa nindzaala 
ndi-hu-a na=i-N-aala 
I sG-remain-Fv and=AuG-cL9-hunger 
'I remain hungry every day.' 




(08SeptOld, The Hare and the Hyena. line 077) 
For Classes 3-20, this construction is formed by combining-onda forms 
(discussed above) with the stem -0 prefixed with the agreement class prefix. A more 
transparent schematic ofthis construction is given below, with several illustrations: 
(225) Class ACP -0 
7 hi- -0 
8 fi- -0 















'anything at all' 
'anything(s) at all' 
'any place at all' 
29 The dialectal variant -o-ondi is used in the southwest; -o-onde is used in the southeast. 
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With Class 112 nouns, the formation of this construction is slightly different. Rather than 
using the noun class prefix (as Class 112 nouns do with the stem -onda), Class 112 nouns 
use the agreement class prefix. Rather than using the -0 stem, Class 112 nouns use the 
relative stem -e: 
(226) Class NCP -e NCP -onda 
1 yu- -e yu- -onda 
-
yeyoonda 'anyone at all' 
2 va- -e va- -onda 
-
vevoonda 'any people at all' 
Examples of the -o-onda construction are given below: 
(227) Utwinyama twa fing'oho fyofyoonda fila, ndeve 
(228) 
u-tu-inyama tu-a fi-ng'oho fi-o-fi-onda fila ndeve 
AUG-CL13-meat CL13.ASSOC cL8-animal cL8-at.all CL8.DIST.DEM even 
ng 'uhu, ndeve sungula iikamata, ifliya. 
ng'uhu ndeve sungula a-i-kamat-a a-i-liy-a 
chicken even hare CLl-PREs-seize-Fv cLI-PREs-eat-Fv 
'(Bits of) meat of any animal at all, even chickens, even hares, he caught (them) 
and ate (them).' 
Wala atane uhulima 
wala a-tan-e u-hu-lim-a 
neither CLI-NEG-FV AUG-cLl5-do-Fv 
'Neither did she do any work at all.' 
4.2.6.4 -eene 'self, alone' 




(080ct06c. Swamp Girl. line 045) 
The stem -eene when prefixed with the agreement class prefix (except in the case 
of Class 1, which takes the noun class prefix) means 'self or 'alone': 
(229) Pahuva, nde adzfge mweene, 
pahuva nde a-dzig-e mu-eene 












'Because ifhe remains alone, he will have many thoughts.' 
(08Nov17a. Rena Funerals. fine 030) 
As discussed in 4.2.1.1.2 above, -eene can also be used as a pronoun. 
4.2.6.5 -e-eene '-self 
-e-eene is slightly more emphatic than -eene alone and is usually best translated as 
'self ('himself, 'itself, etc.). This construction is formed by preceding -eene (discussed 
above) with the relativizer -e. 
(230) Class ACP -e ACP -eene 
I yu- -e mu_3O -eene -+ mwemweene 'himself! herself 
2 va- -e va- -eene -+ veveene 'themselves' 
7 hi- -e hi- -eene -+ hyehyeene 'itself 
Below is an example of the -e-eene construction: 
(231) Ulusmo ulu 
u-lu-simo ulu 
AUG-CLlI-story CLI1.PROX.DEM 
'This story itself says thus ... ' 
lwitfgila lwelweene deena ... 
lu-i-tigil-a lu-e-lu-eene deena 
cLl1-PREs-say-Fv cL1I-self thus 
(080ctl6c. Prodigal Son. fine 001) 
4.2.6.6 Inflected interrogatives 
There are two types of inflected interrogatives in Bena. The first inflected 
interrogative -hi 'which' utilizes noun class prefixes; the second -liinga 'how many' uses 
30 Class 1 nouns use the noun class prefix with the stem -eene. 
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the agreement class prefixes. Both types of interrogatives are discussed below (other 
types of interrogatives are discussed together with other uninflected words in Chapter 6). 
4.2.6.6.1 Inflected interrogative -hi 'which' 
The inflected interrogative is formed by prefixing the stem -hi 'which' with the 
appropriate noun class prefix (not the agreement class prefix). The meaning of the 
inflected interrogative can broadly be given as 'which'. Other meanings are possible 
when the inflected interrogative is used within a phrase: pee hihi means 'where' (literally 
'at what') and hwe hihi and hya hihi can both be translated 'why' (literally 'for what'). 
(See 7.1.7 for further discussion of Ben a question formation; this section will focus solely 
on the use ofthe inflected interrogative within a noun phrase.) Forms ofthe inflected 
interrogative and several examples are given below: 
CLASS -hi CLASS -hi CLASS -hi 
1 muhi 8 flhi 15 huhi 
2 vahi 9 nyihi 16 pahi 
3 muhi 10 nyihi 17 huhi 
4 mihi 11 luhi 18 muhi 
5 lihi 12 hahi 19 guhi 
6 mahi 13 tuhi 
7 hihi 14 wuhi 
Table 4.30 The inflected interrogative -hi 'which' 




(08SeptOld: The Hare and the Hyena, line 040) 




(234) HUnu hihi? 
hi-nu hi-hi 
CL 7-thing CL 7-which 
'Which thing?lWhat is it?' 
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(080ct16c. The Prodigal Son. line 065) 
(080ct16j. Taboos. line 030) 
With no head noun, use of the inflected interrogative with Class 7 concord means 











(236) Vigita hihi? 
va-i-git-a hi-hi 
CL2-PRES-do-FV CL7-which 
'What are they doing?' 
(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: CM, line 020) 
(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: CM, line 025) 
4.2.6.6.2 Inflected interrogative -linga3} 'how many' 
The second type of inflected interrogative is formed by prefixing -linga 'how 
many' with the agreement class prefix of the head noun. Thus it differs from other 
quantifiers (which use the noun class prefix) but is similar to numerals (which take the 
agreement class prefix). Forms of the inflected interrogative -linga are summarized 
below: 
31 The dialectal variant -lingi is used in the southwest. 
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CLASS -linga CLASS -linga 
2 wiliinga 10 dz[liinga 
4 gfliinga 12 fuliinga 
6 galiinga 14 wuliinga 
8 filf[nga 
Table 4.31 The inflected interrogative -linga 'how many' 
(237) Siliingi dzfliinga? 
siliingi dzi-linga 
shilling CL 1 O-how.many 
'How many shillings?' 
(238) Tuli vtiliinga? 
tu-Ii va-Iinga 
1 PL-COP CL2-how.many 
'How many of us (were there)?' 
(239) Wuuhi wuliinga? 
wu-hi wu-Iinga 
cLl4-honey CL 14-how .many 
'How much honey?' 
4.3 Summary 
(080et02e: The Priee of Eggs, line 027) 
(080et06e, Swamp Girl, line 027) 
This chapter has described major elements of the noun phrase. The first portion of 
the chapter was devoted to nominal morphology. I described Bena's noun class system in 
detail-for each of Ben a's 19 classes I listed the form of the noun class prefix and made 
some semantic generalizations about the types of nouns that belong to the class. This was 
followed by a discussion ofthe ways in which singular and plural classes can be paired. 
The following section discussed the augment in Bena. I showed that while 
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generalizations about the use of the augment in Bena are still somewhat tentative, its use 
is conditioned by a combination of factors such as referentiality, topicality, and 
definiteness. Following this was a discussion of the four major types of nominal 
derivation: noun-noun derivation (using noun class substitution), adjective-noun 
derivation (through the addition of a noun class prefix), verb-noun derivation (using one 
of several nominalizing suffixes), compounding, and reduplication. 
The second half ofthe chapter was devoted to a description ofthe noun phrase 
and the other elements that can occur in a noun phrase (pronouns, adjectives, 
demonstratives, numerals, the associative construction, and inflected interrogatives). For 
each type of modifier I described the form of the modifier and the ways in which it is 




Like other Bantu languages, Bena has an extremely rich verbal morphology. The 
verbal structure can contain numerous prefixes and suffixes. Prefixes are primarily 
inflectional; suffixes are primarily derivational, though some inflectional suffixes also 
exist. Information encoded on the verb includes subject marking, tense, aspect, negation, 
and various derivational properties. Bena also utilizes a series of auxiliaries which 
precede the verb and are used to encode tense, aspect, and mood. In addition to this, there 
are a few defective verbs (such as the copula and the verb for "have") that cannot take 
any derivational morphology and show limited inflectional properties. This chapter 
discusses verbal morphology. It begins with an overview of verbal structure. This is 
followed by a discussion of verbal inflection. Included in this section is tense and aspect, 
negation, the behavior of defective verbs, use of auxiliaries, and relative clause marking 
which occurs on the verb. Finally, this chapter discusses verbal derivation and the 14 
different verbal extensions which can be used to derive new forms of verbs. 
5.1 Bena verbal structure 
Bantu verbs have a complex morphological structure and contain numerous 
inflectional and derivational affixes. Nurse (2008:40) proposes the following verbal 
template, which is itself based on Meussen's (1967) original template proposal: 1 
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(1) 
. t 2 Pre-SM + SM + NEG2 + TA + OM + root + extensIOn + FV + pos -FV 
Bena utilizes each of these slots except the post-final-vowel slot. The Pre-SM slot 
contains the subject relative marker and the negative marker si-. SM contains the subject 
marker. NEG2 can also contain the negative marker si- (the negative can occur either 
before or after the subject marker; this is discussed further in 5.2.6.1). TA contains tense-
aspect morphemes. Usually only a single morpheme occurs in this slot, but there are a 
few cases where two morphemes can occur in the TA slot. OM contains the object marker; 
Bena verbs can only have a single object marker, but in some tense-aspect combinations 
the object marker is preceded by hu- (see 5.2.1). The verbal root occurs in the root slot. 
The extension slot can contain up to three verbal extensions. It is necessary to add a pre-
FV slot, which contains the imperfective suffix -ago 
FV contains the final vowel, which takes the form -a, -e, or _ile. 3 The post-FV is 
not utilized in Bena. A slightly modified version of Nurse's template, together with the 
kinds of morphemes which fill each slot is given below: 
I I have chosen to use Nurse's template here both because it accounts for the Bena data well, and because 
the terminology which it uses is understood more easily by non-Bantuists than is Meussen's. 
2 Pre-SM: pre-subject-marker; SM: subject-marker; NEG2: secondary negation; TA: tense-aspect; OM: object 
marker; FV: final vowel; post-FV: post-final-vowel. 
3 Though -ile does not consist of a single vowel, it patterns in a similar manner to other final vowels -e and 
-a. Therefore Bantuists typically refer to the -ile suffix as a "final vowel". This is discussed further in 5.2.2. 
PRE-
SM 








: subject : negative : tense-
: marker : i aspect tense- : object : verbal : up to three aspect i marker i root : extensions : IPFY : final : vowel 
Table 5.1 Dena verbal slots 
Minimally, the subject marker, root, and final vowel slots must be filled (these three slots 
are filled in the verbal imperative). Most other inflected verb forms minimally fill the SM 
slot, TAl, root, and FY. It is possible for all ten slots to be filled simultaneously, though 
this is rare. 
The Bena verb has a hierarchical structure. In many Bantu languages such a 
structure is necessary to explain various morphological, phonological, and tonal 
processes (Hyman 1989). The root is the portion of the verb with no derivational or 
inflectional affixes. The base contains all the lexical information: the root plus any 
derivational extensions. The stem comprises the base (root + extensions) and the final 
vowel. Finally, the macrostem, the highest level which can affect tonal processes, is made 
up of the stem plus any object markers. This hierarchical structure is shown below: 
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macrostem 
OM + root + extension + FV 
Figure 4.1 The macrostem 
In Bena, the base is the level at which vowel height harmony takes place. The verbal stem 
is used in reduplication. Finally, the macrostem is necessary to explain certain tonal 
processes. The remainder of the inflectional morphemes occurring to the left of the object 
marker are not shown in Figure 4.; it is these inflectional morphemes in addition to the 
components of the macrostem which together form the verbal word. 
Nurse proposes five major types of verbal structures that are common in Bantu: 
singular imperatives; inflected single words; two-word structures consisting of inflected 
auxiliary and infinitive; two/three-word structures consisting of inflected auxiliary(ies) 
and an inflected main verb; and two-word structures consisting of an infinitive followed 
by an inflected form of the same verb. Each of these five types can be found in Bena, 
though some are more common than others. Imperatives (both singular and plural) are 
singular words of the form SM-root-FV. Most Bena verbs take one of two forms: they are 
either inflected single words or combinations of inflected auxiliaries and inflected main 
verbs. Structures composed of an inflected auxiliary and infinitive are somewhat less 
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common. The final type, an infinitive followed by an inflected form ofthe same verb, is 
extremely rare. 
The following sections discuss inflectional and derivational morphology in more 
detail. Verbal extensions are discussed in 5.3. All other affixes are inflectional; these are 
discussed in 5.2. 
5.2 Verbal inflection 
Bena has numerous inflectional morphemes which are discussed in this section. 
All of the verbal slots given in Table 5. except root and extension contain inflectional 
morphemes. These include subject and object markers, negation, the subject relativizer, 
tense and aspect markers, and the final vowel. The following subsections discuss verbal 
inflection. I begin with a description of epenthetic hu- and the final vowel, two 
morphemes whose distributions are not restricted to a certain tense-aspect configuration 
and therefore must be explained first. This is followed by a discussion ofthe infinitive. 
After that I describe subject and object markers in Bena, and then tense and aspect. The 
final two types of verbal inflection which are discussed here are negation and subject 
relativization. 
5.2.1 Epenthetic hu-
There is an epenthetic morpheme in Bena, hu-, that occurs in the TA2 slot in a 
certain set of environments. It is identical in form to the infinitive prefix hu- (and may 
have arisen historically from the infinitive prefix), but it is treated separately here from 
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the infinitive because it occurs in finite forms. Other Bantu languages such as Zulu (Buell 
2005) have similar epenthetic morphemes. There does not seem to be any phonological or 
morphophonological generalization which can be made about the distribution of hu- in 
Bena. Because there is no functional or semantic generalization that can be made about 
its meaning, it is glossed here and throughout as simply E 'epenthetic.' 
The first environment in which hu- occurs is before object markers in the present 
tense: 
(2) a. nditova b. ndihumutova 
ndi-i-tov-a ndi-hu-mu-tov-a 
1 SG-PREs-hit-FV 1 SG-E-CL 1.OBJ-hit-FV 
'I am hitting' 'I am hitting himlher' 
(3) a. apitaanga b. apihunaanga 
a-pi-tang-a a-pi-hu-N-tang-a 
cLI-PERs-help-Fv CL I-PERS-E-l SG.oBJ-help-Fv 
'slhe is still helping' 'slhe is still helping me' 
Epenthetic hu- is also necessary before vowel-initial verbal stems in certain tense-
aspect configurations. These include all aspects in the present tense, and the perfective 
aspect in future2 (tomorrow/crastinal future) and past2 (yesterdaylhestemal past). The 
following examples show the contrast between consonant-initial stems (which are not 
preceded by hu-) and vowel-initial stems (which must be preceded by hu-). 
(4) a. wigona b. wihweelUha 
u-i-gon-a u-i-hu-eeluh-a 
2sG-PREs-sleep-Fv 2sG-PREs-E-climb-Fv 
'you are sleeping' 'you are climbing' 
(5) a. udzigona b. udzihweeluha 
u-dzi-gon-a u-dzi-hu-eeluh-a 
2sG-Fz-sleep-Fv 2SG-F2-E-climb-Fv 
'you will sleep (tomorrow), 'you will climb (tomorrow), 
(6) a. wahigona 
u-ahi-gon-a 
2sG-Prsleep-Fv 




'you climbed (yesterday), 
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It is possible that epenthetic hu- developed historically from some sort of tense 
marker. Other Bantu languages have a hu- tense marker, and epenthetic hu- occurs in TA2, 
a slot normally reserved for tense-aspect markers in Bantu. Nyamwezi (F22) has a hu-
that occurs in future and habitual forms (Maganga and Schadeburg 1992). Kagulu (G 12) 
has a hu- that marks non-past tense (Petzell 2008). Petzell posits that the Kagulu non-past 
ku- arose from infinitival ku-. Such an analysis is possible for Bena, though in Bena hu-
cannot be generalized to occurring in a single tense or aspect. This is why hu-is treated 
simply as epenthetic here. 
5.2.2 Final vowel 
The "final vowel" in Bantu linguistics refers to a set of suffixes that occurs at the 
end of a verb (in the FV slot). Typically these final vowels pattern with aspectual and 
mood categories. Nurse (2008) lists four "final vowels" that are common in Bantu: -a 
(neutral or indicative), -e (subjunctive), -ile (anterior), and -aga (imperfective). Though 
the final two of these suffixes are eve sequences rather than single vowels, they are 
typically referred to as "final vowels" in Bantu linguistics because they pattern in similar 
ways to the final vowels -e and -a. 
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Bena has three final vowels: -a, -ile, and -e. As mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, Nurse (2008) lists a fourth final vowel, -aga. In Bena, -aga can co-occur with 
the final vowel -ile. Therefore I do not treat -aga as a final vowel here. Instead I treat it as 
an imperfective morpheme -ag followed by the final vowel -a. 
The final vowel -e is used in the subjunctive. The other two final vowels pattern 
with tense-aspect configurations, but it is impossible to label either of the other final 
vowels with a particular aspectual category, as there is overlap between the two forms. 
Table 5.2 compares the tense-aspect configurations which use the final vowels -a and 
-ile. 
ASPECT -a -ile 
, 
perfective i present, all future tenses all past tenses 
progressive i P 4, present, future PI. P2, P3 
habitual present P4 
persistive present P3 
anterior all past, all future 
Table 5.2. Tense-aspect configurations which use -a and -i1e 
As can be seen in the table above, it is impossible to label either -a or -ile 
exclusively with a single tense or aspect. However, some generalizations can be made. 
First, with the exception ofthe remote past (P4) progressive, all past tenses utilize the 
final vowel-ile. Second, all anterior forms use the final vowel-ile. Therefore as Table 5.2 
shows (with the exception of the remote past progressive) the final vowel -ile is used with 
the past tense (in all aspects) and with the anterior aspect (in all tenses). The final vowel 
-a occurs in all other tense-aspect configurations. 
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5.2.3 Infinitive 
The verbal infinitive is actually a Class 15 noun. Like nouns, it can be prefixed 
with an augment and it can be modified by other elements such as adjectives, possessives, 
and demonstratives (see 4.1.1.9). The verbal infinitive is formed with an optional 
augment, followed by the Class 15 noun class prefix hu-, and the verbal base (which is 
composed of a root, up to three extensions, and the final vowel -a): 
(7) (augment) + Class 15 prefix hu- + verbal base 
Verbal infinitives have APU tone-High tone occurs on the antepenultimate mora (see 
















'to be opened by/with someone/something' 
When an infinitive contains an object prefix, tone shifts to the first mora of the 
macrostem: 
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(12) a. hiiwona b. huliwona 
hu-won-a hu-li-won-a 
cLI5-see-Fv cLI5-CL5.oBJ-See-Fv 
'to see' 'to see it' 
(13) a. huwuudza b. humiiwuudza 
hu-wuudz-a hu-mu-wuudz-a 
CL 15-ask-Fv cLl5-cLl.oBJ-ask-Fv 
'to ask' 'to ask himlher' 
Verbal infinitives can be prefixed with a Class 18 prefix. When this happens a 
verbal stem has two prefixes-the Class 15 (infinitival) prefix occurs closer to the stem 
and is preceded by the Class 18 prefix. This is preceded by the verbal copula Ii 
(14) Ali muhugona. 
a-li mu-hu-gon-a 
CLl-cop cLI8-cLl5-sleep-FV 
'Slhe is sleeping.' 
This construction is used to indicate progressive aspect and is discussed in further detail 
in 5.2.5.5.1. 
5.2.4 Subject and object prefixes 
Bena verbs are marked for person/class using a series of subject and object 
prefixes. With the exception of Classes 1 and 2, subject and object prefixes are identical 
in form to the agreement class prefix. Subject prefixes occur in the 8M slot of the verb 
and are obligatory in all finite verb forms. They are toneless. With the exception of 
Classes 1 and 2, subject prefixes are identical to the agreement class prefix (see Chapter 
3). Subject markers are summarized below: 
CLASS SUBJ. CLASS SUBJ. 
PREFIX PREFIX 
1SG ndi- 3 gu-
2sG u- 4 gi-
1PL tu-/t- 5 li-
2PL mu- 6 ga-
1 a- 7 hi-




Table 5.3. Subject prefixes 





(16) llibwa lig6nile. 
i-Ii-bwa Ii-gon-ile 
AUG.5-c15-dog cL5-sleep-Fv 











Object prefixes occur in the OM slot ofthe verb. They mark the verb for 
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person/class ofthe object. Unlike some other Bantu languages, Bena allows only a single 
object to be marked on the verb. Aside from Classes 1 and 2, object prefixes (like subject 
prefixes) are identical to the agreement class prefix. In present tense verbs, objects must 
be preceded by an epenthetic hu- (see 5.2.1). The presence of an object marker also 
changes verbal tone melody in some tense-aspect configurations (see 2.3.4.7). Object 
prefixes are summarized below: 
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OBJ. OBJ. CLASS OBJ. CLASS 
PREFIX CLASS PREFIX PREFIX 
1SG N- 3 gu- 12 ha-
2sG hu- 4 gi- 13 tu-
1PL tu- 5 /i- 14 wu-
2PL va- 6 ga- lS hu-
1 mu- 7 hi- 16 pa-
2 va- 8 fi- 17 hu-
9 yi- 18 mu-
10 dzi- 20 gu-
II lu-
Table 5.4. Object prefixes 
There is another object marker in addition to those listed in Table 5.4, the 
reflexive prefix i-. Its behavior is identical to that of the other object prefixes (it occurs in 
the OM slot of the verb, triggers the same verbal tone melodies, and it requires use of the 
epenthetic hu- under the same set of circumstances as other object prefixes). The 
reflexive prefix can be used with all persons and all classes. The reflexive is illustrated 
below: 
(17) a. Ndihuwiwona 
ndi-hu-va-won-a 
1 SG-E-CL2.oBJ-See-Fv 








With singular subjects, the meaning is always reflexive (as in (I8b)). With plural 
subjects, however, the meaning can either be reflexive or reciprocal. Consider the 
following examples: 






1 PL-E-REFL-see -FV 




'We see each other.' 
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(18) shows the underived form of the verb wona 'see' . In (b), two different interpretations 
are possible because the subject is plural. With the reflexive prefix, this can mean either 
"we see ourselves" (a reflexive meaning) or "we see each other" (reciprocal). Compare 
this with (c), which uses the reciprocal suffix -an and the only reading possible is the 
reciprocal one. (See 5.3.4 for a discussion of the reciprocal extension.) 
5.2.5 Tense-aspect-mood 
The tense-aspect system in Bena is quite complex. Tense and aspect are marked 
using a set of tense-aspect prefixes, a limited set of suffixes, various inflecting and non-
inflecting auxiliaries, and temporal adverbs. Major tense-aspect configurations are 
summarized in Table 5.5: 
, , 
PERFECTIVE : PROGRESSIVE : HABITUAL : PERSISTIVE ; ANTERIOR 
, , 
, 
PAST4 I ndaagonile ~ ndaagonaga ~ ndaagoniige ~ ndaande l ndaave ndigonile 
ndigona 
, 
------------------1---------------------:----------------------------r ------------------ ----------------------- ~----------------------------
PAST3 ndihaagonile: ndihaagoniige: ndaate ndigone : ndihaave ndigonile 
: ' ndaate ndigonile ~ 
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fD • I I 
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Wl ' 
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n • I I 
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11 FUTURE. adza ndigona ~ ndivedza ndigona ' ~ ndivedza ndigonile 
hana ndigona 
I I I I 
------- -- ----.. _ ... --1------------ ... --_ .. -.... -:-_ .. ----... --------_ .. -- ------- -~ -.......... ----... -... --..... --~-- ... --------........ --- .. -----~--.. -----------.. -_ ...... -......... -- .. 
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Tense morphemes occur primarily before the verbal root (in TAl)' Aspect morphemes 
occur both before and after the verbal root (in TAl, pre-FV, and FV). Tense-aspect 
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Here, I use Comrie's (1985 :9) definition of tense as "grammaticalised location in 
time". Most of Ben a's tenses are "absolute". In other words, they relate the event being 
described with respect to the present. 4 This is contrasted with relative tense, which relates 
the even to an already established time. With respect to absolute tenses, Bena 
distinguishes between four levels of past and three futures. In addition to this, there is a 
category which may be labeled "present" but may be better understood as a non-past 
4 This should not be understood to mean that there is no flexibility within the tense system. As I show 
below, there is some variability in where the divisions between tenses are. 
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marker. Finally, Bena has a single relative tense category, which places the event being 
described after a time already established (but the established time can be past, present, or 
future). Following Nurse (2008), I label tense categories with numbers, taking "present" 
as a starting point. Thus, for example, immediate future is F), near future is F2, and remote 
future is F3. Labeling of past tenses is similar, with p) representing immediate past 
through P 4, remote past. 
It is important to note here that tense represents speakers' categorization of time, 
rather than actual temporal points. This means that, while I make certain generalizations 
about what certain tense categories represent, these categories are actually somewhat 
flexible. Thus, for example, there is some flexibility in the division between recent and 
remote past, but the relative ordering of the two tenses is always the same. (The notion of 
flexibility within the tense system is described in more detail in the next section.) The 
next several sections discuss the tense-aspect system in much greater detail. Because 
individual forms in the Bena verbal system are best understood as configurations of tense 
and aspect, the following sections only briefly discuss tense and the types of distinctions 
that the tense system makes. Individual tense-aspect forms are discussed in much greater 
detail in 5.2.5.3. 
5.2.5.1.1 Past tenses 
Bena distinguishes between four different past tenses. Past) is an immediate past 
tense. It refers to situations which have taken place in the last few minutes. It is often 
used when speakers want to emphasize that something has just been done or just been 
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completed. Pash is a hodiemal (today) past tense, referring to events that took place 
earlier in the same day. Past3 usually refers to events that took place yesterday or the day 
before, but can also refer to events further back in the past (usually within the last few 
months or year). Past4 is a remote past and refers to events that took place a long time 
ago. However, because these tenses refer to speakers' categorizations oftime, they are 
quite fluid. Thus, for example, if a speaker is telling hislher life story, slhe may use Past3 
to refer to an event that took place several years ago in order to contrast it with an event 
that took place when the speaker was a child (remote Past4). In other words, there is some 
degree of scaling within the tense system-the divisions between each tense are not 
strictly absolute reference points. 
5.2.5.1.2 Future tenses 
Categorization of the future is similar to that of the past, though the future only 
has three categories, rather than four. Future) is an immediate future, referring to events 
that will happen very soon (usually in the same day). Future2 is a near future and is used 
for events that will happen within the next few days. Future3 is a remote future and is 
used for events that will take place in several months or years. As with the past tenses, 
the futures are somewhat flexible-the exact divisions between future tenses are not 
always the same. 
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5.2.5.1.3 Present tense 
The present tense is somewhat more difficult to define. It does not always refer to 
the point in time in which the speaker is speaking; instead it represents some sort of 
central reference point. Nurse (2008:87) notes a similar difficulty in defining the present 
tense in other Bantu languages; he says that what is often referred to as the "present 
tense" is better seen as a "cognitive deictic center". Thus, for example, when a speaker is 
telling a story of a childhood event, he or she may use the "present tense" to refer to 
events that happened in the past, but which serve as the "deictic center" of the story. In 
Bena, the present tense can refer not only to the "present", but also to the time period 
immediately following it. Thus the present tense can also be used as an immediate future. 
For example, the word ndigona can be translated "I sleep/am sleeping right now" or as 
"I'll sleep in a few minutes". 
5.2.5.1.4 Narrative tense 
While all of the other tenses are (more or less) absolute tenses, Bena uses a 
singular relative tense category, the narrative tense. This tense is often used when a 
speaker is telling a story, and can often be translated as either "at the same time" or "and 
then". The narrative tense can be used in the past, present, or future, and its temporal 
status is understood relative to context. Usually a speaker establishes a temporal frame 
and then following verbs utilize the narrative tense and place the situation within the 
same temporal frame. Narrative tense is marked with the suffix -ag, though speakers are 
beginning to use the prefix ha- for the narrative tense. This is due to influence from 
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Swahili, which utilizes the morpheme ka- to mark the narrative tense. Example (19) 
shows both narrative tense markers used in a single sentence: 
(19) Umama yula fdiihe, ahahoongedza, viwuyaga hukaaya. 
u-mama yUla i-dih-ile a-ha-hongedz-a va-i-wuy-ag-a hu-kaaya 
AUG- DIST.DEM.l cLl-agree- CLl-NARR-thank- cL2-PREs-return- cLl7-home 
mother FV FV NARR-FV 
'That mother agreed, (and then) she thanked (him), (and then) they returned home.' 
(080ctl6a. A Farming Story. line 037) 
5.2.5.2 Aspect 
Again, I use Comrie's (1985) definition of aspect as "grammaticalised expression 
of internal temporal constituency." In Bena, aspect is primarily coded using verbal 
suffixes, though there are also a few aspectual prefixes. In addition to this, aspect can be 
expressed with auxiliaries followed by a main verb. Bena distinguishes between a 
number of different aspects. Perfective aspect views an event as a whole. Here, I don't 
restrict perfective aspect to include only past tense; thus it is possible to have past, 
present, and future perfective. There are several types of imperfectives in Bena. 
Progressive is used to represent an ongoing situation at a particular temporal reference 
point. Habitual represents events that happen repeatedly, with some degree of regularity. 
Persistive events began at some point in the past and occur continuously until the time of 
speaking. They are usually best translated as "still Xing". Finally, anterior represents a 
situation that began in the past and continues until the present or has continued relevance 
in the present. 
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5.2.5.3 Tense-aspect combinations 
In the two previous sections I have given a brief overview of the ways in which I 
refer to different types of tense and aspect. In Bena, verbal forms are best understood as 
tense-aspect combinations (it is not always easy to identify a particular morpheme as 
expressing tense, and a different morpheme expressing aspect). The following sections 
give a more detailed discussion of specific tense-aspect combinations in Bena. This 
includes an analysis of the formation of each combination (both in terms ofthe 
morphemes used and the tonal melody triggered by the combination) and specifics about 
the meaning and usage of each configuration. Forms are exemplified with templates 
using Class 112 nouns (in each person), though, of course, it is possible to use each of 
these forms with nouns from other classes as well. 
5.2.5.4 Perfective forms 
5.2.5.4.1 Today/hodiernal (P2) past perfective: .. .-ile 
When contrasted with other past perfectives, the today past perfective refers to 
events that took place sometime today. This perfective also has a slightly expanded 
meaning-it can be used as a generic past perfective form, referring to any event that 
already happened. (It is also the form on which all other past perfectives are based.) The 
today past perfective is marked with the final vowel -ile (in combination with other 
morphemes, the final vowel -ile can also be used to mark other tenses/aspects). -ile 
triggers imbrication on forms containing derivational extensions, therefore it has a 
number of different allomorphs (see 2.4.7). The past perfective imposes tone on the first 
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mora of the verbal stem {with a few exceptions, which are described below}. The past 
perfective is exemplified by the following paradigms: 
lSG ndigonile 'I slept' lSG ndigeendile 'I walked' 
2SG ugonile 'you slept' 2SG ugeendile 'you walked' 
3sG agonile 'slbe slept' 3SG ageendile 'slbe walked' 
IPL tugonile 'we slept' IPL tugeendile 'we walked' 
2PL mugonile 'you {PL} 2PL mugeendile 'you {PL} 
slept' walked' 
3PL vagonile 'they slept' 3PL vageendile 'they walked' 
Table 5.7. Today/hodiernal (Pz) past perfective 
In verbs containing derivational extensions, High tone follows on the antepenultimate 
mora {APU}. Verbal forms containing an object bear High on the object. 
lSG ndimemiidze 'I filled {something}' lSG ndimutovile 'I hit himlber' 
2SG umemiidze 'you filled 2SG umutovile 'you hit himlher' 
(something)' 
3SG amemiidze 'slbe filled 3SG amutovile 'slbe hit 
(something), himlher' 
IPL tumemiidze 'we filled (something), IPL tumutovile 'we hit himlber' 
2PL mumemiidze 'you {PL} filled 2PL mumutovile 'you (PL) hit 
(something), himlber' 
3PL vamemiidze 'they filled 3PL vamutovile 'they hit 
somethin )' himlber' 
Table 5.8 Today/hodiernal (Pz) past perfective with causative extension (left) and object prefix (right) 
Monosyllabic stems do not receive the final vowel-ile. Instead, they take the final vowel 
-e: 
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lSG ndifwe 'I died' IPL tufwe 'we died' 
2SG ufwe 'you died' 2PL mufwe 'you (PL) 
died' 
3SG afwe 'slbe died' 3PL vafwe 'they died' 
Table 5.9 Today/hodiernal (Pz) past perfective with monosyllabic stem 
5.2.5.4.2 Immediate (PI) past perfective: ve ... -ile 
The immediate past perfective refers to something that just happened (within the 
last few minutes). It is formed by using the uninflected auxiliary ve followed by the past 
perfective form of the verb (described in the section above). 
lSG ve ndigonile 'I just slept' lSG ve ndigeendile 'I just walked' 
2sG ve ugonile 'you just slept' 2sG ve ugeendile 'you just walked' 
3SG ve agonile 'slbe just slept' 3sG ve ageendile 'slbe just walked' 
IpL ve tugonile 'we just slept' IPL ve tugeendile 'we just walked' 
2PL ve mugonile 'you (PL) just 2PL ve mugeendile 'you (PL) just 
slept' walked' 
3PL ve vagonile 'they just slept' 3PL ve vageendile 'they just walked' 
Table 5.10 Immediate (PI) past perfective 
5.2.5.4.3 Recent (P3) past perfective: ., .haa- ... -ile 
The recent (P3) past perfective refers to events that took place a few days ago. It is 
formed in the same way as other past perfectives, with the addition of the P3 morpheme 
haa- at TAMI. High tone occurs on the penultimate mora. 
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lSG ndihaagonile 'I slept (a few lSG ndihaageendile 'I walked (a few 
days ago)' days ago)' 
2sG uhaagonile 'you slept (a 2SG uhaageendile 'you walked (a 
few days ago)' few days ago)' 
3sG ahaagonile 's/he slept (a 3sG ahaageendile 's/he walked (a 
few days ago)' few days ago)' 
IPL tuhaagonile 'we slept (a few IPL tuhaageendile 'we walked (a few 
days ago)' days ago)' 
2PL muhaagonile 'you (PL) slept 2PL muhaageendile 'you (PL) walked 
(a few days (a few days ago)' 
ago)' 
3PL vahaagonile 'they slept (a 3PL vahaageendile 'they walked (a 
few da sao ' few days a 0)' 
5.2.5.4.4 Remote (P4) past perfective: ... aa- ... -ile 
The remote (P4) past perfective is used with events that occurred a long time ago. 
It is formed in the same way as other perfective forms, but with the aa- P4 morpheme in 
the slot TAM). High tone occurs on the penultimate mora: 
lSG ndaagonile 'I slept (a long lSG ndaageendile 'I walked (a long 
time ago)' time ago)' 
2sG waagonile 'you slept (a 2SG waageendile 'you walked (a 
long time ago)' long time ago)' 
3sG aagonile 'slbe slept (a 3SG aageendile 'slbe walked (a 
long time ago)' long time ago)' 
IPL twaagonile 'we slept (a IPL twaageendile 'we walked (a 
long time ago)' long time ago)' 
2PL mwaagonile 'you (PL) slept 2PL mwaageendile 'you (PL) walked 
(a long time (a long time ago)' 
ago)' 
3PL vaagonile 'they slept (a 3PL vaageendile 
Ion time a 0 ' 
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5.2.5.4.5 Present perfective: ... i- ... -a 
The present perfective may be better labeled as a "simple non-past" form. It 
expresses an event that is taking place at the current time (or at the time serving as the 
temporal deictic center). It can also be used to describe an action that will take place very 
soon (in the next few minutes). Finally, it can have a progressive interpretation. Thus, for 
example, the form ndigona can be translated "I sleep", "I am sleeping", or "I will (soon) 
sleep". 
The present perfective is formed using the present tense prefix i- in slot TAJ and 
the final vowel -a. In the present perfective, High tone occurs on the antepenultimate 
mora. The present perfective is exemplified in the paradigms below: 
lSG ndigona 'I sleep' lSG ndigeenda 'I walk' 
2SG wigona 'you sleep' 2sG wigeenda 'you walk' 
3sG igona 's/he sleeps' 3SG igeenda 's/he walks' 
IPL tigona 'we sleep' IPL tigeenda 'we walk' 
2PL mwigona 'you (PL) 2PL mwigeenda 'you (PL) 
sleep' walk' 
3PL vigona 'they sleep' 3PL vigeenda 'they walk' 
Table 5.13 Present perfective 
The prefix hu- is inserted immediately preceding vowel-initial verbal stems. In forms 
containing an object marker, High tone shifts to the object marker: 
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lSG ndihweeluha 'I climb' lSG ndimutova 'I hit himlher' 
2SG wihweeluha 'you climb' 2SG wimutova 'you hit himlher' 
3SG ihweelUha 'slhe climbs' 3SG imutova 'slhe hits himlher' 
IpL tihweeluha 'we climb' IpL timutova 'we hit himlher' 
2PL mwihweeluha 'you (PL) 2PL mwimutova 'you (PL) hit 
climb' himlher' 
3PL vihweeluha 'they climb' 3PL vimutova 'they hit himlher' 
Table 5.14 Present perfective with vowel-initial verb (left) and object prefix (right) 
5.2.5.4.6 Immediate (F I ) future perfective: adza ... i- ... -a 
The immediate future perfective refers to events that will take place soon 
(sometime today). Its formation is identical to the present perfective, with the addition of 
the uninflected auxiliary adza. (Adza is likely a grammaticalized form of the verbal stem 
-adza meaning 'come'.) 
lSG adza ndigona 'I will sleep soon' lSG adza ndigeenda 'I will walk soon' 
2sG adzawigona 'you will sleep 2sG adza wigeenda 'you will walk soon' 
soon' 
3sG adza igona 'slhe will sleep 3sG adzaigeenda 'slhe will walk soon' 
soon' 
IPL adza tigona 'we will sleep soon' IPL adza tigeenda 'we will walk soon' 
2PL adza mwigona 'you (PL) will sleep 2PL adza mwigeenda 'you (PL) will walk 
soon' soon' 
3PL adzavigona 'they will sleep 3PL adza vigeenda 'they will walk 
soon' soon' 
Table 5.15 Immediate (F.) future perfective 
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5.2.5.4.7 Near (F2) future perfective: ... dzi- ... -a 
The near future perfective refers to events that will take place in a day or two. It is 
formed with the F2 prefix dzi-5 in TAl and the final vowel -a. (Like the auxiliary adza it is 
possible that the future marker dzi- is derived historically from the verbal stem -adza 'to 
come'). The near future perfective uses the APU tone melody (High tone occurs on the 
antepenultimate mora of the verb). 
lSG ndidzigona 'I will sleep' lSG ndidzigeenda 'I will walk' 
2sG udzigona 'you will sleep' 2SG udzigeenda 'you will walk' 
3sG adzigona 's/he will sleep' 3sG adzigeenda 's/he will walk' 
IPL tudzigona 'we will sleep' IPL tudzigeenda 'we will walk' 
2PL mudzigona 'you (PL) will 2PL mudzigeenda 'you (PL) will 
sleep' walk' 
3PL vadzigona 'they will sleep' 3PL vadzigeenda 'they will walk' 
Table 5.16 Near (Fz) future perfective 
As with the present perfective, the prefix hu- is inserted before vowel-initial verbal stems 
and verbs that have object markers receive their High tone on the object marker. 
5.2.5.4.8 Remote (F3) future perfective: " .hi ... -a 
The remote future perfective refers to events that will take place somewhere far in 
the future (usually in a few months or years). It is formed with the F3 prefix /a- in TAl and 
the final vowel-a. The tonal melody of the remote future perfective is pre-stem-initial-
High tone occurs on the mora immediately preceding the verbal stem. 
5 Two alternative pronunciations of this morpheme exist: dza- and adzi-. It is unclear what (if anything) 
conditions the variation. I have heard the same speaker use all three forms. 
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lSG ndiltigona 'I will sleep' lSG ndilageenda 'I will walk' 
2sG ulagona 'you will sleep' 2sG ultigeenda 'you will walk' 
3sG altigona 's/he will sleep' 3sG alageenda 's/he will walk' 
IpL tultigona 'we will sleep' IpL tultigeenda 'we will walk' 
2PL mulagona 'you (PL) will 2PL multigeenda 'you (PL) will 
sleep' walk' 
3PL valtigona 'they will sleep' 3PL valtigeenda 'they will walk' 
Table 5.17 Remote( F3) future perfective 
Unlike other forms ofthe future perfective, vowel-initial verbal stems are not preceded 
by hu-. Instead, the F3 prefix la- occurs immediately before the stem and triggers vowel 
coalescence with the following vowels. 
lSG ndileeluha 'I will climb' lSG ndiloogopa 'I will be afraid' 
2SG uleeluha 'you will climb' 2SG ulOogopa 'you will be afraid' 
3SG alUluha 's/he will climb' 3SG alOogopa 's/he will be afraid' 
IPL tulUluha 'we will climb' IpL tulOogopa 'we will be afraid' 
2PL muleeluha 'you (PL) will 2PL mulOogopa 'you (PL) will be 
climb' afraid' 
3PL valeeluha 'they will climb' 3PL valOogopa 'they will be afraid' 
Table 5.18 Remote (F3) future perfective with vowel-initial verb stems 
5.2.5.5 Progressive forms 
5.2.5.5.1 Present progressive: ... cOP mu INF 
The present progressive is used to indicate an action that is ongoing at the time of 
speaking. While the present perfective can also have a progressive interpretation, 
speakers usually use the present progressive if they want to emphasize the ongoing nature 
of the action. The present progressive is formed by using the inflected copula Ii as an 
auxiliary. The second verb takes the form of an infinitive prefixed with the Class 18 
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(locative "inside") marker mu-. The copula is toneless; High tone occurs in the same 
place it would with any normal infinitive (Le., on the antepenultimate mora). 
lSG ndili muhugona 'I am sleeping' lSG ndili muhugeenda 'I am walking' 
2sG uli muhugona 'you are 2sG uli muhugeenda 'you are walking' 
sleeping' 
3sG ali muhugona 'slhe is sleeping' 3SG ali muhugeenda 'slhe is walking' 
IPL tuli muhugona 'we are sleeping' IPL tuli muhugeenda 'we are walking' 
2PL muli muhugona 'you (PL) are 2PL muli muhugeenda 'you (PL) are 
sleeping' walking' 
3PL vali muhugona 'they are 3PL vali muhugeenda 'they are walking' 
sleeping' 
Table 5.19 Present progressive 
5.2.5.5.2 Immediate (PI) past progressive: ... -ifge 
The immediate past progressive refers to an event that was ongoing at the time of 
reference, which is sometime earlier in the day (Le., "This morning I was walking 
when ... "). It is formed by adding the imperfective suffix -ag in the pre-Fv slot and the 
final vowel -ile in the FV slot. Imbrication then applies, resulting in the ending -ifge. High 
tone occurs on the first mora of the stem. 
lSG ndigoniige 'I was sleeping' lSG ndigendiige 'I was walking' 
2sG ugoniige 'you were sleeping' 2sG ugendiige 'you were walking' 
3sG agoniige 'slhe was sleeping' 3SG agendiige 'slhe was walking' 
IPL tugoniige 'we were sleeping' IPL tugendiige 'we were walking' 
2PL mugoniige 'you (PL) were sleeping' 2PL mugendiige 'you (PL) were 
walking' 
3PL vagoniige 'they were sleeping' 3PL vagendiige 'they were walking' 
Table 5.20 Immediate (PI) past progressive 
Monosyllabic stems are suffixed with an epenthetic -iidz immediately following the 
verbal stem. This is necessary so that they can bear tone. 
lSG ndifw iidziige 'I was dying' 
2sG ufwiidziige 'you were dying' 
3sG afwffdziige 'slhe was dying' 
IPL tufwfidziige 'we were dying' 
2PL mufw iidziige 'you (PL) were dying' 
3PL vafwiidziige 'they were dying' 
Table S.21 Immediate (PI) past progressive with vowel initial stem 
5.2.5.5.3 Todaylhodiernal (P2) past progressive: .. . hi- ... -a 
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The todaylhodiernal P2 past progressive is the only past progressive form that does 
not contain the imperfective suffix -aga. It was at first suspected that this form is not in 
fact a progressive; however it was consistently translated by consultants as "was Xing 
this morning". However, it is unclear at this point what exactly the difference is between 
this form and the PI past progressive described above. The P2 past progressive is formed 
with the prefix hi_6 in the TAl slot and the final vowel-a. The P2 past progressive has the 
APU tonal melody. 
6 or ahi-; consultants indicate the two forms are identical. 
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lSG ndihigona 'I was sleeping' lSG ndihigeenda 'I was walking' 
2SG uhigona 'you were sleeping' 2SG uhigeenda 'you were walking' 
3SG ahigona 's/he was sleeping' 3SG ahigeenda 's/he was walking' 
IPL tuhigona 'we were sleeping' IPL tuhigeenda 'we were walking' 
2PL muhigona 'you (PL) were sleeping' 2PL muhigeenda 'you (PL) were walking' 
3PL vahigona 'they were sleeping' 3PL vahigeenda 'they were walking' 
Table 5.22 Today/hodiernal (P1) past progressive 
5.2.5.5.4 Recent (P3) past progressive: ... haa- ... -iige 
The recent past progressive refers to an event that was ongoing at the time of 
reference, which is sometime recently (within the past few days). Like the immediate PI 
progressive, it is formed by adding the imperfective suffix -ag in the pre-Fv slot and the 
final vowel -i1e in the fv slot. Imbrication then applies, resulting in the ending -iige. The 
recent past progressive also uses the P3 suffix haa- in slot TAl. High tone occurs on the 
antepenultimate mora in all forms. 
lSG ndihaagoniige 'I was sleeping lSG ndihaagendiige 'I was walking 
(recently)' (recently)' 
2SG uhaagoniige 'you were sleeping 2SG uhaagendiige 'you were walking 
(recently)' (recently)' 
3sG ahaagoniige 's/he was sleeping 3SG ahaagendiige 's/he was walking 
(recently) , (recently) , 
IPL tuhaagoniige 'we were sleeping IPL tuhaagendiige 'we were walking 
(recently)' (recently) , 
2PL muhaagoniige 'you (PL) were 2PL muhaagendiige 'you (PL) were 
sleeping (recently), walking (recently)' 
3PL vahaagoniige 'they were sleeping 3PL vahaagendiige 'they were walking 
recentl , (recentl , 
Table 5.23 Recent (P3) past progressive 
As with the immediate PI progressive, monosyllabic stems are suffixed with an epenthetic 
-iidz immediately following the verbal stem. 
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lSG ndihafwiidziige 'I was dying (recently)' 
2sG uhafwiidziige 'you were dying (recently), 
3sG ahafwiidziige 's/he was dying (recently)' 
IPL tuhafwiidziige 'we were dying (recently)' 
2PL muhafwiidziige 'you (PL) were dying 
(recently)' 
3PL vahafwiidziige 'they were dying (recently)' 
Table 5.24 Recent (P3) past progressive with monosyllabic stem 
5.2.5.5.5 Remote (P4) past progressive: ... aa- ... -aga 
The remote (P4) past progressive refers to an event ongoing at the time of 
reference, which is some time in the remote past (usually a year or more ago). It is 
formed with the P4 morpheme aa- in the TAl slot, the imperfective suffix -ag in the pre-FY 
slot, and the final vowel -a. High tone always occurs on the penultimate mora. 
lSG ndaagonaga 'I was sleeping lSG ndaageendaga 'I was walking (long 
(long ago)' ago)' 
2sG waagonaga 'you were sleeping 2sG waageendaga 'you were walking 
(long ago)' (long ago)' 
3sG aagonaga 's/he was sleeping 3sG aageendaga 's/he was walking 
(long ago)' (long ago)' 
IPL twaagonaga 'we were sleeping IPL twaageendaga 'we were walking 
(long ago)' (long ago)' 
2PL mwaagonaga 'you (PL) were 2PL mwaageendaga 'you (PL) were 
sleeping (long walking (long ago)' 
ago)' 
3PL vaagonaga 'they were sleeping 3PL vaageendaga 
Ion a 0 ' 
Table 5.25 Remote (P 4) past progressive 
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5.2.5.5.6 Immediate (F I ) future progressive: ... vedza .. , i- ... -a 
The immediate future progressive describes an event that will be ongoing in the 
near future. It is formed with the auxiliary vedza 'be' inflected like the present perfective 
(with i- in TAl and the final vowel-a). The second verb takes the form of the present 
perfective. 
lSG ndfvedza 'I will be sleeping lSG ndfvedza 'I will be walking (very 
ndfgona (very soon)' ndigeenda soon)' 
2SG wfvedza 'you will be sleeping 2sG wfvedza 'you will be walking 
wfgona (very soon)' wigeenda (very soon)' 
3sG fvedza 's/he will be sleeping 3sG ivedza 's/he will be walking 
igona (very soon)' igeenda (very soon)' 
IPL tfvedza 'we will be sleeping IPL tivedza 'we will be walking 
tigona (very soon)' tigeenda (very soon)' 
2PL mwfvedza 'you (PL) will be 2PL mwfvedza 'you (PL) will be 
mwfgona sleeping (very soon)' mWigeenda walking (very soon)' 
3PL vfvedza 'they will be sleeping 3PL vfvedza 'they will be walking 
vf ona (ve soon' vi eenda (ver soon)' 
Table 5.26 Immediate (F 1) future progressive 
5.2.5.5.7 Near (F2) future progressive: . .. dzivedza ... i- ... -a 
The near future progressive describes an event that will be ongoing soon (in the 
next few days or weeks). It is formed with the auxiliary vedza 'be' inflected like the near 
future perfective (with dzi- in TAl and the final vowel-a). The second verb takes the form 
ofthe present perfective. 
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lSG ndidzivedza 'I will be sleeping lSG ndidzivedza 'I will be walking 
ndigona (soon)' ndigeenda (soon)' 
2SG udzivedza 'you will be 2sG udzivedza 'you will be walking 
wigona sleeping (soon)' wigeenda (soon)' 
3sG adzivedza 'slbe will be 3sG adzivedza 'slbe will be walking 
igona sleeping (soon)' igeenda (soon)' 
IPL tudzivedza 'we will be IPL tudzivedza 'we will be walking 
tigona sleeping (soon)' tigeenda (soon)' 
2PL mudzivedza 'you (PL) will be 2PL mudzivedza 'you (PL) will be 
mwigona sleeping (soon)' mwigeenda walking (soon)' 
3PL vadzivedza 'they will be 3PL vadzivedza 'they will be walking 
vi ona slee in (soon)' vigeenda (soon)' 
Table 5.27 Near (Fz) future progressive 
5.2.5.5.8 Remote (F3) future progressive: .. .lavedza ... i ... -a 
The remote future progressive describes an event that will be ongoing sometime 
in the far future. It is formed with the auxiliary vedza 'be' inflected like the remote future 
perfective (with ta- in TAl and the final vowel -a). The second verb takes the form ofthe 
present perfective. 
lSG ndilavedza 'I will be sleeping (in lSG ndilavedza 'I will be walking (in a 
ndigona a long time)' ndigeenda long time)' 
2sG utavedza 'you will be sleeping 2SG ulavedza 'you will be walking (in 
wigona (in a long time)' wigeenda a long time)' 
3sG alavedza 'slbe will be sleeping 3sG alavedza 'slbe will be walking (in 
igona (in a long time)' igeenda a long time)' 
IPL tulavedza 'we will be sleeping IPL tulavedza 'we will be walking (in 
tigona (in a long time)' tigeenda a long time)' 
2PL mulavedza 'you (PL) will be 2PL mulavedza 'you (PL) will be 
mwigona sleeping (in a long mwigeenda walking (in a long 
time)' time)' 
3PL valavedza 'they will be sleeping 3PL valavedza 'they will be walking (in 
in a Ion time)' vi eenda a Ion time' 
Table 5.28 Remote (F3) future progressive 
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5.2.5.6 Habitual forms 
5.2.5.6.1 Present habitual: ... a ... i- ... -a 
The present habitual refers to an event that is done regularly. It is formed by 
inflecting the auxiliary a for subject; then following this with a verb in the form of the 
present perfective. The auxiliary is toneless; tone on the second verb occurs in the same 
place as the present perfective. 
lSG nda ndigona 'I always sleep' lSG nda ndigeenda 'I always walk' 
2SG wawigona 'you always sleep' 2SG wawigeenda 'you always walk' 
3SG a igona 's/he always sleeps' 3SG a igeenda 'slhe always 
walks' 
IpL twa twigona 'we always sleep' IpL twa twigeenda 'we always walk' 
2PL mwamwigona 'you (PL) always 2PL mwa mwigeenda 'you (PL) always 
sleep' walk' 
3PL va vigona 'they always sleep' 3PL va vigeenda 'they always walk' 
Table 5.29 Present habitual 
5.2.5.6.2 Remote (P4) past habitual: .. . aa- ... -iige 
The remote past habitual refers to an event that was done regularly over a long 
period of time in the past, but is no longer being done. It is best translated as "used to X". 
Like some forms of the past progressive, it is formed by adding the imperfective suffix 
-ag in the pre-fv slot and the final vowel -ile in the fv slot. Imbrication (see 2.4.7) then 
applies, resulting in the ending -iige. The recent past progressive also uses the P4 suffix 
aa- in slot TAl. High tone always on the antepenultimate mora in all forms. 
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lSG ndaagonifge 'I used to sleep' lSG ndaagonifge 'I used to walk' 
2sG waagoniige 'you used to sleep' 2sG waagoniige 'you used to walk' 
3SG aagoniige 'slhe used to sleep' 3SG aagoniige 'slhe used to walk' 
IPL twaagoniige 'we used to sleep' IPL twaagoniige 'we used to walk' 
2PL mwaagoniige 'you (PL) used to 2PL mwaagoniige 'you (PL) used to walk' 
sleep' 
3PL vaagoniige 'they used to sleep' 3PL vaagoniige 'they used to walk' 
Table 5.30 Remote (P 4) past habitual 
Monosyllabic stems are suffixed with an epenthetic -iidz immediately following the 
verbal stem. 
lSG ndaagw iidziige 'I used to fall' 
2sG waagwiidziige 'you used to fall' 
3sG aagwiidziige 's/he used to fall' 
IPL twaagwiidziige 'we used to fall' 
2PL mwaagwiidziige 'you (PL) used to fall' 
3PL vaagw iidziige 'they used to fall' 
Table 5.31 Remote (P4) past habitual with monosyllabic stem 
5.2.5.7 Persistive forms 
5.2.5.7.1 Present persistive:pele ... i- ... -a; ... pi- ... -a 
There are two forms of the present persistive. They are identical in meaning, and 
both can be translated as "be still Xing". They are used for an event that began sometime 
in the past and has been happening continuously up until the time of speech. The first 
form of the present persistive uses the adverb pele 'still' followed by the present 
perfective. Pele is toneless; tone occurs on the second verb as it normally does in the 
present perfective. 
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lSG pele ndigona 'I'm still lSG pele ndigeenda 'I'm still walking' 
sleeping' 
2SG pele wigona 'you're still 2SG pele wigeenda 'you're still sleeping' 
sleeping' 
3sG pele igona 'slhe is still 3sG pele igeenda 'slhe is still sleeping' 
sleeping' 
IPL pele twigona 'we're still IPL pele twigeenda 'we're still sleeping' 
sleeping' 
2PL pele mwigona 'you (PL) are 2PL pele mwigeenda 'you (PL) are still 
still sleeping' sleeping' 
3PL pele vigona 'they're still 3PL pele vigeenda 'they're still sleeping' 
slee in ' 
Table 5.32 Present persistive with adverb pete 'still' 
The second form of the present persistive is formed using the persistive prefix pi- in slot 
TAl and the final vowel-a. The present perfective has High tone on the antepenultimate 
mora. 
lSG ndipigona 'I'm still sleeping' lSG ndipigeenda 'I'm still walking' 
2SG wipigona 'you're still sleeping' 2SG wipigeenda 'you're still sleeping' 
3SG ipigona 'slhe is still sleeping' 3sG ipigeenda 'slhe is still sleeping' 
IPL twipigona 'we're still sleeping' IPL twipigeenda 'we're still sleeping' 
2PL mWipigona 'you (PL) are still 2PL mwipigeenda 'you (PL) are still 
sleeping' sleeping' 
3PL vipigona 'they're still sleeping' 3PL vipigeenda 'they're still sleeping' 
Table 5.33 Present persistive with prefix pi-
5.2.5.7.2 Near (P3) past persistive: ... aate ... -e; ... aate ... -ile 
The near past persistive is used for an event that started somewhere in the past 
and was ongoing up until the time oftemporal reference, which is in the near past. It is 
formed with the auxiliary aate inflected for subject. This is followed by either the 
subjunctive form of the verb (see 5.2.5.11.2) or the pastz perfective. The difference 
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between the two forms is unclear. Forms ofthe near past persistive using the past2 
perfective are exemplified below. 
lSG ndaate ndigonile 'I was still lSG ndaate ndigeendile 'I was still 
sleeping' walking' 
2sG waate ugonile 'you were still 2SG waate ugeendile 'you were still 
sleeping' walking' 
3SG aate ago nile 's/he was still 3sG aate ageendile 's/he was still 
sleeping' walking' 
IpL twaate tugonile 'we were still IPL twaate tugeendile 'we were still 
sleeping' walking' 
2PL mwaate mugonile 'you (PL) were 2PL mwaate mugeendile 'you (PL) were 
still sleeping' still walking' 
3PL vaate vagonile 'they were still 3PL vaate vageendile 'they were still 
slee ing' walkin ' 
Table 5.34 Near (P3) past perfective 
5.2.5.7.3 Remote (P4) past persistive: ... aande ... i- ... -a 
The remote past persistive is similar in meaning to the near past persistive, but is 
used for events that have a temporal reference point in the remote past. It is formed with 
the auxiliary aande inflected for subject. This is followed by the present perfective form 
of the verb. 
lSG ndaande ndigona 'I was still lSG ndaande ndigona 'I was still 
sleeping' walking' 
2SG waande wigona 'you were still 2sG waande wigona 'you were still 
sleeping' walking' 
3sG aande igona 's/he was still 3SG aande igona 's/he was still 
sleeping' walking' 
IpL twaande twigona 'we were still IpL twaande twigona 'we were still 
sleeping' walking' 
2PL mwaande mwigona 'you (PL) were 2PL mwaande nwigona 'you (PL) were 
still sleeping' still walking' 
3PL vaande vigona 'they were still 3PL vaande vigona 'they were 
slee in ' still walk in ' 
Table 5.35 Remote (P 4) past persistive 
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5.2.5.8 Anterior forms 
5.2.5.8.1 Todaylbodiernal (P2) past anterior: ... -ile 
The todaylbodiernal past anterior refers to an event that happened earlier today, 
but has continuing relevance in the present ("I have Xed today"). The form is identical to 
the past perfective, but it is included separately here because this form can either have a 
perfective or an anterior meaning. Further, both past perfective forms and anterior forms 
utilize the final vowel-ile. Refer to 5.2.5.4.1 above for formation. 
5.2.5.8.2 Recent (P3) past anterior: ... haave ... -ile 
The recent past anterior form describes an event that happened in the past and had 
continuing relevance at the time of temporal reference (the recent past). It is formed by 
inflecting the auxiliary va for subject and the P3 marker haa-; this is followed by the past 
anterior. On the auxiliary, High tone occurs on the final mora. 
lSG ndihaave ndigonile 'I had lSG ndihaave ndigeendile 'I had walked' 
slept' 
2sG uhaave ugonile 'you had 2SG uhaave ugeendile 'you had 
slept' walked' 
3SG ahaave ago nile 'slbe had 3sG ahaave ageendile 'slbe had 
slept' walked' 
IPL tuhaave tugonile 'we had IPL tuhaave tugeendile 'we had walked' 
slept' 
2PL muhaave mugonile 'you (PL) 2PL muhaave mugeendile 'you (PL) had 
had slept' walked' 
3PL vahaave vagonile 'they had 3PL vahaave vageendile 'they had 
sle t' walked' 
Table 5.36 Recent (PJ) past anterior 
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5.2.5.8.3 Remote (P4) past anterior: ... aave ... -ile 
The remote past anterior is similar in meaning and form to the recent past 
anterior. It refers to an event that happened in the past and had continuing relevance at 
the time of temporal reference (remote past). It is formed by inflecting the auxiliary va 
for subject and the P4 marker aa- and the final vowel-e; this is followed by the past 
anterior. On the auxiliary, High tone occurs on the final mora. 
lSG ndaave ndigonile 'I had lSG ndaave ndigeendile 'I had walked' 
slept' 
2sG waave ugonile 'you had 2sG waave ugeendile 'you had walked' 
slept' 
3sG aave agonile 's/he had 3SG aave ageendile 's/he had walked' 
slept' 
IPL twaave tugonile 'we had IPL twaave tugeendile 'we had walked' 
slept' 
2PL mwaave mugonile 'you (PL) 2PL mwaave mugeendile 'you (PL) had 
had slept' walked' 
3PL vaave vagonile 'they had 3PL vaave vageendile 'they had walked' 
sle t' 
Table 5.37 Remote (P4) past anterior 
5.2.5.8.4 Immediate (FJ) future anterior: ... vedza ... -ile 
The immediate future anterior refers to an event that will be completed at some 
point in the future and has relevance at the point of reference (which is in the immediate 
future). It is formed by the present tense form ofthe auxiliary vedza 'be' followed by the 
anterior. 
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lSG ndivedza ndigonile 'I will have lSG ndivedza ndigeendile 'I will have 
slept' walked' 
2sG wivedza ugonile 'you will 2sG wivedza ugeendile 'you will have 
have slept' walked' 
3sG ivedza ago nile 'slbe will 3sG ivedza ageendile 'slbe will have 
have slept' walked' 
IPL tivedza tugonile 'we will have IPL twivedza tugeendile 'we will have 
slept' walked' 
2PL mwivedza mugonile 'you (PL) will 2PL mwivedza mugeendile 'you (PL) will 
have slept' have walked' 
3PL vivedza vagonile 'they will 3PL vivedza vageendile 'they will have 
have sle t' walked' 
Table 5.38 Immediate (F\) future anterior 
5.2.5.8.5 Near (F2) future anterior: .. . dzivedza ... -ile 
The near future anterior is like the immediate future anterior, but with a point of 
reference in the near future (next few days). It is formed with the near future form of the 
auxiliary vedza followed by the anterior. 
lSG ndidzivedza 'I will have lSG ndidzivedza 'I will have walked' 
ndigonile slept' ndigeendile 
2sG udzivedza 'you will have 2sG udzivedza 'you will have 
ugonile slept' ugeendile walked' 
3sG adzivedza 'slbe will have 3sG adzivedza 'slbe will have 
agonile slept' ageendile walked' 
IPL tudzivedza 'we will have IPL tudzivedza 'we will have 
tugonile slept' tugeendile walked' 
2PL mudzivedza 'you (PL) will 2PL mudzivedza 'you (PL) will have 
mugonile have slept' mugeendile walked' 
3PL vadzivedza 'they will have 3PL vadzivedza 'they will have 
va onile sle t' va eendile walked' 
Table 5.39 Near (F1) future anterior 
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5.2.5.8.6 Remote (F3) future anterior: .. . ltivedza ... -ile 
The remote future anterior is similar to both the immediate and near future 
anteriors, but its point of reference is in the remote future. It is formed with the remote 
future form of the auxiliary vedza followed by the anterior. 
lSG ndiltivedza 'I will have lSG ndilavedza 'I will have walked' 
ndigonile slept' ndigeendile 
2sG ultivedza 'you will have 2sG ultivedza ugeendile 'you will have 
ugonile slept' walked' 
3SG altivedza 'slbe will 3sG altivedza ageendile 'slbe will have 
agonile have slept' walked' 
IPL tulavedza 'we will have IPL tultivedza 'we will have 
tugonile slept' tugeendile walked' 
2PL multivedza 'you (PL) will 2PL mulavedza 'you (PL) will have 
mugonile have slept' mugeendile walked' 
3PL valavedza 'they will 3PL valtivedza 'they will have 
vagonile have slept' vageendile walked' 
Table 5.40 Remote (F3) future anterior 
5.2.5.9 Narrative forms: ... -aga, -age 
There are two narrative tense forms. As discussed above in 5.2.5.1.4, the narrative 
tense is used once a temporal frame has been established and indicates that an event is 
taking place within the same temporal frame. It is often best translated as "and then X". 
There are two narrative forms in Bena. Both use the suffix -ag in the pre-fv slot. One has 
the final vowel-a; the other uses -e. Speakers were unable to provide any distinctions 
between the two forms, and it is unclear at this point what the difference between the two 
forms is (if a difference exists). High tone always occurs on the penultimate syllable, 
unless a form has an object, in which case the tone shifts to the object. 
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lSG ndigonagale 'then I slept' lSG ndigeendagale 'then I walked' 
2SG ugonagale 'then you slept' 2SG ugeendagale 'then you walked' 
3SG agonagale 'then s/he slept' 3SG ageendagale 'then s/he walked' 
IpL tugonagale 'then we slept' IpL tugeendagale 'then we walked' 
2PL mugonagale 'then you (PL) 2PL mugeendaga/e 'then you (PL) 
slept' walked' 
3PL vagonagale 'then they slept' 3PL vageendagale 'then they walked' 
Table 5.41 Narrative tense 
Monosyllabic stems are suffixed with an epenthetic -iidz immediately following the 
verbal stem. 
lSG ndifw iidzagale 'then I died' 
2SG ufwiidzagale 'then you died' 
3SG afwiidzagale 'then s/he died' 
IPL tufwiidzagale 'then we died' 
2PL mufwiidzagale 'then you (PL) died' 
3PL vafw iidzagale 'then they died' 
Table 5.42 Narrative forms with monosyllabic verb 
5.2.5.10 Itive 
The itive inflectional category carries the meaning "go" (Nurse 2008). With the 
itive, the meaning "go" is quite literal-implies that a participant actually went to another 
physical location to do a particular action. The itive morpheme is dzi- and is the only 
morpheme which can occur in TAM2. Its use is restricted to verbs in the past, present, and 
narrative tenses, but cannot be used with future tense verbs. Consider the following 




'I went (and) slept' 
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In (20), consultants indicated that a speaker could not say this if slhe had slept in hislher 
own home. Instead, use of the dzi- requires that the speaker went somewhere else to 
sleep.7 The dzi- iterative should not be confused with the dzi- future tense marker. The 
dZi- future tense marker is high-toned, it occurs in TAMI (rather than TAM2), and carries no 
implications of physical movement to do a particular action. 
Several more examples taken from the corpus illustrating use of the dzi- itive are 
given below: 
(21) Ndaahele huMalangali ndaadzihugaweene 
ndi-aa-hel-e hu-Malangali ndi-aa-dzi-hu-ga-won-ile 
amalimo 
a-rna-limo 
AUG-CL6-work 1 SG-P4-go-FV CL 17-Malangali 1 SG-P4-ITV-E-CL6.oBJ-See-Fv 
hwa Mwalimu Thomas. 
hwa mwalimu Thomas 
ASSOC .17 teacher Thomas 
'I went to Malangali and (went and) saw (acquired) work at Teacher Thomas'. 
(080et02a, LN's Life Story: line 016) 
(22) Umusehe adzihuvaloongela 
u-mu-sehe a-dzi-hu-va-Iong-el-a 
AUG-CL I-elder CL I-ITV-E-CL2.oBJ-say-APPL-FV 




(080et16f, Taboos: line 023) 
7 All examples in the corpus have a "go and do" connotation (where the going happens first, followed by 
the action described by the verb). It is also possible that the itive could have the interpretation "do while 
going"-this interpretation of the itive has not been explored in Bena. 
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(23) Adzijihamaga mulisooli. 
a-dzi-fiham-ag-a mu-li-s66li 
CL 1-lTV -hide-NARR -FV CL 16-cL5-grass 
'He (went and) hid in the grass.' 
(08SeptOl b, The Hare and the Pheasant, Version I: line 027) 
5.2.5.11 Mode 
5.2.5.11.1 Imperative 
The imperative takes the form ofthe verbal stem (verbal root plus any verbal 
extensions, followed by the final vowel-a). It can only be used in second person singular, 
and it is actually quite rare. More commonly, the subjunctive is used in commands (with 
both singular and plural subjects). The imperative is toneless. 
(24) Kuunga umooto! 
kung-a u-mu-oto 
light-FV AUG.3-cL3-fire 
'Light the fire!" 
(08SeptOl b, The Hare and the Pheasant, Version I: line 014) 
Use ofthe subjunctive in commands is discussed in the next section. 
5.2.5.11.2 Subjunctive 
The subjunctive is used in expressions of wish, desire, and uncertainty. It is also 
used in commands (as a more polite form of command than the imperative). The 
subjunctive is formed minimally with the subject marker, followed by the verbal base 
(verbal root with any extensions), and the final vowel-e. Additionally, object prefixes 
can occur with the subjunctive. With the exception of the exhortation marker ha- used in 
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commands (see below), no other tam prefixes are used in the subjunctive. A template for 
the formation of the subjunctive is given below: 
(25) subject marker + (ha-) + (object marker) + verbal base + -e 
High tone occurs on the penultimate syllable ofthe macro-stem. If the macro-stem is 
monosyllabic, High occurs on that syllable (as shown in (27». Presence of an object 
marker causes High to shift to the object marker (see (28) below). Several examples 
illustrating formation of the sUbjunctive are given below: 
(26) ndisaha ndigone 
ndi-i-sah-a ndi-gon-e 
1 SG-PRES-want-Fv 1 sG-Sleep-Fv 
'I want to sleep' 
(27) isaha afwe 
a-i-sah-a a-fw-e 
cLI-PRES-want-Fv CLl-die-FV 
'he wants to die' 
(28) isaha ndimukagule 
a-i-sah-a ndi-mu-kagul-e 
CL I-PREs-want-Fv 1 SG-CLl.OBJ-know-Fv 
'she wants me to know her' 
Several examples from the corpus illustrating use of the subjunctive are given below: 
(29) Ndisaha ndivdioongeie ulusimo ... 
ndi-i-sah-a ndi-va-Iong-el-e u-Iu-simo 
1 SG-PRES-want-Fv 1 SG-CL2.oBJ-tell-APPL-FV AUG.cLl l-cLl I-story 
'I want to tell you (PL) a story ... ' 
(080ct16a, A Farming Story: line 001) 
(30) "Veya, nde tiflhe pala, adza uhumukagUla?" 
2pL.vOC nde ti-fih-e pa-Ia adza u-hu-mu-kagul-a 
hey if IpL-arrive-Fv CL16-DIST.DEM AUX 2SG-E-cLl.OBJ-knoW-FV 
, "Hey, if we arrive there, will you know him?" , 
(080ctl6c, Prodigal Son: line 053) 
(31) Ndeendelele uhuganula 
ndi-endelel-e u-hu-ganul-a 
1 sG-continue-Fv AUG.CL 15-CL 15-explain-Fv 





(080ct06a. Riddles. line 063) 
(32) Tflpele amatawa mapya. 
ti-i-pel-e a-ma-tawa rna-pya 
IPL-REFL-PRES-FV AUG.6-cL6-name cL6-new 
'Let's give ourselves new names.' 
(08SeptOld, The Hare and the Hyena: line 038) 
The subjunctive can also be used imperatively. This strategy of making a 
command is much more common than the actual imperative form described in 5.2.5.11.1 
above. The subjunctive is a much more polite way of making a command than is the 













The exhortation marker ha- can be used to increase the urgency of a command. When ha-
is used, the subject marker is dropped (the increased urgency of the commands in the 









When the imperfective suffix -ag is added to a command, the effect is inceptive: 







1 PL-sleep-IPFV -FV 
'let's start to sleep!' 
In comparison with some other Bantu languages which have fairly complex 
systems of negation, Bena's negation system is quite straightforward. There are three 
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negative morphemes: the negative prefix si- (used on all inflected finite verb forms), the 
negative prefix ta- (used to negate verbal infinitives), and the negative verb taana (used 
to negate the subjunctive). Each strategy of negation utilized by Bena is discussed below. 
5.2.6.1 Negation of finite verb forms 
Finite verb forms are negated using the morpheme si-. This morpheme can occur 
in one of two positions. Either it occurs immediately preceding the subject marker in the 
pre-SM slot, or it occurs immediately following the subject marker in the NEG2 slot. 
Alternate ordering of the negative and subject marker are shown below: 
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(39) a. sindfgona b. ndis(gona 
si-ndi-i-gon-a ndi-si-i-gon-a 
NEG-l8G-PRE8-s1eep-Fv l8G-NEG-PRE8-s1eep-Fv 
'I'm not sleeping' 'I'm not sleeping' 
(40) a. si-ageenda8 b. asigeenda 
si-a-gend-a a-si-gend-a 
NEG-cLl-walk-Fv CLl-NEG-walk-Fv 
's/he's not walking' 's/he's not walking' 
In both (a) forms above, the negative marker occurs immediately preceding the subject 
marker, in the pre-8M slot. In the (b) forms, the negative marker occurs immediately 
following the subject marker in the NEG2 slot. At this point it is unclear what the 
difference in meaning is between the two orderings, however speakers do show a 
preference for the NEG-8M ordering with first person singUlar, and a preference for the 
opposite order (8M-NEG) with all other persons. Thus in the examples above, (39a) and 
(40b) are the preferred forms. Nurse (2008) notes that historically, the primary negative 
(occurring before the subject marker) was likely in complementary distribution with the 
secondary negative (occurring after the subject marker). The secondary negative was 
used in non-main-clause forms such as infinitives, relatives, and subjunctives. The 
primary negative was used everywhere else. If such a distinction ever existed in Bena, it 
has been lost. 
The negative prefix si- can co-occur with nearly every finite verb form and does 
not generally change tense-aspect morphemes. In verbal configurations composed of a 
single inflected verb, the negative prefix occurs on that verb. In forms composed of an 
8 Note in this example that vowel coalescence is blocked between the negative marker and the subject 
marker. 
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inflected auxiliary followed by a main verb, the main verb receives the negative marking. 
Forms made up of an uninflected auxiliary followed by a main verb receive their negative 
marking on the main verb. The following chart summarizes all the negative forms of 
finite verbs, using third person singular forms and the verbal stem eeluha (chosen 
because it is vowel initial and thus illustrates well patterns of vowel coalescence with the 
negative morpheme). Ordering follows that used in 5.2.5.3 above. The non-negated form 
is given as a reference point, but only the negated form is glossed. 
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PI perfective ve eelwihe ve aseelwihe 's/he didn't walk just now' 
P2 perfective eelwihe aseelwihe 's/he didn't walk' 
P3 perfective aheelwihe sindaheelwihe 's/he didn't walk a few days ago' 
P4 perfective eelwffhe sindeelwffhe s/he didn't walk long ago' 
pres. perfective ihweeluha asihweeluha 's/he is not walking' 
FI perfective adza ihweeluha adza asihweeluha 's/he will not walk (very soon)' 
F2 perfective adzihweelUha asidzihweeluha 's/he will not walk (soon)' 
F3 perfective aleeluha asi!eeluha 's/he will not walk (in a long 
time)' 
pres. progressive ali muhugona asili muhugona 's/he is not sleeping' 
PI progressive eeluhiige aseeluhffge 's/he was not climbing (earlier)' 
P2 progressive ahihweeluha asihihweeluha 's/he was not climbing (earlier)' 
P3 progressive aheeluhffge asiheeluhffge 's/he was not climbing (a few 
days ago)' 
P4 progressive eeluhaga aseeluhaga 's/he was not climbing (last 
year)' 
F I progressive ivedza ihweeluha asivedza ihweelUha 's/he will not be climbing (later), 
F2 progressive adzivedza asidzivedza 's/he will not be climbing 
ihweeluha ihweeluha (tomorrow)' 
F2 progressive alavedza asilavedza 's/he will not be climbing (next 
ihweeluha ihweeluha year)' 
pres. habitual a ihweelUha asa ihweeluha 's/he doesn't climb often' 
P4 habitual eeluhffge aseeluhffge 's/he didn't used to climb' 
pres. persistivel pele ihweeluha 
pres. persistive2 apihweeluha 
P3 persistive aate eelwihe 
P4 persistive aande eelwihe 
P2 anterior eelwihe aseelwihe 's/he hasn't climbed' 
P3 anterior ahaave eelwihe ahaave aseelwihe 's/he hadn't climbed (recently), 
P4 anterior aave eelwihe aave aseelwihe 's/he hadn't climbed (long ago)' 
FI anterior ivedza eelwihe ivedza aseelwihe 's/he will not have climbed (very 
soon)' 
F2 anterior adzivedza adzivedza aseelwihe 
eelwihe 
F3 anterior alirvedza eelwihe alirvedza aseelwihe 
narrative ndigonaga/e 
Table 5.43 Negative finite verbs 
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's/he will not have climbed (in a 
few days)' 
'slbe will not have climbed (in a 
long time)' 
As can be seen in the above table, most of the forms have negatives, with the exception 
of verbs in the persistive aspect and narrative tense. 
5.2.6.2 Negation of the infinitive 
Negated infinitives are formed by prefixing the negative morpheme ta- before the 
verbal stem. High tone occurs on the negative morpheme. 
(41) a. hukagula b. hutakagula 
hu-kagul-a hu-ta-kagul-a 
cL15-know-FV CL15-NEG-know-FV 
'to know' 'to not know' 
(42) a. hwaadza b. hutaadza 
hu-adz-a hu-ta-adz-a 
CL 15-come-Fv CL 15 -NEG-come-FV 
'to come' 'to not come' 
Negative infinitives have an alternate form, where hi- may replace the Class 15 prefix. 
Thus the examples above, hutakagula 'to not know' and hutaadza 'to not come' may also 
be pronounced as hitakagula and hitaadza, respectively. At this point, it is unclear what 
the difference is between the two forms. They behave exactly the same way. Speakers 
claim that they are identical in meaning and that they are not dialectal variants. They say 
that they are simply different ways of pronouncing the same thing. Below is an example 
of the negated infinitive, taken from the corpus: 
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(43) Lino, ihifisi hihwcuidza, hittikagula hutigila huna mutego. 
lino i-hi-fisi hi-hu-adz-a hi-ta-kagfll-a hutigila hu-na mu-tego 
now AUG.7- cL7-E- CLlS-NEG- COMP CLlS-have cL3-trap 
cL7-hyena come-FV know-FV 
'Now the hyena came along, not knowing that there was a trap.' 
(080ct17b, The Hyena and the Hare: line 090) 
5.2.6.3 Negation of the subjunctive 
To form the negative ofthe subjunctive, the subjunctive form of the verb taana is 
used, followed by the infinitive. The verb taana is used only to negate the subjunctive; it 
has no other meaning/use. Some examples ofthe negative subjunctive are given below: 




(4S) a. tugonage! 
tu-gon-ag-e 
1 PL-sleep-IPFv-FV 
'let's start to sleep!' 
5.2.7 Verbs with reduced morphology 




b. tutaane uhugona! 
tu-taan-e u-hu-gon-a 
IPL-NEG-FV AUG.cLlS-cLlS-sleep-Fv 
'let's not start to sleep!' 
There are a number of verbs in Bena that show reduced inflectional morphology 
and cannot take any type of derivational morphology. They are the verbal copula Ii, 
huvedza 'to be', huna 'to exist', and -gtiya 'be without, not have'. 
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5.2.7.1 Copula Ii 
The verbal copula is used in a variety ofpredicative constructions (see 7.1.3). It is 
an takes little of the prototypical verb morphology. There is no infinitival form. The 
copula is marked for subject in the 8M slot; it can take the negative prefix si-, and it can 
receive only certain past tense prefixes (aa- 'pas4' and haa- 'past3') in TAl. The copula 
has no post-stem morphology. Other forms use the verb huva 'to belbecome' as an 
auxiliary. Forms of the copula are summarized below: 
present perfective ndfli mulfmi 'I am a farmer' 
sindili mulfmi 'I am not a farmer' 
P3 perfective ndihaali mulimi 'I was a farmer (recently), 
sindihaali mulimi 'I wasn't a farmer (recently), 
P4 perfective ndaali mulimi 'I was a farmer (long ago)' 
sindaali mulimi 'I wasn't a farmer (long ago)' 
F2 perfective ndidziva ndili mulimi 'I will be a farmer (soon)' 
sindidziva ndili mulimi 'I won't be a farmer (soon)' 
F3 perfective ndilava ndili mulimi 'I will be a farmer (in a long time)' 
sindilava ndili mulimi 'I won't be a farmer (in a long time)' 
present persistive pele ndili mulimi 'I am still a farmer' 
subjunctive (ndisaha) ndive ndili mulimi 'I would like to be a farmer' 
(ndisaha) ndive sindili mulimi 'I would like to not be a farmer' 
imperative uvedzage uli mulimi 'be a farmer!' 
Table 5.44 Forms of the copula Ii 
Copular clauses are described in 7.1.3. 
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5.2.7.2 Va (huvedza)'be' 
The auxiliary va (infinitive hzivedza) has the richest morphological marking of the 
morphologically reduced verbs. It can take a subject maker, tense and aspect affixes, and 
a final vowel. However, unlike full verbs, va cannot take any derivational morphology. 
Va can take an epenthetic -edz between the root v and the final vowel -a when it needs an 
additional mora in order to bear tone. Thus, for example, the form ofthe infinitive is 
huvedza. The infinitive has the APU tone melody (see 2.3.4.3). Without the epenthetic 
syllable, *huva would not be long enough to bear tone. Therefore an epenthetic -edz is 
inserted, resulting in huvedza. The auxiliary va when used together with the conjunction 
na 'and' has the meaning 'have'. Va is also used as an auxiliary in a number of tense-
aspect configurations. Forms of the auxiliary va are summarized below: 
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present perfective ndiva 'lam' 
sindiva 'I am not' 
P3 perfective ndihaave 'I was (recently), 
sindihaave 'I wasn't (recently)' 
P4 perfective ndaave 'I was not (long ago)' 
sindaave 'I wasn't (long ago)' 
F2 perfective ndidzivedza 'I will be' 
sindidzivedza 'I won't be' 
F3 perfective ndilcivalndilavedza9 'I will be (in a long time)' 
sisindilavalsindililavedza 'I won't be (in a long time)' 
present persistive ndipive 'I still am' 
sUbjunctive ndive 'let me be' 
imperative uvedzage 'be!' 
Table 5.45 Forms of the auxiliary va be' 
5.2.7.3 Huna 'to exist' 
The verb huna is used to predicate the existence of something or someone (see 
7.1.4). It is unclear whether or not huna is a borrowing from the Swahili verb kuna (with 
the same functions and meanings). Huna cannot be marked for tense or aspect, and is 
therefore used only in the present tense. Huna takes a dummy subject in one of the 
locative classes (subject marking is the only inflection which huna can take). Use of huna 
is illustrated in (46) and (47): 









yumwiinga, ali nifidiimwa fya mweene. 
yu-mwinga a-Ii na=i-fi-diimwa fya mweene 
CLI-one CLI-cop and=AuG.8-cL8- Assoc.8 3SG.PRO 
animal 
'There is a child, he has his animals.' 
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(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM, line 001) 
(47) Nde ndiwona huna ng'wddle 
nde ndi-won-a hu-na N-kwaale 
if 1 SG-see-FV CL 17 -EXIST cLl O-pheasant 
'If I see that there are many pheasants ... " 




(080ct16a, A Farming Story, line 041) 
'Lack' is expressed using the word gaya. Gaya takes no tense or aspect marking 
(tense and aspect can be expressed using the copula or the auxiliary va 'be'. There is no 
infinitival form of gaya. Gaya is marked for noun class though consultants used gaya 
with both the noun class prefix and the agreement class prefix: 10 
(48) Ndili mugaya muhdddza. 
ndi-li mu-gaya mu-haadza 
ISG-COP cLl-lack AUG.I-cL I-sibling 
'I have no sibling.' 
(49) Ndili ndigaya muhdddza. 
ndi-Ii ndi-gaya mu-haadza 
ISG-COP ISG-lack CL I-sib ling 
'I have no sibling.' 
Tense and aspect with gaya is expressed using a copula, as in (50): 
\0 Because of this, it is unclear what word class gaya belongs to. It is either a verb with extremely reduced 
verbal properties or it is an adjective. 
(50) Ndihaali mugaya kaaye. 
ndi-haa-Ii mu-gaya kaaye 
1 SG-P3-COP cLl-lack house 
'I didn't have a house.' 
5.2.7.5 Existential 
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The existential verb has several components. It takes as its subject one ofthe 
locative classes. This is followed by O_ll, then the adjective class prefix of the noun 
whose existence is being predicated. This is followed by the copula Ii. A schematic, along 
with some examples, ofthe existential verb is given in (51): 
(51) LocClass -0 ACP Copula 
pa- 0- yi- Ii -+ pooyoli 
hu- 0- gi- Ii -+ hoogili 
mu- 0- dzi- Ii -+ moodzili 
Forms of the existential verb are summarized in Table 5.46: 
11 It is uncertain what (if any) meaning 0- has here. 
'there is (a person)' 
'there is (a Class 4 item)' 
'there are (Class 10 items)' 
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CLASS EXIST.CL16 EXIST.CL17 EXIST.CL18 
1 pooyili hooyili mooyili 
2 poovali hoovali moovali 
3 poogoli hoogoli moogoli 
4 poogili hoogili moogili 
5 poolili hoolili moolili 
6 poogali hoogali moogali 
7 poohili hoohili moohili 
8 poofili hoofili moofili 
9 pooyili hooyili moooyili 
10 poodzili hoodzili moodzili 
11 poo 10 li hoololi moololi 
12 poohali hoohali moohali 
13 pootoli hootoli mootoli 
14 poowoli hoowoli moowoli 
15 pooholi hooholi mooholi 
16 poopali -- --
17 -- hooholi --
18 -- -- moomoli 
20 poogoli hoogoli moogoli 
Table 5.46 EXIstentIal verb 
Use of the existential verb is described in 7.1.4. 
5.2.8 Subject relatives 
The final inflectional morpheme to be discussed is the subject relative. Subject 
relatives are marked on the verb in the pre-sM slot. With the exception of Class 1, subject 
relativizers are identical in form to the augment. Forms of subject relatives are 
summarized below: 
CLASS SUBJ.REL. CLASS 
SUBJ. 
CLASS REL. 
1 ye 8 i- 15 
2 a- 9 i- 16 
3 u- 10 i- 17 
4 i- II u- 18 
5 i- 12 a- 20 
6 a- 13 u-
7 i- 14 u-
Table 5.47 Forms of Bena subject relatives 
Several examples of subject relatives are shown below: 
(52) ilibihi i/igwe 
i-li-bihi i-li-gw-e 
AUG.5-CL5-tree REL.5-CL5-fall-Fv 
'the tree which fell' 
(53) avaanu avihwaadza 
a-va-nu a-va-i-hu-adz-a 
AUG.2-cL2-person REL.2-CL2-PREs-E-come-Fv 




ifinya magillu gadatu 
i-fi-ny-a ma-gulu ga-datu 
REL.S-cLS-have-Fv cL6-leg cL6-three 








Because the subject relative occurs in the pre-sM slot, when a subject relativizer is 
negated, the negative morpheme must occur after the subject marker (in NEG2), rather 
than in the pre-sM slot, because that slot has already been filled by the subject relative. 
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(55) a. avaana avigona 
a-va-na a-va-i-gon-a 
AUG .2-CL2-child REL.2-CL2-PREs-sleep-Fv 
'the children who are sleeping' 
(56) b. avaana avasfgona 
a-va-na a-va-si-i-gon-a 
AUG.2-CL2-child REL.2-CL2-NEG-PRES-sleep-Fv 
'the children who are not sleeping' 
Syntactic behavior ofthe relative clause is discussed in Chapter 5. 
5.3 Verbal derivation 
In Bena, verbs can be derived from other verbs (and in some cases, adjectives) 
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using a series of derivational suffixes (and one prefix) and through reduplication. Verbal 
derivational suffixes are commonly referred to as "extensions" in Bantu (Schadeburg 
2003). Derivational suffixes can increase or decrease verbal valence. A third group of 
suffixes maintains verbal valence but changes the meaning of the verb in some other 
fashion (such as intensifying the action or by indicating repetition). Several of the 
extensions (such as passive, applicative, and causative) are extremely productive. Some 
(such as the stative and separative suffixes, discussed below) are somewhat productive. 
Others are completely unproductive in present day Bena, but can be traced to proto-
Bantu. For most verbs containing these extensions, underived forms no longer exist but 
they can be determined by comparison with other forms based on the same verbal roots. 
These lexicalized verbal extensions also participate in certain phonological processes 
such as spirantization (see 2.4.6) and imbrication (2.4.7). In general, verbal stems with 
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more than two syllables are likely to contain at least one derivational suffix, though it is 
not always possible to determine the suffix's origin. 
Verbs may contain up to three derivational extensions, though verbs with three 
extensions are fairly rare. In verbs containing multiple suffixes, the most productive 
suffixes occur furthest from the root. Lexicalized (unproductive) suffixes always occur 
immediately following the verbal root. Derivational suffixes in Bena are high-toned, 
though tonal melodies associated with tense-aspect combinations result in tonal changes. 












































The following sections discuss morphological aspects of Bena derivational extensions. 
Extensions are discussed roughly in order of productivity (the most productive suffixes 
are discussed first). Syntactic functions of these suffixes are discussed further in 7.1.2. At 
the end ofthis section is an analysis of derivation through reduplication. Reduplication is 
included here because, though it is not a verbal extension, it is another strategy used in 
verbal derivation. 
5.3.1 Passive (-w) 
The Bena passive suffix is extremely productive and semantically very regular. 
The passive is formed by using the derivational suffix -w. The passive also causes High 
tone to shift to the syllable preceding the passive: 
(57) a. dzeenga b. dzeengwa 
dzeeng-a dzeeng-w-a 
build-FV build-PAss-Fv 
'build' 'be built' 
(58) a. buda b. bildwa 
bud-a bud-w-a 
kill-FV kill-PASS-FV 
'kill' 'be killed' 
In a verb with multiple derivational suffixes, the passive morpheme always occurs closest 
to the final vowel: 















'be opened by/with' 
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(See section 7.1.2.4.1 for a discussion ofthe syntactic functions of the passive and the 
grammatical relations which can be passivized.) 
5.3.2 Applicative (-if) 
The applicative is a valence-increasing operation which introduces an argument. 
The introduced argument can be beneficiary, recipient, instrument, location, or reason. 
The applicative can also be referred to as "dative" (i.e., Schadeburg 2003), or 
"prepositional" (Ashton 1976). The form of the applicative suffix in Bena is -il; following 
stems where the final stem vowel is mid, the applicative harmonizes to -el (see 2.4.3). 
The applicative suffix triggers imbrication in verbs ending in /1/ (see example (64) 
below). Imbrication is discussed in 2.4.7. The applicative suffix is extremely productive. 
Several examples illustrating its formation are given below: 
(61) a. dzeenga b. dzeengela 
dzeng-a dzeng-il-a 
build-Fv build-APPL-FV 
'build' 'build for' 
(62) a. gima b. gimfla 
gim-a gim-il-a 
dig-FV dig-APPL-FV 
'dig' 'dig with' 
(63) a. pituha b. pituhfla 
pituh-a pituh-il-a 
tum-FV tum-APPL-fv 
'tum' 'tum to' 







'be happy because of 
In some cases, the meaning of the applicative form of a verb has become lexicalized 
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(though verbs that have a fossilized applicative cannot take a second applicative suffix): 
(65) aanfha 'hang' aanihfla 'hang clothes to dry' 
geenda 'walk' geendela 'visit' 
gona 'sleep' gonela 'go to sleep hungry' 
fima 'stand' iimfla 'supervise' 
lamuha 'wakeup' lamuhfla 'feel better' 
In addition to the normal applicative suffix, there is a long applicative, -ilil. As 
with the shorter applicative form, vowel harmony applies with verbal stems which have a 
final mid vowel; here, the form of the long applicative is -eMI. The normal applicative is 
much more productive than the long form. The meaning of verbs derived with the long 
applicative is also more difficult to predict (though several verbs with the long 








viihfla 'put on' 
gonela 'go to sleep hungry' 




'put on a fire' 
'sleep hard' 
'pound into' 
Section 7.1.2.2 discusses the syntactic function of the applicative construction in greater 
detail. 
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5.3.3 Causative (-i,-is,-idz) 
The causative extension introduces an argument. The meaning of the causative is 
almost always one of causation (someone makes someone/something do an action), 
however there are a few cases when the causative extension has an intensifYing meaning. 
Verbs can take a single causative suffix (i.e., double causatives are disallowed). There are 
three causative morphemes in Bena: -i, -is, and -idz. The latter two (-is and -idz) exhibit 
vowel height harmony and are realized as -es and -edz, respectively, following verbs 
whose final stem vowel is mid. According to Schadeburg (2003), there were two 
causative extensions in Proto-Bantu: *-i and *-ici. These were in complementary 
distribution: *-ici was used after short CV roots and *-i was used after longer CVC(VC) 
roots. In Bena, the situation is slightly more complicated and it is no longer possible to 
always predict which ofthe causative extensions will be used with a particular verb. 
With monosyllabic C(G) verb roots, -is is used: 




(68) a. nywa b. nywesa 
nyw-a nyw-es-a 
drink-Fv drink -CAUS-FV 
'drink' 'make someone drink' 
-is is also used when a verbal root ends in a prenasalized affricate: 12 
12 It is also likely that verbs ending in the affricate <dz> would also use the -is extension, but no such 
examples exist in the current database. 







'make someone taste' 
It is more difficult to sort out the relationship between the other two (more 
common) causative extensions: -i and -idz. Most verbs take one or the other, however 
there are two verbs in the database which can take both suffixes (the meanings of the 
causative forms for both verbs are identical): 
(70) a. geenda b. geendza, c. geendedza 
gend-a gend-i-a gend-idz-a 
walk-Fv walk-cAus-Fv walk-cAuS-FV 
'walk' 'show a guest around' 'show a guest around' 
(71) a. mema b. memya c. memedza 
mem-a mem-i-a mem-idz-a 
full-FV full-cAUS-FV full-CAUS-FV 
'be full, fill (INTR)' 'fill (TR)' 'fill (TR)' 
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-i is used following verbs ending in several ofthe unproductive verbal extensions 
(separative, extensive, stative, and impositive). -i always triggers spirantization (see 
2.4.6): 
(72) a. golOha b. golOsa 
gol-uh-a gol-uh-i-a 
straight-sEP-FV straight-sEP-CAUS-Fv 
'be straight' 'straighten something' 
(73) a. lemala b. lemadza 
lem-al-a lem-al-i-a 
hurt-EXT-FV hurt-EXT-CAUS-FV 
'be hurt' 'hurt someone' 








-i is used with a number of other verbs which have no derivational extension. Several 
examples are given below: 




(76) a. yaga b. yadza 
yag-a yag-i-a 
lost-FV lost-CAUS-FV 
'be lost' 'lose' 
(77) a. puupa b. puufya 
puup-a puup-i-a 
boil-FV boil-CAUS-FV 
'boil (INTR)' 'boil (TR)' 
(7S) a. kalava b. katafya 
kalav-a kalav-i-a 
bathe-FV bathe-CAUs-FV 
'bathe (oneself)' 'wash (something or someone else)' 
Where -i is used following the separative, extensive, stative, and impositive 
suffixes, -idz is used following the applicative: 




(SO) a. fuung'a 
fuung'-a 
smoke-Fv 








'cause something to smoke' 
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As with -i, -idz is used with a number of other verbs. (In general, -idz seems to be more 
common and is likely more productive than -f, though -i does still seem to be fairly 
productive). 























'make someone carry' 
The following table summarizes the use of each type of causative: 
-is 
with monosyllabic roots of 
the form C(G) 




extensive, stative, and 
impositive extensions 
with other verbs 
-idz 
following the applicative 
extension 
with other verbs 
Table 5.49 Situations in which the three causative extensions are used 
Most of the verbs given in the above examples have a causation meaning with the 
causative suffix (someone makes someone/something else perform an action). For a few 
verbs, the meaning ofthe causative suffix is intensive or carries an implication of greater 
intention, rather than causation: 
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(84) goongola 'invite' goongotedza 'urge' 
kemeela 'call' kemeedza 'summon' 
lola 'see' lotedza 'watch, guard' 
loongola 'precede' loongodza 'lead' 
nava 'lick' navilfdza 'lick up completely' 
puliha 'hear' pulihfdza 'listen' 
tova 'hit' tovedza 'smash' 
The causative suffix can also be used when deriving verbs from other parts of 
speech. Thus the word pole (borrowed from Swahili) which is a word one uses to express 
sympathy, can be derived using the causative extension to from the verb potedza 'to 
comfort someone'. Similarly, hodi (also borrowed from Swahili), which roughly 
translates into "knock, knock!" (a word one calls out when visiting someone else's home) 
can be derived into hodedza, 'to call out a greeting at someone's door'. 
5.3.4 Reciprocal (-an) 
The reciprocal extension -an expresses reciprocity. It derives from the Proto-
Bantu reciprocal extension *-an (also called "associative", Schadeburg 2003). Reciprocal 
verbs must have a plural subject. Several examples illustrating formation of reciprocal 
verbs are given below: 







'kill each other' 
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(86) a. taanga b. taangana 
tang-a tang-an-a 
help-Fv help-REcIP-FV 
'help' 'help each other' 
(87) a. tova b. tovana 
tov-a tov-an-a 
hit-FV hit-RECIP-FV 
'hit' 'hit each other' 
The reciprocal extension always has a reciprocal meaning, unlike some other Bantu 
languages where the reciprocal (or "associative") actually expressions actions that are 
done jointly (see, for example, Petzell's 2008 description of Kagulu). Description of joint 
actions can be done using the intensive extension (see 5.3.7). The reflexive prefix ;- can 
also be used to express reciprocity; see 5.2.4. 
5.3.5 Stative (-ih) 
The stative extension -ih is used to express something which has undergone a 
particular action or which is capable of undergoing that action. The stative can also be 
referred to as "neuter" (Schadeburg 2003) and is similar in function to the middle voice 
in other languages (see Kemmer 1993). The stative construction reduces verbal valence: 
the subject of the original verb is deleted and the original object is promoted to a subject. 
The resultant verb expresses either a state that has resulted from a particular action or the 
process of undergoing that action. The stative suffix -ih undergoes vowel height 
harmony; thus for verbs whose final stem vowel is mid, the stative lowers to -eh (see 
2.4.3). Use of the stative is illustrated in (88): 
(88) a. Umw,Mna adeenyile 
u-mu-ana a--deeny-ile 
AUG.1-cLl-child cLl--break-Fv 
'The child broke the twig. 
b. Utubihi tudeenyiihe. 
u-tu-bihi tu-deeny-ih-ile 
AUG. 12-CL 12-tree CL 12-break-sTAT-FV 
'The twig is broken.' 
utubfhi. 
u-tu-bihi 
AUG .12-CL 12-tree 
Schadeburg (2003) notes that in some languages the stative extension is fairly 
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unproductive and can only be used with verbs of destruction and experience. However, in 
Bena the stative extension is extremely productive and can be used with a broad range of 
transitive verbs. Any verb where the subject has the potential to be affected by the action 
described by the verb can be combined with the stative extension. Several examples 
illustrating formation of the stative are given below: 
(89) a. anaimga b. anaanglha 
anang-a anang-ih-a 
destroY-Fv destroy-sTAT-FV 
'destroy' 'be destroyed' 
(90) a. gima b. gimlha 
gim-a gim-ih-a 
dig-Fv dig-sTAT-Fv 
'dig' 'be diggable' 
(91) a. kagula b. kagullha 
kagul-a kagul-ih-a 
know-fv know-STAT-FV 
'know' 'be known, knowable' 
(92) a. Iiya b. Iidzlha 
liy-a liy-ih-a 
eat-Fv eat-sTAT-FV 
'eat' 'be edible' 








The syntactic function of the stative is discussed in 7.1.2.4.2. 
5.3.6 Separative (-ul, -uh) 
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There are two separative extensions in Bena: -uh and -ul. -uh is intransitive; -ul is 
transitive. These are reflexes of *-uk and *-ul which have been reconstructed for Proto-
Bantu (Schadeburg 2003). The separative has also been referred to as "reversive" (Le., 
Ngonyani 2003). Schadeburg (2003:78) defines the separative extension as describing 
"movement out of some original position". A significant subset of the verbs using the -ul 
and -uh extensions are reversive in meaning, though as this term cannot be generalized to 
cover all the verbs with these extensions, the term "separative" is preferred. Both suffixes 
harmonize (-6hl-61, respectively) following a stem whose final stem vowel is 10/. (94) 
illustrates both suffixes with diinda 'close': 












-uh is largely unproductive and most verbs utilizing the -uh extension have 
lexicalized. In fact, diinduha 'be open' in (94) is the only verb in the entire data set for 
which the underived form (diinda 'close') currently exists. For other verbs, the stem can 
be reconstructed by comparing the -uh form with other derived forms, even though a 
completely underived stem no longer exists. The following examples show both -uh 









'tear (INTR), be torn' 
'be straight' 
'get up' 

















The -ul (transitive) separative extension is much more productive than the -uh 
extension, though it is not nearly as productive as many ofthe other derivational 
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extensions (such as the passive, applicative, and causative). Further, in verbs for which 
non-derived forms exist, the meaning of the -ul extension is always reversive. Thus in 
present-day Bena, it is only the transitive form -ul with a reversive meaning which is still 
productive. Examples of this productive suffix are given below: 
(96) fihama 'hide' fihamula 'expose' 
siila 'bury' siilula 'dig up' 
tiima 'roof tiimula 'remove a roof 
wopa 'tie' wop61a 'undress, untie' 
5.3.7 Intensive (-as) 
Though the intensive extension has not been reconstructed for Proto-Bantu, 
similar constructions are found in other Bantu languages such as Ha (Harjula 2003), 
Kagulu (Petzell 2008), and Ngoni (Ngonyani 2003). As is implied by the name 
"intensive" the intensive extension is used to intensify a particular action. The intensive 
(-as) is somewhat productive in Bena. Examples of the intensive are given below: 




(98) a. dumula b. dumuldsa 
dumul-a dumul-as-a 
cut-FV cut-INTENS-FV 
'cut' 'chop up' 
(99) a. lola b. loldsa 
lol-a lol-as-a 
see-FV see-INTENS-FV 
'see' 'look around' 

















'return home together' 
'climb aboard together' 
The impositive is homophonous with the stative (-ihl-eh) but has a different 
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meaning. Impositive verbs are transitive (rather than intransitive as with the stative). With 
impositive verbs, the meaning is positional-something is put in a particular place or 
position. Formation of the impositive is illustrated below: 















'illuminate' (put something where it can reflect light) 
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The impositive is extremely unproductive, and impositive verbs are largely lexicalized. 
There are a number of verbs in Bena which appear to be impositive forms, but for which 
non-impositive forms do not exist: 
(103) dzaaliha 'spread' kunfha 'bend (TR)' 
fyoombeha 'hide' ogeha 'transplant' 
hudfha 'tie' tuumbfha 'hang' 
5.3.9 Repetitive (-ang) 
The repetitive extension -ang (-aang on the surface due to compensatory 
lengthening, see 2.1.3.3) is used to indicate that an action is done repeatedly. It 
corresponds with Proto-Bantu *-ang (Schadeburg 2003). The repetitive is very 
unproductive in Bena, and only three examples of it exist in the current database: 















'farm repeatedly, plant all over the place in an unplanned 
manner' 








5.3.1 0 Positional (-am) 
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The positional extension in Bena is -am. It corresponds with the Proto-Bantu 
positional extension *-am (also referred to as "stative") which typically means that 
something is or assumes a particular position (Schadeburg 2003). Positional verbs are 
always intransitive. In Bena, the positional suffix is completely unproductive, and (with 
one exception), corresponding non-positional verbs do not exist. Several examples of 





guunddma 'bend over' 
sagdma 'be/become straight' 
There is one positional verb for which a non-derived form exists: 
(l08) jiha 'hide' jihdma 'hide' 
When asked, speakers indicate that bothjiha andjihama mean exactly the same thing 
('hide'). The positional formjihama is more common, though this may be due to the fact 
thatjiha 'hide' is homophonous withjiha 'arrive'. 
5.3.11 Extensive (-al) 
The extensive suffix (-al) derives from Proto-Bantu *-al. The meaning of the 
extensive suffix is fairly difficult to pin down, though Schadeburg (2003:77) notes that 
the extensive commonly has meanings related to being "in a spread out position" or "ill 
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and suffering". In Bena, a number of extensive verbs seem to have some sort of stative 
meaning, though this cannot be generalized across all of them. The extensive suffix in 
Bena is unproductive. All extensive verbs in Bena are intransitive. There are several 
verbs for which an extensive form and a non-derived form exist, though consultants 
indicate that the meaning of the two verbs is exactly the same: 
(109) fuluga 'be tired, pregnant' 
siga 'remain' 
saha 'be worn out' 
fulugtila 'be tired, pregnant' 
sigtila 'remain' 
sahtila 'be worn out' 
There are also a number of extensive verbs in Bena which do not have an underived 
counterpart, but for which it is possible to tell that they contain an extensive suffix by 









-gangamafu 'be dried up (ADJ)' 
-hugUvafu 'be sad (ADJ)' 
fuuhila 'be hot, sweat' 
lemadza 'hurt (TR)' 
/igaanga 'stone' 
Other Bena verbs end in -aI, though because the extensive suffix does not have a clearly 
defined meaning, it can be difficult to tell whether or not these verbs are extensive 










gololoptila 'be old' 
iktila 'sit, live' 
kuuvtila 'stumble' 
lemtila 'get hurt' 
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5.3.12 Tentive (-at) 
The tentive extension (-at) is another completely unproductive extension in Bena. 
It corresponds with Proto-Bantu *-at which typically carries the meaning of "actively 
making firm contact" (Schadeburg 2003:77). Three verbs in Bena seem to have this 







'hold on one's lap' 
5.3.13 Combinations of verbal extensions 
Bena verbs may contain multiple derivational suffixes. A single verb can contain 
up to three extensions, though a single extension is most common and three suffixes on 
one verb is rare. Unproductive extensions (such as positional and tentive) occur closest to 
the root; extensions that are more productive occur further from the root, with the passive 
(the most productive extension) occurring last. Argument structure is determined by the 
final extension. The following table summarizes the order used when multiple 
derivational extensions occur on a single verb (extensions listed together in a single 
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(113) through (116) are examples of combinations of two or three verbal extensions: 
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(113)a. gona b. gonetedza Applicative+Causative 
gon-a gon-il-idz-a 
sleep-Fv sleep-APPL-CAUS-Fv 
'sleep' 'make someone sleep' 
(114)a. iimba b. iimbilwa Applicative +Passive 
imb-a imb-il-w-a 
read-Fv read-APPL-PASS-FV 
'read' 'be read to' 
(115)a. keela b. keetedzwa Causative+Passive 
keel-a keel-idz-w-a 
be.happy-Fv be.happy-cAus-PASS-FV 
'be happy' 'be pleased' 
(116)a. diinda b. dindulilwa Separative+Applicative+Passive 
dind-a dind-ul-il-w-a 
close-Fv close-sEP-APPL-PASS-FV 
'close' 'to be opened by/with someone/something' 
5.3.14 Reduplication 
The final strategy which Bena employs to derive one verb from another is 
reduplication. There are two types of reduplication: full reduplication ofthe entire verbal 
stem, and partial reduplication ofthe initial CV sequence ofthe verbal stem. Full 
reduplication is productive; partial reduplication is not. 
Full reduplication reduplicates the entire verb stem (including the final vowel). 
The second portion of the reduplicated form bears tone. For some verbs, the reduplicated 
form intensifies the meaning ofthe original verb; for others, the meaning is pluractional 
(Newman 1980). For these verbs the action is repetitive or is done a number oftimes in 
different places. Examples of full reduplication are given below: 
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(117) deenya 'break' denyadeenya 'shatter' 
dzuumba 'jump' dzumbadzuumba 'jump around' 
geenda 'walk' gendageenda 'wander around' 
hesa 'make laugh' hesahesa 'make laugh (a lot or frequently)' 
Monga 'talk' longaMonga 'ramble' 
mela 'grow' melamela 'grow all around' 
Full reduplication is extremely productive. Even borrowings can be reduplicated. Thus, 
for example, the verbjWata 'follow, search' (borrowed from Swahilifoata 'follow') can 
be reduplicated to jWatajWata 'search hard for'. 
The second type of reduplication is partial reduplication, where the initial CV of 
the verbal stems serves as the reduplicant. Tone does not shift. For this strategy, it is 
difficult to tell the meaning ofthe reduplication, as few examples of both reduplicated 
and non-reduplicated forms exist in the database, and because in two ofthe cases, 
consultants indicate that the meanings ofthe reduplicated and non-reduplicated forms are 
identical. All of the partially reduplicated forms in the current database are given below: 
(118) baandula 'peel' babaandula 'peel' 
dzuma 'be surprised' dzudzuma 'complain' 
gweeta 'cluck' gwegweeta 'cluck' 
Mota 'dream' loMota 'talk in one's sleep' 
ng'uula 'cry, howl' ng 'ung 'uula 'hum, be sad' 
yeesa 'discredit someone' yeyeesa 'shame someone' 
In addition to the verbs presented in (118), there are a number of verbs which have the 
form CVCVC where the first two CV sequences are the same, but for which non-
reduplicated forms do not exist in the current database. For these verbs, it is unclear 
whether or not they arose historically through reduplication. Examples of these suspected 
































This chapter has discussed both inflectional and derivational verbal morphology. I 
began with a discussion of Ben a verb structure and I showed that, like other Bantu 
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languages, Bena verbs exhibit a hierarchical structure. This was followed by a discussion 
of Bena inflectional morphology. This portion of the grammar addressed infinitival 
forms, subject and object markers, tense, aspect, mood, negation, and subject 
relativization. Following this was a discussion of the fourteen verbal (derivational) 
extensions found in Bena. The final section of this chapter discussed reduplication. This 
chapter concludes the portion of the grammar devoted to inflecting word classes. 
Uninflecting classes (adverbs and other invariable words) are described in the next 
chapter. 
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Adverbs and other invariables 
The two previous chapters have discussed classes of inflecting words in Bena-
nouns and nominal modifiers (adjectives, demonstratives, inflected interrogatives, and 
quantifiers) and verbs. There are a number of classes of words that do not inflect-these 
include adverbs, conjunctions, uninflected interrogatives, and interjections. These 
uninflecting words are sometimes also referred to as "invariables" (Maganga and 
Schadeburg 1992, Harjula 2003). This chapter discusses each ofthese classes in more 
detail-the ways in which these classes are defined and the functions of words belonging 
to each class. 
6.1 Adverbs 
Adverbs in Bena can largely be divided into two groups: temporal, locative, and 
manner adverbs. Temporal adverbs provide information about the temporal setting of a 
clause. Temporal adverbs are exemplified in Table 6.: 
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ADVERB GLOSS ADVERB GLOSS 
haangi 'again' paambele 'later' 
hcivili 'twice' dzuudzi 'the day before yesterday' 
hadatu 'three times' igolo 'yesterday' 
linD 'now' neng 'uni, nenguli 'today' 
lilinolino 'just now' hililwo 'tomorrow' 
taa, taandi 'first' poonda 'every day' 
pele 'still' nehe 'then' 
Table 6.1 Examples oftemporal adverbs 
As can be seen in Table 6., there is no morphological pattern shared by all adverbs. Some 
observations are possible, however, about the formation of some individual adverbs. The 
adverb haangi 'again' is formed by prefixing the root -ngi 'other' with the Class 12 
prefix ha-. Class 12 is usually reserved for diminutive formation; however when a stem is 
prefixed with ha- it can be used as a temporal adverb. Numerals can also take the ha-
prefix. Therefore, for example, hcivili (containing the stem -viii 'two') means 'twice' and 
hadatu (from -datu 'three') means 'three times'. This is illustrated in (1) and (2) : 
(1) Tige 'umwaana' hddatu. 
tig-e u-mu-ana ha-datu 
say-Fv AUG.I-CL1-child cLl2-three 
'Say 'child' three times.' 
(2) Dzisihwaadza huhola haangi, kaa. 
dzi-si-hu-adz-a hu-hol-a ha-ngi kaa 
CLlO-NEG-E-COme-Fv cLl5-scratch cLl2-other no 
'They can't come to scratch (the seeds up) again, no.' 
(080ct16a. A Farming Story. line 051) 
The adverb p66nda 'every day' is formed from the stem -onda 'all' prefixed with the 
Class 16 prefix pa-. 
(3) Ndihwa nindzala 
ndi-hw-a na=i-N-yala 
1 SG-remain-Fv and=AUG.9-CL9-hunger 





(08SeptOl d, The Hare and the Hyena, line 077) 
Most Bena temporal adverbs operate at the clausal level. They occur either 
clause-initially or clause-finally and provide information about when the action described 
by the clause takes place. 
(4) Atige, "Uneene ndili muvina sana ning'uni." 
(5) 
a-tig-e u-neene ndi-li mu-vina sana neng'uni 
cLl-say-Fv AUG .1-1 SG .PRO 1 SG-COP CL I-big very today 
'He said, "I'm very important today.'" 
(080ct09j The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 049) 
Paambile vitaang 'anaga 
pambele va-i-taang'-an-ag-a 
later cL2-PRES-meet-REcIP-NARR-FV 




(080ctlOb, The Hare and His Wife, line 040) 
The adverb nehe 'then' always occurs clause-initially. It is particularly common 
in stories, providing information about the sequencing of events. Use of nehe is 
i11ustrated by the following series of clauses taken from a single folk tale: 
(6) a. Ing 'w{iale yiipya 
i-N-kwaale yi-i-py-a 
AUG.9-cL9-pheasant cL9-PREs-burn-Fv 




b. Nehe isude yitegutaga ihidzege 
nehe i-sude yi-tegul-ag-a i-hi-dzege 
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hya ng 'waale. 
hya N-kwaale 
then AUG.9-hare cL9-take-NARR-Fv AUG.7-cL7-bone 
'Then the hare took a bone from the pheasant. ' 
Assoc.7 cL9-pheasant 
c. Nehe yiwuyapaga ifiliimbi ya hutova. 
nehe yi-wuyap-ag-a i-filimbi ya hu-tov-a 
then cL9-carve-NARR-FV AUG.9-whistle Assoc.9 cL15-hit-FV 
'Then he carved a whistle for playing.' (a musical instrument) 
d. Nehe yiimbaga 
nehe yi-i-imb-ag-a 
then cL9-PREs-sing-NARR-Fv 




(08Sept11e, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 2, lines 019-022) 
The adverb pele 'still' modifies the verb phrase, rather than the entire clause. It always 
occurs immediately pre-verbally, as in (7) and (8): 
(7) Umutuumbwi pete gweendelela 
u-mu-tumbwi pele gu-endelel-a 
AUG.3-cL3-boat still cL3-continue-Fv 




(080ct06c, Swamp Girl, line 048) 
(8) Kaka! Indzala pete yivava, pete yivava. 
kaka i-N-yala pele yi-vav-a pele yi-vav-a 
ha AUG.9-cL9-hunger still cL9-ache-Fv still cL9-ache-Fv 
'Ha! The hunger still ached, it still ached.' ('He was still hungry.') 
(080ct06c, Swamp Girl, line 048) 




Pe ndiwidziidze, ndidziindila haangi fimele. 
pe ndi-widz-ile ndi-dzind-il-a hangi fi-mel-e 
when 1 sG-redo-Fv 1 sG-wait-APPL-FV again cL8-grow-Fv 
'When I have redone (the fields) I wait again for them (the crops) to grow.' 
(080ctJ6a, A Farming Story, line 039) 
Vivaangaga haangi uhuliya ing 'Ung 'i dzfla. 
va-i-vang-ag-a hangi u-hu-liy-a i-ng'iing'i dzila 
cL2-PREs-begin-NARR- again AUG.l5-CLI5- AUG.lO-tuber DIST.DEM.lO 
FV eat-FV 
'They began again to eat those tubers.' 
(080c131 a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 018) 
Bena uses several strategies to provide information about where the action 
described by a clause takes place. First, the notions of "here" and ''there'' can be 
expressed using Class 16, 17, and 18 demonstratives. (11) and (12) illustrate use of these 
demonstratives (see 4.2.3 for a discussion of demonstratives). 
(11) Pe ndimalile apo, tiviiha munvUumba. 
pe ndi-mal-ile apo ti-viih-a mu-nyumba 
REL.16 IsG-finish-Fv MED.DEM.16 IPL-put-FV cL.18-house 
'When we have finished here, we put (it) in the house.' 
(080ctJ 6a, A Farming Story, line 126) 
(12) Lino, hingodofu hila hidzigaga pala. 
lino hi-ngodofu hila hi-dzig-ag-a pala 
now cL7-frog DIST.DEM.7 cL7-remain-NARR-Fv DIST.DEM.l6 
'Now that frog remained there.' 
(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM, line 106) 
There is a set of locative adverbs that is formed by adding a prefix ba- to one of 
the locative demonstratives. Consultants indicated that these adverbs indicated increased 
precision of reference ('right here/there'). All of the adverbs of this type which are found 
in the corpus are listed in Table 6.2: 
ADVERB GLOSS 
bahdpa 'right here' 
bdho 'right there (already mentioned)' 
bahdla 'right there' 
bdha 'right here' 
bahobdho 'right there' 
Table 6.2 Locative adverbs formed with the prefix ba-
Several examples ofthe ba- locative adverbs are given in (13) through (18): 
(13) Bdho huna mulycuingo. 
baho hun a mu-Iyango 
there there.is cL3-door 
'Right there is a door.' 
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(14) Lino ndisuupa, ndili paNjombe 
(080ct16a, A Farming Story, line 096) 
bdha. 
lino ndi-suup-a ndi-Ii pa-Njombe 
now ISG-rest-Fv ISG-cOP cL16-Njombe 
'Now I am resting in Njombe, right here.' 
baha 
here 
(080ct16a, A Farming Story, line 096) 
(15) Bahdla pawusdga bdho, hUno huli hihi? 
bahala pa-wu-saga baho huno hu-Ii hihi 
there CL 16-cL14-bed there there cL17 -cop what 
'Right there, on the bed right there, what's there?' 
(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM, line 163) 
There are three additional locative adverbs found in the corpus which are not 





Table 6.3 Other locative adverbs 
(16) and (17) exemplify use ofthese locative adverbs: 
(16) Usuungula ategwe uwugali 
u-sungula a-tegul-ile u-wu-gali 
AUG .I-hare CL I-take-FV AUG .14-CL 14-porridge 





(08SeptOld, The Hare and the Hyena. line 019) 
(17) Nago haangi guli bfhi nahangodofu hala had66do. 
nago hangi gu-Ii bihi na=a-ha-ngodofu hala ha-d66do 
and.20 again cL20-cop near and=AUG.12-cL12-frog DIST.DEM.12 cL12-small 
'And again it (the big frog) was near that small frog.' 
(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: eM. fine 104) 
The final major group of adverbs describes the manner in which an action takes 
place. Examples of manner adverbs are listed in Table 6.4: 
ADVERB GLOSS 
ng'aani 'quickly' 
ng'aning'aani 'very quickly' 
moltimola, molimoli, multimula 'slowly' 
wiltiwila 'continuously' 
ngwilili 'quickly' 
Table 6.4 Examples of manner adverbs 
As can be seen in the above table, adverbs can be formed through reduplication. 
Ng 'aning 'aani 'very quickly' reduplicates the adverb ng 'aani' quickly'. The 
reduplication intensifies the meaning ofthe adverb. Wiltiwila 'continuously' is 
reduplicated from the verbal stem wiila 'return'. The source of moltimola 'slowly' is 
unclear. 
Manner adverbs typically modify verbs. They occur immediately following the 
verb which they modify, as in the following examples: 
(18) Ilig6be livaangaga 
i-li-gobe li-vang-ag-a 
AUG.S-cLS-turtle cLS-begin-NARR-FV 




AUG.1S-CL IS-depart-Fv slowly 
(08Nov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM. line 063) 
(19) a. ihyo, pe ukodziidze um66to, ily66si lihweeluha huhyaanya. 
ihyo pe u-kodz-ile u-mu-oto i-li-osi li-hu-eluh-a hu-hyaanya 
MED. REL. 16 2SG-light-FV AUG.3- AUG.S- CL5-E- cL17-top 
DEM.7 cL3-fire CLS-smoke climb-FV 
'This (proverb says), when you light a fire, the smoke climbs up.' 
b. ihyo hihweelUha 
ihyo hi-hu-eluh-a 
MED.DEM.7 cL7-E-climb-Fv 




(080ct06a, Bena Riddles, line 018-019) 
There are several miscellaneous adverbs in Bena that do not fit into the temporal 
or manner categories. These are summarized in Table 6.S: 
ADVERB GLOSS 
deena, de 'thus' 
hela 'simply' 
hfilo 'very' 
Table 6.S Other adverbs 
The adverb deena (or its shortened form de) modifies an entire clause. It is often used to 
introduce a story, as in 
(20) a. Ulusimo u/u 
u-Iu-simo ulu 
AUG.I1-CL11-story PROX.DEM.ll 





b. Paali paana biib; yumwiinga. 
pa-aa-li paa-na biibi yu-mwinga 
cL16-P4-cop cL16-have grandmother cLl-one 
'There once was a grandmother.' 
(080ct31 a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 001-002) 
Hela 'just, simply' modifies verbs and occurs immediately after the verb which it 
modifies, as in (21): 
(21) Itigilaga, "Hal Ndihitaanila hela. " 
i-tig-il-ag-a ha ndi-hi-taan-il-a hela 
CL l-say-APPL-NARR-FV ha 1 SG-Prjoke-APPL-FV just 
'He said, "Ha! I was just joking!" 
(080ct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 077) 
The adverb hiilo 'very' is the most versatile of the adverbs. It can modify verbs (22), 
quantifiers (23), and adjectives (24): 
(22) Na vahuguvalilga hlno huliho myaaha 
na va-huguval-ag-a hino huliho mi-aha 
and cL2-be.sad-NARR-FV very than cL4-year 




(08NovI7a, Bena Funerals, line 013) 
(23) Tili wolofu hlflo huliho pahataali. 
(24) 
ti-li va-olofu hiilo huliho pa-hataali 
lPL-COP cL2-many very than cL16-long.ago 
'There are very many of us, (more) than long ago.' 
(08NovI7a, Bena Funerals, line 070) 
Amalimo ge aapatile gali malimo 
a-ma-lino ge aa-pat-ile ga-li rna-limo 
AUG.6-CL6-work REL.6 P4-obtain-FV CL6-cop cL6-work 




(080ctl6c, Prodigal Son, line 012) 
It is also possible for hiilo 'very' to have the interpretation 'frequently: 
(25) Lino haangi lubadilihe, tiifwa hlflo. 
lino haangi lu-badilih-e ti-i-fw-a Milo 
now again cLlI-change-Fv cLI-PREs-die-Fv very 
'Now again it has changed, we die all the time.' 
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(08NvoI7a. Rena Funerals. line 059) 
6.2 Conjunctions 
Conjunctions in Bena are invariable particles. They are used to link words, phrases, or 
clauses. Bena conjunctions are exemplified in Table 6.6: 
CONJUNCTION GLOSS CONJUNCTION GLOSS 
na 'and' pahitva 'because' 
naambi 'or' linol 'but' 
ngita 'like' nde 'if 
Table 6.6 Examples of Dena conjunctions 
Several examples of Bena conjunctions are given below: 
(26) Nde wiktiana ndihitlya. 
nde u-i-kaan-a ndi-hu-Iy-a 
if 2SG-PRES-refuse-Fv 2SG-cLl5-eat-Fv 
'If you refuse, I'll eat you.' 
(080ctIOb. The Hare and His Wife. line 028) 
(27) Silikina pahuva !ina midela. 
si-li-kin-a pahuva li-na mi-dela 
NEG-cL5-play-Fv because cL5-have cL4-root 
'It does not dance because it has roots. ' 
(080ct06a. Riddles. line 043) 
1 Uno is an adverb meaning 'now'; when used to link clauses it has the meaning 'but'. See 7.2.1.3. 
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(28) Lino, sitiwuunga ngita hye taawuungaga pamutalo. 
lino si-ti-wung-a ntita hye ti-aa-wung-ag-a pa-mutalo 
now NEG-IpL-teach-Fv like REL.7 IpL-Pdeach-NARR-FV cLI6-long.ago 
'Now we do not teach like we taught a long time ago.' 
(080et02a, LN's Life Story, line 021) 
Most conjunctions are invariant particles that function independently as words. The 
exception to this is na 'and, with' which cliticizes to the following word when that word 
is a noun or adjective. Na does not cliticize to verbs (except for verbal infinitives which 
are Class 15 nouns). Example (29) shows use of na as a clitic; in (30) na functions as an 
independent word: 
(29) iyo ng 'uhu namakaang 'a. 
iyo ng'uhu na=ma-kaang'a 
DEM.MED.9 chicken and=cL6-egg 
'That one (riddle) is a chicken and eggs.' 
(080et06a, Riddles, line 013) 
(30) "Ve, Ng'waale, uhelele ufihame, na yuune ndinyaanyaga um66to." 
ve N-kwaale u-helel-e u-fiham-e na yuune ndi-nyaany-ag-a u-mu-oto 
2SG. CL9- 2SG-go- 2sG-hide- and ISG.PRO ISG-light-NARR- AUG.3-CL3-
PRO pheasant FV FV FV fire 
'You, Pheasant, go hide and I'll light the fire.' 
(08Septl1e, The Hare and the Pheasant, Version 2, line 015) 
The syntactic function of conjunctions is described in 7.2. 
6.3 Uninflected interrogatives 
Most interrogatives in Bena are uninflected. (There are two exceptions to this: the 
interrogatives -hi 'which' and -linga 'how many'; these were discussed in 4.2.6.6.) 
Uninflected interrogatives are summarized in Table 6.7: 
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Table 6.7 Uninflected interrogatives 
Unlike inflected interrogatives (which inflect for noun class) uninflected interrogatives 
take the same morphological form regardless of the noun class ofthe questioned NP. 
Inflected and uninflected interrogatives also display some syntactic differences. Inflected 
interrogatives behave more like adjectives and they follow the noun which they question. 
In contrast, uninflected interrogatives substitute for noun or verb phrases or clauses. 
Some examples of uninflected interrogatives are shown below: 
(31) ing 'iing 'i, dzihele hwllya? 
i-ng'iing'i dzi-hel-e hwiiya 
AUG. 1 O-tuber clI O-go-FV where 
'The tubers, where did they go?' 
(080ct31 a, Don 'f Eat the Tubers, line 007) 
(32) Usuungula iwuudzdga, liVe, mwaana, hyahu/iya hya ntitini ihi?" 
u-sungula i-wuudz-ag-a ve mu-ana hi-ahuliya hya naam fhi 
AUG. I-hare clI-ask- 2sG. clI-child cl7-food Assoc.7 who PROX. 
NARR-FV PRO DEM.7 
'The hare asked, "You child, whose food is this?" 
(080ct31 a, Don't Eat the Tubers, line 007) 
The syntax of Bena questions is discussed in 7.1.7, where I also give more detail about 
the differences between inflected and uninflected interrogatives. 
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6.4 Interjections 
There are a number of interjections in Bena. These are used to express agreement, 
disagreement, or surprise. Interjections are also used as backchannel responses. All ofthe 

















'expression of surprise' 
'expression of surprise' 
'expression of surprise' 
'expression of surprise' 
Table 6.8 Examples of interjections 
Bena interjections usually occur either utterance-initially or utterance-finally. Some 
examples of interjections are given in (33) and (34): 
(33) a. Vitigilaga 
va-i-tig-il-ag-a 
cL2-PREs-say-APPL-NARR-FV 
'They said, "They're gone.'" 
b. "Ha?! Pahuva hihi?" 
ha pahuva hihi 
excl because what 
aveene, "Dzisflile. " 
a-veene dzi-sil-ile 
AUG.2-CL2.PRO cLlO-finish-Fv 
"Ha?! Why? (because of what?)" 
(080cI31a, Don 'I Eat Ihe Tubers, lines 030-031) 
2 This should not be taken to be an exhaustive list of Bena interjections, as presumably there are numerous 
other conjunctions which are not found in the corpus. 
(34) a. "Lino, uti tayati?" 
lino u-li tayari 
now 2SG-COP ready 
'Now, are you ready?' 
b. Adza atige, "Ee, ndili tayali." 
adza a-tig-e ee ndi-li tayali 
AUX cLI-say-Fv yes ISG-cOP ready 
'She will respond, "Yes, I'm ready.'" 
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(08NovI7c, Bena Weddings, lines 090-091) 
When used to express surprise, Bena interjections are usually pronounced with 
rising intonation. When expressing agreement or when used as backchannel responses, ee 
is usually pronounced with falling intonation. As backchannel responses ahaa and aa 
usually have rising intonation. Ee, ahaa, and aa are often accompanied by head nodding. 
The speaker nods from down to up, often with raised eyebrows. The expressions of 
surprise kaka! and hal are often pronounced with breathy voice. Interjections containing 
long vowels (ee 'yes', eena 'yes', ndaa 'no', aa 'backchannel' ahaa 'backchannel', and 
kwaa 'expression of surprise) are usually pronounced with extra long vowels. 
6.5 Ideopbones 
Bena has a class of ideophones. Such words use vivid sound to represent an idea 
(Crystal 1997, Trask 1993). Bodomo (2006) notes that in African languages ideophones 
typically form a separate word class and usually describe intensity or repetitive action. A 
systematic study of ideophones has not been conducted for Bena, however a number of 
them exist in the corpus. All serve as intensifiers or express repeated action. All of the 




tii 'very (black)' 
pafu 'very (red)' 
twaa 'a lot' 




kukukulu 'fighting sound' 
Table 6.9 Ideopbones 
Some ideophones are associated with certain words in Bena. For example, tii only 
modifies niitu 'black' and pafu modifies dung'u 'red'. Therefore niitu is 'black' and niitu 
tii is 'very black' and dung'u translates as 'red' while dung'upafu is 'very red'. The 
ideophone tipu always occurs after the quantifier -onda 'all' and is used within the 
context of something being completely gone (as a result of being burned up or eaten, for 
example). Ideophones containing long vowels are pronounced with extra length, and 
usually have extra low tone. Bena ideophones that express repeated action are all formed 
by a series of repetitions ofa short syllable. Several examples of Ben a ideophones, taken 
from the corpus, are given below: 
(35) a. Sihoodzili inyalafu 
si-hoodzili i-N-yalafu 
NEG-EXIST.1 0 AUG. 1 O-cLl O-red.ant 




3 Inya/aju is a word that refers to red ants only. Therefore the speaker is saying that is impossible to have 
black inya/aju because inya/aju must be red. 
b. Dzoonda dung 'u ng'aani. 
dz-onda dung'u ng'aani 
CL 1 O-all red INTENS 
'All (every single last one of them) are red.' 
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(OBOct06a. Bena Riddles. lines 060-061) 
(36) Ilamuhaga, atige, "A a, ngamusungUla. una ludati, swe." 
i-Iamuh-ag-a a-tig-e aa ngamu-sungula u-na lu-dali swe 
cLI-wake.up- cLI-say-Fv aah clever-hare 2sG-have cLll-strength INTENS 
NARR-FV 
'He (the lion) woke up (and) said, "Ahh, clever hare, you are extremely strong.' 
(OBOctlOb. The Hare and His Wife. line 034) 
(37) Umwaana gigigigi isiindihaga huvageendzi. 
(38) 
u-mu-ana gigigigi i-sindih-ag-a hu-va-gendzi 
AUG.1-cLl-child hurriedly cLl-take-NARR-Fv cLl7-cL2-guest 
'The child hurriedly took (the food) to the guests.' 
(OBSept Old, The Hare and the Hyena. line 073) 
(39) Gipya mabihi gala goonda tipu. 
ga-i-py-a ma-bihi gala ga-onda tipu 
cL6-PREs-burn-Fv cL6-tree DIST.DEM.6 cL6-all completely 
'It (the fire) burned all those trees completely.' 
(OBOct16a. A Farming Story. line 013) 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter has discussed a number of word classes in Bena: adverbs, 
conjunctions, uninflected interrogatives, interjections, and ideophones. Unlike word 
classes discussed in previous chapters (nouns, adjectives, demonstratives, and quantifiers) 
words belonging to these classes do not inflect. Therefore they are commonly grouped 
together as "invariables". I have discussed the behavior of words belonging to each class, 
criteria for class membership, and morphological and phonological characteristics (if 
there are any). This chapter concludes the discussion ofthe structure and behavior of 




This chapter discusses major aspects of Bena syntax. The first portion of the 
chapter covers basic clause structure with particular focus on the properties of Ben a 
subjects and objects. Following this is a discussion of verbal valence and valence-
changing operations. I then describe other types of simple clauses: copular clauses, 
existentials, imperatives, and question formation. The next section describes complex 
clauses--coordination, adverbial clauses, complement clauses, and relative clauses. The 
last portion of the chapter discusses variations in canonical word order and focus. 
7.1 Basic clause structure 
7.1.1 Basic word order 
Basic word order in Bena is SVO, where S represents the subject, V is the verb, 
and 0 is the object. Intransitive sentences have the order SV. Examples ofa basic 
transitive sentence and an intransitive sentence are given below: 
(1) a. S V o 
Umwaana iitova ilibwa. 
u-mu-ana a-i-tov-a i-li-bwa 
AUG.I-cLl-child cLI-PRES-hit-FV AUG.5-cL5-dog 
'The child is hitting the dog.' 
S V 
b. Umwaana igeenda. 
u-mu-ana a-i-gend-a 
AUG.I-CL I-child CL I-PREs-walk-Fv 




It is also possible to have constructions that contain two post-verbal objects (double 
object constructions). These are exemplified by (2) and discussed in 7.1.2.2.2 below: 
(2) s v 0 1 02 
UmwayUUva avalisiidze avaana ihyahuliya. 
u-mu-ayu.uva a-va-liy-i-i1e a-va-na i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.I-CL I-woman CL l-CL2.oBJ-eat-cAUS-FV 
'The woman fed the children food.' 
AUG.2-cL2-child AUG.7-CL7-food 
Word order in Bena is not completely strict; constituents may be fronted in focus 
constructions, as in (3): 
(3) 0 s v 
llibwa, umwaana iitova. 
i-Ii-bwa u-mu-ana a-i-tov-a 
AUG.5-CL5-dog AUG.l-cLl-child CLl-PRES-hit-Fv 
'The dog, the child is hitting (it).' 
Focus constructions are discussed in 7.2.6. 
Typologically, the ordering of other elements correlates well with that predicted 
by Greenberg (1966) and Lehmann (1973, 1978) for VO languages. As predicted, nouns 
precede modifiers such as adjectives, demonstratives, quantifiers, possessive pronouns, 
relative clauses, and the associative construction (see 4.2) Auxiliaries and negatives 
precede verbs (Chapter 5). 
7.1.2 Argument structure 
Bena has two types of arguments: subjects and objects. Objects can be further 
divided into two sub-types: primary objects and secondary objects. Verbs may be 
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intransitive, transitive, or ditransitive. Verbs may change their argument structure using a 
series of derivational extensions I which may be valence-decreasing, increasing, or 
maintaining. In verbs containing multiple verbal extensions, argument structure is 
determined by the final extension. The following sections discuss properties of Bena 
subjects, objects (including double object constructions), and obliques. Following this is a 
discussion of voice and valence--here I discuss the ways in which different verbal 
extensions can be used to increase and decrease verbal valence. 
7.1.2.1 Subject 
The subject in Bena is the most prominent grammatical relation. Keenan (1976) 
outlines a number of properties displayed by subjects cross-linguistically. These 
properties are generally true of subjects occurring in sentences which are semantically 
basic (unmarked), contain un derived verbs, and exhibit basic (SV or SVO) word order. 
Some of the most important characteristics of subjects, as outlined by Keenan, are 
highlighted here.2 Subjects exist independently of the action described by the predicate. 
This means (using an example taken from Keenan) in a sentence such as "John wrote a 
poem," John exists independently ofthe action of writing; the poem does not. If a 
sentence contains an agent, the subject usually expresses that agent. 3 Subjects also 
1 Verbal derivational suffixes are commonly referred to as "extensions" in Bantu. Derivational suffixes can 
increase or decrease verbal valency. A third group of suffixes maintains verbal valency but changes the 
meaning of the verb in some other fashion. Derivational suffixes are discussed in detail in 5.3. 
2 It is important to note that these are general properties of subjects. Not all subjects in Bena exhibit all 
these properties. However, it is usually true that the NP in a given sentence which displays the most subject 
properties is the subject. 
Of course there are numerous exceptions to this claim. One of the major exceptions is the passive 
construction; however in sentences containing basic underived verbs, this generalization largely holds true. 
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usually express the topic of a sentence. Bena subjects also control agreement. Subject 











'The children are walking.' 
The subject is the only grammatical relation in Bena for which agreement is necessarily 
marked on the verb. (Object agreement may be marked on the verb, however as shown in 
7.1.2.2, object marking is not obligatory.) 
Bena is nominative-accusative. Subjects of intransitive and transitive verbs are 
marked identically. There is no case marking in Bena; therefore nouns and noun phrases 
always have the same morphological shape regardless of grammatical function. Subject 

















In (7a) and (b), the verb agrees with the Class 2 subject awiana 'children'; this agreement 
is marked using the Class 2 subject prefix va-. Sentences do not have to contain a subject 
NP, as in the examples below: 
(7) a. Vigeenda. 
va-i-gend-a 
cL2-pREs-walk-Fv 
'They are walking.' 
b. Vitova ilibwa. 
va-i-tov-a i-Ii-bwa 
CL2-PRES-hit-FV AUG .5-CL5-dog 
'They are hitting the dog.' 
Subjects also have access to processes such as relativization (discussed in 7.2.5), 
question formation (7.1.7), and cleft formation (7.2.6.1), though this does not distinguish 
subjects from objects, as objects can also be relativized, questioned, and clefted. There 
are two types of subjects which merit more detailed discussion-anthropomorphized 
animals and subjects of impersonal constructions. These are discussed in the following 
subsections. 
7.1.2.1.1 Anthropomorphized animals 
Anthropomorphized animals use Class 112 (human) subject marking rather than 
subject marking that agrees with the class of the animal. This is similar to using Class 112 
augments and personal pronouns for anthropomorphized animals (see and 3.1.1.1 and 
3.2.1.1.1). Use of Class 112 subjects with anthropomorphized animals is illustrated below: 
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AUG. 1 5-E-CL 1.oBJ-eat- AUG.I-CL9-rooster 
FV 
'The mongoose wanted to eat the rooster.' 
(08Sept17b, The Rooster and the Mongoose: Version I, line 002) 
(9) Ulideembwe ipulihaga pe ihwiimba ungamusungUla uyu. 
u-li-dembwe i-pulih-ag-a pe i-hu-imb-a u-ngamu-sungula uyu 
AUG.l-CL5-elephant cLl-hear- when CLl-E-sing- AUG.l-clever- PROX.DEM 
IPFV-FV FV hare .1 
'The elephant listened when the hare was singing.' 
(080ct09j. The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 046) 
For non-anthropomorphized animals, subject agreement is normal (Le., subject marking 
is with the noun class of the animal): 
(10) Hoodzfli ng'waale, dza dzisola 
hoodzili N-kwaale dzi-a dzi-sol-a 
EXIST.lO cLIO-pheasant CLIO-HAB cLlO-scratch.Fv 
'There are pheasant, they always scratch at that field.' 




(080ctl6a, A Farming Story. line 037) 
Class 9 is used as a dummy subject in impersonal constructions where there is no 
other subject. This is illustrated by the examples below: 
(11) Yitahfwa hudzova hwa muunu musehe. 
yi-tahiw-a hu-dzov-a hwa mu-nu mu-sehe 
cL9-be.necessarY-Fv CL 15-speak-Fv Assoc.17 cLl-person cLl-elder 





(080ctI6j. Taboos, line 012) 
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7.1.2.2 Object 
In Bena, as in other Bantu languages, underived verbs license up to two objects. 
Objects are argument NPs that usually occur post-verbally. Transitive verbs license a 
single object; ditransitive verbs license two objects. Intransitive verbs license a subject 
(and no objects). Though there are two distinct object types in Bena, I do not refer to 
them here as "direct" and "indirect" objects, because the two object types do not always 
have the same grammatical functions as are common with direct and indirect objects (this 
is discussed in much greater detail in 7.1.2.2.2 below). Therefore it is common in the 
Bantu literature to refer to these two types of objects as "first and second objects" or as 
"primary and secondary objects" (see, for example, Bresnan and Moshi 1990 and Bearth 
2003). 
Another distinction pertaining to object behavior commonly used in the Bantu 
literature is between "symmetric" and "asymmetric" languages. In symmetric object 
languages more than one post-verbal NP can simultaneously display properties of a 
primary object. Bena largely falls into the "asymmetrical object" type. That is, in 
constructions with two post-verbal objects, only one ofthe objects can display all the 
properties ofa primary object. The following sections discuss properties of both object 
types in Bena. In order to establish the properties of primary objects in Bena, I first 
discuss those constructions which contain only a single object. This is followed by a 
discussion of double object construction and a description ofthe ways in which primary 
and secondary objects can be distinguished in Bena. 
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7.1.2.2.1 Single object constructions 
Single object constructions are those constructions which contain one NP object. 








Objects in single object constructions occur immediately following the verb; other 
elements cannot occur between the object and the verb. Example (14) is ungrammatical 







There is one exception to the generalization that other elements cannot intervene between 
the verb and the object. The adverb haangi occurs immediately post-verbally and 








The adverb haangi is the only word that can occur between a verb and its object; 
otherwise objects occur in immediate post-verbal position. 
4 It is also possible for objects to be fronted in focus constructions. An example of this was given in (3). 
Focus constructions are discussed in 7.2.6. 
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Objects are marked on the verb using a series of prefixes. Object prefixes agree in 
class with the object. These prefixes are fully described in 5.2.2 and are exemplified by 
(16) and (17) below: 
(16) a. Ndihumliwona 
ndi-hu-mu-won-a 
I SG-E-CLI.oBJ-See-Fv 
'I see the/a child.' 
b Ndihumliwona. 
ndi-hu-mu-won-a 
1 SG-E-CL l.oBJ-See-Fv 
'I see him/her.' 
(17) a. Ndihul~ona 
ndi-hu-li-won-a 
1 SG-E-CL5 .OBJ-See-FV 











Animate and inanimate objects display slightly different behaviors with respect to object 
marking. Object marking is obligatory with animate objects. This is shown in (18), where 
(a) is ungrammatical because the object is not marked with a prefix on the verb: 






'I see the/a child.' 
umwaana. 
u-mu-ana 
AUG .1-CL I-child 
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In contrast, object marking is optional with inanimate objects, thus both (a) and (b) in the 
following examples are grammatical. 
(19) a. Ndiwona iftinu. 
ndi-won-a i-fi-nu 
1 SG-see-FV AUG.S-CLS-thing 








Objects may also be fronted in left dislocation (a type of focus construction; see 7.2.6.3). 
When an object is fronted, it is obligatorily marked on the verb, regardless of whether it 
is animate or inanimate. This is shown in (20) and (21) below, where both (a) examples 
are ungrammatical because there is no object prefix on the verb; the (b) examples show 
object marking: 
(20) a. *Umwiuina ndiwona. 
u-mu-ana ndi-won-a 
AUG.l-cLl-child 1 SG-See-FV 
b. Umwcitina ndihumliwona. 
u-mu-ana ndi-hu-mu-won-a 
AUG.l-cLl-child ISG-E-cLl.oBJ-See-Fv 
'The child, 1 see himlher.' 
(21) a. *Ifiinu ndiwona. 
i-fi-nu ndi-won-a 
AUG.S-CLS-thing 1 SG-See-FV 
b. Ifiinu ndihu/fwona. 
i-fi-nu ndi-hu-fi-won-a 
AUG.S-cLS-thing 1 SG-E-CLS.OBJ-See-Fv 
'The things, 1 see them.' 
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Multiple factors playa role in object marking. These include animacy (as 
demonstrated in (18) and (19) and other discourse related factors (such as focus 
constructions, as in (20) and (21 ». It is likely that the presence (or absence) of object 
marking is determined by a complex interplay of factors such as animacy, information 
structure, or presence/absence of an overt object NP. Such factors have been determined 
to playa role in other Bantu languages (see, for example Mchombo 2004). Further 
research is necessary to determine the precise factors which contribute to object marking 
and the ways in which these factors relate to one another. This is an area in which corpus 
studies of Ben a discourse could prove particularly useful. 
An additional property of Bena objects is their ability to be passivized. In a 
passive construction, the object is promoted to subject. The new subject occurs pre-
verbally and triggers subject agreement on the verb. The former subject is either deleted 
or demoted to an oblique. This is illustrated below: 
(22) a. 
b. 
Umwadcuida idzeenga ikddya (mya. 
u-mu-adaada i-dzeng-a i-kaaya i-N-pya 
AUG.l-cLl-man CLI-build-Fv AUG.9-house AUG.9-cL9-new 
'The man is building a new house. ' 
Ikddya (my a yidzeengwa 
i-kaaya i-N-pya yi-dzeng-w-a 
AUG.9-house AUG.9-CL9-new cL9-build-pass-Fv 




In (2Ia), umwadaada 'man' is the subject of the verb and ikciciya imya 'new house' is the 
object. In (2Ib) ikciciya imya 'new house' has been promoted to subject, as is evidenced 
by its preverbal position and the Class 9 subject marking on the verb. The original subject 
(mwadaada) has been demoted to an oblique preceded by na 'and, with'. 
Finally, objects can be relativized and clefied, as in (23): 
(23) a. Ndihaafigitle ifideego. 
ndi-haa-fi-gul-e i-fi-deego 
1 SG-P3-cL8.0BJ-buy-Fv AUG.8-cL8-chair 
'I bought the chairs' 
b. Ifideego fye ndihaajigu/e fiU 
i-fi-deego fi-e ndi-haa-fi-gul-e fi-li 
AUG.8-CL8-chair CLS-REL ISG-P3-CLS.OBJ-buy-FV CLS-COP 
'The chairs which I bought are here.' 
c. fye /fdeego fye ndihaajigu/e 
fi-e fi-deego fi-e ndi-haa-fi-gul-e 
CLS-REL cL8-chair CLS-REL lSG-P3-CLS.OBJ-buy-FV 





(23a) is a basic, unmarked transitive construction. Jftdeego 'chairs' is the object of the 
verb. It occurs immediate post-verbally and the verb has a Class S object prefix which 
agrees with ifideego. In (b), ifideego occurs as the head ofa relative clause. The relative 
pronounJYe agrees with ifideego in class. The relativized NP serves as the subject of the 
matrix clause. Finally, in (c),jldeego is clefied. It occurs sentence-initially and is both 
preceded and followed by the relative pronounJYe. 
The ability to be relativized and clefied does not distinguish objects from subjects 
(as subjects can also be relativized and clefied). It does, however, distinguish objects 
from certain types of obliques which cannot be relativized or clefied without first 
becoming objects. Relativization and clefiing is discussed in more detail in 7.2.5 and 
7.2.6.1, respectively. 
7.1.2.2.2 Double object constructions 
Double object constructions are those which have two post-verbal objects, as 
illustrated by the following example: 
(24) Ndimupeele umwaana ihyahu!iya. 
ndi-mu-pel-ile u-mu-ana i-hi-ahuliya 
1 SG-CLl.OBJ-give-Fv AUG.l-cLl-child AUG. 7-CL 7-food 
'I gave the child food.' 
It has been claimed that Bantu languages can be roughly divided into two types of 
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languages based on the behavior of post-verbal NP objects (see, for example, Hyman and 
Duranti 1982, Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Bearth 2003). Such analyses claim that in 
"symmetrical" languages more than one NP can exhibit the syntactic properties of an 
object. Examples of symmetrical languages include Chaga (Bresnan and Moshi 1990) 
and Kikuyu (Ngonyani and Githinji 2006). In contrast, "asymmetrical" languages restrict 
syntactic properties of an object to a single post-verbal NP. This NP (the primary object) 
is typically higher in animacy than the secondary object, it usually occurs immediately 
post-verbally, and is usually some sort of beneficiary or recipient. Asymmetrical 
languages include Chichewa (Bresnan and Moshi 1990) and Ngoni (Ngonyani and 
Githinji 2006). Bena most closely fits into the asymmetrical object type-only one post-
verbal NP (umwaana 'child' in (24) above) can display all of the syntactic properties of 
an object. Some properties (the ability to be relativized and the ability to be clefied) are 
shared by both primary and secondary objects (as well as subjects). 
As with many other Bantu languages there are only a few underived 
(monomorphemic) verbs in Bena which are ditransitive. These include pela 'give', bahila 
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'smear', wuudza 'ask', and wuunga 'teach'. Other ditransitive verbs are derived through 
valence-increasing processes such as the causative and applicative. The following section 
discusses the properties of double object constructions (such as (24) above) in Bena. First 
I show the syntactic (formal) properties which differentiate primary and secondary 
objects. This is then followed by a discussion of the role of animacy and semantic role in 
determining which NP will serve as primary object. 
The first object property which is held only by primary objects in a double object 
construction is that of object marking on the verb with a prefix. As with objects in single 
object constructions, primary objects are marked on the verb using a prefix in the OM slot 
of the verb. This is shown in (25a) below. Sentence (b) illustrates that the marking of the 
secondary object (in this case ihyahu/iya 'food') on the verb using the Class 7 object 
prefix hi- renders the sentence ungrammatical. 
(25) a. Umwayuuva avalisiidze 
u-mu-ayu.uva a-va-liy-i-ile 
AUG.l-cLl-woman cLI-CL2.oBJ-eat-cAus-FV 




b. *Umwayuuva ahilisiidze avaana ihyahu/iya. 
u-mu-ayu.uva a-hi-liy-i-ile a-va-na i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.l-cLl-woman CLI-CL7.oBJ-eat-cAus-FV AUG.2-cL2-child AUG.7-CL7-food 
The behavior of primary and secondary objects with respect to object is clearly 
that of an asymmetric object language. With respect to word order, the data is less clear-
cut. In an asymmetric language, it is expected that only the primary object would be able 
to appear in the immediate post-verbal position. In contrast, symmetric languages allow 
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either object to occur immediately following the verb. In Bena, either ordering of primary 
and secondary objects is possible, as shown in (26): 
(26) a. Ndihaamutelehye 
ndi-haa-mu-teleh-el-ile 
1 SG-p3-cLl.OBJ-Cook-APPL-FV 










AUG. 7-CL 7-food AUG.l-cLl-child 
However, though it is possible for either object to occur in immediate post-verbal 
position, consultants showed a definite preference for the ordering given in (26a) above, 
where the animate object occurs closest to the verb. They agreed that the ordering in (b) 
wasn't ungrammatical, but doubted that speakers would use such an ordering very often. 
Thus while the grammaticality of (b) is a property of a symmetric type language, speaker 
preference for (a) supports classification of Bena as an asymmetric type. 
Further, the behavior of object marking shows that even though the secondary 
object ihyahuliya 'food' occurs immediately post-verbally in (26b) above, it is not the 
primary object. Object marking is still with the Class 1 primary object (umwaana 'child). 
An attempt to use Class 7 object marking (agreeing with ihyahuliya 'food') is 
ungrammatical, as shown below: 
(27) *Ndihaahitelehye ihyahuliya umwaana. 
ndi-haa-hi-teleh-el-i1e i-hi-ahuliya u-mu-ana 
ISG-p3-CL7.0BJ-Cook-APPL-FV AUG.7-CL7-food AUG.l-cLl-chiid 
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Another property of objects is their ability to be promoted to subjects in passive 
constructions. Primary objects can be passivized, as shown in (28b) below; secondary 
objects, in contrast, cannot undergo passivization, as shown in (c): 
(28) a. Umwayuuva ahaamubahile umwddna amafuta. 
u-mu-ayUuva a-haa-mu-bahil-e u-mu-ana a-ma-futa 
AUG.l-cLl-woman CLl-P3-cLl.oBJ-Smear-Fv AUG.l-cLl-child AUG.6-CL6-oil 
'The woman smeared the child (with) oil.' 
b. Umwddna ahaabahiilwe amafuta. 
u-mu-ana a-haa-bahil-w-e a-ma-futa 
AUG.l-cLl-child cLI-P3-smear-PAss-Fv AUG.6-CL6-oil 
'The child was smeared with oil.' 
c. *Amdfuta gahaabahiilwe umwaana. 
a-ma-futa ga-haa-bahil-w-e u-mu-ana 
AUG.6-CL6-oil cL6-P3-smear-PASS-FV AUG.l-cLl-child 
(attempted: 'The oil was smeared on the child.') 
Therefore the ability of primary objects to undergo passivization (along with the 
restriction preventing secondary objects from being passivized) provides additional 
evidence in support of classification of Bena as an asymmetric object language. 
The final two object properties are relativizability and cleftability. Both primary 
and secondary objects can be relativized (29) and clefied (30): 
(29) a. 
b. 
avaana ve ahaavapeele 
a-va-na ve a-haa-va-pel-ile 
AUG.2-CL2-child REL.2 cLI-P3-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv 
'the children to whom s/he gave food.' 
ihyahuliya hye ahaavapeele 
i-hi-ahuliya hi-e a-haa-va-pel-ile 
AUG.7-cL7-food CL7-REL cLI-P3-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv 







(30) a. ve vaana ve ahaavapeele ihyahuliya. 
ve va-na ve a-haa-va-pel-ile i-hi-ahuliya 
REL.2 CL2-child REL.2 cLI-P3-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv AUG.7-CL7-food 
'It is children to whom s/he gave food.' 
b. hye hyahuliya hye ahaavapeele avaana 
hi-e hi-ahuliya hi-e a-haa-va-pel-ile a-va-na 
CL7-REL CL7-food CL7-REL cLl-P3-cL2.oBJ-give-Fv AUG.2-CL2-child 
'It is food which s/he gave the children'. 
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Though relativizability and clefiability do not provide a way to distinguish primary and 
secondary objects from one another, they do provide evidence that primary and 
secondary objects are different from certain types of obliques, which cannot be 
relativized or c1efied. (See 7.2.5 and 7.2.6.1.) 
The previous paragraphs have discussed formal properties of both primary and 
secondary objects in Bena. I have demonstrated that the two types of objects exhibit 
different formal properties. Further, Bena clearly displays behavior characteristic of an 
asymmetric object language. The following table summarizes object properties in Bena 








Whi~~ object(s) can be either primary only primary only 
_ E~_s_~I_~~~_~~_~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Which object(s) can be either (or both) primary only primary only 
marked on the verb? 
------: -------.- ------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------e-iih er- (but ---------
Which object(s) appear 'th primary only preference for 
immediately post-verbally? el er rimary) 
--------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------~--------------------Can more than one post-
verbal NP display properties yes no no 
_ 5~f_p!J~_~~y. 5~~J~<:?!? _________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Which object(s) can be either varies either 
relativized? 
-which -obIect(s Y can- be- -------- -~i~~~~- --- ----------------- ~~~~~~ ---- --- ---------~i~~~~- --------------
clefied? 
Table 7.1 Dena object properties compared with object properties ofsymmetric and asymmetric languages 
In constructions containing two post-verbal NPs, it is important to determine 
which NP is the primary object and which is the secondary object. When one NP is 
animate and the other inanimate, the animate NP displays all the properties of the primary 
object. Animate objects are marked on the verb with a prefix, they occur closer to the 
verb, and they have the ability to undergo passivization. All the examples in (25) through 
(30) above showed situations in which one object NP (the primary object) was animate 
and the other (the secondary object) inanimate. 
When both post-verbal NPs are animate, primary objecthood is determined by 
semantic role. As Hyman and Duranti (1982) note, beneficiaries are the semantic roles 
which have greatest access to the syntactic properties of object. This is followed by 
recipients, then patients, and finally by instruments. This means that when both objects 
are equal in animacy, the primary object is the one whose semantic role occurs highest on 
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the hierarchy. The following example contains two animate post-verbal NPs. Umwayuuva 
'woman' is the beneficiary; awiana 'children' is the patient: 
(31) Vamupeele umwayUuva avaana. 
va-mu-pel-i1e u-mu-ayUuva a-va-na 
cL2-CL 1.0BJ-give-Fv AUO.I-CL I-woman AUO.2-CL2-child 
'They gave the woman children.' 
Though the ordering of primary and secondary objects in (31) is preferred by consultants, 
it is also possible to reverse the order of beneficiary and patient, as in (32): 
(32) Vamupeele avaana 
va-mu-pel-i1e a-va-na 
cL2-CL 1.0BJ-give-Fv Auo.2-cL2-chiid 




In (32) the interpretation "they gave the children the woman" is not possible. Consultants 
indicated that because of the Class 1 object marker on the verb, the only interpretation is 
with umwayuuva 'woman' as the beneficiary. Therefore when both objects are animate 
the beneficiary displays primary object properties. Ifthe object marker is changed to 
Class 2, the interpretation changes so that avaana 'children' are the beneficiary, 
regardless of the ordering ofthe NPs, as shown in (33) and (34) below: 
(33) Vavapeele avaana umwayuuva. 
va-va-pel-i1e a-va-na u-mu-ayUuva 
cL2-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv Auo.2-CL2-child Auo.I-CL I-woman 
'They gave the children a woman.' 
(impossible: "They gave the woman children.") 
(34) Vavapeele umwayUuva avaana. 
va-va-pel-i1e u-mu-ayUuva a-va-na 
CL2-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv Auo.l-cLl-woman Auo.2-cL2-chiid 
'They gave the children a woman.' 
(impossible: "They gave the woman children.") 
Further, passivization is only possible of umwayuuva 'woman' (the beneficiary), as 
shown in (35a). As (b) shows, passivization ofthe patient avaana is ungrammatical: 
(35) a. UmwayUUva apeviilwe 
u-mu-ayUuva a-pel-w-ile 
Auo.l-cLI-woman cLI-give-PAss-FV 




b. *Avaana vapeviilwe umwayuUva. 
a-va-na va-pel-w-ile u-mu-ayUuva 
AUG.2-CL2-child cL2-give-PAss-Fv AUG.l-cLl-woman 
(attempted: "The children were given (to) the woman.") 
7.1.2.3 Oblique 
Obliques are NPs which are not arguments. In Bena, a sentence may contain 
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multiple obliques. In unmarked constructions with normal word order, obliques follow 
any objects that occur in a sentence. A schema of basic word order, expanded to include 
obliques (represented by X) is given in (36). (This schema is based on Bearth 2003.): 
(36) S V Oprimary Osecondary XI X2 ... 
There are several different types of obliques in Bena. The first type of oblique NP occurs 
immediately following the clitic na 'and, with'. These obliques are usually instruments or 
accompaniments and are exemplified below: 
(37) Uneene ndisigaia pakil(iye nawitina. 
u-neene ndi-sigal-a pa-kMye na=a-va-na 
Auo.1-1 SO.PRO 1 sG-remain-Fv cLl6-house with=AUG.2-CL2-child 
'Me, I remained home with the children.' 
(080ctOlb. Growing Up. line 003) 
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(38) Pe ndiheengile amas6li g66nda, ndiviuivile numooto. 
na=u-mu-oto 
with=AUG.3-cL3-fire 
pe ndi-heng-ile a-rna-soli ga-onda ndi-vaav-ile 
REL.16 1 SG-Clear-Fv AUG.6-CL6- cL6-all 1 SG-burn-FV 
grass 
'When I have cleared all the grass, I bum (it) with fire.' 
(080ctl6a, A Farming Story, line 010) 
When a subject is demoted to an oblique in a passive construction it appears following 
na: 
(39) Umwayuuva yula, idobohaga uhut6lwa nuseengele. 
na=u-sengele 
and=AuG.I-
u-mu-ay(luva y(lla i-doboh-ag-a u-hu-tol-w-a 
AUG.1-cLl-woman DIST.DEM.I cLl-desire-NARR-Fv AUG.15-cLl5-
marry-PAss-FV zebra 
'That woman, she wanted to be married by the zebra. ' 
(080ctlOb, The Hare and His Wife, line 044) 
The second major oblique type in Bena includes locations and times. These NPs are 
prefixed with one of the three locative class prefixes (16, 17, or 18). 
(40) 
(41) 
Umwaana umuhiindza aakuliye 
u-mu-ana u-mu-hindza a-aa-kul-ile 
AUG.I-cLI-child AUG.1-cLI-girl CLl-P4-grOW.Up-FV 




(080ct06b, Swamp Girl, line 005) 
Uhulima tivaanga pamweedzi ugwa Iikyumi. 
u-hu-lim-a ti-vang-a 
AUG.15-cLl5-farm-FV IpL-begin-Fv 
'Farming, we begin (it) in October.' 
pa-mu-edzi u-gwa likyumi 
cLl6-CL3-moon AUG.3-ASSOC.3 ten 
(080ct06h, Times a/Planing, line 001) 
There are a number of properties of Bena arguments that are not exhibited by obliques. 
First, obliques do not control any type of verbal agreement. Second, arguments occur 
closer to the verb than do obliques. Therefore in a construction that contains both 
argument and oblique NPs, the oblique NPs may not intervene between a verb and one of 
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its arguments. Finally, not all obliques have access to relativization and clefting 
strategies. Locations and times can be relativized and clefted; other oblique types cannot 
(at least not without being promoted to either subject or object). Relativization and 
cleftability are discussed in 7.2.5 and 7.2.6.1. 
7.1.3 Voice and valence 
Verbal valenceS is an inherent property of verbs and affects the number of 
arguments a given verb may allow. Bena has intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive 
verbs. Derivational extensions can be used to change verbal valence. There are valence-
increasing extensions (applicative and causative) as well as valence-decreasing 
extensions (passive, reciprocal, and stative). There are also valence-maintaining 
extensions which do not affect verbal valence. Verbal extensions are discussed in 5.3. 
The following sections discuss valence-changing operations. (Valence of un derived verbs 
was discussed in 7.1.2.) 
7.1.3.1 Valence increasing operations 
There are two different processes in Bena by which verbal valence can be 
increased. Both involve the use of derivational extensions. In the applicative construction, 
a new argument is introduced as an object or a former oblique becomes an object. The 
causative construction also adds a new argument-the causer of the action is introduced 
5 Here, and throughout, I use ''valence'' and "transitivity" interchangeably to describe the number of 
arguments a verb may take. I do not make a distinction between valence and transitivity (as do, for example 
Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). 
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as a subject and the former subject is demoted (either to an object or oblique). The 
applicative is formed with the derivational extension -if; there are several different 
causative extensions (-i,-is, and -idz). Morphological properties of the applicative and 
causative were discussed in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively. 
7.1.3.1.1 Applicative 
The applicative construction is formed by adding the derivational extension -i/ to 
a verb. It increases verbal valence by introducing an argument (an object). Applicatives 
may make an intransitive verb transitive or a transitive verb ditransitive.6 In Bena, the 
applicative construction can introduce a wide variety of arguments. Several examples of 
the applicative construction and different semantic types of arguments which it can 
introduce are shown below. In each pair of examples, the (a) sentence shows the 
















6 At this point it is unclear whether or not it is possible to add an applicative extension to an underlyingly 
ditransitive verb in Bena. Attempt to do so in elicitation failed, but it is unclear whether that is because such 
constructions are truly ungrammatical in Bena or whether it was due to translation difficulties or a 
misunderstanding on the part of consultants as to what they were being asked to do. No examples of 
lexically ditransitive verbs with applicative extensions exist in the corpus. Because attempts to add a 
causative (another type ofvalence-increasinge extension) to a lexically ditransitive verb also failed, it is 
likely that it is simply impossible to add valence-increasing extensions to lexically ditransitive verbs. 
However this is a generalization which is inconclusive at best at this point. 
(43) Instrument 
a. Wisiimba ihaate. 
u-i-simb-a i-haate 
2SG-PRES-write-FV AUG.9-letter 
'You are writing a letter.' 
b. Ihisiimbilo, wisiimbila 
i-hi-siimbilo u-i-simb-il-a 
AUG. 7 -CL 7 -pen 2SG-PRES-write-APPL-FV 





a. Umwaana iveemba. 
u-mu-ana i-vemb-a 
AUG.l-cLl-child CL1-cry-FV 
'The child is crying.' 
b. Umwaana iveembela imola. 
u-mu-ana i-vemb-el-a i-mola 
AUG.l-cLl-child cLl-cry-APPL-FV AUG.9-news 
'The child is crying because of the news.' 
(45) Recipient 
a. Ulete ihimaage. 
b. 
u-Iet-e i-hi-maage 
2sG-bring-Fv AUG. 7-CL 7-knife 









a. Ndiloonga ulusimo. 
ndi-Iong-a u-Iu-simo 
IsG-tell-Fv AUG.ll-cLll-story 
'I am telling a story.' 
b. Ndihuvaloongela avaana 
ndi-hu-va-Iong-el-a a-va-na 
1 SG-E-cL2-tell-APPL-FV AUG.2-CL2-child 
'I am telling the children a story.' 
ulusimo. 
u-Iu-simo 






'They are arriving.' 
b. Viifihila umuguunda. 
va-i-fih-il-a u-mu-gunda 
2SG-PREs-arrive-APPL-FV AUG.3-cL3-field 





'I am walking.' 
b. Ndigeendela ing'aasi. 
ndi-gend-el-a i-ng' aasi 
1 sG-walk-APPL-Fv cL9-road 
'I am walking along the road.' 
The role of an applied object is typically determined by a combination of 
semantics and context. Consider the following examples: 
(49) a. Wisiimbila ihisiimbilo 
u-i-simb-il-a i-hi-siimbilo 
2SG-PRES-write-APPL-FV AUG.7-CL7-pen 




b. Wisiimbila uyuuva ihaate. 
u-i-simb-il-a u-yuuva i-haate 
2SG-PREs-write-APPL-FV CL I-mother AUG. 9-letter 
'You are writing Mother a letter.' 
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In (49) both examples (a) and (b) show use of the applicative form of the verb sUmba 
'write'. In example (a) the applied object is an instrument; in example (b) the applied 
object is a recipient. 
Applied objects have all the same properties of primary objects in Bena. Animate 
applied objects occur in immediate post-verbal position; they are marked on the verb with 
a prefix (50a); applied objects may be fronted (b) and passivized (c). 
(50) a. Ndihaamutelehye umwaana ihyahuliya. 
ndi-haa-mu-teleh-il-ile u-mu-ana i-hi-ahuliya 
ISG-P3-cLl.OBJ-Cook-APPL-FV AUG.I-cLl-child AUG.7-cL7-food 
'I cooked the child food.' 
b. Umwaana, ndihaamutelehye ihyahuliya. 
u-mu-ana ndi-haa-mu-teleh-il-ile i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.I-cLl-child ISG-P3-cLl.OBJ-Cook-APPL-FV AUG.7-CL7-food 
'The child, I cooked food for himlher.' 
c. Umwaana atelehiilwe 
u-mu-ana a-teleh-il-w-ile 
AUG.I-cLl-child cLl-cook-APPL-PASS-FV 




Like other arguments, applied objects can be relativized (51 a) and clefied ( 51 b): 
(51) a. Umwaana ye ndihaamutelehye 
u-mu-ana ye ndi-haa-mu-teleh-il-ile 
AUG.l-cLl-child REL.l 1 SG-P3-CL l.oBJ-cook-APPL-FV 




b. ye mwaana ye ndihaamutelehye ihyahuliya. 
ye mu-ana ye ndi-haa-mu-teleh-il-ile i-hi-ahuliya 
REL.I CLI-child REL.! ISG-P3-cLl.OBJ-Cook-APPL-FV AUG.7-CL7-food 
'it is the child for whom I cooked food' 
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7.1.3.1.2 Causative 
The causative construction also affects verbal valence. The vast majority of 
causative verbs are valence increasing; however there are a few causative verbs (which 
are discussed at the end ofthis section) which are valence-maintaining. Causative verbs 
are formed by suffixing one of several causative suffixes (-i, -is, or -idz) to a verb 
(formation of the causative is described in 5.3.3). However, rather than introducing an 
object, the causative introduces an agent (the person/thing causing the action) as a 
subject: 
(52) a. Wiheha. 
u-i-heh-a 
2SG-PRES-Iaugh-Fv 




'I am making you laugh.' 
The verb heha 'laugh' in (52a) is intransitive. Use of the causative construction in (b) 
introduces a participant ('me') as a subject; the former subject ('you') is then demoted 
and becomes an object. This is true for both unergative and unaccusative verbs, as 
illustrated by (53) and (54), respectively: 
(53) a. iinyila. 
i-i-nyil-a 
CL I-PREs-run-Fv 




1 SG-PRES-E-CL 1 OBJ- run-CAuS-FV 








b. Umulfmi ahaagwisiidze ilibfhi. 
u-mu-limi a-haa-gw-is-ile i-li-bihi 
AUG.I-cLl-farmer cLl-P3-fall-cAus-FV AUG.5-CL5-tree 
'The farmer felled the tree.' 
When a causative extension is added to a transitive verb, the resultant form is 
ditransitive 7: 
(55) a. Umw(icina ffliya 
u-mu-ana a-i-liy-a 
AUG.I-CLI-child CLl-PREs-eat-Fv 
'The child is eating porridge. ' 








AUG. I-mother CLl-E-cLl.oBJ-eat- AUG.I-CL I-child AUG.I4-CL I4-porridge 
CAUS-FV 
'Mother is feeding the child porridge.' 
In (55b) above, the causative introduces the causer UyUuva 'Mother' as a subject. The 
former subject umwaana 'child' is demoted to a primary object; the former object 
uwugali 'porridge' becomes the secondary object. The grammatical roles of each of these 
7 At this point it is unclear whether or not it is possible to add a causative extension to an underlyingly 
ditransitive verb in Bena. Attempt to do so in elicitation failed (as did attempts to add applicative 
extensions to ditransitive verbs), but it is unclear whether that is because such constructions are truly 
ungrammatical in Bena or whether it was due to translation difficulties or a misunderstanding on the part of 
consultants as to what they were being asked to do. 
participants is shown below with evidence from passivization. First, consider (56) 
(underived) : 
(56) a. Avaana vaaliye ihyahuliya. 
a-va-na va-liy-ile i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.2-cL2-child AUG.2-eat-Fv AUG.7-CL7-food 
'The children ate food.' 
b. Ihyahuliya hiliidzwe (navaana). 
i-hi-ahuliya hi-liy-w-ile na=a-va-na 
AUG. 7-CL 7-food CL 7-eat-PASS-FV and=AuG.2-CL2-child 
'The food was eaten (by the children).' 
In (b), the original object ihyahuliya is promoted to a subject through passivization. 
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When the verb liya 'eat' is causativized (resulting in lisa 'feed'), it licenses two objects, a 
primary object and a secondary object: 
(57) Uyuuva avalisiidze avaana ihyahuliya. 
u-yUuva a-va-liy-i-ile a-va-na i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG. I-mother cLI-CL2.oBJ-eat-cAuS-FV AUG.2-cL2-child AUG.7-cL7-food 
'Mother fed the children food.' 
Only the primary object (avaana 'children') may be passivized, as shown in (58) below. 
The secondary object, ihyahuliya 'food', cannot be passivized, as illustrated by the 
ungrammatical sentence given in (b): 
(58) a. Avaana valisiidzwe ihyahuliya (nuyuuva). 
a-va-na va-liy-i-w-ile i-hi-ahuliya na=u-yiluva 
AUG.2-CL2-child cL2-eat-cAuS-PASS-FV AUG.7-CL7-food and=AUG.l-mother 
'The children were fed food (by Mother).' 
b. *Ihyahuliya hilisiidzwe avaana nuyuuva. 
i-hi-ahuliya hi-liy-i-w-fv a-va-na na=u-yUuva 
AUG.7-cL7-food CL2-eat-CAUS-PASS-FV AUG.2-cL2-child and=AUG.I-mother 
(attempted: 'the food was fed (to) the children') 
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There are a few verbs for which addition of the causative extension does does not 
affect verbal valence. Instead the causative simply intensifies the action described by the 






lSG-hear-Fv AUG.1 l-cL1 I-song 
'I hear the song.' 
Ndipulihidza ulwifmbo. 
ndi-pulih-idz-a u-Iu-imbo 
I SG-hear-CAUS-FV AUG .II-CL II-song 
'I am listening to the song.' 
When the causative extension is added to the verb gula 'buy', the result is gudza 'sell'. 
This is another instance in which addition of the causative extension does not increase 
verbal valences (both gula 'buy' and gudza 'sell' are transitive). 






'I am buying sweet potatoes.' 
b. NdigUdza amaytiwo. 
ndi-gul-i-a a-ma-yawo 
1 SG-buy-cAus-Fv AUG.6-cL6-sweet.potato 
'I am selling sweet potatoes.' 
8 This is the only example in the database of a causative extension which is valence-maintaining but which 
does not intensify action. It is possible, however, that other verbs in Bena which are in a converse 
relationship pattern similarly. 
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The paragraphs above describe the behavioral properties of the morphological 
causative. It is also possible to express causation periphrastically. The periphrastic 
causative is formed by using the verb huunga 'cause' followed by the causee NP and the 
verb of the caused action (in the subjunctive). Consider the following examples: 




'The woman is feeding the child food.' 
u-mu-ana i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.1-cLl-child AUG.7-cL7-food 
b. UmwayuUva ahumuhuunga umwaana aliye ihyahuliya. 
u-mu-ayuuva a-hu-mu-hung-a u-mu-ana a-liy-e i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.l-cLl-woman CLI-E-cLl.OBJ- AUG.l-cLl-child CL1-eat-FV AUG.7-CL7-
make-Fv food 
'The woman made the child eat food.' 
Example (61 b) above shows periphrastic expression of causation using the verb huunga 
'cause'; in contrast, the causation shown in (60a) is morphological (using the i- causative 
suffix). 
The causation expressed by the morphological strategy (60a) is more direct than 
that expressed periphrastically in (b). In other words, the actions ofthe causer 
(umwayuuva 'the woman') have a more immediate impact on the causee (umwaana 'the 
child') in the morphological strategy (a) than in the periphrastic strategy in (b). 
Consultants indicated that the two sentences could potentially describe different 
situations. In (a) the only interpretation possible is that the woman put food in the child's 
mouth. In (b) the same interpretation is possible, but consultants said it is more likely that 
the woman told her child s/he had to eat. Haiman (1983) made the observation that in 
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languages that have multiple strategies of expressing causation, the strategy which is 
more structurally integrated (exemplified by 60a) will express more direct causation than 
a strategy which is less structurally integrated (b). Thus with respect to causatives, Bena 
follows Haiman's principle oficonicity-the greater conceptual distance expressed in (b) 
is reflected by greater formal distance. 
7.1.3.2 Valence decreasing operations 
There are several verbal extensions which reduce verbal valence. Passive 
constructions (formed with the extension -w) promote an object to a subject and either 
delete the original subject entirely or demote it to an oblique. Stative verbs use the verbal 
extension -ih; the stative construction promotes an object to a subject and deletes the 
original subject. Finally, reciprocals (formed with the extension -an), remove the 
grammatical object. Formation and morphological properties of each ofthese types of 
constructions were discussed in Chapter 5: the passive was described in 5.3.1; the stative 
in 5.3.6; and the reciprocal in 5.3.4. The following sections describe syntactic properties 
of each ofthese valence decreasing operations in greater detail. 
7.1.3.2.1 Passive 
Passive verbs are formed with the verbal extension -w. Passivization promotes 
objects to subjects; the original subject is then demoted. It may appear as an oblique or 
may be unrealized. However, in a passive construction, inclusion ofthe former subject as 
an oblique is always grammatical (this is one of the major differences between passive 
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constructions and stative constructions, where the original subject can never appear as an 
oblique; see the discussion below). Passive constructions are typically used to foreground 
a patientive NP while simultaneously backgrounding an agent (cf. Keenan and Dryer's 
2007 discussion ofpassivization). Most commonly, passivization promotes patientive 
objects to subjects, as in the example below: 
(62) Patient 
a. Umwadaada idzeenga ikiuiya imya. 
b. 
u-mu-adaada i-dzeng-a i-kaaya 
AUG.l-cLl-man cLl-build-Fv AUG.9-house 
'The man is building a new house. ' 
/Maya imya yidzeengwa 
i-kaaya i-N-pya yi-dzeng-w-a 
i-N-pya 
AUG.9-CL9-new 
AUG.9-house AUG.9-CL9-new cL9-build-pass-Fv 




In (62), the object Maya 'house' in (a) is promoted to a subject in (b). The original 
subject mwadaada 'man' is demoted to an oblique. Inclusion of mwadaada in the newly 
passivized sentence is optional, as the parentheses show. 
In addition to passivization of patients (as shown in (62) above), Bena also allows 
passivization of other types ofNPs. These include beneficiaries (63), locations (64), and 
possessors (65): 
(63) Beneficiary 
a. Ndihaamutelehye umwaana ihyahuliya. 
ndi-haa-mu-teleh-il-ile u-mu-ana i-hi-ahuliya 
1 SG-P3-cLl.OBJ-Cook-APPL-FV AUG.l-cLl-child AUG. 7-CL 7-food 
'I cooked the child food.' 
b. Umwaana atelehiilwe ihyahuliya. 
u-mu-ana a-teleh-il-w-ile i-hi-ahuJiya 
AUG.l-cLl-child cLl-cook-APPL-PASS-FV AUG.7-CL7-food 
'The child was cooked food.' 
(64) Location 
a. UmwayuUva aanyaamwe ihid6to 
u-mu-ayuuva a-aa-nyamul-ile i-hi-doto 
AUG.3-CL3-woman cLl-P4-take-FV AUG. 7-CL 7-basket 




b. Muboma mwaanyamuliilwe ihidoto numudala. 
mu-boma mu-aa-nyamul-w-ile i-hi-doto na=u-mu-dala 
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cLl8-town CLI8-P4-take-PAss-FV AUG.7-cL7-basket and=AUG.3-cL3-woman 
'To town was taken the basket by the woman.' 
(65) Possessor 
a. Ahaadeenyile iligUlu lyaangu. 
b. 
a-haa-deeny-ile i-li-gulu li-angu 
cLI-P3-break-Fv AUG.5-cL5-leg cL5-1 SG.POSS 
'Slhe broke my leg.' 
Ndihaadeenyiilwe iligUlu 
ndi-haa-deeny-il-w-ile i-li-gulu 
I SG-P3-break-APPL-PASS-FV AUG.5-cL5-leg 





The stative construction reduces verbal valence. It is similar in function to the 
middle voice in other languages (see Kemmer 1993 for a typological analysis of the 
middle voice). Stative verbs are formed by suffixing the stative suffix -ih to a verbal stem 
(see 5.3.6). The subject ofthe original verb is deleted and the original object is promoted 
to a subject. The resultant verb expresses either a state that has resulted from a particular 
action or the process of undergoing that action. Consider the following examples: 
(66) a. 
b. 
Umwaana ahaadeenyile utubihi. igolo. 
u-mu-ana a-haa-deeny-ile u-tu-bihi ig6lo 
AUG.1-cLl-child cLl-P3-break-Fv AUG .12-cLl2-tree yesterday 
'The child broke the twig yesterday. 
Utubihi tuhaadenyiihe 
u-tu-bihi tu-haa-deeny-ih-ile 




'The twig broke yesterday. ' 
c. Utubihi tudeenyiihe. 
u-tu-bihi tu-deeny-ih-ile 
AUG. 12-cLl2-tree cL12-break-sTAT-FV 
'The twig is broken.' 
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Example (66a) shows use of the active underived, transitive verb deenya 'break'. In both 
(b) and (c), the stative, intransitive form deenyeha 'break/be broken' is used. As (88) 
shows, when the stative is formed, the original subject umwaana 'child' is deleted and the 
object tubihi 'twig' is promoted to a subject. A major difference between the stative and 
the passive is that in the stative, retaining the original subject (as an oblique) is 
ungrammatical, as shown below: 
(67) *Utubihi 
u-tu-bihi 
tuhaadenyiihe numwaana igolo. 
tu-haa-deeny-ih-ile u-tu-bihi ig6lo 
AUG. 12-CL 12-tree cLl2-p3-break-sTAT-FV AUG.12-cLl2-tree yesterday 
Several more examples illustrating use of the stative construction are given below: 
(68) a. Ndihulfwona 
ndi-hu-li-won-a 
1 SG-E-CLS .OBJ-See-FV 












CL5-see-ST AT -FV 



















Stative verbs commonly occur in the anterior. In the anterior aspect, stative verbs 
describe a state (for example, a broken twig) which results from some event in the past 
(the breaking of the twig). In the present tense, some stative verbs rather than describing 
a particular state or process, express the potential ofthe subject to undergo that process. 
Thus in (69b) the verb lidziiha 'be edible' describes something that is capable of being 
eaten (rather than something which has been eaten). Though stative verbs usually occur 
in the past or present, it is possible for stative verbs to occur in future tenses. Consider 
(70): 
(70) llidzuva lidziwoneha. 
i-Ii-dzuva li-dzi-won-ih-a 
AUG.5-CL5-sun cL5-F2-see-sTAT-FV 
'The sun will be visible.' 
When a stative verb occurs in the future, the interpretation is that the speaker believes a 
particular state or process is likely to happen. 
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7.1.3.2.3 Reciprocal 
The final valence-decreasing process is the reciprocal construction. The reciprocal 
extension is -an. use of the reciprocal is illustrated by the following examples: 
(71) a. Ndihutaanga. 
ndi-i-hu-tang-a 
1 SG-PREs-2sG.OBJ-help-Fv 




'We are helping each other.' 
The underived verb in (71a) is transitive; in (b), use of the reciprocal results in an 
intransitive verb, where the original object is expressed together with the original subject 
as a plural subject. Subjects of reciprocal verbs are commonly expressed as plurals (as in 






and=AUG.I-CL I-woman cL2-PREs-marry-REcIP-FV 
'The woman and the man are marrying each other.' 
It is also possible to separate the subject and express it discontinuously, so that one ofthe 
participants in the action is the grammatical subject; the other is expressed as an oblique: 
(73) Umwadaada iitoolana numwayuuva. 
u-mu-adaada a-i-tool-an-a na=u-mu-ay(1uva 
AUG.l-cLl-man CL I-PREs-marry-REcIP-FV and=AUG.l-cLl-woman 
'The man is marrying with the woman.' 
7.1.3.3 Combinations of extensions 
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As discussed in section 5.3 on the morphology of verbal extensions, it is possible 
for a single verb to contain up to three derivational extensions, though three extensions 
on one verb is quite rare. In verbs containing three derivational extensions, only two may 
be valence-changing extensions (at least one must be valence-maintaining). Thus, for 
example, the verb dindulfilwa 'to be opened for/with' is derived from the verb diinda 
'close' using three extensions: the separative (valence-maintaining), applicative (valence-
increasing), and passive (valence-decreasing). Unproductive extensions (such as 
positional and tentive) occur closest to the root; extensions that are more productive 
occur further from the root, with the passive occurring last. The following table 
summarizes the order used when multiple derivational extensions occur on a single verb 





'I I" S t · App lcatlve 




Table 7.2 Order of Ben a derivational extensions 
Passive 
Ordering of verbal extensions in Bena is fixed. This is different from some other Bantu 
languages (e.g., Chichewa, see Mchombo 2004) which allow different orderings of the 
causative and applicative. 
Verbal valence on verbs containing multiple derivational extensions is determined 
by beginning with the extension closest to the verbal root and moving outwards. Consider 
the following example, using dinduliilwa: 
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VERB EXTENSION VALENCE GLOSS TRANSITIVITY CHANGE 
diinda 'close' transitive 
diindula separative +0 'open' transitive 
-ul-
diindulila applicative +1 'open for/with' ditransitive 
-i/-
dinduliilwa passive -1 'be opened for/with' transitive 
-w-
Table 7.3 Verbal valence in a verb with multiple derivational extensions 
It is impossible to combine two valence-decreasing operations on a single verb. Either 
both extensions must be valence-increasing (applicative and causative) or one must be 
valence-increasing and the other valence-decreasing. The following paragraphs discuss 
the various ways in which verbal extensions may be combined together and the resulting 
effect on verbal valence. 
There are only two types of valence-increasing extensions-the applicative and 
the causative. These two extensions can be combined. Several examples are given below: 
(74) Umulimi itovetedza iseenga 
u-mu-limi i-tov-il-idz-a i-seenga 
AUG.I-cLl-farmer cLI-hit-APPL-CAUS-FV AUG. 1 O-cow 
'The farmer is making his cows fight.' 
(75) Umweenda ugu guhunogetedza? 




AUG.3-CL3-cloth PROX.DEM.3 cL3-2sG.OBJ-be.pleasing-APPL-CAUS-FV 
'Do you like this cloth?' (lit. 'Does this cloth please you?') 
It is also possible to combine a valence-increasing extension (applicative or 
causative) with one which is valence-decreasing (passive or reciprocal). (The fourth type 
of valence-decreasing operation, the stative, cannot be combined with any valence-
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increasing operations.) Below are two examples of combinations of valence-increasing 
and -decreasing extensions: 
(76) Applicative + Passive 
Umwaana atelehlt1we ihyahuliya 
u-mu-ana a-teleh-el-w-ile i-hi-ahuliya 
AUG.I-cLl-chiid CLl-cook-APPL-PASS-FV AUG. 7-CL 7-food 
'The child was cooked food by Mother.' 




'The tree will be felled tomorrow.' 







The copula Ii can be used to introduce a number of different types of predicates. It 
can be used to link two NPs in a predicate nominal construction: 
(7S) Uneene ndili Mubena. 
u-neene ndi-Ii mu-bena 
AUG-IsG.PRO ISG-COP cLI-Bena 
'I am a Bena person. ' 







cLl-I SG .POSS CL I-farmer 
'My father is a farmer.' 
(SO) Umwaana mutaali. 
u-mu-ana mu-taali 
AUG .I-CL I-child CL I-tall 
'The child is tall.' 
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Example (80) shows an adjective occurring as a predicate. With predicate adjectives, 
when there is no copula, two different interpretations are possible. Either the adjective is 
serving as a predicate or the adjective is modifying the head noun as part ofan NP. For 
example (80), the first option (adjective as predicate) results in the interpretation "the 
child is tall" where the second option (adjective modifying the head noun) would be "the 
tall child". (Conflicting possible interpretations would be disambiguated by the discourse 
context.) 
The copula is required in non-present tenses, as illustrated below: 
(81) Udiuida vaangu aali mulimi. 
u-daada va-angu a-aa-li mu-limi 
AUG. I-father CL 1-1 SG.POSS CL l-p4-cop CLl-farmer 
'My father was a farmer.' 
In addition to predicate nominals, a number of other types of predicates can occur 
in copular constructions. These include adjectives (as in example (82», quantifiers (83), 
possessors (84), associative constructions (79), locatives (86), and interrogatives (87): 
(82) Pahuva umukila gwaahwe 
pahuva u-mu-kila gu-ahwe 
because AUG.CL3-cL3-tail CL3-3sG.poss 
'Because his tail was really long.' 
gwaali mutaali, swe. 
gu-aa-li mu-taali INTENS 
cL3-P4-COP cL3-long truly 
(080ct17b, The Hyena and the Hare, line 056) 
(83) Tili volofu hii/o, huliho pahataali. 
ti-li va-olofu hiilo huliho pa-hataali 
IPL-COP cL2-many very than cLl6-long.ago 
'We are very many (there are very many of us), (more) than long ago.' 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 070) 
(84) Unyeenye voonda muli vaangu. 
u-nyeenye va-onda mu-li va-angu 
AUG-2pL.PRO cL2-all cL2-cop cL2-1 SG.POSS 
'You all are mine.' 
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(08Nov06a. One Frog Too Many: eM, line 056) 




nde wuhaali wa hupona, ifpona 
nde wu-haa-li wa hu-pon-a a-i-pon-a 
if CLI4-P3-cop Assoc.14 cLl5-heal-Fv CLI-PREs-heal-
FV 
'This disease, if it was of healing (healable), slbe got better.' 
(86) Pe tili hwidugala ... 
pe ti-li hu-idugala 
when IPL-COP cLl7-Kidugala 
'When we were at Kidugala ... " 
(87) Ve, ndzogolo. uhaali hwiiya? 
ve N-dzogolo u-haa-li hwiiya 
2SG.PRO cL9-rooster 2SG-P3-COP where 
'You, rooster, where were you?' 
(08Nov17a.Bena Funerals. line 007) 
(080ct/6a. A Farming Story. line 118) 
(08Sept17b. The Rooster and the Mongoose. line 004) 
It is also possible to link two NPs in predicate nominal constructions using a 






CL 1-1 SG .POSS REL.I 




9 It is possible that the relative pronoun is grammaticaJizing into some sort of focus marker. In addition to 
relative clauses, the relative pronoun is used in copular constructions such as these as well as in cleft 
constructions (7.2.6.1) and in certain types of content questions (7.1.7.2). Giv6n (1975) notes that focus 
constructions in Bantu commonly grammaticaJize from historical clefts.This is an area worth investigating 
further in Bena. 
(89) Uwo we uwug((mbi 
uwo we u-wu-gimbi 
MED.DEM REL.14 AUG.14-cL14-beer 





(080et06a, Bena Riddles, line 034) 
As with the copula Ii, relative pronouns can be used when the predicate is composed of 
words from other classes. These include adjectives (90), associative constructions (91), 




umweene ye mukomi. 
u-mweene ye mu-k6mi 
AUG.1-cLl.PRO REL.l CLl-big 
'Because he is big.' 
(91) iyo ye ya wuvili. 
iyo ye ya wu-vili 
MED.DEM.9 REL.9 Assoc.9 cLl4-two 
'This one is the second (one).' 
(92) Yaani ihisaandzi hye (hi 
yaani i-hi-sandzi hye ihi 
that.is AUG.7-CL7-grain.bin REL.7 PROX.DEM.7 
'That is, the grain bin is this, here.' 
(080et02a, LN's Life Story, line 033) 




(080et16a, A Farming Story, line 097) 
(93) Nehe atige uuyu ye 
nehe a-tig-e uyu ye 
then cLl-saY-Fv PROX.DEM.l REL.l 




(080et10b, The Hare and His Wife, line 008) 
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7.1.5 Existentials 
There are three different ways in which existentials can be formed in Bena. The 
first two strategies use existential verb; the third strategy uses the copula prefixed with a 
locative subject marker. Each strategy is described below. 
Bena existentials can be expressed using an existential verb. Formation of the 
existential verb is described in 5.2.7.5. Existential verbs have no overt subject. The 
subject marker is one of the three locative classes. The existential verb occurs first, 








Because the existential verb takes as its subject one of the locative classes, when it is 
being used in a construction describing the location of an entity, it is not necessary to 
state the location explicitly. In the following examples, the speaker is asking whether a 
person (in this case a teacher) is here. It is not necessary to state the word "here" because 
that information is conveyed by use ofthe Class 16 (definite, close proximity) locative 
prefix. 
(95) a. Umuwulanfdzi pooyoli? 
u-mu-wulanidzi pa-oyoli 
AUG.l-CL I-teacher CL 16-EXIST.CL 1 
'Is the teacher here?' 
b. Ee, pooyoli. 
ee pa-oyoli 
yes cLI6-EXIST.cLl 
'Yes, s/he is here.' 
c. Hata, sipooyoli. 
hata si-pa-oyoli 
no NEG-cLl6-EXIST.cLl 
'No, s/he isn't here.' 
When the existential verb has a Class 17 prefix, the meaning is further away or more 
indefinite. Class 18, in contrast, indicates a location "inside". Compare the foHowing 
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examples with (95) above, where the only difference is in the noun class of the subject 
prefix: 
(96) Umuwulanidzi hooyoli? 
u-mu-wulanidzi hu-oyoli 
AUG.l-cLl-teacher cL17-EXIST.cLl 
'Is the teacher there?' 
(97) Umuwulanidzi mooyoli? 
u-mu-wulanidzi mu-oyoli 
AUG .I-CL I-teacher CL 18-EXIST .CL 1 
'Is the teacher inside?' 
It is also possible to state the location explicitly, as in (98): 
(98) Amabihi pooga/i apa. 
a-ma-bihi pa-ogali apa 
AUG.6-cL6-tree cL16-EXIST.6 here 
'There are trees here.' 
Bena existentials can also be formed using the existential verb huna. When the 
existence of an entity is predicated, the verb has a Class 17 subject prefix (hu-): 
(99) Huna madege meelu malofu. 
hu-na ma-dege ma-elu ma-olofu 
cL17-EXIST cL6-bird cL6-white cL6-many 
'There are many white birds.' 
(080ct06a, Bena Riddles, line 054) 
(100) Vabena vihwaamini uhutigila huna wuhavi. 
va-ben a va-i-huwamini uhutigila hu-na wu-havi 
cL2-bena cL2-PREs-believe COMP CLI7-EXIST cLl4-witch 
'The Bena believe that there is witchcraft.' 
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(080ct03h. Bena Music. line 015) 
Existentials can also be formed by using the copula Ii prefixed with one ofthe 
locative class subject markers (Class 16, 17, or 18). Choice of class marker adds 
additional information about location. \0 In this strategy there are usually two clauses. The 
first clause is the copular clause which predicates the existence ofthe object (the 




hagogolo piviindi apo, hiihona amateefu manofu. 
ha-gogolo pa-i-vindi apo ha-i-hon-a a-ma-teefu ma-nofu 
cLl2-elder CLI6-PRES- here CL12-PRES- AUG.6-CL6- cL6-good 
valley sew-FV mat 
'There's a little old man here in the valley, he weaves good mats.' 
(080ct06a. Riddles. line 024) 
(102) Huli lilugu lya makeeheva, gihwaadza 
hu-Ii Ii-Iugu Ii-a ma-keeheva ga-i-hu-adza-a 
cL17-cop cL5-group CL5-ASSOC cL6-fox cL6-PREs-E-come-Fv 





(08Septl7h. The Rooster and the Mongoose: Version 1. line 016) 
7.1.6 Commands 
10 As shown in 4.1.1.10, Class 16 is used with locations that are either proximal or precise in reference. 
Class 17 is either more distal or less precise. Class 18 is used for 'in' or 'inside'. 
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Commands in Bena are formed using either the imperative form of a verb or the 
subjunctive. The imperative form is only used for second person singular; other persons 
must use the subjunctive to form commands. Even with second person singular, the 
subjunctive is more commonly used in commands as it is seen to be more polite. Verbal 
morphology of the imperative is described in 5.2.5.11.1; the subjunctive is described in 
5.2.5.11.2. Word order of commands is the same as declaratives. Several examples of 

















(08Sept01 h, The Hare and the Pheasant, Version 1: line 014) 
When two commands occur in the same construction, both verbs are subjunctive: 
(107)Mwtitidze mumate nili166ngo. 
mu-adz-e mu-N-mat-e na=i-li-Ioongo 
2PL-come-Fv 2PL-l SG.OBJ-COver-FV and=AuG.5-CL5-dirt 
'Come, cover me with dirt.' 
(080ct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 067) 
(108) Lino, ubite uhoongedze. 
lino u-bit-e u-hongedz-e 
now 2SG-go-FV 2sG-thank-Fv 
'Now, go thank (them).' 
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(080etl6e, Prodigal Son, line 191) 
Negative commands are formed by using the subjunctive form of the negative verb 
hutaana, followed by a verbal infinitive: 
(109) Mutaanage uhuliya ing 'iing 'i idzi. 
mu-taan-ag-e u-hu-liy-a i-ng'iing'i idzi 
2PL-NEG-NARR-FV AUG.15-cL15-eat-Fv AUG.IO-numbu PROX.DEM.IO 
'Don't eat these numbu.' 
(080e131 a, Don 'I Eal Ihe Numbu. line 005) 
(110) Ve, ndzogolo, utaanage uhunyila. 
ve N-dzogolo u-taan-ag-e u-hu-nyil-a 
2SG.PRO cL9-rooster 2SG-NEG-NARR-FV AUG.15-cL15-run-Fv 
'You, Rooster, don't run.' 
(080et06e, The Rooster and the Mongoose: Version 2, line 007) 
7.1.7 Question formation 
This section discusses the formation of both yes-no questions and content 
questions in Bena. Both types of questions have rising intonation sentence-finally. With 
yes-no questions, the intonation pattern is the only way that a question can be 
distinguished from a declarative. Content questions, in addition to containing 
interrogative intonation, make use of a series of interrogative words, which usually occur 
in situ. 
7.1.7.1 Yes-no questions 
In Bena, yes-no questions do not use a special question particle or a different 
word order; instead yes-no questions are differentiated from statements with rising 
intonation. Consider the following two examples: 
(111) a. 
b. 
Wihelela huligu/ilo neng'uni. 
u-i-helel-a hu=li-gulilo neng'uni 
2SG-PRES-go-FV CL l7=cL5-market today 
'You are going to the market today.' 
Wihelela huligulilo neng'uni? 
u-i-helel-a hu=li-gulilo neng'uni 
2SG-PRES-go-FV cL17=cL5-market today 
'Are you going to the market today?' 
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(lIla) is a declarative; (b) is a yes-no question. The only difference between the two is 
that (b) is spoken with rising intonation (indicated by the question mark), whereas in (a) 
the intonation is falling. Figure 7. below illustrates declarative intonation; Figure 7.2 















Figure 7.1 Declarative intonation: Hiltiwo adzihwdddza. 'S/he is coming tomorrow.' 
30 1\ 
25 () 






Figure 7.2 Yes-no question intonation. Hiltiwo adzihwdddza? 'Is s/he coming tomorrow?' 
In (lllb) above, the expected response is affirmative. In yes-no questions 
expecting a negative response, a negated verb is used. This contrast is shown below 
(where the expected response to each question is given in b): 
(112)a. Adzihwaadza hilawo? 
a-dzi-hu-adz-a hilawo 
cL1-F2-E-come-FV tomorrow 
'Is slbe coming tomorrow?' 











'Slbe isn't coming tomorrow?' 
b. Hata, asidzihwaadza. 
hata a-si-dzi-hu-adz-a 
no CLI-NEG-F2-E-come-Fv 
'No, slbe isn't coming.' 
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Bena does not have a separate strategy for forming tag questions, although due to 
the influence of Swahili, the Swahili word siyo "is it not" can be used sentence-finally to 
form a tag question. In these constructions, a normal declarative is stated (using normal, 


























'Yes, slbe is coming.' 
tv 
Adzihwaadza hiliiwo s1yo? 
700 
Time (s) 
Figure 7.3 Tag question intonation. Adzihwdddza hildwo, sfyo? 'Slhe is coming tomorrow, isn't slhe?' 
7.1. 7.2 Content questions 
Content questions are usually formed by placing a question word in situ. In 
certain pragmatically marked constructions, such as focus constructions, the question 
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word may be fronted. As with yes-no questions, content questions have rising intonation. 
Most question words are uninflected, with the exception of -hi 'which' and -linga 'how 
many', both of which are nominal modifiers. Inflected question words are described in 
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4.2.6.6; 6.3 discusses uninflected question words. All Bena question words found in the 
corpus are listed below: 
QUESTION GLOSS QUESTION GLOSS 
WORD WORD 
-hi 'which?' hw iiya/hw if 'where?' 
-linga 'how many?' wuliwuli/wuli 'how?' 
ncuini 'who?' hwe hihi 'why?' 
hihi 'what?' hya hihi 'why?' 
nddli 'when?' hye hihi 'why?' 
panili 'when?' 
Table 7.4 Dena question words 
Question words can be divided into four groups, based on the types of constituents which 
they question. The first group consists of question words (-hi 'which' and -linga 'how 
many') which behave as nominal modifiers (and therefore inflect for the noun class of the 
noun which they question). The second group of question words (nddni 'who' and hihi 
'what') questions noun phrases and verb phrases (either arguments or adjuncts). Third are 
the oblique question words nddli/panili 'when' and hwiiya 'where'. Finally, wuliwuli 
'how' and hwe hihi 'why' question clauses. The following sections discuss each type of 
question in greater detail. ll 
11 Questions containing multiple question words (Le., "Who did what?") were rejected by consultants as 
ungrammatical; therefore it seems likely that multiple interrogative questions do not exist in Bena. 
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7.1.7.2.1 Which? 
The inflected interrogative -hi translates as "which?". It behaves as a nominal 
modifier; therefore it immediately follows the noun which is being questioned and is 
inflected with the noun class prefix ofthe head noun. 
(lIS) a. Hare: "Tiipele amatawa 
ti-i-pel-e a-ma-tawa 
IPL-REFL-give-Fv AUG.S-cLS-name 
"Let's give ourselves new names." 
b. Hyena: "Ee, mattiwa mtihi?" 
ee ma-tawa rna-hi 
yes CLS-name CLS-which 




(08SeptOJd, the Hare and the Hyena, lines 038 and 040) 
(116)a. Nehe usuungUla atigilage, 
nehe u-sungula a-tig-il-ag-e 
then AUG.1-hare cLI-say-APPL-
NARR-FV 
"Veya, ng 'waale, tikinaga umukino. " 
veya N-kwaale ti-kin-ag-a u-mu-kino 
hey cL9-pheasant IpL-play- AUG.3-CL3-
'Then Hare said, "Hey, Pheasant, let's playa game.'" 
b. Nehe ung 'waale atigilage, 
nehe u-N-kwaale a-tig-il-ag-e 
then AUG.1-CL9-pheasant cLI-say-APPL-NARR-FV 








(08SeptOJ b, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version J, lines 004-005) 
7.1.7.2.2 How many? 
The inflected interrogative -linga questions quantity ('how many?'I'how much'?). 
It immediately follows the noun which it questions, and is inflected with the agreement 
class prefix ofthe head noun. 
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(117) Likaang 'a limwiinga, dzilavedza sililngi dzililnga? 
li-kaang'a li-mwinga dzi-Ia-vedz-a silingi dzi-linga 
cLS-egg CLS-one CL 1 0-F3-be-Fv shilling cLl O-how.many 
'One egg, how many shillings will it be (cost)?' 
(080ct02c, The Price of Eggs, line 027) 
When no head noun is present, the type of thing/person being questioned can be inferred 
either from context or from the form of the agreement class prefix. 
(118) "Ve, yuuva, waatuholfle, tuli valilnga? 
ve yuuva u-aa-tu-hol-ile tu-li va-linga 
2SG .PRO mother 2SG-p4-1 PL.oBJ-give. birth-FV 1 PL-COP cL2-how.many 
'You, Mother, (when) you gave birth to us, how many (of us) were there?' 12 
(080ct06c, Swamp Girl, line 027) 
(119) Vitigiia, "Mu/ete ijililnga?" 
va-i-tig-il-a mu-Iet-e i-fi-linga 
cL2-PREs-say-APPL-FV 2PL-bring-Fv AUG-cL8-how.many 
'They say, "How many (things) did you bring?'" 
(08Nov17c, Bena Weddings, line 118) 
7.1.7.2.3 Who? 
Human J3 NPs can be questioned using the interrogative ncuini 'who?'. Ncuini can 
be used to question either arguments or adjuncts. When a human argument is questioned, 
naani must occur in a relative clause or cleft construction. When a human subject NP is 
questioned, a cleft construction is used, as in (120): 
(120a. Umwtitina iinyila. 
u-mu-ana a-i-nyil-a 
AUG.l-cLl-child cLI-PRES-run-FV 
'The child is running.' 
12 Here, the speaker is just discovering that he has a twin sister. 
13 Here "human" refers to humans and anthropomorphized animals. 
b. Ye nddni ye iinyila? 
ye naani ye a-i-nyil-a 
REL.1 who REL.l cLI-PREs-run-Fv 
'Who is running?' (,Who is it who is running?') 
When a human object NP is questioned, nooni occurs within a relative clause: 
(121 a. Wiwoombela 
u-i-womb-el-a 
2SG-PRES-Work -APPL-FV 




b. Wiwoombela ye nddni? 
u-i-womb-el-a ye naani 
2SG-PRES-Work-APPL-FV REL.I who 
'For whom are you working?' 
Normally, the question word occurs in situ, as in (120) and (121) above. However it is 
also possible to change the word order. When a subject NP is questioned in a focus 
construction and the order of subject and verb is reversed, noon; occurs in a relative 
clause: 
(122) iinyila ye nddni? 
a-i-nyil-a ye naani 
cLI-PREs-run-Fv REL.I who 
'Who is running?' 
Questioned object NPs may be fronted, in order to focus the NP. When this happens, 
nooni occurs in a cleft construction (rather than in a relative clause): 
(123 Ye nddni ye wiwoombela? 
ye naani ye u-i-womb-el-a 
REL.I who REL.I 2SG-PRES-Work-APPL-FV 
'For whom are you working?' (,Who is It that you are working for?') 
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Therefore when miani occurs pre-verbally, regardless of whether it is a subject or object 
NP which is being questioned, a cleft construction is used; post-verbally, ncuini occurs in 
a relative clause. 
Human NPs that are not arguments are not questioned using relative clauses or 
cleft constructions because adjuncts such as these cannot be relativized or clefted. Human 




'Whom did slbe go with?' 
(125 UsuungUla iwuudzaga, H Ve, mwaana, hyahuliya hya 
u-sungula i-wuudz-ag-a ve mu-ana hi-ahuliya hi-a 
AUG. I-hare cLl-ask- 2SG.PRO cLl-chiid cL7-food CL7-
NARR-FV ASSOC 





(08SeptOJd. The Hare and the Hyena. line 056) 
7.1.7.2.4 What? 
'What' questions use the interrogative hihi, which is actually the Class 7 form of 
the inflected interrogative -hi 'which' and therefore can more literally be translated 
'which thing'. Hihi behaves similarly to naani 'who'. Hihi can question any non-human 
NP and usually occurs in situ, as the following examples show: 
(126a. Ahaaliye uwugali. 
a-haa-liy-e u-wu-gali 
cLI-P3-eat-Fv AUG.I4.CLI4-porridge 
'Slbe ate porridge. ' 
b. Ahaa/iye hihi? 
a-haa-liy-e hihi 
cLl-P3-eat-Fv what 
'What did slbe eat?' 
(127 a. Ahaaliye uwugali. nihllho. 
a-haa-liy-e u-wu-gali na=i-hi-ho 
cLl-P3-eat-Fv AUG.14.cLl4-porridge and=AUG.7-CL7-spoon 
'Slbe ate porridge with a spoon.' 
b. Ahaaliye uwugaU. 
a-haa-liy-e u-wu-gali 
cLI-P3-eat-Fv AUG.14.cLl4-porridge 
'What did slbe eat the porridge with?' 
nihihi? 
na =i-hihi 
and=AUG. 7 -what 
When a subject NP is questioned, hihi triggers Class 7 concord: 




The order of the question word and the verb can also be reversed, as shown below: 




At this point it is unclear what the difference in meaning is between the two possible 
orderings ofthe question word and verb shown in (128) and (129). 
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Unlike the interrogative naani 'who', hihi cannot be used in cleft constructions or 
in relative clauses with a 'what' interpretation. Most likely this is because the form that a 
relative clause of hihi would take is hye hihi, which is homophonous with the 
interrogative form for 'why'. Consider (130): 
(130) Ahaaliye hye hihi? 
a-haa-liy-e hye hihi 
cLI-P3-eat-Fv REL.7 what 
'Why did slbe eat?' 
(impossible: 'What did slbe eat?') 
In (130) the possible interpretation of hye hihi as 'why' rules out interpretation of hye 
hihi as a relative clause form of 'what' . 
7.1.7.2.5 When? 
There are three oblique question words in Bena: nddli and panili 'when' and 
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hwiiya 'where'. These replace adverbial clauses. Temporal questions are formed using 
the interrogatives ndddli and panili, both of which are translated 'when?'. Nddli and 
panili occur in situ, as in the following examples: 14 
(131) a. Uhaafihile ig%. 
u-haa-fih-ile yesterday 
2sG-P3-arrive-Fv yesterday 






'When did you arrive?' 






'Slbe is coming tomorrow.' 
14 Though (131) is in the past and (132) is in the future, it should not be inferred from these examples that 
ndali is used in the past and panili in the future. Ndali and panili are interchangeable in these examples. It 
is unclear at this point what the difference is between these two interrogatives. 
b. Ihwaadza panni? 
i-hu-adz-a panili 
CLl-E-come-FV when 
'When is slbe coming?' 








'When is slbe coming?' 
When the interrogative 'when' occurs clause-initially, it can also occur in a cleft 
construction, as below: 
(134) Pe panni pe ihwaadza? 
pe panili pe i-hu-adz-a 
REL.CL16 when REL.cLl6 cLI-E-come-Fv 
'When is it when slbe coming?' 
7.1.7.2.6 Where? 
Locations are questioned using the interrogative hwifya (or its shortened form 
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hwii). As with the temporal interrogatives ndali and panili 'when', hwifya usually occurs 
in situ: 
(135) Lino, usuung1ila ali 
Iino u-sungula a-Ii 
now AUG. I-hare cLI-cop 




(080ctl7b, The Hyena and the Hare, line 050) 
(136) Maangogo gaangu, ahele nago hwliya? 
ma-ngogo ga-angu a-hel-e nago hwiiya 
cL6-peanut cL6-1 SG .POSS CL I-go-FV with.cL6 where 
'My peanuts, where did he go with them?' 
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(080ct17b, The Hyena and the Hare, line 019) 
Like location adverbials, hwfiya can also be fronted (though this is rare): 
(137) a. Wihiktila hwllya? 
u-i-hikal-a hwiiya 
2SG-PRES-live-Fv where 
'Where do you live?' 
b. Hwllya wihiktila? 
hwiiya u-i-hikal-a 
where 2SG-PRES-live-Fv 
'What is s/he eating the ugali with?' 
When hwfiya is fronted, it can also occur within a cleft construction: 
(138) a. Hwe hwllya hwe wihiktila? 
hwe hwiiya hwe u-i-hikal-a 
REL.cLl7 where REL.CLI7 2SG-PRES-live-Fv 
'Where is it where you live?' 
7.1.7.2.7 How? 
The interrogative wuliwuli (or its shortened form wuli) is used to ask "how?". It 
must immediately follow the verb which it questions; placing wuliwuli anywhere except 
immediately following the verb renders the sentence ungrammatical (shown in (b) and 
(c)): 
(139) a. Uwugali wisaanga 
u-wu-gali u-i-sang-a 
AUG. 14.CL 14-ugali 2SG-PRES-make.ugali-Fv 










Wuli is the shortened form of wuliwuli; its meaning is identical, and wuli and wuliwuli 
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can be used interchangeably without changing the meaning of the sentence. Several more 
examples ofwuli and wuliwuli are given below: 
(140) Ndihutaange wuli? 
ndi-hu-tang-e wuli 
1 SG-2SG.OBJ-help-Fv how 
'How shall I help you?' 
(141) Nde ndfbita ndihoongfdze wulfwuli? 
nde ndi-bit-a ndi-hongidz-e wuliwuli 
if 1 SG-go-FV 1 sG-thank-FV how 
'IfI go, how shall I thank them?' 
(142) Lino, witigila wuli, muyaangu? 
lino u-i-tig-il-a wuli mu-yangu 
(080ctI6c, Prodigal Son, line 218) 
(080ctl6c, Prodigal Son, line 192) 
now 2SG-PREs-say-APPL-FV how cLI-my.companion 
'Now, how do you speak (what do you say), my friend?' 
(080ctI6c, Prodigal Son, line 192) 
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7.1.7.2.8 Why? 
There are three different interrogatives which can be used to ask "why?": hye hihi, 
hwe hihi, and hya hihi. They are identical in meaning15 but have slightly different 
syntactic distributions. Hye hihi occurs sentence-initially: 
(143) Hye hfhi ahaagitile ewo? 
hye hihi a-haa-git-ile ewo 
why cLI-P3-do-FV thus 
'Why did he do that?' 
(144) Hye hihi higwe? 
hye hihi hi-gw-e 
why cL7-fall-Fv 
'Why did it fall?' 
Both hwe hihi and hya hihi occur sentence-finally: 
(145) Uhaahele huMbeya 
u-haa-hel-e hu=Mbeya 
2SG-p3-go-FV cLl7=Mbeya 
'Why did you go to Mbeya?' 





2SG-PRES-want-Fv AUG. 7-CL 7-knife 




7.2 Complex clauses 
7.2.1 Coordination 
There are several strategies through which clauses may be coordinated in Bena. 
These include juxtaposition (used in conjunctive and concessive coordination) and the 
15 It is likely that there is some nuance of meaning difference between the three; however at this point it is 
not clear what that might be. The only clear difference in the three is syntactic distribution, which is 
described here. 
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use of various coordinators, including na 'and', linD 'but', and niu:'tmbi 'or'. It is also 
becoming quite common to use coordinators borrowed from Swahili-these include au 
'or' and lakini 'but'. The following sections discuss conjunctive coordination, disjunctive 
coordination, and concessive coordination. 
7.2.1.1 Conjunctive coordination 
Clause coordination is most commonly accomplished with juxtaposition of 
clauses. Several examples of clause coordination by juxtaposition are given in (147) 
through (149). 
(147) ifnywa uwugffmbi wula, igala, igomoha 
a-i-nyw-a u-wu-gimbi wu-la i-gal-a i-gomoh-a 




FV drink-Fv cLl5-beer FV 
'He drinks that beer, gets drunk, (and) returns home to sleep.' 
(080ctI6c. Prodigal Son. line 020) 
(148) Lwaamemfle, lwaakomfle avaanu 
lu-aa-mem-ile lu-aa-kom-ile a-va-nu 
CLII-P4-fill-FV cLlI-P4-kill-FV AUG.2-CL2-person 















'They wrestle each other (and) Clever Hare fells his companions.' 
(080ctIOb. The Hare and His Wife. line 038) 
Intonation is falling at the end of each clause, and intonation breaks occur between each 
clause (breaks in intonation are indicated in each of the above examples with commas). 
















50 / I 
Basi 11nywa wug11mbi WIlla, igala, igom6ha hUgona. 
125.6 129.5 
Time (s) 
Figure 7.4 Pitch contour of clause coordination (example 147) 
Conjunctive clause coordination can also be accomplished using the conjunction na 
'and'. 
(150) Lehe tibitage, na yuungi itegutaga uwuga/i, na yuungi uwuga/i. 
leh-e ti-bit-ag-e na yu-ngi i-tegul-ag-a u-wu-gali na yu-ngi u-wu-gali 
leave IPL-go- and cLl- cLl-take- AUG.14-cLl4- and CLl- AUG.14-cLl4-
-FY NARR-FY other NARR-FY porridge other porridge 
'Let's go and one will take (his) porridge and the other (his) porridge.' 
(08SeptOI d. The Hare and the Hyena, line 006) 
(151) "Ve, Ng'waa/e, uhe!e/e ujihame, na yuune ndinyaanyaga um66to. " 
ve N-kwaale u-helel-e u-fiham-e na yuune ndi-nyaany-ag-a u-mu-oto 
2SG.PRO CL9- 2SG-go- 2SG-hide- and ISG.PRO ISG-light-NARR- AUG.3-
pheasant FY FY FY cL3-fire 
'You, Pheasant, go hide and I'll light the fire.' 
(08Septll e, The Hare and the Pheasant, Version 2, line 015) 
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The conjunction na 'and' can also be used to coordinate other types of constituents. The 
following examples show coordination of nouns (152), verbs (153), and verb phrases 
(154) (conjoined constituents are marked with square brackets): 
(152) iyo [ng'uhu] na[makaang'a]. 
iyo ng'uhu na=ma-kaang'a 
DEM.MED.9 chicken and=cL6-egg 
'That one (riddle) is a chicken and eggs.' 
(153) Tivaanga [uhulima] na 
ti-vang-a u-hu-lim-a na 
IpL-begin- AUG.l5-cLl5-farm-Fv and 
FV 




(080ct06a. Riddles. line 013) 





lyaavaangile [uhumema] nu[humela ulutanana Monda]. 
li-aa-vang-ile u-hu-mem-a na=u-hu-mel-a u-Iu-tanana lu-onda 
CL5-P4-begin- AUG.l5-cLl5- and=AUG.15- AUG.ll-cLll- cLl1-
FV fill-FV cL15-swallow-Fv savannah whole 
swamp 
'The swamp began to fill and to swallow the whole savannah.' 
(080ct06c. Swamp Girl. Iine053) 
7.2.1.2 Disjunctive coordination 
The disjunctive coordinator in Bena is naambi 'or'. It can be used to connect two 
or more of any ofthe same type of constituent (Le., clauses, noun phrases, verb phrases, 
adjectives, etc.). 
(155) [Wilola] naambi [siwilola]? 
u-i-Iol-a naambi si-u-i-Iol-a 
2SG-PRES-See-Fv or NEG-2sG-PRES-See-Fv 
'Do you see or do you not see?' 
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(156) Umwaana vaaho [mutaali} naambi [mufitpi}? 
u-mu-ana va-aho mu-taali naambi mu-fupi 
AUG.I-cLl-child CLI-2sG.poss cLI-long or cLl-short 
'Is your child tall or short?' 
(157) Sihoowoli umunya humuliya [umuyagwe}, 
si-hoowoli u-mu-nya hu-mu-liy-a u-mu-yagwe 
NEG-EXIST.17 AUG.1-cLl-having cLl5-cLl.OBJ-eat-Fv AUG.I-cLl-friend 
naambi [amadege}, naambi [ifing'oho fya mudaasij. 
naambi a-ma-dege naambi i-fi-ng'oho fi-a mu-daasi 
or AUG.6-CL6-bird or AUG.8-cL8-animal CL8-ASSOC cL3-forest 
'There (should) not be one eating his friend or birds or animals of the forest.' 
(080ctl6e, The Rooster and the Mongoose: Version 2, line 012) 
When more than two constituents are coordinated, it is not necessary to insert naambi 
between each one. Therefore (157) would also be grammatical if the first naambi were 
deleted. 
7.2.1.3 Conjunctive coordination 
The adverb linD 'now' can also be used as a conjunction 'but'. This is illustrated 
in (158) through (160): 
(158) Ngali ndigitlile amayawo, 
ngali ndi-gul-ile a-ma-yawo 
COND I SG-buy-FV AUG.6-CL5-
sweet.potato 
IIno ndili mugaya amafanyi. 
lino ndi-li mu-gaya a-ma-fanyi 
now ISG-cOP cLl-be.without AUG.6-CL6-
money 
'I would buy sweet potatoes, but I have no money.' 
(159) Wiwesa uhwiimba ihaate yaangu, IIno upilusage. hilawo. 
u-i-wes-a u-hu-imb-a i-haate yi-angu lino u-pilus-ag-e hilawo 
2SG-PRES- AUG. 1 5-cLl 5- AUG.9- CL9-lsG.poss now 2sG-return- tomorrow 
be.able-Fv read-Fv book NARR-FV 
'You may read my book, but (you must) return (it) tomorrow.' 
(160) Umwaana mutaali lino si 
u-mu-ana mu-taali lino si 
AUG.l-CLl-child cLl-long now NEG 





It is unclear what exactly the relationship is between the two different uses of lino ('now' 
and 'but'). However, it is clear that lino does not serve exclusively as a temporal adverb, 
as (159) crucially shows, where a 'now' reading of lino is impossible because ofthe 
temporal adverb hilawo 'tomorrow'. 
Due to influence from Swahili, it is actually more common to use the Swahili 
conjunction lakini 'but' as in the following examples: 
(161) Sina tiifwa, lakini titaambUla tifwe pahuva uwutamwa waadziie. 
sina ti-i-fw-a lakini ti-tamul-a ti-fw-e pahuva u-wu-tamwa u-aa-dz-ile 
NEG lPL-PRES- but lPL-call- lpL-die because AUG.14- cLl4-come-Fv 
die-Fv FV cL15-disease 
'We haven't died but we say we've died because disease has come.' 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals. line 088) 
(162) idziingi ndiseemwa. Ndiwesa ndizova, lakini idziingi ndiseemwa. 
i-dzi-ngi ndi-seemw-a ndi-wes-a ndi-dzov-a lakini i-dzi-ngi ndi-seemw-a 
AUG.10- lSG-forget- lSG- lSG-speak- but AUG.10- ISG-forget-Fv 
CLIO-other FV be.able-Fv FV CLIO-other 
'Other things I've forgotten. I can speak, but I have forgotten other things.' 
(080ct16f, Taboos, line 001) 
7.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
Adverbial clauses in Bena are used to provide additional information about the 
time or place an event took place, the manner in which it was done, or the reason or 
purpose for the event. Adverbial clauses can take the form of relative clauses, infinitives, 
and fully finite clauses. There are very few subordinating conjunctions in Bena. They 
include ngita 'like, as', pahuva 'because' and nde 'if. The following sections discuss the 
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different types of adverbial clauses in Bena and how they are formed. I discuss seven 
types of adverbial clauses: time, purpose, location, manner, reason, conditional, 
concessive. These categories arise from a typology of adverbial clauses proposed by 
Thompson and Longacre (1985).16 
7.2.2.1 Time 
There are several different strategies which can be used to express temporal 
'when' clauses. The first of these utilizes the Class 16 relative pronounpe 'when' 
followed by a finite clause: 17 
(163) Lino {pe ndfbita hulimaj, ndanditegUla inyeengo, ipaanga 
lino pe ndi-bit-a hu-lim-a ndi-a-ndi-teg(tl-a i-nyengo i-panga 
now REL ISG-go- CLI5- 1 SG-HAB-lSG- AUG.9- AUG.9-





'Now when I go to farm I always take a sickle, a machete, and a hoe.' 
(080ctl6a. A Farming Story. line 005) 
(164) {Pe gidzuumbfle imytitiha 
pe gi-dzumb-ile i-mi-aha 
REL,16 cL6-pass-Fv AUGA-CL4-year 
hukalava hulilaamba lila. 








'When many years had passed, (some) boys went to bathe in that swamp.' 
(OOct06c. Swamp Girl. line 006) 
The auxiliary adza can also be used to express 'when': 
16 In addition to these seven types, Thompson and Longacre (1985) also discuss circumstantial, 
simultaneous, substitutive, additive, and absolutive adverbal clauses. The discussion presented in this 
chapter is limited to the types of adverbial clauses most relevant to Bena. 
17 As shown in (158), in temporal adverbial clauses the ordering of subject and verb is VS, rather than SV. 
See section 5.2.6 for a discussion ofrelativization strategies using relative pronouns and accompanying 
changes in word order. 
(165) [Adza jimele), ndibita huliingUla. 
adza fi-mel-e ndi-bit-a hu-Iingul-a 
AUX cL8-grow-FV lSG-go-FV cL15-examine-Fv 
'When they have grown I go to examine (them).' 
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(080ctJ6a, A Farming Story, line 036) 
(166) [Adza ndifihfla umuguunda), ndivaanga uhubeta amadzebele. 
adza ndi-fih-i1-a u-mu-gunda ndi-vang-a u-hu-bet-a a-ma-dzebele 
AUX lSG-arrive- AUG.3-cL3-field lSG-begin- AUG.15-cLl5- AUG.6-cL6-corn 
APPL-FV FV harvest-Fv 
'When I arrive at the field I begin to harvest the corn.' 
(080ctJ6a, A Farming Story, line 081) 
It is also possible to use both the relative pronoun pe and the auxiliary adza in temporal 
adverbial clauses: 
(167) Lino [pe adza hisfle hiveembo), voonda viwuya hukiuiye. 
Iino pe adza hi-sil-e hi-vembo va-onda va-i-wuy-a hu-kaaye 
now REL.16 AUX cI7-finish-fv cL7-funeral cL2-all cL2-PREs-return-Fv cLl7-house 
'Now when the funeral is finished, everybody returns home.' 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 033) 
Anterior temporal 'when' clauses use the auxiliary ve (see 4.2.5.8 for further discussion 
on the formation ofthese forms): 
(168) [Lyaave If/we), vipasutaga iliieme. 
Ii-aa-ve Ii-fw-e va-i-pasul-ag-a i-Ii-Ierne 
cL5-P4-AUX cL5-die-Fv CL2-PRES-spIit-NARR-FV AUG.5-CL5-stomach 
'When it had died they spIit open (its) stomach.' 
(169) [Ndihaave ndifihile uneene), 
ndi-haa-ve ndi-fih-i1e u-neene 
lSG-P3-AUX lSG-arrive-FV AUG.l-lsG.PRO 
'When I arrived, he rejected (me).' 




(080ct16c, Prodigal Son, line 125) 
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The temporal notion of 'since' is expressed using the infinitival form ofthe verb huma 
'to come from'. In these constructions the embedded clause is a fully finite declarative 
clause: 
(170) Ndifiweene fiinu fye ndisina ndifiwonaga [uhuhuma ndih6Iwa}. 
ndi-fi-won-ile fi-nu fye ndi-sina ndi-fi-won-ag-a uhuhuma ndi-hol-w-a 
ISG-CLS.OBJ- CLS- REL.S ISG-NEG ISG-CLS.OBJ- since ISG-bear-PAss-
see-FV thing see-IPFV-FV FV 
'I've seen things which I have never seen since I was born.' 
(080ctl6f, Taboos. line 014) 
The temporal notion of 'before' is expressed by following the relative pronoun pe 'when' 
with a negative auxiliary sina: 
(17I)Pe ndaali ndili mudebe, [pe slna ndllngila 
pe ndi-aa-li ndi-li mu-debe pe sina ndi-ing-il-a 
REL.16 ISG-P4-be ISG-be cLI-small REL.I6 NEG ISG-enter-APPL-FV 
isuule}, uyuUva aheleliige hulima. 
i-suule u-yUuva a-hel-el-ag-ile hu-lim-a 
AUG.9-school AUG. I-mother cLl-go-APPL-IPFV-FV cLI5-farm-Fv 
'When I was small, before I entered school, Mother used to go farm.' 
(080ctOlb. Growing Up. line 002) 
7.2.2.2 Location 
Adverbial clauses providing information about the location of an event take the 
form of relative clauses using one of the locative relative pronouns (Class 16, 17, or IS). 
(1 72) Atige, "Ahumile uhweenyo [hwe waahumile uveeveJ. " 
a-tig-e a-humil-e u-hu-eenyo hu-e u-a-humil-e u-veeve 
cLl-say- cL2-come. AUG.l7-cLl7- cLl7-REL 2SG-P4-come.from-Fv AUG. 1-
FV from-Fv 2PL.POSS 2SG.PRO 
'He said, "She came from your (place) where you came from.' 
(080ctl6c. The Prodigal Son, line 065) 
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(173) Tiviiha munyuumba {mwe tfgonaj. 
ti-viih-a mu-nyumba mwe ti-gon-a 
1 PL-put-FV CL IS-house REL.lS 1 PL-sleep-FV 
'We put (it) in the house where we sleep.' 
(080ctl6a, A Farming Story, line 128) 
7.2.2.3 Purpose 
Bena does not use any type of subordinating conjunction to express purpose. 
Instead, purpose clauses are formed using either the infinitive or the subjunctive, as 
shown by the examples below: 
(174) Tuhl§/e hW'Ilinga {hutovelela iteembelij. 
tu-hel-e hu-Iringa hu-tov-elel-a i-tembeli 
IPL-go-FV cLI7-Iringa cLI5-hit-APPL-FV AUG.9-church 
'We went to Iringa to build a church.' 
(080ct02a, LN's Life Story, line 021) 
(175) Umuwiha wiaho ahumile huktitiye {hwaadza {husahula uveeveJJ. 
u-mu-vaha va-aho a-hum-Be hu-kaaye hu-adz-a hu-sahul-a u-veeve 
AUG.l- CLI- cLI-come. CLI7- cLl5- cLl5-search. AUG.l-
cLl-parent 2SG.POSS from-Fv house come-FV for-Fv 2SG.PRO 
'Your parent came from home to come to search for you.' 
(176) Ahuvaleha avasehe {veendelage 
a-hu-va-Ieh-a a-va-sehe va-endel-ag-e 
CLI-E-CL2.0BJ- AUG.2-CL2- cL2-continue-
leave-Fv parent NARR-FV 
(080ctl6c, Prodigal Son, line 164) 
na madzwi ganavoj. 
na ma-dzwi ga-navo 
and cL6-word CL6-CL2.POSS 
'She leaves her parents so that they may continue with their discussion.' 
(08Nov17c, Bena Weddings, line 094) 
7.2.2.4 Manner 
There are several different ways in which manner adverbial clauses can be 
formed. First, a manner adverbial clause can be introduced by the subordinator ngita 
'like, as'. The embedded clause is subjunctive: 
(177) Lino, ilingodofu lid66do lilola wubaya kabisa 
lino i-li-ngodofu li-d66do li-Iol-a wu-baya kabisa 
now AUG.5-CL5-frog cL5-small cL5-100k-FV cL14-bad completely 
hwa mwaana yula /ngita litove haangiJ. 
hwa mu-ana yUla ngita li-tov-e hangi 
PREP cLl-child DIST.DEM.l like cL5-hit-FV again 
'How that small frog is staring extremely evilly at that child, like it'll hit (him) 
again.' 
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(OBNov06a, One Frog Too Many: eM, line 065) 
Ngita can also introduce a relative clause that uses the Class 7 relativizer hye. 
(178) Lino, sitiwuunga /ngita hye taawuungdga pamutaloJ. 
lino si-ti-wung-a ntita hye ti-aa-wung-ag-a pa-mutalo 
now NEG-lpL-teach-Fv like REL.7 lPL-P4-teach-NARR-FV cL16-long.ago 
'Now we do not teach like we taught a long time ago.' 
(OBOct02a, LN's Life Story, line 021) 
It is also possible to use the subordinator nde (normally translated 'if) in adverbial 
clauses of manner. Nde is followed by a Class 7 relative clause: 
(179) Haangi sivahwaanile /nde hye tihwaanile hweehweJ. 
hangi si-va-hwaan-ile nde hye ti-huwaan-ile hweehwe 
again NEG-CL2-resemble-Fv if REL.7 lpL-resemble-FV lpL.PRO 
'Again they don't resemble like we resemble (they don't look like us).' 
(OBOct16c, Prodigal Son, line 236) 
7.2.2.5 Reason 
Adverbial clauses of reason are expressed using the conjunction pahuva 'because' 
followed by a finite clause. The adverbial clause may either precede (as in (180)) or 
follow (examples (181) and (182)) the main clause: 
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(180) Lino ifigono iji, [pahuva tili mweene mujini/, sitinaji jisaandzi. 
lino i-fi-gono ifi pahuva ti-li mu-ene mujini si-ti-na-fi fi-sandzi 
now AUG.8- PROX. because 1PL- cL18-self town NEG-1PL- CL8-
cL8-day DEM.8 COP have-cL8 grain.bin 
'Now these days, because we are in town, we don't have grain bins.' 
(080etl6a, A Farming Story, line J 19) 
(181) Lakini voonda tile la, [pahuva UNguluvi atupeelej. 
lakini va-onda ti-Iel-a pahuva U-nguluvi a-tu-pel-ile 
but cL2-all 1PL-raise-Fv because AUG.1-god cLl-1pL.OBJ-give-Fv 
'But all of them we raise because God gave us (them).' 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, lines 055-056) 
(182) Silikina [pahuva !ina midela}. 
si-li-kin-a pahuva li-na mi-dela 
NEG-cL5-play-Fv because cL5-have cL4-root 
'It does not dance because it has roots. ' 
7.2.2.6 Conditional 
(080et06a, Riddles, line 043) 
There are several different types of conditionals in Bena. Simple conditionals use 
the conditional conjunction nde 'if at the beginning of the protasis (if clause). The 
apodosis (then clause) has no conjunction: 
(183) [Nde wikaana} ndihulya. 
nde u-i-kaan-a ndi-hu-Iy-a 
if 2SG-PRES-refuse-Fv 2sG-2sG.oBJ-eat-Fv 
'If you refuse, I'll eat you.' 
(080etJOb, The Hare and His Wife, line 028) 
With the conditional, multiple orderings of subject, verb, and nde are possible, as shown 
by the following examples: 
(184) a. [Nde yit66nye indonya} ineng'uni ndisigaia pakaaye. 
nde yi-tony-e i-N-donya i-neng'uni ndi-sigal-a pa-kaaye 
if cL9-rain-Fv AUG.9-cL9-rain AUG.9-today 1 sG-remain-FV CL 16-house 
'If it rains today I'll remain at home.' 
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b. [Nde Indonya yitOonye} ineng 'uni ndisigaia pakil(iye. 
nde i-N-donya yi-tony-e i-neng'uni ndi-sigal-a pa-kaaye 
if AUG.9-cL9-rain cL9-rain-Fv AUG.9-today 1 sG-remain-Fv CL 16-house 
'Ifit rains today I'll remain at home.' 
c. Ndonya, [nde yitOonye} ineng 'uni, ndisigaia pakaaye. 
i-N-donya nde yi-tony-e i-neng'uni ndi-sigal-a pa-kaaye 
AUG.9-cL9-rain if cL9-rain-FV AUG.9-today 1 sG-remain-Fv CL 16-house 
'The rain, ifit rains, I'll remain at home.' 
Though the ordering of subordinate and main clause given in the examples above 
is by far the most common (all examples of conditionals in the corpus have the 
subordinate clause preceding the main clause), it is also grammatical to reverse the 
ordering ofthe two clauses, as shown below: 
(185) a. [Nde ahdddze hildwo} ndidzihumUwona. 
nde a-aadz-e hilawo ndi-dzi-hu-mu-won-a 
if cLl-come-Fv tomorrow ISG-F2-E-cLl.oBJ-See-Fv 
'Ifslhe comes tomorrow, I'll see herlhim.' 
b. NdidzihumUwona. 
ndi-dzi-hu-mu-won-a 
1 SG-F2-E-CL l.oBJ-See-Fv 
[nde ahdddze hildwo}. 
nde a-aadz-e hilawo 
if cLl-come-Fv tomorrow 
'I'll see herlhim if slhe comes tomorrow.' 
Hypothetical conditionals describe events that have the potential to happen, but 
have not been realized. In a hypothetical conditional, the protasis is introduced by the 
auxiliary hali 'would' and is given in the present indicative. The apodosis is subjunctive, 
and is preceded optionally by the auxiliary hali. 






'I would come if you were to ask me.' 
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b. [Hali ndihwcuidzaj [hali umbuudzage}. 
hali ndi-hu-adz-a hali u-N-wuudz-ag-e 
would 2SG-E-come-FV would 2SG-I SG.oBJ-ask-NARR-FV 
'I would come if you were to ask me.' 
It is likely that hali relates in some way to a speaker's epistemic stance regarding the 
potentiality of a clause. However such nuanced differences in meaning are difficult to 
elicit, and at this point it is unclear what the precise difference in meaning is between 
clauses that contain hali and those that don't. 
There are two different types of counterfactual conditionals in Bena. In both types 
of counterfactuals, the apodosis describes an event that would have existed if the protasis 
were true. Both types of conditionals introduce the protasis with the conditional 
conjunction hali. The protasis always occurs in the sUbjunctive. The difference between 
the two types lies in the way in which the apodosis is formed. In the first type of 
counterfactual, the apodosis is introduced using the auxiliary hali and occurs in the 
present tense: 
(187) indonye hali yit66nye igOlo j, [hali ndisigala pakaaye.J 
i-N-donye hali yi-tony-e ig6lo hali ndi-sigal-a pa-kaaye 
AUG.9-CL9-rain would cL9-rain-Fv yesterday would ISG-remain-Fv cLI6-house 
'Ifit had rained yesterday I would have stayed home.' 
(188) Umwaana hali aveembaage, [sihali ndihumupeela ilfdziva. 
u-mu-ana hali a-vemb-ag-ile si-hali ndi-hu-mu-peel-a i-li-dziva 
AUG. 1- would cLl-cry-IPFv-FV NEG-Would I SG-E-cLl.OBJ- AUG.5-cL5-milk 
CLI-child give-Fv 
'If the child had cried, I wouldn't have given him/her milk.' 
The auxiliary hali in the apodosis can either precede or follow the subject, as shown by 
the following examples: 
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(189) a. Umw(iana hali ayaadze ing'6Io, [hali udaade ahumutovaj. 
u-mu-ana hali a-yag-i-ile i-ng' 010 hali u-daad-e a-hu-mu-tov-a 
AUG.l-cLl- would cLI-lose- AUG.9- would AUG. I-father. CLl-E-cLl.OBJ-
child CAUS-FV sheep 3SG.POSS hit-FV 
'Ifthe child had lost the sheep, his father would have hit him.' 
(190) b. Umwaana hali ayaadze ing'6Io, [udaade hali ahumutovaj. 
u-mu-ana hali a-yag-i-ile i-ng' 010 u-daad-e hali a-hu-mu-tov-a 
AUG.l-cLl- would cLl-lose- AUG.9- AUG. I-father. would CLl-E-
child CAUS-FV sheep 3SG.POSS CL 1.0BJ-hit-Fv 
'If the child had lost the sheep, his father would have hit him.' 
In the second type of counterfactual, the apodosis is introduced by the conjunction ngali 
and occurs in a past tense: 18 
(191) Hali ndihelelaage huligulilo ig6lo j, [ngtiJi ndihaagult1e amaytiwoJ. 
hali ndi-hel-el-ag-ile hu-li-gulilo ig6Io ngali ndi-haa-guI-ile a-ma-yawo 
would ISG-go-APPL- CL17-CL5- yesterday would lSG-p3-buy-Fv AUG.6-CL6-
IPFV-FV market sweet.potato 
'If! had gone to the market yesterday I would have bought sweet potatoes.' 
(192) Hali aadze, [ngali ndimuweeneJ. 
hali a-aadz-e ng.m ndi-mu-won-ile 
would cLl-come-Fv would I SG-CLl.oBJ-See-Fv 
'If slbe had come, I would have seen himlber.' 
7.2.2.7 Concessive 
Concessive clauses use the conjunction nde 'if followed by the subjunctive form 
of the auxiliary va 'be'. This results in nde SUBJ-Ve 'if it be'. Several examples of 
concessive clauses are given below: 
18 At this point it is unclear what difference in meaning there is between hali and ngali. The examples I 
have do not demonstrate a meaning difference, and consultants were unable to help clarify the difference 
between the two. 
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(193)[Nde yive ikaaye ya mweene yili pataalij, ndandibita humugeendela. 
nde yi-v-e i-kaaye ya mu-ene yi-li pa-taali ndi-a-ndi-bit-a hu-mu-gend-el-a 
if CL9- AUG.9- ASSOC cLl-self CL9- cLl6- ISG-HAB-CLI- cLl5-cLl.OBJ-
be-Fv house .9 be long gO-Fv visit-FV 
'Even though hislber house is far away I always go to visit himlber.' 
(194) [Nde ave ahaasemfflwe uhwigelanldza 
nde a-v-e a-haa-seemw-ile u-hu-i-gelanidz-a 
if cLl-be-Fv cLI-P3-forget-Fv AUG.l5-E-REFL-prepare-Fv 
umutihanil, ahaasiimbfle wunofu. 
u-mu-tihani a-haa-simb-ile wu-nofu 





'Even though slbe forgot to prepare to write (take) the exam, slbe wrote well.' 
(195) [Nde ave mugogoloj, apigeenda [nde huve hutaalij. 
nde a-v-e mu-gogolo a-pi-gend-a nde hu-v-e- hu-taali 
if cLl-be-Fv cLI-old.man cLl-pers-walk-Fv if cLI7-be-Fv CL 
'Even though he's an old man, he still walks, even though it's far away.' 
7.2.3 Comparison 
Comparison in Bena is accomplished using the verbal infinitive hulutila 'to 
surpass'. The subject ofthe clause (the comparee) occurs first; this is followed by a 
copula (optional in the present tense, see 7.1.4); third is the parameter-the property 
which is being compared (an adjective); next is the adverb hiilo 'very' which serves as an 
index in comparative constructions; following this is the infinitive hulutila (this serves as 
the marker that indicates the construction is a comparison); the final component of the 
comparison is the standard to which the subject is being compared. Consider the 
following example: 
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(196) COMPAREE COPULA PARAMETER INDEX MARKER STANDARD 
lligaanga iii Iili likOmi hiilo uhuiutila i/igaanga lila. 
i-Ii-ganga iii Ii-Ii Ii-komi hiilo u-hu-Iutil-a i-Ii-ganga lila 
AUG.5- PROX. cL5-cop cL5-big very AUG-15-cL15- AUG.5- DIST. 
cL5-stone DEM.5 surpass-Fv cL5-stone DEM.5 
'This stone is bigger than that stone.' 
The comparative construction can also appear without the index hiilo, as in (197): 
(197) lligaanga iii lili likOmi uhuiutila i/igaanga lila. 
i-Ii-ganga iii Ii-Ii Ii-komi u-hu-Iutil-a i-Ii-ganga lila 
AUG.5-CL5- PROX. CL5- cL5-big AUG-15-cL15- AUG.5-CL5-stone DIST.DEM.5 
stone DEM.5 cOP surpass-Fv 
'This stone is bigger than that stone.' 
Dixon (2008) provides a typology of comparative constructions. Constructions such as 
the ones in (196) and (197) (copular or verbal clause constructions) are a common 
strategy of comparison. As Dixon notes, in languages with these types of comparatives, 19 
an adjective typically fills the parameter slot (as in both ofthe examples above). 
However, in Bena, it is also possible for nouns and quantifiers to serve as parameters in 
comparative constructions. (This is likely because adjectives represent a small, closed 
word class.) Example (198) shows the use of a nominal parameter; in (199), the 
parameter is a quantifier: 
(198) Ungamusuungitia. aali musugu uhuiutila 
u-ngamu-sungula a-aa-Ii mu-sugu u-hu-Iutil-a 
AUG. I-clever-hare cLI-P4-cop CLI-sly.one AUG.15-cL15-
SUrpass-FV 




(080ct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 003) 
19 These comparative constructions belong to Dixon's Al category. 
(199) Tili wolo!u hii/o uhulutila pahataali. 
ti-li va-olofu hiflo u-hu-Iutil-a pa-Mtaali 
IPL-COP cL2-many very AUG.l5-cLl5-surpass-Fv cLl6-long.ago 
'There are many more of us than (there were) long ago.' 
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(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 070) 
It is becoming increasingly common for Bena speakers to use hulfho, borrowed from 
Swahili kulilw 'than'as the comparison marker, rather than the Bena verb hulutila: 
(200) Aweene ngita muunu mukOmi hiilo hulfho avavaha va mweene. 
a-won-He ngita mu-nu mu-k6mi hiilo huliho a-va-vaha va mu-ene 
cLl-see-FV like cLl- CLI-big very than AUG.2- ASSOC.2 cLI-self 
person cL2-parent 
'He saw (himself) as a bigger person than his parents.' 
(201) Uli munofu hulfho umuyaago. 
u-li mu-nofu huliho u-mu-yaago 
2SG-COP cLI-good than AUG.l-cLl-your.friend 
'You are better than your friend.' 
(080ct16c, Prodigal Son, line 015) 
(080ct17b, The Hyena and the Hare, line 109) 
It is also possible for a finite verbal clause to serve as comparee: 
(202) Na vahuguvaldga hii/o hulfho myaaha 
na va-huguval-ag-a hiilo huliho mi-aha 
and cL2-be.sad-NARR-FV very than cL4-year 
'And they were sadder than (in) the years oftoday.' 
(203) Tllfwa hiilo hulfho pamwaandi. 
ti-fw-a hiilo huliho pa-mwaandi 
1 PL-die-Fv very than CL 16-long.ago 




(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 013) 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 095) 
There is a second way in which comparative constructions are formed. In this 
strategy, the verb hulutila 'to surpass' is used in a finite, transitive clause. Consider 
(204): 
(204) COMPAREE INDEX 
lligaanga fli lilutye 
i-Ii-ganga Hi li-lutH-He 
AUG.5-CL5-stone PROX.DEM.5 cL5-surpass-FV 





This type of comparison construction corresponds with another type of comparative 
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clause described by Dixon (2008)20. In this type of construction, the index takes the form 
of a finite verb. The parameter is a noun, rather than an adjective. Further, in Bena the 
parameter is always a Class 14 noun (Class 14 is the class to which qualitative nouns 
belong, see 4.1.1.8). The standard is a noun belonging to one ofthe locative classes 
(usually Class 17). Thus a more literal translation of (204) would be 'this stone surpasses 
(in) goodness to/at the big one'. This strategy is much less common than the first 
strategy described above (no examples ofthis strategy exist in the corpus). 
7.2.4 Complement clauses 
In Bena it is possible for clauses to serve as arguments of verbs. Complement 
clauses may be headed by verbs that are finite or non-finite. Bena has three types of 
complement clauses: infinitival complements, subjunctive complements, and fully finite 
complements. Infinitival complments are the most tightly integrated grammatically-the 
complement clause verb cannot contrast with the matrix verb in subject, tense, or aspect. 
20 Dixon classifies these types of comparatives as Class C. 
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Fully finite complements are the least grammatically integrated-the complement verb 
can have a subject, tense, and aspect independent of the matrix verb. In Bena the degree 
of grammatical integration of a compement clause with its matrix verb loosely correlates 
with conceptual integration (see Giv6n 1980 for further discussion of the relationship 
between a matrix verb and the degree of control it exhibits over its complements). Thus, 
for example, matrix verbs which allow fully finite complements (such as tiga 'say' and 
wuudza 'ask') are those which exhibit little control over the event described by the 
complement clause; these verbs are also less tightly integrated grammatically. This 
relationship between grammatical and conceptual integration of complement and matrix 
clauses is discussed further below where I describe non-finite (infinitival and 
subjunctive) complement clauses first. This is followed by a description of finite 
complements. 
Infinitival complements are the least independent type of complement, both 
structurally and conceptually. The identity of the subject of the complement clause must 
be identical to that of the matrix verb. Further, because the verb of the complement 
clause is non-finite, it cannot contrast with the matrix verb in tense or aspect. Several 
examples of infinitival complements are given below: 
(205) Vivaangaga [uhuliya fng'iing'i 
va-i-vang-ag-a u-hu-liy-a i-ng'iing'i 
cL2-PREs-begin-NARR-Fv AUG.15-cL15-eat-Fv AUG. 1 O-tuber 










timalile {uhuUma mfguunda gya mddzebeleJ ... 
ti-mal-i1e u-hu-Iim-a mi-gunda gya ma-dzebele 
IpL-finish-Fv AUG.15-cL15-hoe-Fv cL4-field AssocA cL6-com 
'When we've finished hoeing fields of com ... ' 
(080ct06h, Times of Planting, line 011) 
(207) Halafu uve wfkaana {uhwikataa ihldeegoJ. 
halafu uve u-i-kaan-a u-hu-ikal-i1-a i-hi-deego 
then 2SG.PRO 2SG-PRES-refuse-Fv AUG.15-CL 15-sit-APPL-FV AUG. 7 -CL 7 -chair 
'Then you refuse you sit on a chair.' 
(080ctJ6j. Taboos, line 043) 
The second type of non-finite complement clause is the subjunctive. (Formation 
of the subjunctive form ofthe verb is discussed in 5.2.5.11.2.) Subjunctive complement 
clauses are somewhat less constrained than infinitival complements-the identity of the 
subject(s) of the matrix and complement verb may be the same (208) or different (208): 
(208) Ndfsaha {ndivdloongele 
ndi-sah-a ndi-va-long-i1-e 
1 SG-want-FV 1 SG-CL2.oBJ-tell-APPL-FV 





1 sG-Wait-APPL-FV cL8-grow-Fv 
'J wait for them (the crops) to grow.' 
ulusimoJ .•. 
u-Iu-simo 
AUG.1 l-cL1 I-story 
(080ctJ6a, A Farming Story, line 001) 
(080ctJ6a, A Farming Story, line 035) 
However, unlike fully finite complement clauses, subjunctive complements are still 
dependent upon the matrix verb for tense and aspect. 
The final type of complement clause is the fully finite complement. These 
complements are the least integrated with the matrix verb, both grammatically and 
conceptually. They are fully finite (and therefore can contrast with the matrix verb in 
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tense and aspect) and have subjects which are different from the subject ofthe matrix 
verb. Further, the subjects of the matrix verb exhibit very little control over the events of 
the complement clause. The types of verbs which can serve as matrix verbs for finite 
complement clauses are more restricted than with those of other (non-finite) complement 
types and primarily include verbs of utterance, cognition, and perception. Finite 
complement clauses may optionally be preceded by the complementizer uhutigila 
(derived from the verb tiga 'say'). Examples of finite complement clauses are given 
below: 
(210) Atige, r'Ndihuhweenda. ''} 
a-tig-e ndi-hu-hu-end-a 
cLl-saY-Fv 1 sG-E-2sG.OBJ-love-Fv 
'He said, "I love you".' 
(080CI06c, Swamp Girl, line Oil) 
(211) Avaanu vipuliha [uhutigfla umuyeesu atddgiihe}. 
a-va-nu va-i-pulih-a uhutigila u-mu-yeesu a-taagih-i1e 
AUG.2-cL2-person cL2-PREs-hear-Fv COMP AUG.l-cLl- cLl-die-Fv 
our. friend 
'People hear that our friend has died.' 
(08Nov17a, Funerals, line 010) 
Direct quotation is accomplished using a finite complement clause (the utterance), with 
no complementizer: 
(212) Vitigilaga, r'Tfbita. "} 
va-i-tig-i1-ag-a ti-bit-a 
cL2-PREs-say-APPL-NARR-FV IPL-go-Fv 
'They said, "Let's go." 
(O'bcI3Ia, Don 'I Eal Ihe Tubers, line 013) 
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(213)Ahele hung'iina huwuudza, I"Ve, Yuuva, waatuholfle tuli valfinga?''J 
a-hel-e hu-ng'iina hu-wu.udz-a ve yuuva u-aa-tu-hol-ile tu-li va-linga 
cLl-go- cLl7-mother cLI5-ask- 2sG. mother 2sG-p4-1pL.OBJ- IPL- cL2-
FV FV PRO bear-Fv be how.many 
'He went to (his) mother to ask, "You, Mother, (when) you gave birth to us, how many 
of us were there"? 
(080ct06c, Swamp Girl, line 027) 
An intonation break occurs between the verb of utterance and the complement clause. 
This is illustrated by a pitch contour of example (212): 
300 i 
250 









Figure 7.5 Pitch contour, direct quotation (example 202) 
Indirect quotation uses either a subjunctive complement clause (214) or a finite 
complement (215). Indirect quotes may be preceded by a complementizer, as shown in 
(215). 
(214) Upaape ahumuloongela [abfte hulita 
u-paap-e a-hu-mu-Iong-el-a a-bit-e hu-Iet-a 
AUG.1-grandmother. CLI-E-cLl.OBJ- CL1- cL15-










'Her grandmother told her to go bring those tubers.' 
(080ct31a, Don't Eatthe Tubers, line 061) 
(215) lbita huvaloongela [uhutigfla apuling'iine numuunu 
i-bit-a hu-va-Iong-el-a uhutigila a-pulih-an-ile na=u-mu-nu 
fuldnil. 
fulani 
cLl-go- cLI5-CL2.oBJ- COMP cLl-hear- and=AUG.1-cLl- some 
FV tell-APPL-FV RECIP-FV person 
'He goes to tell them that he has agreed with (lit. 'heard each other') some person.' 
(08Nov17c, Bena Weddings, line 026) 
Recursive embedding is also possible in Bena, as illustrated by (216): 
(216) Atige, I"Ndfsaha [ndiloonge [uhutigfla 
a-tig-e ndi-sah-a ndi-Iong-e uhutigila 
cLl-say-Fv ISG-want-FV IsG-say-Fv COMP 
umwddna uyu ye mweene ndaabdbile. "JJ] 
u-mu-ana uyu ye mweene ndi-aa-bab-ile 
AUG.I-CL1-child PROX. DEM.1 REL.1' 3SG.PRO ISG-P4-carry-Fv 
'She said, "I want to say that this child is the one I carried.'" 
(080ct16c, Prodigal Son, line 097) 
7.2.5 Relative clauses 
In Bena, subjects, objects (both primary and secondary objects), and certain types 
of obliques (locations and times) may be relativized. There are two relativization 
strategies. The first strategy uses a relative prefix on the verb; other relative clauses are 
formed using a series of relative pronouns. The prefixation strategy is used primarily to 
relativize subjects; the relative pronoun strategy mainly to relativize objects and obliques. 
However there are a number of situations in which the relative prefix strategy is used to 
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relativize subjects. These include Class 1 (including first and second person) subjects, 
subjects of negative verbs (though only when the negative prefix precedes the subject), 
subjects of existential verbs, and subjects of predicate adjectives. Table 7.5 summarizes 
the situations in which each relativization strategy is used: 
RELATIVE PREFIX 
Subjects of lexical verbs (with the 
exception of Class 1 subjects) 
Subjects of verbal copula, nya 
'have', and gaya 'be without' (with 
the exception of Class 1 subjects) 
RELATIVE PRONOUN 
Objects 
Temporal and locative obliques 
Class 1 (including 1 st person and 2nd person) 
subjects 
Subjects of negative verbs (when the negative 
prefix precedes the subject) 
Subjects of existential verb and predicate adjectives 
Table 7.5 Relativization strategies 
Like other types of modifiers, relative clauses follow the head noun. Relative 
clauses may also be headless. Unlike some other Bantu languages (e.g., Chichewa, 
Mchombo (2004) and Kagulu, Petzell (2008)), relativization does not trigger any 
difference in verbal tone patterns. Further, relativization is not restricted to particular 
tenses or aspects (in other words, a relative clause may contain a verb in any tense-aspect 
combination). Bena does not use any type of strategy (morphological, syntactic, or tonal) 
to distinguish between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. 
7.2.5.1 Relativization using a verbal prefix 
The verbal prefixation strategy ofrelativization (which can broadly be referred to 
as "subject relativization", though there are some exceptions to this) uses a relative prefix 
which occurs in the pre-sM slot (the slot occurring immediately before the subject 
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marker) of the verb. Most subjects (with the exception of Class 1 subjects and subjects of 
certain verbs which were listed in Table 7.S) use the verbal prefixation strategy. The 
relative prefix takes the form of a vowel which harmonizes with the vowel of the subject 
prefix.21 This strategy of relativization is exemplified in (217): 
(217) a. ilibihi ligwe 
i-li-bihi li-gw-e 
AUG.S-CLS-tree cLS-fall-Fv 
'the tree has fallen' 
b. ilibihi i/igwe 
i-li-bihi i-li-gw-e 
AUG.5-cLS-tree REL.S-CLS-fall-Fv 
'the tree which has fallen' 
Class 1 nouns and first and second person personal pronouns are relativized using the 
relative pronoun ye: 
(218) umuunu ye 
u-mu-nu ye 
AUG.l-cLl-person REL.CLI 
'the person who is coming' 
(219) uhweehwe ye 
u-hweehwe ye 
AUG.I-CL I-person REL.CL 1 







Subjects which are Class 2 nouns (plurals of Class 1) do not use the relative pronoun 
strategy. Instead, like nouns from all other classes, they use the relative prefix: 
21 This means that the relative prefix is identical in form to the augment. A possible alternative analysis is 
to say that the relative prefix is actually an augment which occurs on verbs. Such an explanation potentially 
has some merit, as relativization can be seen as a sort of nom inali zing process. However, the explanation 
that the relative prefix is simplya vowel which harmonizes with the vowel of the subject prefix is a simpler 
one, and is the approach which will be taken here. 
(220) avaanu avihwaadza 
a-va-nu a-va-i-hu-adz-a 
AUG.2-cL2-person REL.2-cL2-PREs-E-come-Fv 
'the people who are coming' 
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Morphological properties of subject relatives are discussed in 5.2.8; the forms of subject 
relatives are summarized in Table 7.6: 
CLASS SUBJ.REL. CLASS SUBJ.REL. CLASS SUBJ.REL. 
1 ye 8 i- 15 u-
2 a- 9 i- 16 a-
3 u- 10 i- 17 u-
4 i- II u- 18 u-
5 i- 12 a- 20 u-
6 a- 13 u-
7 i- 14 u-
Table 7.6 Forms of Bena subject relatives 
The relative clause occurs as part of the NP and always follows the head noun. Several 
more examples of subject relatives, taken from the corpus, are given below: 
(221) indziimbo dza /uMe/o, vihwiimbila avtitina [avatoliinej. 
i-N-imbo dza lu-keelo va-i-hu-imb-il-a a-va-na a-va-tol-an-ile 
AUG. 10- cLlO. cLll- CL2-PRES-E- AUG.2- REL.2-CL2-marry-REcIP-
CLIO-song ASSOC happiness sing-APPL-FV cL2-child FV 
'Songs of happiness, they sing for the children who have married each other.' 
(080ct03b, Bena Music, line 005) 
(222) Ve, mudffmi, yuuve lye waanyagOe ihilemo hya mudllmi vtitinguj? 
ve mu-diimi yuuve ye u-aa-nyag-ile i-hi-Iemo hya mu-diimi va-angu 
2sG. cLI-boy 2SG. REL. 2sG-P4-steal- AUG.7-CL7- cL7. cLI-boy cLl-
PRO PRO CL 1 FV whistle ASSOC 1 SG .POSS 
'You, boy, are you the one who stole my boy's whistle?' 
(080ct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant, Version 6: line 076) 
(223) Ndibita ndiloleedze iJidlfmwa fyaangu 
ndi-bit-a ndi-Ioleedz-e i-fi-diimwa fi-angu 







'Let me go and look at my animals which were left.' 
(080ct17b. The Hyena and the Hare. line 095) 
(224) Adza vihwiisa iliy{ti, umuunu ye a/we ... 
adza va-i-hu-iih-i-a i-li-yiti u-mu-nu ye a-fw-e 
AUX cL2-PRES-E- AUG.5-CL5-corpse AUG.l-cLl- REL.l cLl-die-Fv 
descend-cAuS-FV person 
'After they lower the corpse, the person who has died ... ' 
(08Nov17a. Bena Funerals. line 022) 
Subjects of negative clauses may be relativized either using the relative prefix or 
using a relative pronoun. In negative clauses, the negative prefix may occur either before 
or after the subject prefix.22 The relative prefix strategy is used when the negative 
morpheme occurs after the subject prefix, as in (225); the relative pronoun strategy is 
used when the negative morpheme occurs before the subject prefix (226). 
(225) Avaanu avas{{/ima vihiktila hula. 
a-va-nu a-va-si-i-lim-a vi-hikal-a hula 
AUG.2-cL2-person REL.2-cL2-NEG-PRES-farm-Fv cL2-live-FV DIST.DEM.17 
'People who don't farm live there.' 
(226) Avaanu ve siviilima vihiktila hula. 
a-va-nu ve si-va-i-lim-a vi-hikal-a hula 
AUG.2-cL2-person REL.2 NEG-CL2-PREs-farm-Fv cL2-live-Fv DIST.DEM.17 
'People who don't farm live there.' 
The relative pronoun strategy is discussed in further detail in 7.2.5.2 below. 
22 At this point it is unclear what exactly conditions this difference. Negation is discussed in detail in 5.2.6. 
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Subjects (again, with the exception of Class 1 subjects) ofcopular clauses and of 
the reduced verbs 'have' and gaya 'be without' also utilize the relative prefix strategy: 
(227) Ifiinu iji1i uhu 
i-fi-nu i-fi-li uhu 
AUG.S-cLS-thing REL.S-CLS-COP NEAR.DEM.17 

















'Knives which are sharp (have sharpness), these are good.' 
(229) Ihimaage ihigaya wuugi, hisiwesa 
i-hi-maage i-hi-gaya wu-gi hi-si-wes-a 
AUG.7-CL7-knife AUG.7-CL7- cL14- CL7-NEG-







'A knife which is not sharp (which is without sharpness) cannot cut anything.' 
7.2.5.2 Relativization using the relative pronoun 
The second relativization strategy is primarily used to relativize objects and 
obliques. This strategy is also used to relativize Class 1 (including first and second 
person) subjects, subjects of negative verbs (when the negative prefix precedes the 
subject), subjects ofthe existential verb, and subjects of predicate adjectives. This 
relativization strategy uses a relative pronoun which inflects for noun class of the head 
noun. The relative clause follows the head noun, and the relative NP is gapped, as shown 
below: 
(230) a. ndihaafigule ifideego 
ndi-haa-fi-gul-e i-fi-deego 
1 SG-P3-cLS.oBJ-buy-Fv AUG.S-cLS-chair 
'I bought the chairs' 
b. ifideego fye ndihaafigule 
i-fi-deego fi-e ndi-haa-fi-gul-e 
AUG.S-CLS-chair CLS-REL ISG-P3-CLS.OBJ-buy-FV 
'the chairs which I bought' 
Relative pronouns are discussed in 4.2.1.4, but are summarized in the table below: 
CLASS REL.PRO. CLASS REL.PRO. CLASS REL.PRO. 
1 ye 8 fye 15 hwe 
2 ve 9 ye 16 pe 
3 gwe 10 dze 17 hwe 
4 gye 11 lwe 18 mwe 
5 lye 12 he 20 gwe 
6 gye 13 twe 
7 hye 14 we 
Table 7.7 Relative pronouns 
The relative pronoun strategy is accompanied by a change in word order. The relative 
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clause itself has a reversed order of subject and verb (VS rather than SV), and NPREL is 
gapped. Compare (231 a) with its relativized counterpart in (b): 
(231) a. Avtitina vllkina umukino. 
a-va-na va-i-kin-a u-mu-kino 
AUG.2-cL2-child CL2-PREs-play-Fv AUG.3-cL3-game 
'The children are playing a game.' 
b. umukino gwe vllkina avtitina 
u-mu-kino gu-e va-i-kin-a a-va-na 
AUG.3-cL3-game cL3-REL CL2-PREs-play-Fv AUG.2-CL2-child 
'the game which the children are playing' 
The relative pronoun strategy is also used to relativize the object of 'have' 
constructions which use the copula Ii followed by the dependent personal pronoun: 
(232) a. Ali ntiwo 
a-Ii nawo 
CL I-cop with.I4 




b. Amusuumile, ungamusuungUla, nuwud66do we ali 
a-mu-suumil-e u-ngamu-sungula na=u-wu-d66do we a-li 
cLl-cLl.OBJ- Auo.1-clever-hare and=Au0.14- REL,I4 CL 1-
defeat-Fv cLl5-little cop 





(OBOct09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: Version 3, line 091) 
In double object constructions either object may be relativized. Compare (233a) 
with (b) and (c). Example (b) shows relativization of the applied object (a beneficiary); in 
example (c) the secondary object hyahuliya 'food' is relativized. 
(233) a. Ndili muhuvatelehela awiana ihyahuliya. 
ndi-li mu-hu-va-teleh-el-a a-va-na i-hi-ahuliya 
1 so-cop cLI8-CL I5-CL2.0BJ-Cook-APPL-FV AUO.2-CL2-child AUO. 7-CL 7-food 
'I am cooking food for the children. ' 
b. avaana ve ndili muhuvatelehela 
a-va-na ve ndi-li mu-hu-va-teleh-el-a 
Auo.2-CL2-child REL,2 Iso-cop cLI8-cLl5-CL2.0BJ-
cook-APPL-FV 
'the children for whom I am cooking food' 
c. ihyahuliya hye ndili muhuvatelehela 
i-hi-ahuliya hye ndi-li mu-hu-va-teleh-el-a 
Auo.7-CL7-food REL,7 Iso-cop cLI8-cLl5-CL2.0BJ-
COOk-APPL-FV 







The relative pronoun strategy is also used to relativize certain obliques. These 
include locations and times. Example (234) shows relativization of a location in a non-
locative class; Examples (235) and (236) are relativized locative class nouns. 
Relativization of a temporal oblique is shown in (237). 
(234) ihiingi [ihiyuumba hye 
i-hi-ngi i-hi-y6mba hi-e 
AUG.7-CL7-other AUG.7-cL7-room cL7-REL 





(080ctl6a, A Farming Story, line 130) 
(235) Pahitva isihu idzi, avahiidzi wolofu, tiviiha 
pahuva i-sihu idzi a-va-hiidzi va-olofu ti-viih-a 
because AUG.10-day PROX. DEM.10 AUG.2-CL2-thief cL2-many IPL-put-Fv 
[munvuumba mwe tlgona/. 
mu-ny6umba mwe ti-gon-a 
CL I8-house REL.I8 1 PL-sleep 
'Because these days there are many thieves, (so) we put (them) in the house where 
we sleep.' 
(080ctl6a, A Farming Story, line 150) 
(236) Atige, "Ahumile uhweenyo [hwe wahumile uveeveJ." 
a-tig-e a-humil-e u-hu-eenyo hu-e u-a-humil-e u-veeve 
cLI-say-Fv cL2-come. 
from-Fv 
AUG.l7-CLI7- CL17- 2SG-P4-come.from-Fv AUG.1-2SG.PRO 
2PL.POSS REL 
'He said, "She came from your (place) where you came from.' 
(080ctI6c, The Prodigal Son, line 065) 
(237) ihivalflo hye ataang'iine na neene 
i-hi-valilo hye a-taang'an-ile na neene 
AUG.7-cL7-hour REL.7 cLl-meet-Fv and ISG.PRO 
'the time when slbe met with me' 
Some types of obliques must become arguments before they may be relativized. 
Instruments, for example, cannot be relativized unless they are first promoted to objects. 
Consider the following examples where (238a) shows an instrument (himaage 'knife') 
first as an oblique; relativization as an oblique is impossible, as shown in (b). 
(238) a. Ndidumwe umukaate 
ndi-dumul-ile u-mu-kaate 
I SG-cut-FV AUG.3-cL3-bread 




b. *hfmaage hye ndidumwe umukaate 
hi-maage hye ndi-dumul-ile u-mu-kaate 
CL 7 -knife REL. 7 I SG-cut-FV AUG.3-cL3-bread 
(attempted: 'the knife with which 1 cut the bread') 
In (239a), hfmaage 'knife' is promoted to an object using an applicative; (b) shows 
relativization of the instrument now that it has been promoted to an object: 
(239) a. Ihfmaage ndidumulye umukaate. 
i-hi-maage ndi-dumul-il-ile u-mu-kaate 
AUG.7-cL7-knife ISG-cut-APPL-FV AUG.3-cL3-bread 
'I cut the bread with a knife.' 
b. hfmaage hye ndidumulye umukaate 
hi-maage hye ndi-dumul-il-ile u-mu-kaate 
cL7-knife REL.7 ISG-cut-APPL-FV AUG.3-cL3-bread 
'the knife with which I cut the bread' 
Possessors must first be promoted to become subjects before they can be 
relativized: 
(240) a. Umuhffdzi ahaahiidzile umupaho 
u-mu-hiidzi a-haa-hiidz-ile u-mu-paho 
AUG.3-cL3-thief cLI-P3-steal-FV AUG.3-cL3-bag 




b. Umwayuuva ahiidziflwe umupaho gwaahwe (numuhffdzi). 
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u-mu-ay(J.uva a-hiidz-w-ile u-mu-paho gu-ahwe na=u-mu-hiidzi 
AUG.I-cLl-woman CLI-steal- AUG.3-CL3- CL3-3SG.POSS and=AUG.3-cL3-
PASS-FV bag 
'The woman was stolen her bag (by the thief).' 
b. umwayUUva ye ahiidziflwe umupaho 
u-mu-ay(J.uva ye a-hiidz-w-ile u-mu-paho 
AUG.l-cLl-woman REL.1 CL I-steal- AUG.3-CL3-
PASS-FV bag 











There are certain situations in which the relative pronoun strategy is used to relativize 
subjects. These include relativization of subjects of the existential verb (241); subjects of 
predicate adjective constructions (242); subjects of negative copular constructions (243); 
and Class 1 and first and second person pronominal subjects (244) and (245): 
(241) ifideege fye poofili apa 
i-fi-deege fye poofili apa 
AUG.8-cL8-chair REL.8 EXIST.8 PROX.DEM.16 
'the chairs which are here' 
(242) ululeenga lwe ludzaJu 
(243) 
u-Iu-Ienga lwe lu-dzafu 
AUG.ll-cLll-water REL.ll CLll-dirty 
'water which is dirty' 
avaanu ve si Vabena 
a-va-nu ve si va-bena 
AUG.2-cL2-person REL.2 NEG cL2-bena 
'people who are not Bena' 




AUG.l-cLl-person REL.CL 1 
'the person who is coming' 
(245) uhweehwe ye 
u-hweehwe ye 
AUG.l-cLl-person REL.cLl 




Relative pronouns can also be used to link two nouns in predicate nominal constructions 
(see 7.1.4 for further discussion of this). 
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7.2.5.3 Headless relative clauses 
Relative clauses can be headless when it is possible to recover the referent of the 
head of the relative clause from the discourse context. In (246), the headless relative 
clause refers to an animal (hik6ho, Class 7) which the speaker has been discussing. 
(246) Lino, ndigita wuli ndikagule ihihwaadza ihikamata? 
lino ndi-git-a wuli ndi-kagul-e i-hi-hu-adz-a i-hi-kamat-a 
now ISG-do-FV how ISG-knoW-Fv REL.7-CL7-E-come-Fv REL.7-CL7-catch-Fv 
'Now what shall I do so that I know what is coming (and) what is catching (them)?' 
(080ct17b. The Hyena and the Hare. line 083) 
Headless relative clauses are also used when the noun class of the relativizer makes it 
clear what type of per sonl object is being referred to (i.e., a Class 2 subject prefix refers to 
humans). 
(247) Avababile umwaana mudiimi uyu, vilelaga wunofu. 
a-va-bab-ile u-mu-ana mu-diimi uyu va-i-Iel-ag-a wu-nofu 
REL.2-CL2- AUG.I-cLl-child CLl-boy PROX.DEM.I cL2-PREs-raise- CLl4-good 
bear-Fv NARR-FV 
'Those who had given birth to this boy child, they raised (him) well.' 
(080ct16c. Prodigal Son. line 007) 
There are several noun classes whose relative pronouns have a specific meaning. 
These include Class 7 (hye, 'how'), Class 16 (pe, 'when'), Class 17 (hwe, 'where'), and 
Class 18 (mwe, 'where-inside'). These relative pronouns nearly always occur in 
headless relative clauses and are exemplified below: 
(248) Hye wigita uhute!eha uwuga/i, sindihulukagula. 
hye u-i-git-a u-hu-teleh-a u-wu-gali si-ndi-hu-Iu-kagul-a 
REL.7 2sG-PREs-do-Fv AUG.l5-cLl5-cook- AUG.14-cLl4- NEG-lsG-E-cLll-know-
FV porridge FV 
'How you make porridge, I don't know it.' 
(249) Bye tatigita ewo. 
hye ti-a-ti-git-a ewo 
REL. 1 PL-HAB-l PL-do-Fv thus 
7 
'This is how we do it.' 
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(080ct06h, Times of Planting. fine 024) 
(250) Pe igeenda, inogela. 
pe i-gend-a i-nogel-a 
REL.16 cLl-walk-FV cLl-be.sweet-Fv 







CL l-put-FV NEG-I PL-E-CL6-see-FV 
'Where he puts it, we don't see it.' 
(080ctlOb. The Hare and His Wife. fine 043) 
(080ctl6c. The Prodigal Son. line 102) 
It is possible to have headless relative clauses from other noun classes (including those 
that do not have a clear semantic categorization), but these are much less common23 and 
only occur when the referent of the relative clause is clear from context. 
7.2.6 Focus constructions 
As established in 7.1, Bena has a basic SVO word order. However, other word 
orders are possible. Variations in word order can be used to mark the pragmatic status of 
a particular constituent or clause. "Focus constructions" here are used to indicate that 
particular clauses or constituents are pragmatically marked. Thus clauses that do not have 
a focused entity are considered to be un-focused (or pragmatically unmarked). It is quite 
common in Bantu languages for focus to be indicated at the segmental, morphological 
23 The only headless relative clauses that occur in the corpus are from Classes 1, 2, 7, 16, 17, and 18. 
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level and/or at the tonal level (for a discussion of tone and focus in Bantu, see Hyman 
1999). Bena uses three strategies to mark focus. The first two strategies (cleft 
constructions and right dislocation) are used to mark contrastive focus. The third strategy 
(left dislocation) shifts a topic to the beginning of a sentence. Each strategy is discussed 
below. 
7.2.6.1 Cleft constructions 
Cleft constructions in Bena focus a constituent by fronting that constituent; the 
clefted constituent is preceded by a relative pronoun24 and followed by a relative clause. 
Rules governing which types of grammatical relations can be clefted are identical to 
those for relative clauses. Thus subjects, objects, and temporal and locative obliques can 
all be clefted. Other types of obliques such as instruments and beneficiaries must first be 
promoted to objects before they can be clefted. Cleft constructions are distinguished from 
other types of fronting (such as left dislocation which only changes word order) by the 
presence of a relative pronoun preceding the fronted constituent and a relative clause 
following it. Compare (252a) with the example given in (b), showing clefting ofa subject 
NP: 
(252) a. Catherin ihwaadza. 
Catherin i-hu-adz-a 
Catherin cLI-E-come-Fv 
'Catherin is coming.' 
24 Constructions such as these indicate that it is possible that the relative pronoun is grammaticalizing into 
some sort of focus marker, see Giv6n (1990) for a discussion of this process in other Bantu languages. 
b. Ye Catherin ye ihwaadza. 
ye Catherin ye i-hu-adz-a 
REL,l Catherin REL.1 cLI-E-come-Fv 
'It is Catherin who is coming.' 
The following examples show clefting of the subject ofa transitive verb: 
(253) a. Imbwa dzila dzihaaliye ihyahuliya 
i-mbwa dzila dzi-haa-liy-ile i-hi-ahuliya 
Auo.1O-dog DIST.DEM.1 0 cLl O-P3-eat-Fv Auo.7-cL7-food 





b. Dze mbwa dzila idzihaaliye ihyahuliya hyaangu. 
dze mbwa dzila i-dzi-haa-liy-ile i-hi-ahuliya hi-angu 
REL,IO dog DIST.DEM.IO REL-IO-cLlO-P3-eat-Fv Auo.7-cL7-food CL7-
Iso.POSS 
'It's those dogs who ate my food.' 
Objects may also be clefted. The object is fronted using a cleft construction; this is 
followed by a relative clause in which the order of verb and subject is VS rather than SV: 
(254) a. Yuuva ahaateliihe umukaate. 
yuuva a-haa-teleh-ile u-mu-kaate 
mother cLl-P3-cook-FV Auo.3-cL3-bread 
'Mother cooked bread.' 
b. Gwe mukaate gwe ahaateliihe 
gwe mu-kaate gwe a-haa-teleh-ile 
REL.3 cL3-bread REL.3 cLl-P3-cook-FV 




In double object constructions, either object may be clefted: 
(255) a. Yuuva ahaavapee/e 
yuuva a-haa-va-peel-e 
mother CL I-P3-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv 





b. Ve vaana ve ahaavapeele uyuuva ihyahuliya. 
ve va-na ve a-haa-va-peel-e u-yuuva i-hi-ahuliya 
REL.2 cL2-child REL.2 cLl-P3-CL2.0BJ-give-Fv 
'they are children to whom Mother gave food' 
AUG.1-mother AUG.7-CL7-food 
c. Hye hyahu/iya hye ahaavapeele 
hye hi-ahuliya hye a-haa-va-peel-e 
REL.7 cL7-food REL.7 cLI-P3-cL2.0BJ-give-Fv 
'it is food which Mother gave the children' 
Locations and times can also be clefted: 
uyuUva avaana. 
u-yuuva a-va-na 
AUG. I-mother AUG.2-CL2-child 
(256) Mwe mUgUunda mula mwe ndihaayaalile amadzebele. 
mwe mu-gunda mula mwe ndi-haa-yaal-ile a-ma-dzebele 
REL.18 cL3-field DIST.DEM.3 REL.18 I SG-P3-plant-Fv AUG.6-cL6-com 
'It is in that field where I planted com.' 
(257) Pe mweedzi ugu pe ndiyaala amadzebele. 
pe mu-edzi ugu pe ndi-yaal-a a-ma-dzebele 
REL.16 cL3-month PROX.DEM.3 REL.16 
'It is in this month when I plant com.' 
1 sG-plant-Fv AUG.6-cL6-com 
Instruments and beneficiaries must first be promoted to objects before they can be clefted 
(note that both of the examples below have applicative verb forms, showing that the 
instrument (258) and the beneficiary (259) are objects): 
(258) Ye lee/ani ye ikeela uhuliila uwuga/i. 
ye leefani ye i-keel-a u-hu-liy-il-a u-wu-gali 
REL.1 spoon REL.l cLl-like-FV AUG.15-cLl5-eat-APPL-FV AUG.14-cL14-porridge 
'It is with a spoon that he likes to eat porridge. ' 
(259) Ye daada ye ndihumulimila 
ye daada ye ndi-hu-mu-lim-il-a 
REL.9 father REL.9 1 sG-E-cLl.oBJ-Work-APPL-FV 




Cleft constructions are used to mark contrastive focus. Contrastive focus is used 
when the speaker wishes to emphasize that one individual (or group of individuals) took 
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part in a particular action. The speaker also wishes to counter any assumption that it was 
anyone else who participated. In (260), a mother is looking for her son. She encounters 
one of her son's friends, who is telling her that he knows who she is talking about. He 
uses a cleft construction to indicate that it's her son (and not anyone else) that he is 
referring to: 








nde lye mwtitina mweene ye wisahulaj, 
nde ye mu-ana mu-ene ye u-i-sahul-a 
if REL.l CL 1- CL I-self REL.l 2SG-PRES-
child search-Fv 
'He said, "Ha, hey, if it's the child himself who you are searching for,'" 




cL2-friend.2pL.poss 1 PL-CL 1.0BJ-knoW-FV 
'We, your friends, we know him.' 
(080ctJ6c, Prodigal Son, lines 038-039) 
In (261), a grandmother has discovered that someone has been eating her peanuts. Here, 
the hyena is denying that he ate them, instead accusing the hare: 
(261) a. Atige, "Kaa! Une, si yuune. 
a-tig-e kaa une si yUune 
cLl-say-Fv ha ISG.PRO NEG ISG.PRO 
'He said, "Ha! Me, it wasn't me.'" 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 006) 
b. Ila. ivedza lye sunguula ye aadzt1e 
ila i-vedz-a 
but cLl-be-Fv 
ye sungula ye a-aa-adz-ile 
REL.l hare REL.l cLI-P4-come-Fv 
mumuguunda gwtitiho, titiliyej. 
mu-mu-gunda gu-aho a-aa-liy-ile 
cLI8-CL3-field CL3-2sG. POSS CLl-P4-eat-Fv 
'But it was the hare who came to your field and ate (them).' 
(080ct17b, The Hyena and the Hare, lines 033-034) 
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7.2.6.2 Right dislocation 
Contrastive focus in Bena can also be accomplished by a shift in word order.25 
Right dislocation is accomplished by postposing the subject, thereby reversing the order 
of subject and verb (resulting in VS ordering, rather than SV). In the following sentence, 
the speaker is describing a situation where a man dies and his wife is left behind. She is 
aware that it is possible for the hearer to think that the man is the one who was left behind 
(rather than the woman). She uses contrastive focus to emphasize that it is, indeed, the 
woman who was left, and not the man: 
(262) Nde ahaali mwadddda, asfge umwayuuva. 
nde a-ha-li mu-adaada a-sig-e u-mu-ay(luva 
if CLl-P3-COP cLI-man cLI-remain-FV AUG-CLI-woman 
'If it was the man (who died), the woman remained.' 
(08Nov17a, Bena Funerals, line 027) 
There is a folktale in the corpus, "The Hare and the Pheasant" which was told by 
three different speakers. At one point in the story, the hare is telling the pheasant that he 
(the hare) will go first (not the pheasant). All three speakers chose to use contrastive 
focus at this point in the story: 
(263) "Lino ndftaia uneene, lisuungUla. " 
lino ndi-tal-a u-neene li-sungula 
now ISG-start-Fv AUG.1-1sG.PRO cL5-hare 
"N ow, I, the hare, will start." 
(08Sept01 b, The Hare and the Pheasant: version 1, line 009) 
2S Both cleft constructions and right dislocation can be used to mark contrastive focus. At this point it is 
unclear what the pragmatic difference is between the two strategies. 
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(264) Nehe sude itigilaga, "LEno ndftala uneene uhufihama. " 
nehe sude i-tig-il-ag-a Iino ndi-tal-a u-neene u-hu-fiham-a 
then hare CL l-say-APPL- now lso-start- Auo.I-Iso.PRO AUO.l5-cLl5-
NARR-FV FV hide-Fv 
'Then the hare said, "Now 1 will start to hide.'" 
(08Sept11e. The Hare and the Pheasant: version 2. line 006) 
(265) UngamusuungU/a itigitaga, "Ndftala uneene. " 
u-ngamu-sungula i-tig-il-ag-a ndi-tal-a u-neene 
Auo.l-clever-hare cLl-say-APPL-NARR-FV 1 SO-start-Fv Auo.l-I SO.PRO 
'Clever Hare said, "I will start." 
(08Sept09f, The Hare and the Pheasant: version 3. line 014) 
In right dislocation, the dislocated constituent forms part of the same phonological phrase 
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Nde aMaJi mwadMu:la, Mig' umwayuuva. 
158.3 161.1 
Time (s) 
Figure 7.6 Pitch contour of example (262) 
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Here aSlge 'she remained' is part ofthe same phonological phrase as the postponed 
constituent umwayuuva 'the woman'. Though this cannot be seen in the pitch contour, the 
final vowel in aSlge is deleted, resulting in aSlg' umwayuuva 'the woman remained' . 
Word final vowel deletion only applies when the following word begins with a vowel and 
is part of the same phonological phrase (see 2.1.3.6). As the pitch contour shows, there is 
no intonation break between aSlge and umwayUuva. 
7.2.6.3 Left dislocation 
In normal, unmarked sentences in Bena, topics are subjects and occur sentence-
initially. In left dislocation, other (post-verbal) constituents are shifted to the beginning of 
a sentence, thereby becoming topics. (Left-dislocation is also commonly referred to as 
topicalization; see, for example, Bresnan and Mchombo 1987.) It is important to note that 
in this type of construction, the focused constituent does not move; instead a post-verbal 
constituent is fronted (moved to topic position) and is therefore de-focused. 
Consider (266), where a participant ilisUmba 'lion' is introduced in (a). In (b) the 
lion is old information; it is de-focused by left-dislocation: 
(266) a. Viwonaga ilisflmba /ya mudtitisi. 
va-i-won-ag-a i-li-simba lya mu-dMsi 
cL2-PREs-see-NARR-Fv AUG.S-cLS-lion ASSOC.S cL3-wilderness 
'They saw a lion of the wilderness (a wild lion).' 
b. llisllmba lfla vikamataga, vitovaga, lijwidzaga. 
i-li-simba lila va-i-kamat-ag-a va-i-tov-ag-a li-fw-ag-a 
AUG.S-CLS-lion mST.DEM.S cL2-PREs-seize- cL2-PRES-hit- cLS-die-NARR-Fv 
NARR-FV NARR-FV 
'That lion, they seized (it), hit (it), (and) it died.' 
(OBOcI3} a, Don 'I Eal Ihe Tubers, lines 066-067) 
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The lion is the object of each ofthe verbs in (b) and as such would normally be expected 
to occur post-verbally. However, because it has been de-focused through left-dislocation, 
it occurs at the beginning of the sentence. 
Example (266) showed left-dislocation of an object. It is also possible to front 
verbs. In (267), the topic of singing has already been established. The verb vihwiimba 
'they sing' is left-dislocated, so that the focus of the construction is on the times when 
people sing (at weddings, funerals, and harvest time). 
(267) indziimbo dza Vabena, vihwifmba vclanu nde 
i-N-imbo dza va-bena va-i-hu-imb-a va-nu nde 
AUG.I0- ASSOC.lO cL2-Bena CL2-PREs-E-sing-Fv cL2-person if 
cLIO-song 
vanya noolani, vanya hiveembo, vibeta madzebele. 
va-ny-a noohini va-ny-a hi-vembo va-i-bet-a ma-dzebele 
CL2- wedding cL2-have-Fv CL 7 -funeral cL2-PRES- CL6-corn 
have-FV harvest-Fv 
'The songs ofthe Bena, people sing (them) if they have a wedding, (if) they have a 
funeral, (if) they harvest corn. ' 
(OBOct03b, Bena Music, line 001) 
Example (268) below shows that an entire verb phrase can be left-dislocated. 
Here, a new participant (amakeheeva 'foxes') is being introduced. The speaker, a rooster, 
has been talking about seeing a group of animals coming, as evidenced by dust billowing 







'Foxes are coming, running.' 
(OBOct06e, The Rooster and the Mongoose: version 2, line 023) 
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In each of the previous examples, the fronted constituent is simply moved to the 
front of the sentence. It is also possible to leave a dependent pronoun in the slot left 
empty by the object as a placeholder, as in (269) (here, the grandmother has been 
wondering what happened to her peanuts): 
(269) Amaangogo gaangu, ahele 
a-ma-ngogo ga-ngu a-hel-e 
AUG.6-CL6-peanut CL6-1sG.poss cLl-go-Fv 




(080ctl7b, The Hyena and the Hare, line 019) 
Left-dislocation is not always used with given or old information. It can also be 
used to establish a topic. The following sentence is the first utterance in a description a 
speaker gave about Bena farming methods. He fronts the verbal infinitive uhitlima to 
introduce the topic which he is planning to speak about: 
(270) Uhulima tivcicinga 
u-hu-lim-a ti-vang-a 
Auo.15-CL 15-farm-Fv 1 PL-begin-Fv 
'Farming, we begin (it) in October.' 
pamweedzi ugwa likyumi. 
pa-mu-edzi u-gwa likyumi 
CL 16-CL3-moon AUO.3-ASSOC.3 ten 
(080ct06h, Times of Planing, line 001) 
Left-dislocated constituents are a part of the same phonological phrase as that which 
follows. In (267) (illustrated by Figure 7.7), the verb vihwifmba 'they sing' is the fronted 
constituent. It forms a single phonological phrase with avcicinu 'people' which follows it. 
Final vowel deletion applies to the final vowel of vihwifmba, resulting in 
vihwifmb 'awicinu (again, final vowel deletion only applies when the deleted vowel is 
followed by a word beginning with a vowel that is part of the same phonological phrase). 
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Further, there is no pause between the two words, and the intonation contour is 
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Figure 7.7 Pitch contour of example (267) 
7.3 Summary 
This chapter has discussed major aspects of Ben a syntax. I began with a 
description of basic word order and an analysis of Ben a arguments (subjects and objects) 
and obliques. I showed Bena can best be classified as an "asymmetric" language with 
respect to object behavior.This is followed by a discussion of voice and valence and the 
ways in which clauses containing derived verbs behave. After this I described both yes-
no questions and content questions and the ways in which they are formed in Bena. I 
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dealt with complex clauses in the next major section of the chapter. I discussed 
coordination, adverbial clauses, complement clauses, and relative clauses. Finally, I 
discussed focus constructions and the ways in which word order can be manipulated to 




The previous chapters of this grammar have discussed major aspects of Bena 
grammar: phonetics and phonology (Chapter 2), word classes (Chapter 3), nominal 
morphology and the noun phrase (Chapter 4), verbal morphology (Chapter 5), adverbs 
and other invariables (Chapter 6) and syntax (Chapter 7). This final chapter highlights 
several features of Ben a from a typological perspective. I have chosen features which 
have received particular attention in the Bantu literature. These include tone, noun 
classes, the augment, tense and aspect, derivational extensions, object properties, and 
focus constructions. For each feature I give a brief description of the feature in Bena and 
then compare it to other Bantu languages and assess the degree to which Bena is a 
"typical" Bantu language for that particular feature. I also focus a few areas in which 
further research on Bena could shed particular light on Bantu linguistics. At the end of 
this chapter is a brief discussion of two different types of inversion (locative inversion 
and subject-object inversion) which are found in some other Bantu languages but are not 
exhibited by Bena. 
8.1 Tone 
In most other Bantu languages, tone bears a much higher functional load than it 
does in Bena. For example, in Zigula (031), the tone system is a complex interaction 
between underlying (lexical) tone, grammatical tone, and a series of rules which predict 
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the ways in which High tone can spread from one syllable to another (Kenstowicz and 
Kisseberth 1990). Bena has two tones, High and Low (or High and toneless). A contrast 
between High and Low tone is the most common situation in Bantu, though a few Bantu 
languages (Le., Swahili) are non-tonal, and some (for example Chaga) have as many as 
four tones (Kisseberth and Odden 2003). 
As discussed in 2.3, Bena can best be described as a "predictable tone language" 
(Odden 1988). In such languages tone bears a relatively low functional load. Only a 
single High tone can exist per word, and tone is largely predictable on the basis of 
phonological shape andlor tense and aspect. Odden (1988) identifies other predictable 
tone languages-these include Safwa, M25, (see also Voorhoeve 1973), Kinga, 065, (see 
also Schadeburg 1973), and Hehe, 063. In most Bantu languages tone is more complex-
other languages allow more than one High per word and fairly complex sets of rules 
relate underlying (lexical) tone with grammatical tone. 
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Bena tone for future research is the area of 
tone change, particularly as a result of Swahili influence. Chapter 1 established that Bena 
is being significantly impacted by Swahili, but focused primarily on language use, rather 
than on specific structural impacts Swahili is having on Bena. One area in which Swahili 
is affecting Bena is that of tone. Swahili has a stress-based system. All words exhibit 
penultimate stress. It is clear that Swahili is having an impact on Bena's tonal system, 
though at this point it is unclear to what extent Swahili is changing Bena tone. Informal 
observation indicates that elderly speakers tend to have a greater contrast between High 
and Low tones (their High tones are higher and their Low tones are lower). This has not 
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yet been quantified, though it does seem to indicate that this is an area worth 
investigating further. Petzell (2003) has observed a similar (though more extreme) 
situation for Kagulu, G12. She claims that Kagulu has shited entirely from a tone-based 
system to a pitch accent language and she hypothesizes that this change is due to 
influence from Swahili. 
8.2 Noun Classes 
As described in detail in Chapter 4, Bena has 19 noun classes. These noun classes 
control a system of nominal concord, where noun class is obligatorily marked (with a 
prefix) on adjectives, numbers, possessive pronouns, demonstratives, and (with subject 
and object markers) verbs. Bena is fairly typical for Bantu with respect to both the 
number of classes it has and the semantic categorization of each class (see 4.1.1). Bena is 
conservative with respect to its noun class system-each of Ben a's noun classes can be 
reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (Meinhoff 1932, Meussen 1967, Welmers 1973). Maho 
(1999) lists 23 possible noun classes which existed in Proto-Bantu. In a survey of333 
Bantu languages, Maho found that the number of noun classes ranged from 0 to 19. Maho 
refers to languages that utilize up to three noun classes as languages with "reduced noun 
class systems" and those that contain seven or more noun classes as languages with 
"traditional noun class systems". (Languages containing between three and seven classes 
lie somewhere in between.) Therefore, according to Maho's typology, Bena has a 
traditional noun class system. In fact, with 19 noun classes, Bena retains more noun 
classes from Proto-Bantu than do most Bantu languages. 
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What is somewhat unusual in Bena is the fluidity of its noun class system. 
Traditionally in Bantu linguistics it is assumed that nouns belong inherently to a single 
class; nouns can then be derived into other classes via prefix substitution. This is largely 
the approach I follow here, though in Morrison (in progress) I show that noun class 
membership in Bena appears to be more fluid than is traditionally assumed. Morrison 
(forthcoming) analyzes the telling of "One Frog Too Many" (a picture book by Mercer 
Mayer) as performed by three different Bena speakers. Within the three renditions, five 
different (singular) noun classes are used for the word 'frog'} with a single speaker using 
as many as four different classes during the course of the story. Results ofthis study 
indicate that choice of noun class is actually a complex combination of factors, including 
the "inherent" class of a noun, semantics (Le., augmentation and diminution), referent 
tracking, and participant disambiguation. The role of the noun class system in referent 
tracking has been noted (see, for example, Comrie 1989). However, studies citing the 
benefit of noun classes for referent tracking generally only focus on the nominal concord 
system (Le., a verb is marked with a nominal concord). The Bena data shows instead that 
the speaker's choice of the noun class itself can help to disambiguate participants. In the 
telling of "One Frog Too Many", because there are two frogs in the story (a little frog and 
a big frog), speakers typically assign these frogs to different noun classes in order to 
distinguish them from one another. But because there is only a single dog and a single 
turtle in the story, each ofthese animals is usually assigned only to a single class. Thus 
preliminary research indicates that Bena speakers take advantage of the noun class 
1 In elicitation sessions, 'frog' has always been given as IingodoJu, a Class 5 noun. 
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system in ways which are not commonly described in other Bantu languages. Whether 
this is unique to Bena or whether it simply has not been described in other languages is 
unclear at this time.2 
8.3 Tense and aspect 
Bena is fairly typical in the way in which it encodes tense and aspect-tense and 
aspect is marked using a combination of verbal affixes, auxiliaries, and tone patterns. 
Nurse (2008) is a survey of tense and aspect in one hundred Bantu languages (with some 
information about tense and aspect in an additional hundred languages). He notes that 
typically pre-stem morphemes encode tense categories, while the final vowel usually 
encodes aspect. This is true for Bena, though, as in other Bantu languages it is an 
oversimplification ofthe system. 
With respect to the actual tense and aspect categories expressed in Bena, they are 
fairly typical for Bantu. Bena distinguishes four past tenses. Among the world's 
languages a four-way distinction in past tense is highly unusual. The World Atlas of 
Language Structures, in a survey of 222 languages, identifies only two languages 
(Chaccibo and Yagua, both Amazonian) that have four distinct past tenses (Dahl and 
Vellupillai 2008). According to Nurse (2008); some other Bantu languages have four 
separate past tenses, however it is much more common for Bantu languages to distinguish 
one, two, or three past tenses. The past tenses distinguished by Bena line up precisely 
2 The latter is more likely-it would be quite surprising ifBena were the only language in which speakers 
took advantage of the noun class system in this fashion. However it is also possible that because Bena has 
so many noun classes (19), speakers are able to manipulate them in more ways than they would be able to if 
Bena exhibited one of the significantly reduced noun class systems. 
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with temporal divisions identified in other Bantu languages that have four past tenses: the 
first past tense refers to events that just happened, near past refers to events that happened 
earlier today, middle past refers to events from yesterday or a few days ago, and remote 
past refers to events that happened a long time ago. Bena distinguishes three separate 
futures-similarly to the past tenses, this is on the upper end of the range of future tense 
distinctions common in Bantu. Nurse claims that Bantu languages distinguish between 
one and three future tenses, with a distinction between three futures being the least 
common. 
Aspectually, Bena's five aspectual categories (perfective, progressive, habitual, 
persistive, and anterior) are fairly typical of those identified by Nurse for Bantu. 
Typologically, persistive is somewhat unusual within the world's languages. Bena has 
two strategies it uses to encode persisitive aspect: one uses the pre-stem morpheme pi- as 
in ndipigeenda 'I am still walking'. The second strategy uses the persistive word pete 
'still' before the verb: pete ndigeenda 'I am still walking'. 
Thus Bena displays a fairly rich set oftense/aspect distinctions. It has four 
possible past tenses, three futures, and five aspectual categories. It is fairly "typical" for 
Bantu, but the number of tense/aspect combinations which it can distinguish is on the 
higher end for a Bantu language. Further, the number oftense distinctions that Bena has 
is extremely unusual typologically. 
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8.4 Derivational extensions 
Bena has thirteen different derivational extensions: passive, applicative, causative, 
reciprocal, reflexive, stative, separative (transitive), separative (intransitive), intensive, 
impositive, repetitive, positional, extensive, and tentive. Derivational extensions can 
increase or decrease verbal valence. Valence-increasing extensions are the Several 
extensions maintain verbal valence, but change the meaning of the verb in some other 
way. The form an morphological properties of extensions are described in 5.3; the 
syntactic functions of the extensions are discussed in 7.1.3. The verbal extensions which 
are found in Bena are fairly typical of Bantu languages-twelve of Ben a's thirteen verbal 
extensions are reflexes from extensions reconstructed by Schadeburg (2003) for Proto-
Bantu. The only extension which Bena has that is not listed by Schadeburg is -as, the 
intensive extension. Other Bantu languages have a similar extension. Petzell (2008) 
describes an intensive extension (-is or -es) for Kagulu (G 12), the intensive extension in 
Ha (DJ66) is -ir (Harjula 2003), and in Ngoni (N12) the intensive is -is (Ngonyani 
2003). In each ofthese three languages the function ofthe intensive is fairly similar to its 
function in Bena. 
Some of Ben a's verbal extensions are completely unproductive. For example, 
there are only three examples of the tentive extension -at in the entire database (juumbata 
'grasp', ibata 'hold, catch', andpagata 'hold on one's lap). These verbs seem to have 
completely lexicalized the extension and non-tentive counterparts for each of these do not 
exist. Other derivational extensions are highly productive. Unproductive extensions occur 
closer to the verbal root; productive extensions occur further from the root. 
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Even though extensions such as the tentive and extensive are unproductive in 
Bena, they still have access to the morphophonological process of imbrication (as do 
other, more productive, verbal extensions). Imbrication (described in detail in 2.4.7) is a 
process which can best be described as a type of coalescence, whereby multiple 
morphemes are interwoven together. An example of an imbricated verb is given in (1): 
(1) a. hu-dind-uh-a -+ hudiinduha 'to open (intr)' 
CL 15-close-sEP-FV [hudi:nduha] 
b. gu-dind-uh-ile -+ gudiindwiihe 'it has opened (intr)' 
cL3-close-sEP-FV [gudi :ndwihe] 
The interaction of imbrication with derivational extensions in Bena is a particularly 
interesting avenue for future research, as it is an example of a situation in which 
morphemes that appear to have completely fused with the verb still impact certain 
morphophonological processes. 
8.5 Animacy 
Animacy (and humanness) plays a critical role in a number of morphological and 
syntactic processes in Bena, as well as in other Bantu languages. Animacy impacts object 
properties-in single object constructions objects, objects that are animate are more 
likely to be marked on the verb than inanimate objects (see 7.1.2.2.3). In double object 
constructions containing an animate object and an inanimate object the animate object is 
the one which displays properties of a primary object (7.1.2.2.4). Animacy has a mixed 
impact on noun class conflict resolution (this is discussed in 4.1.4): in subjects that 
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consist ofa human NP and an animate NP, subject agreement is with the human noun. 
However, when a non-human animate NP is conjoined with an inanimate NP, subject 
marking is Class 8 (inanimate). 
Anthropomorphized animals exhibit interesting patterns with respect to nominal 
concord. Anthropomorphized animals retain their normal noun class prefixes (Le., an 
elephant, lfdeembwe, will always belong to Class 5 regardless of whether or not it is 
anthropomorphized), but they trigger nominal concord with Classes I and 2 (human 
classes). Therefore anthropomorphized animals trigger Class 112 subject marking, they 
use Class 112 augments and personal pronouns, and they trigger Class 112 concord on 
nominal modifiers (adjectives, demonstratives, and possessors). 
Therefore, in light ofthe data on animacy, it seems reasonable to propose the 







Figure 8.1. Bena animacy hierarchy 
Similar animacy hierarchies have been proposed for other Bantu languages (see Hyman 
and Duranti 1982, for example, for a discussion ofthe role animacy plays in object 
marking). Animacy plays some sort of role in most Bantu languages. What is interesting 
is the various ways animacy impacts morphological and syntactic structure in different 
languages. In Swahili, for example, all animate nouns trigger Class 112 concord 
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(Katamba 2003), whereas in Bena only anthropomorphized animals trigger Class 112 
concord. Similarly, the way in which animacy interacts with object marking varies from 
language to language. In Remi (F32, Tanzania) animate objects only trigger verbal 
agreement if they are definite (Hualde 1989, quoted in Woolford 1999). In contrast, 
animate objects in Ruwund must also be specific, benefactive/malefactive, or goals in 
order to trigger agreement (Woolford 1999). The way animacy interrelates with other 
syntactic and discoursal features in Bena is worth examining in greater detail, as it seems 
that animacy behaves slightly differently in each Bantu language. 
8.6 Grammatical relations and the accessibility hierarchy 
Bena distinguishes among three types of arguments: subject, primary object, and 
secondary object. In addition to this, Bena has a number of different types of obliques. 
The properties of each ofthese are discussed in detail in 6.1.2. Keenan and Comrie 
(1977) proposed an accessibility hierarchy to predict the types of grammatical relations 
which can be relativized in a given language. If a grammatical relation is low on the 
hierarchy and has access to relativization, they predict that all relations higher on the 
hierarchy can also be relativized. The accessibility hierarchy, as proposed by Keenan and 
Comrie, is given in (2): 
(2) Subject> Direct Object> Indirect Object> Oblique> Genetive > Object of Comparison 
Keenan and Comrie's accessibility hierarchy can be slightly modified in order to better 
predict the behavior ofNPs in Bena. This is given in (3) below: 
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(3) Subject> Primary Object> Secondary Object> Locationffemporal Oblique> Other 
Oblique> Object of Associative > Object of Comparison 
The accessibility hierarchy proposed in (3) is useful for predicting the behavior ofNPs in 
a number of different types of situations in Bena. As demonstrated in 7.2.5, subjects, 
primary objects, secondary objects, and location and temporal obliques can be 
relativized; other types of obliques and NPs occurring lower on the hierarchy cannot be 
relativized. The NPs which have access to cleftability are the same as those which can be 
relativized. 
The accessibility hierarchy is also useful in describing verbal agreement. Subject 
NPs are obligatorily marked on the verb. For primary objects, object marking is optional.3 
Object marking is impossible for secondary objects and other NPs occurring lower on the 
accessibility hierarchy. Similar generalizations can be made about position in proximity 
to the verb. NPs that are very high on the accessibility hierarchy (subjects and primary 
objects) occur closest to the verb in basic sentences. NPs lower on the hierarchy do not 
have access to immediate preverbal or postverbal position. 
Passivization is an area in which the accessibility hierarchy is somewhat less 
useful. In Bena primary objects and location and temporal obliques can be passivized; 
secondary objects cannot (see 7.1.3.4.1). This is somewhat unusual in Bantu-usually if 
it is possible to passivize any type of oblique, it is also possible to passivize secondary 
objects. This is an area worth investigating further. 
3 "Optional" here means that objects are marked in some situations and not in others. See 7.1.2.2. 
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The accessibility hierarchy interacts with the animacy hierarchy described in 8.5. 
Entities that are higher in animacy are also more likely to be higher on the accessibility 
hierarchy. Further, the animacy hierarchy allows one to make more fine-grained 
distinctions. For example, object marking of primary objects depends on several factors, 
one of which is animacy. Object marking of inanimate objects is possible, but the 
conditions under which inanimate objects can be marked on the verb are more 
constrained than those for animate objects, and animate objects are more likely to be 
marked on the verb. The relationship between the accessibility hierarchy and the animacy 
hierarchy (and with other types of hierarchies, such as the semantic and determinedness 
hierarchies proposed by Hyman and Duranti 1982) is a worthy area of future research in 
Bena. 
8.7 Inversion 
There are two different types of inversion (subject-object inversion and locative 
inversion) which have been described for other Bantu languages but which do not seem 
to exist in Bena. Locative inversion in particular has received considerable treatment in 
the Bantu literature. (See, for example, Bresnan and Kanerva 1989, Mchombo 2004, 
Marten 2006, Diercks in press). Consider the following pair of sentences from Chichewa 
(N31 b, Malawi): 
(4) a. Njoka yag6nci pa mkika. 
n-joka y-a-gon-a pa m-keka 
9-snake 9SM-PERF-sleep-FY 16LOC 4-mat 
'A snake is sleeping on the mat.' 
b. Pa mkika paag6nci 
pa m-keka pa-a-gon-a 
16LOC 4-mat 16sM-PERF-sleep-FY 






Example (la) illustrates a normal, unmarked transitive sentence in Chichewa. The subject 
njoka 'snake' triggers agreement on the verb, and the locative oblique pa mkika occurs 
post-verbally. In (b), the locative and subject have been inverted. The locative now serves 
as the subject of the sentence (as evidenced by Class 16 agreement on the verb) and the 
original subject occurs post-verbally. Crucially, locative inversion occurs without any 
sort of derivational extension (this would distinguish locative inversion from 
passivization of locative obliques, a structure that Bena does have and which is described 
in 5.1.3.4). The ungrammaticality of locative inversion in Bena is demonstrated in (5) 
(where (a) represents the normal, unmarked order, and (b) is the ungrammatical attempt 
at locative inversion): 
(5) a. Ihcicite yihaagwe 
i-halite yi-haa-gw-e 
AUG.9-book cL9-P3-fall-FY 




b. *Patisi pahaagwe ihcicite. 
pa-tisi pa-haa-gw-e i-halite 
cL16-table cLI6-P3-fall-FY AUG.9-book 
(Attempted: 'On the table fell a book. ') 
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(2b) and numerous other attempts at locative inversion were deemed ungrammatical by 
three different Bena consultants, each on a separate occasion. 
Another type of inversion (subject-object inversion) has received attention in the 
Bantu literature, though it is less common than locative inversion. In subject-object 
inversion, the subject and object switch places, resulting in OVS word order. The fronted 
object, however, agrees with the verb. This is not the same thing as a passive 
construction, as such languages also have passives, and passives are marked with a 
derivational extension. Consider (6), an example of subject-object inversion in Kagulu: 
(6) Ichakudiya hachidiya mwana. 
i-chi-akudiya ha-chi-diy-a mu-ana 
AUG-CL7-food PAST-CL7-eat-Fv cLl-child 
'The child ate the food.' (lit. 'The food ate the child.') 
(Petze1l2003:171) 
Numerous attempts were made to elicit constructions such as that given in (6), but 
consultants all agreed that such constructions were ungrammatical (or necessitated the 
interpretation "The food ate the child.") 
At this point in time it is unclear why locative inversions and subject-inversions 
do not exist in the current data set. Attempts to elicit such inversions failed. At least two 
possible reasons could account for this. Either elicitation of these structures failed 
because they are ungrammatical in Bena, or because the elicitation was flawed in some 
way (whether it be because the questions were phrased in the wrong way or speakers did 
not understand what they were being asked to do). Either explanation is possible, though 
at this point it seems reasonable to conclude that these structures are ungrammatical 
because attempts to elicit inversions were made with multiple speakers and all were in 
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agreement that such structures were ungrammatical. The fact that no examples of these 
structures occurred in the corpus seems to support this explanation. The fact that Bena 
does not allow inversion structures is typologically significant, as inversion (particularly 
locative inversion) is a structure commonly found in Bantu linguistics. This is an example 
in which lack of a particular feature is somewhat unusual when comparing Bena with 
other Bantu languages. 
8.8 Conclusion 
This grammar has described in detail aspects of Bena phonology, morphology, 
and syntax. As this final chapter shows, Bena is a language that has much to contribute to 
knowledge of Bantu linguistics. In many ways, Bena is a fairly ''typical'' Bantu language. 
A few examples of this include Bena's rich nominal and verbal morphology, its complex 
noun class system, and the series of extensions used to derive one verb from another. 
Bena also has some rather striking typological features. In particular the number oftenses 
Bena distinguishes (four separate past tenses and three distinct futures) is quite rare, both 
within Bantu languages and among the world's languages. As this chapter has shown, 
there are numerous areas in which continued research on Bena could contribute to a 
greater understanding oflanguage structure. These include tone (and in particular, tone 
change), the ways in which speakers can manipulate the noun class system in order to 
track referents, Bena's complex tense and aspect system, the process of imbrication and 
the way it interacts with both productive and unproductive derivational extensions, and 
the role played by animacy in Bena. 
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Many grammars of Bantu languages focus on phonology and morphology (at the 
expense of syntax). I have attempted to provide a more balanced account and have 
devoted major portions of the grammar to phonology, morphology, and syntax. It is my 
hope that this will allow this grammar to be a useful reference for linguists. Further, it is 
my hope that the provision of a detailed description ofthe language will be useful in 
language maintenance efforts among the Bena. 
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Appendix A 
The Hare and the Pheasant, Version 3, 080ct09f 
Appendixes A and B are transcriptions of two narratives recorded during the fall 
of2008. Appendix A is a recording of the story "The Hare and the Pheasant". Three 
different speakers told this story, and each speaker told it slightly differently. This 
version was told by Petro Mkevela, a 58-year old male speaker who was born in 
Mtwango and lived in Njombe at the time of recording. 
In this story, a hare convinces a pheasant to playa game with him in order to 
figure out which one ofthem was bigger and stronger. The hare says that big and strong 
animals can survive a fire without being burned up. So they decide to playa game where 
each one takes a turn sitting in a pile of firewood while the fire is lit. Whichever one 
survives in the end is the biggest and strongest. The hare goes first, and he digs a hole 
under the firewood. The pheasant lights the fire, and the hare survives. When the 
pheasant's turn comes, he goes inside the firewood. When the hare lights the fire, the 
pheasant burns up. 
The hare is so excited about his victory over the pheasant that he takes one of the 
pheasants claws and turns it into a whistle. He plays his whistle and sings a song 
celebrating his own cleverness. An elephant walks by and hears him singing and takes the 
whistle from the hare. The hare gets mad, so he goes inside a cave and gets some other 
animals to cover the entrance of the cave with mud. They call the elephant, and the hare 
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calls out in a really loud voice (echoing in the cave) and threatens the elephant. The 
elephant gets scared, but eventually figures out that the hare is playing a trick on him. He 
tries to get into the cave to attack the hare, but the hare manages to slip out a hole in the 
back of the cave and run away. 
(I) Pamwiuindi, aali pwaali ungamusuungitla nitng'waale. 
pa-mwandi a-aa-li pu-aa-li u-ngamu-sungula na=u-N-kwaale 
cLl6-long.ago cLI-P4-cop cLl6-p4-cop AUG-clever-hare and=AuG.l-cL9-
pheasant 
'Once upon a time there was a clever hare and a pheasant.' 
(2) Vibeedziige umunyaluhala hwa muyagwe nde ye naani umuvina. 
(3) 
va-i-beedz-ag-ile u-mu-nya-Iu-hala hwa mu-yagwe nde ye naani u-mu-vina 
cL2-PREs-argue- AUG.I-cLl-having- for cLI-his. if REL who AUG.I-
IPFV-FV cLll-intelligence friend .1 cLl-big 
'They were arguing (about) the one with intelligence before his friend (who was 
smarter), and who was more important.' 
Ugamusuungitla aali mitsugu hulutila 
u-ngamu-sungula a-aa-li mu-sugu hu-Iutil-a 
AUG-clever-hare CLl-P4-COP cLI-sly CLI5-surpass-Fv 




(4) Halafu fig6no avibeedziidze umitsugu numuvina ... 
(5) 
halafu fi-gono a-va-i-beedz-ile u-mu-sugu na=u-mu-vina 
then cL8-day REL.2-CL2-PROG-argue-Fv AUG.I-cLl-sly and=AUG.I-cLl-big 
'Then (for) days the ones who were arguing about the sly one and the important one ... ' 
Ungamusuungitla amukemeeliye ung 'waale, 
u-ngamu-sungula a-mu-kemeel-ile u-N-kwaale 
AUG.I-clever-hare cLl-cLl.oBJ-call-Fv AUG.I-cL9-pheasant 




(6) "Veya, neeng'uli taadze tigedze ye naani umuvina. 
veya neeng'uli ti-aadz-e ti-gel-i-e ye naani u-mu-vina 
hey today 1 PL-come-FV 1 PL-try-cAus-FV REL.I who AUG.l-cLl-big 








(8) Viviihaga ulufiingo. 
va-i-viih-ag-a u-lu-fingo 
cL2-put-NARR-FV AUG.11-cLll-agreement 
'They made an agreement.' 
(9) Vatige, "Lino, tisaha isagala. 
va-tig-e lino ti-sah-a i-sagala 
cL2-say-Fv now 1 PL-look.for-Fv AUG. 1 O-firewood 
'They said, "Now, let's look for firewood.' 
(10) Tiviihe palukweeheva apa. 
ti-viih-e pa-lu-kweeheva apa 
IPL-put-Fv cLI6-cLll-ditch here 
'Let's put it in the ditch here.' 
(11) Pe tiviihile isagala apo, uyuungi ihwiingila 
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pe ti-viih-ile i-sagala apo u-yu-ngi i-hu-ingil-a 
REL. 16 IPL-put-FV AUG.lO-firewood here AUG.I-CL1-other cLI-E-enter-FV 
mugati, uyuungi ikOodza umooto. 
mugati u-yu-ngi i-koodz-a u-mu-oto 
inside AUG.1-cLl-other cLl-kindle-Fv AUG.3-cL3-fire 
'When we have put the firewood here, one will enter inside, the other will kindle a 
fire.' 
(12) Lino, ye ali hwivala akeemetage umuyagwe. 
lino ye a-Ii hu-ivala a-keemel-ag-e mu-yagwe 
now REL.CLI CLI-cop cLI7-outside cLl-call-NARR-FV cLl-his.friend 
'Now let the one who is outside call his friend.' 
(13) Viveedzaga vidiing'ine. 
va-i-veedz-ag-a va-i-diing' -an-ile 
cL2-PROG-be-NARR-Fv cL2-PROG-agree-REcIP-FV 
'They agreed with one another.' 
(14) Ungamusuungula itigilaga, 
u-ngamu-sungula i-tig-il-ag-a 
"Nditala uneene. " 
ndi-tal-a u-neene 
AUG. I-clever-hare cLI-say-APPL-NARR-FV 
'The clever hare said, "Me, I'll go first.'" 
I sG-preCede-Fv AUG. I-I SG.PRO 
(15) Ungamusuungula ihw iingilaga pe vaviihile isagala 
u-ngamu-sungula i-hu-ingil-ag-a pe va-viih-ile i-sagala 





'The clever hare went in where they had put the firewood in the ditch.' 
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(16) Itigilaga, "Ve, muyaangu, ubite wiinyila uhalete umooto. " 
i-tig-il-ag-a ve mu-yangu u-bit-e u-i-nyil-a u-ha-let-e u-mu-6to 
cLl-say-APPL- 2SG.PRO cLl- 2sG- 2SG-PROG- 2SG-CONS- Auo.3-CL3-
NARR-FV my.friend gO-Fv run-Fv bring-Fv fire 
'He said, "You, my friend, go running (and) bring fire.'" 
(17) Umweene hweene mbele iyavaga umuliindi 
u-mweene hu-eene mbele i-yav-ag-a u-mu-lindi 
Auo.1-3so.PRO CL 17-itself back cLl-dig-NARR-Fv AUG.3-cL3-hole 
ihwiingi/aga mumuliindi mugati. 
i-hu-ingil-ag-a mu-mu-lindi mu-gati 
cLI-E-enter-NARR-FV cLI8-CL3-hole cLl8-inside 
'At the back (of the ditch) he dug a hole (and) went inside the hole.' 
(18) Ung 'waale ave 
u-N-kwaale AUX 
AUG.I-CL9-
ipiluha akoodziidze umooto pahyaanya pasagala. 
i-piluh-a a-koodz-i-ile u-mu-6to pa-hyaanya pa-sagala 
CL1- cLl-kindle- AUG.3- cL16-top cL16-firewood 
pheasant return-FV CAUS-FV cL3-fire 
"When the pheasant returned, he kindled a fire on top ofthe firewood." 
(19) Nehe avaange uhukemela, "Veya, ngamusuungula, wiipya?" 
nehe a-vang-e u-hu-kemel-a veya ngamu-sungula u-i-py-a 
then cLl-begin-Fv Auo.l5-cLl5-call- hey clever-hare 2SG-PRES-burn-Fv 
FV 
'Then he began to call, "Hey, clever hare, are you burning?'" 
(20) "Hal Va viipya na vagoyo? " 
ha va-a va-i-py-a na va-goyo 
ha CL2-HAB cL2-PRoG-burn-Fv and cL2-big 
"'Ha! Are those who burn the important ones?'" 
(21) Swe ihweendelela uhukOodza 
swe i-hu-endelel-a u-hu-k66dz-a 
then cLI-E-continue-Fv AUG.15-CLI5-build-FV 
'Then he continued to build the fire.' 
(22) Ungamusuungula. wiipya?" 
u-ngamu-sungula u-i-py-a 
AUG. I-clever-hare 2SG-PROG-burn-Fv 
'''Clever hare, are you burning?'" 
(23) "Hal Va viipya na vagoyo?" 
ha va-a va-i-py-a na va-goyo 
ha CL2-HAB cL2-PROG-burn-Fv and cL2-big 














AUG. I-clever-hare AUX cLI-come.out-
down-fv cL3-fire NARR-FV 




'He was thrashing around.' 
(26) Ve itigitaga, "Na yuuve, 
AUX i-tig-i1-ag-a na yuuve 
CL I-say-APPL and 2sG. 
-NARR-FV PRO 
ng'waale, wiingile, tipaange 
N-kwaale u-ingil-e ti-pang-e 
CL9- 2SG- IPL-
pheasant enter-FV arrange-Fv 
'He said, "And you, pheasant, go in, let's pile up more firewood.'" 
(27) Vipaangaga isagala 
va-i-pang-ag-a i-sagala 
CL2-PROG-arrange-NARR-Fv AUG. 1 O-firewood 
'He said, "And you, pheasant, go in, let's pile up more firewood.'" 
(28) Ung'waale ihwiingitaga 
u-N-kwaale i-hu-ingil-ag-a 
AUG.9-cL9-pheasant CL l-E-enter-NARR -FV 
















AUG.l-clever-hare CL l-kindle-NARR-Fv 
'The clever hare kindled a fire.' 










'He began to ask him, "Hey, clever pheasant, are you burning?'" 
(31) Va viipya na vagoyo? " 
va-a va-i-py-a na va-goyo 
CL2-HAB cL2-PRoG-burn-Fv and cL2-big 
'''Ha! Are those who burn the important onesT" 
(32) Lwa wuvili, "Veya, ngamung'waale, wiipya?" 
lu-a wu-vili veya ngamu-N-kwaale u-i-py-a 
CL ll-ASSOC CL 14-two hey clever-CL9-pheasant 2SG-PROG-burn-Fv 
'The second (time), "Hey, clever pheasant, are you burning?" 
(33) Atige, Va viipya na vagoyo?" 
(34) 
(35) 
a-tig-e va-a va-i-py-a na va-goyo 
CL I-saY-Fv CL2-HAB CL2-PROG-burn-Fv and cL2-big 
'He said, "Ha! Are those who burn the important onesT" 
Isauti yihwiiha, huumbi iipya 
i-sauti yi-hwiih-a huumbi i-i-py-a 
AUG.9-sound cL9-decrease-Fv really CL I-PROG-burn-Fv 
'The sound was decreasing, really he was already burning.' 
Paambele agane akemele, aweene huli dzidzidzi, 
pambele a-gan-e a-kemel-e a-won-ile hu-li dzidzidzi 
later cLl-try- cLl-call- cLl-see- cLl7- silence 








'Later he tried to call (him), he saw that there was silence, he didn't respond, no.' 
(36) Huumbi ung'waale yula ave aapye, aafive. 
a-fw-e 
cLl-die-Fv 
huumbi u-N-kwaale yu-Ia ave a-py-e 
really AUG.l-cL9-pheasant CLl-DIST.DEM AUX cLl-burn-Fv 






ihelelaga ipalaga pamooto (37) Ungamusuungula uyu 
u-ngamu-sungula uyu i-helel-ag-a i-pal-ag-a pa-mu-6to 
AUG.l-clever- CLl.PROX. DEM CLl-go-NARR-FV cLl-dig-NARR-Fv cLl6-cL3-fire 
hare 
pala, ahumuhedzaga ung 'waale ve aapye. 
pala a-hu-mu-hedz-ag-a u-N-kwaale ve a-py-e 
DIST.DEM.16 CLl-E-cLl.OBJ-pull.out-FV AUG .1-CL9-pheasant AUX CL l-die-Fv 
'This clever hare went and dug in that fire; he pulled out the pheasant; he had just 
died.' 
(38) Idzubulaga ulunyoove 
i-dzubul-ag-a u-Iu-ny66 ve 
cLl-pull.off-NARR-FV AUG.1l-cLll-claw 







'He made a small whistle.' 
lwa ng 'waale. 
lu-a N-kwaale 
CLll-ASSOC cL9-pheasant 
(40) Ahalemo aha ivaangaga uhupuula. 
a-ha-Iemo aha 
AUG.12-CL l2-whistle PROX.DEM.12 
'This whistle, he began to play (it).' 
(41) Pe ipuula, iimbiige 
pe i-puul-a i-imb-ag-ile 
i-vang-ag-a u-hu-puul-a 
cLl-begin-NARR-FV AUG.15-cLl5-blow-FV 
REL.16 cLl-blow-FV cLl-sing-NARR-FV 









(43) Hapeembe haangu, 
ha-pembe ha-angu 
cLl2-horn cLl2-
mulume, hali hamuledza ing 'waale. 
mu-Iume ha-li ha-mu-Iel-i-a i-N-kwaale 
cLl-friend cL12- cL12-cLl.OBJ- AUG.9-cL9-pheasant 
lSG.POSS COP raise-cAus-FV 
'My little horn (whistle), Friend, it was raised (created) by the pheasant.' 
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(44) Valume, hahutova tuloleele hali huhyaanya ngita likOoko, valume. 
va-Iume ha-hu-tov-a tu-Iol-el-e ha-li hu-hyaanya ngita li-k66ko va-Iume 
CL2- CLI2-cLl5- IPL-Iook- CL12- cL17-top like cL5-enemy cL2-friend 
friend play-Fv APPL-FV COP 













'Tweet! Tweet! Lala, pheasant.'" 
<End song> 
(46) Ulideembwe ipulihaga pe ihwiimba ungamusuungUla uyu 
(47) 
u-li-dembwe i-pulih-ag-a pe i-hu-fmb-a u-ngamu-sungula uyu 
AUG.I-CL5- cLI-hear- CLI6.REL cLI-E-sing-Fv AUG. I-clever- CL1.PROX. 
elephant NARR-FV hare DEM 








(48) "Veya! Ahalemo aha uhaahaweene hwiiya?" 
hwiiya 
where 
veya a-ha-Iemo aha u-haa-ha-won-ile 
hey AUG.I2-CLI2-whistle PROX.DEM.I2 2SG-P3-cLl2.oBJ-See-Fv 
'''Hey! This little whistle, where did you get it?''' 
(49) Atige, "Kaa, uneene ndili muvina ggJQ ineng'uni. 
a-tig-e kaa u-neene ndi-li mu-vina sana i-neng'uni 
cLl-say-Fv ha AUG.l-lsG.PRO ISG-cOP cLI-big very AUG.9-today 
'He (the hare) said, "Ha! 1 am very important today.' 
(50) Ndaahemiiye hutaali, uneene, Lideembwe, siwiwesa, hata. 
ndi-haa-hem-il-ile hu-taali u-neene li-dembwe si-u-i-wes-a hata 
ISG-P3-come.from- CLI7- AUG.I- cL5-elephant NEG-2SG-PRES- no 
APPL-FV far ISG.PRO be.able-Fv 
'I came from very far away, Elephant, you can't (know where 1 got it), no.'" 
(51) Itigilaga, "Tove taandi!" 
i-tig-il-ag-a tov-e taandi 
cLl-say-APPL-NARR-FV play-FV first 
'He (the elephant) said, "Play (it) first!'" 
(52) Itovaga ungamusuungula haangi. 
i-tov-ag-a u-ngamu-sungula hangi 
cLl-play-NARR-Fv AUG. I-clever-hare again 
'The clever hare played (it) again.' 
<Begin song> 





(54) Hapeembe haangu, 
ha-pembe ha-angu 
cL12-hom CL12-
mu!ume, hali hamuledza ing 'waale. 
mu-Iume ha-li ha-mu-Iel-i-a i-N-kwaale 
CLl- CL12- cLl2-cLl.08J-raise-cAus- AUG.9-CL9-
lSG.POSS friend COP FV pheasant 
'My little hom (whistle), Friend, it was raised (created) by the pheasant.' 
(55) Valume, hahutova tuloMele hali huhyaanya ngita !iMako, valume. 
va-Iume ha-hu-tov-a tu-Iol-el-e ha-li hu-hyaanya ngita li-k66ko va-Iume 
CL2- cLl2-cL15- IpL-look- cL12 CLl7-top like cL5- cL2-friend 
friend play-Fv APPL-FV -cop enemy 













'Tweet! Tweet! Lala, pheasant.'" 
<End song> 
(57) Ulideembwe idobohaga, atige, "Lete na yuune, ndipuule. " 
u-li-dembwe i-doboh-ag-a a-tig-e let-e na y6une ndi-puul-e 
AUG.1-CL5- CL I-desire- cLl-say- bring-Fv and lSG.PRO 1 SG-blow-FV 
elephant NARR-FV FV 
'The elephant desired (it), he said, "Bring (it) and I'll play (it).''' 
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(58) Ve inyagaga ahalemo ha ungamusuungUla ve iinyilaga naho. 
ve i-nyag-ag-a a-ha-Iemo ha u-ngamu-sungula ve i-nyil-ag-a naho 
AUX cLI-seize- AUG .I2-CL 12- ASSOC AUG .I-clever-hare AUX cLI-run- with 
NARR-FV whistle .12 NARR-FV .12 
'He seized the clever hare's whistle (and) ran away with it.' 
(59) Ungamusuungula aagane afwaate mumbele, 
u-ngamu-sungula a-aa-gan-e a-fwaat-e mu-mbele 
AUG.I-clever-hare CLI-P4-try-FV cLl-follow-Fv CL 18-behind 
'The clever hare tried to follow behind.' 
(60) "Ve, mugoyo, umeele ahalemo haangu," iveemba. 
ve mu-g6yo u-N-peel-e a-ha-Iemo ha-angu i-vemb-a 
hey cLI-big 2sG-IsG.OBJ- AUG.12-cLl2-whistle cLI2-IsG.poss cLI-cry-Fv 
give-Fv 
"'Hey, important one, give me my whistle," he cried.' 




uhuh AUG.I-cL5-elephant CL I-depart-NARR-FV 








(63) UngamusuungUla Uyu ahaamulehelOga ahalemo hala, ihelelOga. 
u-ngamu-sungula uyu a-haa-mu-Ieh-el-ag-a a-hal-Iemo ha-Ia i-hel-el-ag-a 
AUG.1-clever-hare PROX. cLI-P3-cLl.OBJ- AUG.12- mST. cLl-gO-APPL-
DEM.1 leave-APPL-NARR-FV cLl2-whistle DEM.I2 NARR-FV 








(65) Atige, "Nyeva, nde, muyeenyo, ulideembwe anyagile ahalemo haangu. 
a-tig-e nyeva nde mu-yeenyo u-li-dembwe a-nyag-ile a-ha-Iemo ha-angu 
cLI- hey ISG. CLI- AUG.I-CL5- cLI-steal- AUG.12-CLI2- cLl2-
say-Fv PRO your.friend elephant FV whistle 1 SG.poss 
'He said, "Hey, me, your friend, the elephant stole my whistle.' 
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(66) Lino, uveeve, ungamusuungUla, kemele avayaago, 
lino u-veeve u-ngamu-sungula kemel-e a-va-yaago 
now AUG.I-2sG.PRO AUG. I-clever-hare call-Fv AUG.2-CL2-your.friend 
navaangi, navagito, navanyani. 
na=va-ngi na=va-gito na=va-nyani 
and=cL2-other and=cL2-group and=cL2-monkey 
'Now, you, clever hare, call your friends and others and (other) groups and the 
monkeys.' 






'Come plaster me with mud.' 
Nde, muyeenyo, ndihwikala 
nde mu-yeenyo ndi-hu-ikal-a 
ISG.PRO cLl-your.friend 1 SG-CL 15-sit-Fv 




(69) UngamusuungUla, aasahwe iligaanga ilinya 
u-ngamu-sungula a-aa-sahul-ile i-Ii-ganga i-li-nya 
AUG.l-c1ever-hare cLI-P4-search.for-Fv AUG.5-CL5-stone AUG.5-cL5-have 








(71) Avayaagwe vimataga nilil66ngo; vamatile, 




AUG.2-CL3-his.friend CL2-PROG-plaster-Fv and=AuG.5-CL5-dirt CL2-plaster-Fv 
vamatile hidzigile hiduunda hikOmi. 
va-mat-ile hi-dzig-ile hi-dunda hi-komi 
cL2-plaster-Fv cL7-remain-Fv cL7-hill cL7-big 
'His friends plastered (it) with dirt; they plastered (and) plastered (until) a big hill 
remained.' 
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i-tig-il-ag-a lino mu-ha-mu-kemel-e 
cLI-say-APPL-NARR-FV now 2PL-NARR-cLl.oBJ-call-Fv 
'He (the hare) said, "Now call the elephant.' 
Muhatigile "Ahukemela udaade va ungamusuungUla. 
mu-ha-tig-i1-e a-hu-kemel-a u-daad-e va u-ngamu-sungula 
2PL-NARR-say-APPL- cLI-2sG.oBJ-call-Fv AUG.I-father- Assoc.2 AUG. I-clever-hare 
FV 3sG.poss 
'Say to him, 'The clever hare's father is calling you."" 









adzimukemelaga ulideembwe, ihwaadzaga. 
a-dzi-mu-kemel-ag-a u-li-dembwe i-hu-adza-ag-a 
cLI-P2-cLl.oBJ-call-NARR-FV AUG.I-cL5-elephant cLI-E-come-NARR-FV 
'So one (animal) left running, he called the elephant, (the elephant) came.' 
(75) Iwonaga isauti yihuma 
i-won-ag-a i-sauti yi-hum-a 
cLI-see-NARR-FV AUG.9-sound cL9-come.out.Fv 




(76) "Ve, mudiimi, yuuve ye waanyagile ihilemo hya mudiimi vaangu?" 
ve mu-diimi yuuve ye u-aa-nyag-i1e i-hi-Iemo hi-a mu-diimi va-angu 
2sG. cLI-boy 2SG.PRO REL 2SG-P4-steal- AUG.7-CL7- CL7- cLI-boy CLI-
PRO .1 FV whistle ASSOC ISG.poss 
'(The hare said,) "You, boy, are you the one who stole the whistle of my boy?'" 
(77) Itigilaga, "Hal Ndaataaniliige 
i-tig-i1-ag-a ha ndi-aa-taan-i1-ag-i1e 
cLl-say-APPL-NARR-FV ha I SG-P4-joke-APPL-NARR-FV 




(78) Itigilaga, "Lete apa. " Itawulaga. 
i-tig-il-ag-a let-e apa i-tawul-ag-a 
cLI-say-APPL-NARR-FV bring-Fv PROX.DEM.16 cLI-give-NARR-Fv 
'He (the hare) said, "Bring it here." He (the elephant) gave it to him.' 
(79) Itigilaga, "Haya, heege, ndilahudeenya. " 
i-tig-il-ag-a haya heeg-e ndi-Ia-hu-deeny-a 
cLI-say-APPL-NARR-FV okay leave-Fv ISG-FUT-2sG.oBJ-break-Fv 
'He (the hare) said, "Okay, leave, (or) I'll break you.'" 
(80) Ulideembwe iheegaga 
u-li-dembwe i-heeg-ag-a 
AUG.l-cL5-elephant cLI-depart-NARR-FV 




(81) Ukiimbilage, nde upituhe 
u-kimb-il-ag-e nde u-pihuh-e 
2SG-run-APPL-NARR-FV if 2SG-tum-FV 




(82) Iinyilaga, adzihwiimaga hutaali. 
i-nyil-ag-a a-dzi-hu-im-ag-a hu-taali 
cLI-run-NARR-FV CLl-P2-E-stop-NARR-FV cL17-far 
'(The elephant) ran away; he stopped far away.' 
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(83) UngamusuungUla, hweene mbele ivaanga uhwiimba hilamatula ama16ongo. 
u-ngamu-sungula hu-ene mbele i-vang-a u-hu-imb-a hi-Iamatul-a a-ma-Iongo 
AUG. I-clever-hare CLI7- behind cLl- AUG.l5-E- while- AUG.6-CL6-
self begin-Fv sing-Fv remove dirt 
'The clever hare (was) behind, he began to sing (while) removing the mud.' 
<Begin song> 
(84) "Ndeembwe, pukupuku maanga. 
N-dembwe pukupuku manga 
cL9-elephant nonsense.word cave 
'''Elephant, pukupuku, cave.' 
(85) "Ndeembwe, pukupuku maanga. " 
N-dembwe pukupuku manga 
cL9-elephant nonsense.word cave 
"'Elephant, pukupuku, cave.'" 
<End song> 
(86) Ama16ongo. gala gilamatuhaga 
a-ma-longo ga-Ia ga-i-Iamatuh-ag-a 
AUG.6-cL6-dirt CL6-DIST.DEM cL6-PROG-fall.off-Fv 





(87) HangamusuungUla, hatige, "Nduhugaangwe, wa witigila 
ha-ngamu-sungula ha-tig-e ndi-hu-gaangul-ile u-a 





uli musugu, uneene ndili muvina huliho uveeve." 
u-li mu-sugu u-neene ndi-li mu-vina huliho u-veeve 
2sG-cOP CLI-sly AUG-ISG.PRO ISG-COP cLI-big than AUG.1-2sG.PRO 
'The clever little hare said, "I beat you; you always say that you're sly, (but) I'm 
bigger (more important) than you.'" 
(88) Undeembwe ihwaadza 
u-N-dembwe i-hu-adz-a 
AUG.I-CL9-elephant CL I-E-come-Fv 




(89) Ungamusuungula, ihumitaga hulubali 
u-ngamu-sungula i-hum-il-ag-a hu-Iu-bali 
AUG. I-clever-hare CL I-come. from-APPL-NARR-FV CL 17 -CL II-side 
uluungi lwa maanga, ihelaga iinyila. 
u-Iu-ngi lu-a manga i-hel-ag-a i-nyil-a 
AUG. 1 I-cLl I-other cLlI-ASSOC cave cLI-go-NARR-FV cLI-run-Fv 
'The clever hare came out of the other side of the cave, he left running. ' 
(90) Agane asahe, alemiilwe, 
a-gan-e a-sah-e a-Iemul-ile 
CLI-try-FV cLl-find-Fv cLI-be.unable-Fv 




(91) Amusuumile, ungamusuungUla, nuwud66do we ali nawo. 
a-mu-suumil-e u-ngamu-sungula na=u-wu-d66do we a-li nawo 
cLl-cLl.OBJ- AUG.1-clever- and=AUG.14- REL.14 cLl-cop with.I4 
defeat-Fv hare cLI4-little 
'The clever hare beat him (the elephant) with the little that he had. ' 
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AppendixB 
A Farming Story, 080ct16a 
The second text example is taken from a recording made October 16,2008. The 
speaker is Catherin Mhehwa, a 52 year old female speaker who was born in the village of 
Kidugala but was living in Njombe at the time of recording. She speaks the Ngaveta 
dialect. Catherin asked to tell me about traditional farming methods. She talks about the 
procedures for clearing a field and preparing it to be farmed, about farming itself, about 
the difficulties of keeping pheasants from eating the crops, and about processing and 
storing crops. 
(I) Ndisaha ndiwiloongele ulusimo ulwa hub ita humugUunda hu!ima. 
ndi-sah-a ndi-va-Iong-el-e u-Iu-simo u-Iu-a hu-bit-a hu-mu-gunda hu-lim-a 
1 SG-want- 1 sG-2pL.oBJ-tell- AUG.11- AUG.1I- cL15- cL7-cL3-field cL15-
FV APPL-FV CL II-story Assoc.Il gO-FV farm-Fv 
'I want to tell you a story of going to the field to farm.' 
(2) Uneene ndili Mubena. 
u-neene ndi-li mu-Bena 
AUG. 1-1 SG.PRO IsG-cOP cLI-Bena 
'Me, I'm Bena.' 
(3) Toka uwciana waangu pe ndaave ndilelwa navavaha vaangu. 
toka u-wu-ana wu-angu pe ndi-aa-v-e ndi-Iel-w-a na=a-va-vaha va-angu 
since AUG.14- CLI4- REL. ISG-P4-be- IsG-raise- and=AuG.2- cL2-
cL14-child IsG.poss cL16 FV PASS-FV cL2-parent ISG.poss 




Vaali vqfundisifdze uhubita 
va-aa-li va-fundis-is-ile u-hu-bit-a 
hulima muguunda. 
hu-lim-a mu-gunda 
CL2-P4-COP cL2-teach-cAUS-FV AUG.15-cLl5-go-FV 
'They were teaching (me) to go farm the field.' 
cLI5-farm-Fv cL3-field 
Lino, pe ndibita hUlima, ndanditegula inyeengo, il1aanga na ligimilo. 
lino pe ndi-bit-a hu-lim-a ndi-a-ndi-tegul-a i-nyengo i-panga na li-gimilo 
now REL IsG-go- CLI5- 1 SG-HAB-l SG- AUG.9- AUG.9- and cL5-hoe 
.16 FV farm-Fv take-Fv sickle machete 
'Now when I go farm, I always take a sickle, a machete, and a hoe.' 
(6) Lino, pe ndihele hulima, ndisivaanga uhulima, 
lino pe ndi-hel-e hu-lim-a ndi-si-vang-a u-hu-lim-a 
now REL.16 1 SG-go-Fv CL 15-hoe-Fv 1 SG-NEG-begin-Fv AUG.15-CL 15-hoe-Fv 
nditala taandi uhuheenga amabihi. 
ndi-tal-a taandi u-hu-heng-a a-ma-bihi 
1 sG-begin-Fv first AUG.15-cLl5-clear-Fv AUG.6-cL6-tree 
'Now when 1 go to hoe, 1 don't begin (by) hoeing, 1 begin (by) clearing trees.' 
(7) Adza ndiheengile amabihi, 
adza ndi-heng-ile a-ma-bihi 
ndiheenga nago amas6li 
ndi-heng-a nago a-ma-s6li 
AUX 1 sG-clear-Fv AUG.6-CL6-tree 1 sG-clear--Fv with.6 AUG.6-cL6-grass 
agahele gifmela mudaasi. 
a-ga-hel-e ga-i-mel-a mu-daasi 
REL.6-CL6-go-FV cL6-PROG-grow-Fv CL 18-bush 
'When 1 have cleared the trees, 1 clear grass which was growing in the bush.' 
(8) Apeene apo ndivedza ndivaangidza umuguunda mupya. 
(9) 
a-pa-ene apo ndi-vedz-a ndi-vang-idz-a 
AUG.16- MED.DEM 1 SG-be-FV 1 sG-begin-
CL 16-self .16 CAUS-FV 
'Right here (in this very place) 1 start a new field.' 
Siyo ndilima umuguunda umul6vela, ndilima 
siyo ndi-lim-a u-mu-gunda u-mu-16vela ndi-lim-a 
NEG IsG-hoe- AUG.3-CL3- AUG.3-CL3- IsG-hoe-
FV field old FV 











(10) Pe ndiheengile amasoli goonda, ndivaavila numooto. 
pe ndi-heng-ile a-rna-soli ga-onda ndi-vaav-il-a na=u-mu-oto 
REL. 16 ISG-clear-Fv AUG.6-cL6-grass cl6-all ISG-burn- and=AUG.3-cL3-fire 
APPL-FV 
When I have cleared all the grass, I burn it with fire.' 
(11) Adza ndivaav-il-ile numooto, gwihwaaha. 
adza ndi-vaav-il-ile na=u-mu-oto gu-i-hu-aah-a 
FUT I SG-bUrn-APPL-FV and=AUG.3-cL3-fire cL3-PRES-E-burn-Fv 
'When I have burned it with fire, it burns.' 
(12) Gwihwaaha, gipya mabihi gala goonda tipu. 
(13) 
(14) 
gu-i-hu-aah-a ga-i-py-a ma-bihi gala ga-onda tipu 
completely cL3-PREs-E-burn-Fv cL6-PREs-burn-Fv cL6-tree DIST.DEM.6 cL6-all 
'It burns, all those trees burn up completely.' 
Halaf..u ndivaanga uhUlima. 
halafu ndi-vang-a u-hu-lim-a 
then I sG-begin-Fv AUG.IS-CL IS-hoe-Fv 
'Then I begin to hoe.' 
Sindivaanga higono hihyo, ndivaanga 
si-ndi-vang-a hi-gono hihyo ndi-vang-a 
NEG-IsG-begin-Fv cL7-day MED.DEM.7 ISG-begin-Fv 
'I don't begin that very day, I begin the second day.' 
higono hya wuvili. 
hi-gono hi-a wu-vili 
cL7-day Assoc.7 cL14-two 
(1S) Pe adza ndibita uhulima, nditegula iligimilo. 
pe adza ndi-bit-a u-hu-lim-a 
REL.16 FUT Isg-go-FV AUG.lS-cL1S-hoe-Fv 
'When I go to hoe, I take a hoe.' 
ndi-tegul-a i-li-gimilo 
I sG-take-Fv AUG.S-cLS-hoe 
(16) Halaf..u nisooha ya hung 'enyela ifisihi fya 
halafu na=i-s66ha i-a hu-ng'eny-el-a i-fi-sihi fi-a 
then and=AUG.9-axe cL9-ASSOC cL1S-cut-APPL-FV AUG.8-cL8-trunk cL8-ASSOC 
muguunda, ifya mabihi makOmi. 
mu-gunda i-fi-a ma-bihi rna-komi 
cL3-field AUG.8-CL8-ASSOC cL6-tree cL6-big 
'Then with an axe for cutting trunks of the field, for big trees.' 
(17) Kwa hiyp is66ha yila, nding'enya amasma gaahwe 
kwa hiyo i-s66ha yila ndi-ng'eny-a a-ma-sina ga-ahwe 
therefore AUG.9-axe DIST.DEM.9 1 SG-cut-FV AUG.6- CL6-3 SG .poss 
cL6-trunk 
'Therefore (with) that axe, I cut its trunks at the bottom.' 
(18) Hala[u ndibita ndilima. 
halafu ndi-bit-a ndi-lim-a 
then ISG-go-FV ISG-hoe-Fv 
'Then I continue to hoe.' 
(19) Adza ndilimile nditoveeng 'asa. 
adza ndi-lim-ile ndi-toveeng' as-a 
when 1 sG-hOe-Fv 1 sG-smooth-FV 
'When I have hoed, I smooth out (the field).' 
(20) Pe nditoveeng 'Use, ndipiluha hukciciye, ndisuupa. 
pe ndi-toveeng'as-ile ndi-piluh-a hu-kaaye ndi-suup-a 
REL.16 1 SG-smooth-FV 1 SG-return-FV CL 17 -house 1 SG-rest-Fv 





(22) Pamilawo haangi ndihilava. 
pa-miUlwo haangi ndi-hihlv-a 
cLl6-morning again 1 SG-wake.earlY-Fv 
'In the morning again I wake up early.' 
(23) Nde ulweega uluhasUge haangi ndibita humalidza ulweega 
nde u-Iu-ega u-Iu-has-ag-ile haangi ndi-bit-a hu-malidz-a u-Iu-ega 
if AUG.ll- AUG.ll-cLlI- again IsG-go- cLl5- AUG.ll-
cLIl.area remain-IPFv-FV FV finish-Fv cLll-area 
If an area remained (unhoed), again 1 go to finish (hoeing) my area.' 
(24) Pe ndihele humalidza ulwega lUla ... 
pe ndi-hel-e hu-malidz-a u-lu-ega lula 
REL.16 ISG-go-FV cLl5-finish-Fv AUG.ll-cLll-area DIST.DEM.ll 









(2S) Pe ndimalile, ndiwuya husuupa. 
pe ndi-mal-i1e ndi-wuy-a hu-suup-a 
REL.16 I sG-finish-Fv I SG-return.home-Fv cLlS-rest-Fv 
'When I've finished, I return home to rest.' 
(26) Ndibita lino husahuia imbel!,u iya huyaaia 
ndi-bit-a lino hu-sahul-a i-mbeyu i-ya hu-yaal-a 
ISG-go-FV now CLIS- AUG.IO-seed AUG.lO- CLIS-plant 
search-Fv ASSOC.lO 
'Now I go to look for seeds to plant in the field.' 
(27) Amaha/aagi, ndibita 
a-ma-halaagi ndi-bit-a 
AUG.6-cL6-bean I SG-gO-Fv 
'Beans, I go to plant beans.' 




(29) Ha/afu nadzi maange. 
halafu nadzi mange 
then and.IO chickpea 
'Then chickpeas.' 











(31) K wa hil!,o ulubali uiuungi, ndiyaala amaha/aagi. 
kwa hiyo u-Iu-bali u-Iu-ngi ndi-yaal-a a-ma-halaagi 
therefore AUG.lI-cLlI-side AUG.lI-cLlI-other lSG-plant-Fv AUG.6-cL6-bean 
'Therefore on another side, I plant beans.' 
(32) lliwuta iliingi, ndiyaaia amadzebeie. 
i-li-wuta i-li-ngi ndi-yaal-a a-ma-dzebele 
AUG.S-cLS-hole AUG.S-CLS-other 1 sG-plant-Fv AUG.6-CL6-corn 
'In another hole, I plant com.' 
(33) lliwuta iliingi, ndiyaala imaange. 
(34) 
i-li-wuta i-li-ngi ndi-yaal-a i-mange 
AUG.5-cL5-hole AUG.5-CL5-other 1 sG-plant-Fv AUG.lO-chickpea 
'In another hole, I plant chickpeas.' 
lliwuta iliingi, ndiyaala amabihi ga huzuia 




AUG.5- AUG.5- lSG-plant- AUG.6-CL6- cL6- CLl5- AUG.ll-cLll-sun 
cL5-hole cL5-other FV tree ASSOC prevent 
'In another hole I plant trees for blocking the sun (shade trees).' 
(35) Ndiyaala pataalipataali. 
ndi-yaal-a pa-taali-pa-taali 
ISG-plant-Fv cLl6-far-cLl6-far 
'I plant in different places.' 
(36) Hatafu adza ndigimile amawuta gala, 
halafu adza ndi-gim-ile a-ma-wuta gala 




'Then when I've dug those holes, I've planted.' 
(37) Basi ndibita ndisii/a, nditoveeng'asa. 
basi ndi-bit-a ndi-sffl-a ndi-toveeng'as-a 
then 1 SG-go-FV 1 SG-bury-Fv 1 sG-smooth-Fv 
'Then I go bury (the seeds), I smooth over (the holes).' 
(38) Pe nditoveeng'iise ndiwuya hukiuiye. 
pe ndi-toveeng'as-ile ndi-wuy-a hu-kaaye 
REL.l6 1 sG-smooth-FV 1 sG-return.home-Fv cLl7-house 
'When I have smoothed out (the fields) I return home.' 
(39) Umuguunda gwivedza gusilile, ndidziindila 
u-mu-gunda gu-i-vedz-a gu-sif-ile ndi-dzind-il-a 
AUG.3-cL3-field CL3-PREs-be-Fv cL3-finish-Fv 1 sG-wait-APPL-FV 
'The field has been finished, I wait for them (the crops) to grow.' 
(40) Adza jime/e, ndibita huliingU/a. 
adza fi-mel-e ndi-bit-a hu-lingul-a 
when cL8-grow-Fv lSG-go-FV cLl5-examine-Fv 





(41) Hoodzili ng 'waale, dzadzisohOla mUgUunda mula. 
hoodzili N-kwaale dzi-a-dzi-soh61-a mu-gunda mula 
EXIST.lO CLIO-pheasant CLIO-HAB-cLlO-scratch-FV cL3-field DIST.DEM.3 
'There are pheasants, they always scratch at that field.' 
(42) Lino pe dzihele dzisohOla, 
lino pe dzi-hel-e dzi-soh61-a 
now REL.I6 cLl O-go-FV cLl O-scratch-FV 
'Now if they have gone and scratched up (the seeds),' 
(43) Basi une ndibita ndiwiidza haangi. 
basi une ndi-bit-a ndi-wHdz-a haangi 
then ISG.PRO ISG-go-FV ISG-redo-Fv again 
'Then I go and redo (the planting) again.' 
(44) Pe ndiwiidziidze, ndidziindila haangi fimele. 
pe ndi-wiidz-i1e ndi-dziind-i1-a haangi fi-mel-e 
REL.I6 I sG-redO-Fv I sG-wait-APPL-FV again cLS-grow-Fv 
'When I have redone (the planting) I wait again for them (the crops) to grow.' 
(45) Hila sihu ndibitaga hulola nde dzis6hwe ing 'waale 
hila sihu ndi-bit-ag-a hu-Iol-a nde dzi-sohol-i1e i-N-kwaale 
au hata. 
au hata 
every day ISG-go- CLI5- if cLlO-scratch-Fv AUG.lO-cLlO- or 
NARR-FV see-FV pheasant 
'Every day I go to see if the pheasants have scratched up (the seeds) or not.' 
(46) Nde ndiwona huna ng 'waale ndz6loju, 
N-6lofu 
CLIO-many 
nde ndi-won-a hu-na N-kwaale 
if I SG-see-FV CL I5-have CL I O-pheasant 
'If! see (that) there are many pheasants,' 
(47) Basi ndibitaga ndiswalidza mudaasi. 
(4S) 
basi ndi-bit-ag-a ndi-swalidz-a mu-daasi 
then I SG-gO-NARR-FV I SG-scare-FV cLlS-bush 
'Then I go and scare them in the bush.' 
Nditigila, "Swa, ng'waale, swa. 
ndi-tig-i1-a swa N-kwaale swa 
I sG-say-APPL-FV shoo CL I O-pheasant shoo 
I say, "Shoo, pheasants, shoo.' 
NEG 
(49) "Swa, ng 'waale, swa. 
swa N-kwaale swa 
shoo CL 1 O-pheasant shoo 
"Shoo, pheasants, shoo.' 
(50) Sasa, ing 'waale dzila dzipuliha, dz66nda dzipuluunduha dzinyila. 
dzi-pulih-a dzi-6nda dzi-puluunduh-a dzi-nyil-a 
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sasa i-N~kwaale dzila 
now AUG. 1 O-cLl 0- DIST. cLlO-hear- cLlO-alI cLI0-fly-Fv cLI0-run-Fv 
pheasant DEM.I0 FV 
'Now those pheasants hear (and) all flyaway quickly.' 
(51) Adza dzinyilile basi, umuguunda gudziga salama. 
adza dzi-nyil-ile basi u-mu-gunda gu-dzig-a salama 
when CLI0-run-FV then AUG.3-cL3-field cL3-remain-Fv peaceful 
'When they have run away, then, the field remains peaceful.' 
(52) Ee, ndipiluha hukfuiye, ndisupa 
ee ndi-piluh-a hu-kaaye ndi-sup-a 
yes 1 SG-return-FV cLl7-house 1 SG-rest-Fv 




(53) Haangi na pamihe ndibita uhungilila ugu 
haangi na pamihe ndi-bit-a u-hu-ngil-il-a ugu 
again and evening 1 SG-go-FV AUG.15-CL 15-look-APPL-FV PROX. DEM.3 
ndciwuli, dzili haangi ng 'waale? 
ndawuli dzi-li hangi N-kwaale 
how CL 1 O-be again CL 1 O-pheasant 
'And again in the evening I go and look at that one (field), how (is it), are there 
pheasants again?' 
(54) Nde dzili haangi, ndibitaga ndiswalidza. 
nde dzi-li hangi ndi-bit-ag-a ndi-swalidz-a 
if cLl O-be again 1 SG-go-NARR-FV 1 SG-sCare-FV 
'Ifthey are (there) again, I go (and) scare (them).' 
(55) "Swa, ng'waale, swa. 
swa N-kwaale swa 
shoo CL 1 O-pheasant shoo 
"Shoo, pheasants, shoo.' 
(56) "Swa, ng'waale, swa. 
swa N-kwaale swa 
shoo CL 1 O-pheasant shoo 
"Shoo, pheasants, shoo.' 
(57) lng'waale dzila dzadzinyila basi. 
i-N-kwaale dzila dzi-a-dzi-nyil-a basi 
AUG. 1 O-CL I-pheasant DIST.DEM.IO CL 1 O-HAB-CL 1 O-run-Fv then 







CL 1 O-NEG-E-COme-Fv CL I5-scratch-Fv again no 
'They don't come to scratch again, no.' 
(59) Ifilyo fila jidzigaga 
i-filyo fila fi-dzig-ag-a 
AUG.8-crop DIST.DEM.8 cL8-remain-NARR-FV 




(60) Adza jikulile, ing'waale lino dzilemwa hupala. 
adza fi-kul-ile i-N-kwaale lino dzi-Iemw-a hu-p'al-a 
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when cL8-grow-Fv AUG. 1 O-cLI O-pheasant now cLl O-be.unable-Fv CL I5-scratch-
FV 
'When they have grown, the pheasants now can't scratch (the seeds).' 
(61) Kwa sababu dzipala, paasi pala dza dzisaha 
kwa sababu dzi-pal-a paasi pal a dzi-a dzi-sah-a 
because cLl O-scratch-Fv ground DIST. DEM.l6 cLl O-HAB CL 1 O-search-Fv 
imbeyu ye ndiyaalile. 
i-N-beyu ye ndi-yaal-ile 
AUG.9-cL9-seed REL. 9 ISG-plant-Fv 
'Because they scratch there on the ground, they're always looking for a seed which 
I've planted. ' 
(62) Lino wone dzimele dzijiha mbaha apa. 
lino wone dzi-mel-e dzi-fih-a mbaha PROX.DEM.I6 
now if cLlO-grow-Fv cLIO-arrive-Fv until here 
'Now if they have grown, they reach up to here.' 1 
I Consultant was gesturing to her waist here. 
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(63) Apo sidziwesaga kwa sababu. ye 
apo si-dzi-wes-ag-a kwa sababu 






ndihaayaalile yila yimeli/e. 
ndi-haa-yaal-ile yila yi-mel-ile 
1 SG-P3-plant-Fv DIST. DEM.9 cL9-grow-Fv 
'Right here they can't (scratch) because the seed which I planted, that one has grown.' 
(64) Lino, imbeyu yila 
lino i-N-beyu yila 
now AUG.9-cL9-seed DIST. DEM.9 




(65) Kwa hiyo. yigaya kitasi ya huleha, yive p66so 
kwa hiyo yi-gaya kaasi ya hu-Ieh-a yi-v-e p66so 
therefore cL9-without work Assoc.9 cL15-leave-Fv cL9-be-Fv feed 
ya ng 'waale yiliye, hamuna. 
ya N-kwaale yi-liy-e hamuna 
Assoc.9 cL9-pheasant cL9-eat-Fv no 
'Therefore there's no more work (need) to leave (the seeds) to be feed for a pheasant, 
for it to eat, no.' 
(66) Kwa hiyo, adza ndidziindiye padebe, mumiluungu gidatu deena, 
kwa hiyo adza ndi-dzind-il-ile pa-debe mu-mi-Iungu ga-fdatu deena 
therefore when 1 sG-wait-APPL-FV CL 16-little CL 16-cL4-week cL4-three thus 
ndivaanga uhubita hukaatila. 
ndi-vang-a u-hu-bit-a hu-kaatfl-a 
1 sG-begin-Fv AUG.l5-cL15-go-FV cL15-weed-Fv 
'Therefore when I have waited a little, in three weeks I begin to go weed.' 
(67) Ndibita ndikaatila amas6li gala amad66do 
ndi-bit-a ndi-katfl-a a-ma-s6li gala a-ma-d66do 
1 SG-go-FV 1 sG-weed-Fv AUG.6-cL6-grass DIST.DEM.6 AUG.6-cL6-small 
agahele gimelamela mumuguunda mula. 
a-ga-hel-e ga-i-mela-mel-a mu-mu-gunda mula 
REL.6-CL6-went-Fv cL6-PROG-REDuP-grow-Fv cL16-cL3-field DIST.DEM.3 





'I uproot (the weeds).' 
(69) Pahuva ndisaha ifilyo 
pahuva ndi-sah-a i-fi-Iyo 
because 1 SG- AUG.S-
fila fitanage uhupuulwa namas6li gaangi. 
fila fi-tan-ag-e u-hu-puul-w-a na=ma-soli ga-ngi 
DIST. CLS-NEG- AUG.15-cL15- and=cL6- cL6-
want-Fv CLS-crop DEM.S NARR-FV crowd -pass-Fv grass other 
'Because I want those crops to not be overtaken by other grass (weeds).' 
(70) Au ulUnofunofu ulwa hulisa ... 
hu-liy-i-a 
CLI5-eat-
ihyahuliya hilisa ... 
au u-Iu-nofunofu u-lu-a 
or AUG.II-CLII- AUG. 11-
i-hi-ahuliya hi-li-i-a 
AUG.7-cL7-food CL7-eat-CAUS-FV 
fertilizer CLII-ASSOC CAUS-FV 
'Or fertilizer for feeding ... the food (fertilizer) feeds .. .' 
(71) amadzebele nimaange. 
a-ma-dzebele na=i-mange 
AUG.6-CL6-com and=AUG.I0-chickpea 
'com and chickpeas.' 
(72) Yivedzage, hwa aiili va madzebele, basi. sivo amas6li. 
yi-vedz-ag-e hwa ajili ya ma-dzebele basi siyo a-rna-soli 
cL9-be-NARR-Fv because cL6-com then not AUG.6-cL6-grass 
'so that it is, because of the com, then, (so that there are) no weeds.' 
(73) Kwa hivo amas6li gala adza ndihedziidze, 
kwa hiyo a-rna-soli gala adza ndi-hedz-ile 
therefore AUG.6-cL6-grass DIST. DEM.6 when 1 SG-remOve-FV 
uhuhebuha fihweeluha. 
u-hu-hebuh-a fi-hu-eeluh-a 




'Therefore those weeds, when I have removed (them), (the crops) begin to shoot up, 
they climb.' 
(74) FihweelUha, fihebuha fividza 
fi-hu-eeluh-a fi-hebuh-a fi-vedz-a 
cLS-E-climb-Fv cLS-shoot.Up-FV cLS-be-Fv 





(75) Kwa hiyo. adza fiihe fikOmi, baada ya hufiha ndciwuli ee apa, 
kwa hiyo adza fi-ih-e fi-komi baada ya hu-fih-a ndawuli ee apa 
therefore when cL8-arrive- cL8-big after cL15- how EMPH DIST. 
FV arrive-Fv DEM.16 
'Therefore when they have become big, after arriving about right here,' 
(76) Ndihwaadza hukaatila tena ingaasi ya wuvili. 
ndi-hu-adz-a hu-kaatil-a tena i-N-gaasi ya wu-vili 
I SG-E-come-FV cLI5-weed-Fv again AUG.9-cL9-weeding Assoc.9 cL14-two 
'I come to weed again, the second weeding.' 
(77) lngaasi ya wuvili. amahalage gihweendela 
i-N-gaasi ya wu-vili a-mahalage ga-i-hu-endel-a 
AUG.9-cL9-weeding Assoc.9 cL14-two AUG.6-bean cL6-PROG-Continue-Fv 
wunoJu, giviha wuluva. 
wu-nofu ga-i-vih-a wu-luva 
cLl4-good cL6-PROG-put-FV cL14-flower 
'(At) the second weeding, the beans are continuing well, they are putting (out) 
flowers.' 
(78) Amadzebele gihweende!ela. 
a-ma-dzebele ga-i-hu-eendelel-a 
AUG.6-cL6-com cL6-PREs-E-continue-Fv 
'The com is continuing (to grow).' 
(79) Imaange nadzo dzihweende!ela, 
i-maange nadzo dzi-hu-eendelel-a 




'And the beans are continuing (to grow), therefore,' 
(80) Ndifiha hipiindi adza fivaanga uhukaangala, pala 
ndi-fih-a hi-piindi adza fi-vang-a u-hu-kangal-a pala 
lSG-arrive-Fv cL7-period when cL8-begin-Fv AUG.l5-cL15-ripen-Fv DIST. DEM.l6 
ingaasi yivedza yisilile. 
i-N-gaasi yi-vedz-a yi-sil-ile 
AUG.9-cL9-weeding cL9-be-Fv cL-finish-Fv 
'I arrive at the period (of time) when they begin to ripen, then the weeding is finished.' 
(81) Kwa hiyo ndidziindila jikaangale. 
kwa hiyo ndi-dziind-il-a fi-kangal-e 
therefore 1 so-wait-APPL-FV cL8-ripen-Fv 
'Therefore 1 wait for them to ripen.' 
(82) Adza jikciange, ndibita hugooondza. 
adza fi-kaang-e ndi-bit-a hu-goondz-a 
when cL8-ripen-Fv IS0-go-FV cLI5-harvest-Fv 
'When they have ripened, 1 go to harvest (them).' 
(83) Nditegitla iliswiswi lyaangu, pamwiinga, ning'ata 
ndi-tegul-a i-li-swiswi li-angu pamwinga na=i-ng'ata 
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'I take my basket together with a head cushion for carrying (things) on my head.' 
(84) Pe adza ndiwuya, ndifiha paia. 
(85) 
pe adza ndi-wuy-a ndi-fih-a pala 
when when 1 so-return-FV 1 so-arrive-Fv DIST.DEM.16 
'When 1 have returned I arrive there,' 
Ndigoondza, ndigoondza, ndigoondza, nde 
ndi-gondz-a ndi-gondz-a ndi-gondz-a nde 








(86) Ndiluundasa poono, nditova, nditova, halafu ndihweelelUia. 
ndi-Iundas-a p66no ndi-tov-a ndi-tov-a halafu ndi-hu-elelul-a 
1 so-collect-Fv place 1 so-hit-FV 1 so-hit-Fv then 1 sO-E-sift-FV 
'I collect (them) somewhere, 1 hit (them and) hit (them), then 1 sift (them).' 
(87) Adza ndeeleeiwe, 
adza ndi-elelul-ile 
when 1 so-sift-Fv 
'When 1 have sifted (them),' 
(88) Ndiviha mulihivi iyaangu au muliswiswi. 
ndi-vih-a mu-li-hivi li-angu au mu-li-swiswi 
1 sO-put-Fv CL 18-CLS-basket cLS-l so.poss or CL 18-cLS-basket 
'I put them in my basket or in a (different type of) basket.' 




ndfwuya nago hukaaye. 
ndi-wuy-a nago hu-kaaye 
1 sG-return.home-Fv with.6 CL 17-house 
'I begin to carry (them) on (my) head, 1 return home with them.' 
(90) Ndidziindfla haangi amadzebele adza gikaangala, 
ndi-dzind-il-a hangi a-ma-dzebele adza ga-i-kaangal-a 
ISG-wait-APPL-FV again AUG.6-CL6-corn when cL6-PREs-ripen-Fv 
'I wait again for the corn, when it ripens,' 





pahuva a-mahalage ga-i-Ioong61-a 
because AUG.6-beans cL6-PREs-precede-Fv 
'Because beans are the first to ripen.' 
badala ya madzebele. 
badala ya ma-dzebele 
instead Assoc.9 AUG.6-corn 
'instead of corn. ' 
Kwa hfyo pe adza ndigoondzile amahalage 
kwahiyo pe adza ndi-gondz-ile a-mahalage 




ndidzihikala ndidziindfla amadzebele gakaangaie. 
ndi-dzi-hikal-a NDI-DZIND-IL-A a-ma-dzebele ga-kangal-e 
1 SG-F\-sit-Fv 1 sG-wait-APPL-FV AUG.6-cL6-corn cL6-ripen-Fv 
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'Therefore when I have harvested, (when) I've returned home, 1 will sit (and) wait for 
the corn to ripen.' 
(94) Adza gakaange nago lena nditegUla 
adza ga-kang-e nago tena ndi-tegul-a 
when cL6-ripen-Fv with.6 again 1 SG-take-FV 
'When it has ripened, again I take my basket,' 
(95) Ndfbila humugUunda. 
ndi-bit-a hu-mu-gunda 
1 SG-gO-Fv CL 17 -cL3-field 
'I go to the field.' 
ilihfvi lyaangu, 
i-li-hivi li-angu 
AUG.5-cL5-basket CL5-1 SG.poss 
(96) Adza ndifihile umuguunda, ndiwiimga uhukuundza amadzebele. 
adza ndi-fih-ile u-mu-gunda ndi-vang-a u-hu-kundz-a a-ma-dzebele 
when 1 sG-arrive- AUG.3-CL3- 1 sG-begin-Fv AUG.1S-CL1S- AUG.6-CL6-com 
FV field harvest-FV 
'When I have arrived at the field, I begin to harvest the com.' 
(97) Amadzebele gala, ndikuundza deeni nde hye galiwo. 
a-ma-dzebele gala ndi-kundz-a deeni nde hi-e galiwo 
AUG.6-cL6-com DIST.DEM.6 1 sG-harvest-Fv thus if CL7-REL as.is 
'That com, I harvest it just as it is.' 
(98) Ndikeelaga ndibita ndisobot6la, ndisobot6la, ndisobot6la. 
ndi-sobot61-a 
1 SG-husk-FV 
ndi-keel-ag-a ndi-bit-a ndi-sobot61-a ndi-sobot61-a 
1 sG-simply-NARR-FV 1 SG-go-FV 1 SG-husk-FV 1 SG-husk-FV 
'I just go and husk (the com), I husk (and) husk.' 
(99) Adza ndis6botwe ifivegalo fila, 
adza ndi-sobotol-ile i-fi-vegalo fila 
when 1 SG-husk-FV AUG.8-cL8-com.ear DIST.DEM.8 
'When I've husked those ears of com,' 
(100) Ndiveedzula kid6go, amaveedzi gaangi ndisigadza. 
ndi-veedzul-a kidogo a-ma-veedzi ga-ngi ndi-sigal-i-a 
1 SG-pull,off-Fv little AUG.6-CL6-husk cL6-other 1 sG-remain-cAus-FV 
'I pull off a little, other (parts of) the husks I leave behind,' 
(101) Pe ndisigiidze, gegeene ge ndibita nago hukitirye. 
pe ndi-sigal-i-ile gegeene ge ndi-bit-a nago hu-kaaye 
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REL.16 1 sG-remain-cAus-FV itself,6 REL.6 1 SG-go-FV with.6 cL17-house 
'When I have left (some ofthe husks) behind, those very ones (ears of com), I go 
with them home.' 
(102) Hukitaye hula, ndandidzeenga 
hu-kaaye hula ndi-a-ndi-dzeng-a 
cLl7-house DIST.DEM.17 1 SG-HAB-l SG-build-FV 
'There at the house I build a grain bin.' 
(103) Hisaandzi hya lul66ngo. 
hi-sandzi hya lu-16ngo 
cL7-grain.bin Assoc.7 CLll-dirt 




(104) Hatafu mugati ndihiliva 
halafu mugati ndi-hiliv-a 
then inside I SG-put-FV 
'Then inside I put clean dirt.' 
luloongo sali. 
lu-16ngo safi 
CL II-dirt clean 
(105) Pivedza ndtiwuli apa de. 
pa-i-vedz-a ndawuli apa de 
cL16-PREs-be-FV how PROX.DEM.16 thus 
'It (the level of dirt) will be just about here.'2 
(106) Kwa hiyo. ndisopa madzebele gala. 
kwa hiyo ndi-sop-a ma-dzebele gala 
therefore I SG-put-FV cL6-com DIST.DEM.6 
'Therefore I put that com (in the bin).' 
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(107) Hatafu ndisopa na lijiindza, yaani, gula gwa mugoda 
halafu ndi-sop-a na li-findza yaani gula gwa mu-goda 




FV DEM.3 medicine 
'Then I put in ashes, that is, that gnat poison.,3 
(108) Fitanage uhuliya 
fi-tan-ag-e u-hu-liy-a 
CL8-NEG-NARR-FV AUG.15-cL15-eat-Fv 





(109) Kwa hiyo adza ndisopele, ilijiindza ilyo, naga madzebele, 
kwa hiyo adza ndi-sop-el-e i-li-findza ilyo naga ma-dzebele 
therefore when I SG-put-APPL-FV AUG.5-cL5-ash MED.DEM.5 and.6 cL6-com 
ndimemiidze kabisa mbaha pahyaanya. 
ndi-mem-i-ile kabisa mbaha pa-hyaanya 
ISG-fill-CAUS-FV completely until cL16-top 
'Therefore when I have put those ashes and the com (in the bin), I've filled it up to 
the top.' 
(11 0) Hatafu ndipaanga tena utubihi 
halafu ndi-pang-a tena u-tu-bihi 
then 1 sG-arrange-Fv again AUG.13-cL13-tree 




2 Here the speaker is gesturing with her hand to show the height of the level of dirt. 
3 Ashes are used to prevent gnats from eating the ears of com. 
(111) Adza ndipiuinge 
adza ndi-pang-e 
when 1 sG-arrange-
utubihi tula, ndimata 
u-tu-bihi rola ndi-mat-a 
AUG.13- DIST.DEM.13 1 sG-plaster-Fv 






'When I've arranged those twigs, I plaster (them) again with mud.' 
(112) Adza ndimatile ndihiliva wunofu. 
adza ndi-mat-e ndi-hiIiv-a wu-nofu 
when IsG-plaster-Fv IsG-smooth-FV cLl4-good 
'When I've plastered (it), I smooth it out well.' 
(113) Baho huna mulyaango, peene gati apa. 
baho hu-na mu-Iyango pa-ene gati apa 
here cLl7-have cL3-door cLl6-self outside here 
'Here (in the grain bin) there's a door, right outside here.'4 
(114) Yaani hisaandzi hye ihi apa. 
yaani hi-saandzi hye fbi apa 
that.is cL7-grain.bin REL.7 PROX.DEM.6 here 
'That is, the grain bin is this here.' 
(115) Apa lidiliisa. 
apa li-diliisa 
here cL5-window 
'Here is a window.' 
(116) Lidiliisa ili ... 
li-diliisa iii 
cL5-window PROX.DEM.5 
'This window ... ' 
(117) lya hudiindila amadzebele, nuhudiindula pe ndisaha uhuvaandza. 
lya hu-dind-il-a a-ma-dzebele na=u-hu-dind-ul-a pe ndi-sah-a u-hu-vandz-a 
ASSOC cLI5-close- AUG.6-CL5- and=AUG.l5- REL ISG-want- AUG.l5-cL15-
.5 APPL-FV com CL 15-close-sEP-FV .16 FV remove-FV 
'(it is) for shutting in the com and for opening it when I want to take (com) out.' 
(118) Pahuva, ndisaha huvaandza, ndidiindula. 
pahuva ndi-sah-a hu-vandz-a ndi-dind-ul-a 
because 1 SG-want-FV CL 15-remove-Fv 1 sG-clOSe-sEP-FV 
'Because (when) I want to take out (some) I open (it).' 
4 The speaker is gesturing here, drawing the outline of a grain bin on the table with her finger. 
(119) Pe ndivedza ndiviuindzile, ndidiinda, ndimata tena. 
pe ndi-vedz-a ndi-vandz-ile ndi-dind-a ndi-mat-a tena 
REL.16 1 SG-be-FV 1 SG-remove-FV 1 sG-clOSe-Fv 1 sG-plaster-Fv again 
'When I've removed (the com), I close (the bin) and plaster (it) again.' 
(120) Adza ndimatye basi ... 
adza ndi-mat-il-ile basi 
when 1 sG-plaster-APPL-FV then 
'When I've plastered (it) then .. .' 
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(121) Mugati umu mwikela huduguumbana pamwiinga 
mu-gati umu mu-i-kel-a hu-duguumMn-a pamwiinga 




inside DEMIS ShOW-FV 
'Here inside it looks to be plugged up by those ashes.' 
(122) Umugoda gwa Juhudzi. 
u-mu-goda gwa fuhudzi 
AUG.3-cL3-medicine Assoc.3 gnat 
'The gnat poison.' 
(123) Amadzebele gihikala salama. 
a-ma-dzebele ga-i-hikal-a salama 
AUG.6-cL6-com cL6-PREs-live-Fv peaceful 
'The com stays peaceful.' 
(124) Gihikala pawunoju. 
ga-i-hikal-a pa-wu-nofu 
cL6-PREs-live-Fv CLI6-CLI4-good 
'It stays peaceful.' 
cLS-ash DEM.S 
(12S) Kwa hiyo, pe ndivedza ndimalile ikaasi iyo, 
kwa hiyo pe ndI-vedz-a ndi-mal-ile i-kaasi iyo 
therefore REL.16 ISG-be-FV ISG-finish-Fv AUG.9-work MED.DEM.9 
'Therefore when I've finished that work,' 
(126) amadzebele gala, ndanditwaanga pahituli. 
a-ma-dzebele gala ndi-a-ndi-twang-a pa-hi-tuli 
AUG.6-cL6-com DIST.DEM.6 1 SG-HAB-I SG-husk-Fv CL 16-CL 7 -milling.machine 




'I husk (it).' 
(128) Halafu adza ndiwuulwe, ndibita ndisopa muhitu!i. 
halafu adza ndi-wuIuI-ile ndi-bit-a ndi-sop-a mu-hi-tuli 
then AUX IsG-husk-Fv ISG-go-Fv ISG-put-FV cLI8-cL7-milling.machine 
'Then when I've husked (it), 1 go put (it) in a milling machine.' 
(129) Halafu ndivaanga uhutwaanga. 
halafu ndi-vang-a u-hu-twang-a 
then IsG-begin-Fv AUG.15-cLI5-husk-Fv 
'Then 1 begin to husk (it).' 
(130) Nditwaanga. wone nditwaange ... 
ndi-twang-a wone ndi-twang-e 
1 SG-husk-Fv when 1 SG-husk-FV 
'I husk (it), when I've husked (it) ... ' 
(131) inyaanda yila, yivedza tofauti naga madzebele, palubali. 
i-nyanda yna yi-vedz-a tofauti naga ma-dzebele pa-Iu-bali 
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AUG.9-chaff DIST.DEM.9 cL9-be-Fv different and.6 cL6-com cLI6-cL11-side 
'That chaffwill be different, with the com on the side.' 
(132) Amadzebele upaande. na inyaanda. lubali. 
a-ma-dzebele upande na i-nyanda Iu-bali 
AUG.6-cL6-com side and AUG.9-chaff cL1l-side 
'Com on (one) side and chaff (on the other) side.' 
(133) Kwa hiyo. inyaanda yila, ndivaanga 
kwa hiyo i-nyanda yna ndi-vang-a 
therefore AUG.9-chaff DIST.DEM.9 I sG-begin-Fv 
'Therefore, that chaff, 1 begin to sift (it).' 
(134) Gisigala amadzebele. 
ga-i-sigaI-a a-ma-dzebele 
cL6-PREs-remain-Fv AUG.6-cL6-com 




(135) Amadzebele ndikalafya, ndisiindiha humasiini 
a-ma-dzebele ndi-kalafy-a ndi-sindih-a hu-masini 
huhaalula. 
hu-haalul-a 
AUG.6-cL6-com 1 sG-c1ean-Fv 1 sG-Send-Fv CL 17 -machine 
'The com, I clean and send to the machine to grind.' 
CL 15-grind-Fv 
(136) Pala adza ndihaalwe, sasa wivedza wugali wa huliya. 
pala adza ndi-haalul-i1e sasa u-i-vedz-a wu-gali wa hu-Iiy-a 
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mST. when ISG-GRIND- now cLl4-PRES- cLl4-
DEM.16 FV be-Fv porridge 
'There when I've ground (it) now it is porridge for eating.' 
Assoc.14 cLI5-eat-Fv 
(137) Amahalage nago nditova, nago ndiviha muhisaandzi deeni 
a-mahalage nago ndi-tov-a migo ndi-vih-a mu-hi-sandzi deeni 
AUG.6-bean with.6 1 SG-hit-Fv with.6 1 SG-put-FV cLI8-CL 7-grain.bin same 
'The beans, I beat them, I put them in the grain bin the same (as the com).' 
(138) Au muhiviya hikOmi. 
au mu-hi-viya hi-komi 
or cLl8-CL7-pot cL7-big 
'Or in a big pot.' 
(139) Nago ndikelaga hutegilla nuhuteleha. 
nago ndi-kel-ag-a hu-tegul-a na=u-hu-te1eh-a 
with.6 1 sG-simply-NARR-FV cLI5-take-Fv and=AUG.l5-cLl5-cook-Fv 
'With them (the beans) I simply take and cook (them).' 
(140) Kwa hiyo. indimile yaangu, ya ye aJundisiidze 
kwa hiyo i-N-limile yi-angu ya ye a-fundis-i1e 
therefore AUG.9-cL9-farming cL9-1 SG. POSS ASSOC. 9 REL. 9 cLl-teach-Fv 
baba pahulima hye ndandilima eyo. 
baba pa-hu-Iim-a hye ndi-a-ndi-Iim-a eyo 
father cLl6-cLl5-farm-Fv REL.7 ISG-HAB-IsG-farm-Fv thus 
'Therefore my farming, is that which my father taught (me), to farm as I always do.' 
(141) Pe tili hwidugala. 
pe ti-Ii hu-idugala 
REL.16 1 PL-COP cLl7 -Kidugala 
'When we were at Kidugala.' 
(142) Lino isihu idzi, pahilva, tili mweene mujini, sitinaji 
lino i-sihu idzi pahuva ti-li mu-ene mUJml si-ti -na-fi 
now AUG. 1 0 PROX. because 1 PL- cLl8-self city.LOC NEG-lpL-
-day DEM.I0 cOP have-cL8 
'Now these days because we are in town, we don't have grain bins.' 
(143) Tiviiha mumafuho. 
ti-viih-a mu-mafUho 
IPL-put-FV cL18-bags 
'We put (it) in bags.' 








(145) Mwe mweene mwe tisopa ifilyo fye tigoondzile mumuguunda. 
mwe mu-ene mwe ti-sop-a i-fi-Iyo fye ti-gondz-ile mu-mu-gunda 
REL.18 cL18- REL.18 IPL-put- AUG.8-CL8- REL.8 IPL-harvest- cLl8-cL3-field 
self FV crop FV 
'Right inside is where we put the crops which we've harvested in the field.' 
(146) Madzebele, mahalagi imaange, 
L 
ma-dzebele mahalagi i-mange 
CL6-corn beans AUG. 1 O-chickpeas 
'corn, beans, chickpeas,' 
(147) Nadzo tisopa mumaheseni. 
nadzo ti-sop-a mu-ma-heseni 
and. 1 0 IPL-put-Fv cLl8-cL6-gunny.sack 
'And those we put in gunny sacks.' 
(148) Pe ndimalile apo, tiviiha munyuumba. 
pe ndi-mal-ile apo ti-viih-a mu-nyliumba 
REL.16 IsG-finish-Fv MED.DEM.16 IPL-put-FV cLl8-house 
'When I've finished there I put (them) in the house.' 
(149) Pahuva isihu idzi, avahiidzi 
pahuva i-sihu idzi a-va-hiidzi 
because AUG.I0-day PROX. DEM.10 AUG.2-cL2-thief 
tiviiha munyuumba mwe tigona. 
ti-viih-a mu-nytiumba mwe ti-gon-a 





'Because these days there are many thieves, (so) we put (them) in the house where 
we sleep.' 
(150) Hiyuumba ihiingi, hya huviiha ifilyo, 
hi-yumba i-hi-ngi hya hu-viih-a 
CL7-room AUG.7-CL7-other Assoc.7 cL15-put-Fv 
'One room, for putting crops (in).' 
i-fi-Iyo 
AUG.8-CL8-crop 
(151) Ihiingi ihiyuumba hye 
i-hi-ngi i-hi-yumba hye 
AUG.7-CL7-other AUG.7-cL7-room REL.7 










ya hwika/a, ya pahutinalidza. 
ya hu-iklil-a ya pa-hu-tinalidz-a 
Assoc.9 cLI5-live-Fv ASSOC cLI6-CLI5-talk-
cL7-other room living.room .9 FV 
'Another room is the living room for living (in), for talking.' 
(1 53) Ndiyo hye tihika/a ewo, te vabena. 
ndiyo hye ti-hiklil-a ewo te va-bena 
yes REL.7 1 PL-live-Fv thus IPL cL2-Bena 




This appendix provides tabulated responses from the Bena sociolinguistic survey. 
74 Bena speakers living in rural areas filled out a language use questionnaire. Speakers 
were asked to provide information about which language they used in a particular 
situation. Possible responses included (1) Bena only; (2) more Bena than Swahili; (3) 
equal Bena and Swahili; (4) more Swahili than Bena; and (5) Swahili only.! 
B MORE EQUAL MORE S , , TOTAL 
ONLY B B/S S ONLY 
, 
Lg. I speak with my parents 41 13 11 3 0 , 68 
Lg. my parents speak with me 47 11 9 0 1 68 , 
, 
Lg. I speak with my children 13 9 27 9 7 65 
Lg. my children speak with me 14 5 21 13 11 , 64 
Lg. I want my children to speak 18 6 20 8 12 , 64 
Table C.l Parent-child relationship. 
I There were some situations, particularly in the education domain, where English was included as one of 
the languages used. However, there were no responses in the entire survey that were "English only" and 
because this survey is looking at the relationship between Bena and Swahili, English responses are not 
included here. The ways in which English is impacting language use in rural Bena-speaking areas is a 
worthwhile area offuture study. 
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B MORE EQUAL MORE S 
TOTAL ONLY B B/S S ONLY 
Lg. I speak with my 55 5 7 0 0 67 Krandparents : 
Lg. my grandparents speak 58 4 5 0 0 67 
with me 
Lg. I speak with my 20 6 18 11 5 60 grandchildren 
Lg. my grandchildren speak l3 3 17 12 14 59 
with me 
Table C.2 Grandparent-grandchild relationship. 
B MORE EQUAL MORE S 
TOTAL 
ONLY B B/S S ONLY 
Lg. I speak with my peers 25 2 22 8 7 , 64 , 
Lg. my peers speak with me 24 3 19 8 10 , 64 
Lg. I speak with my spouse 19 24 l3 11 1 , 68 , , 
, 
Lg. my spouse speaks with me 23 16 19 7 3 , 68 
Table C.3 Peer-peer relatIOnship. 
B MORE EQUAL MORE S 
TOTAL 
ONLY B B/S S ONLY 
Lg. I speak with my older 17 6 24 12 8 67 
siblings 
Lg. my older siblings speak 18 4 25 9 9 65 
with me 
Lg. I speak with my younger 12 4 27 12 9 64 
siblings 
Lg. my younger siblings l3 5 25 10 11 64 
speak with me 
Lg. my children speak with 17 3 21 12 11 64 
each other 
Table C.4 Sibling-sibling relationship. 
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B MORE EQUAL MORE S TOTAL 
ONLY B B/S S ONLY 
Lg. I spoke with my first teacher 19 1 10 10 19 59 
Lg. my first teacher spoke with 7 0 12 10 30 59 
me 
Lg. I spoke with my other 6 0 7 5 41 59 
teachers 
Lg. my other teachers spoke 7 0 7 6 39 59 
with me 
Table C.S Language use in school. 
B MORE EQUAL MORE S 
TOTAL 
ONLY B B/S S ONLY 
Lg. I speak at work 14 0 12 9 29 64 
Lg. I spoke at church as a child 38 6 11 1 8 64 
Lg. I speak at church 11 5 19 8 22 65 
Lg. I speak on the bus 8 1 8 4 43 64 
Lg. I speak at the market 6 0 9 8 40 
, 
63 , 
Lg. I hear on the radio 4 0 4 3 52 63 
Table C.6 Language use m dIfferent domams. 
There were several other questions to which possible responses were (1) yes; (2) no; (3) 
mixed; and (4) I don't know. 
YES No MIXED DON'T TOTAL 
KNOW 
Will your children speak Bena with 9 45 15 0 69 
their children? 
Will the Bena people ever stop 30 29 8 5 72 
speaking Bena and speak only Swahili? 
Is speaking Bena important? 70 3 nla 0 73 
Table C. 7 Other questions 
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